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1 Introduction 
1.1 Aim and Method of the Analysis 

"Spread your mantle over me!" This urgent request was made by Ruth, the 
young Moabite woman, to the older and well-established Boaz on the local 
threshing-floor. Earlier the same night, Ruth had covered herself with 
Boaz' mantle as he lay sleeping. What was the intention of her request as 
well as her act? Was there more than meets the eye? Indeed there was, 
since Ruth was aiming at something which went beyond the mere proce-
dure of her act, something which lay hidden in the symbolic value of the 
act itself. She was in fact referring to a particular symbolic act to be per-
formed by Boaz. What is more, the symbolic act which Ruth alluded to 
was generally known to have a particular legal function, making it a legal 
symbolic act. When Boaz was to perform the act of covering Ruth with his 
mantle, a profound change of legal status would occur, for Ruth as well as 
forBoaz. 

There are several more examples from the OT of similar symbolic acts 
with a legal function. It is the aim of this analysis to understand more fully 
some of them as they are described in the OT. 

What, then, is a legal symbolic act? Awaiting a more comprehensive 
definition, it can be defined simply as an act by which a legal function is 
symbolized and effected. There are certain restrictions connected to this 
definition, which will be returned to below. 

Until now, the legal symbolic acts in the OT have not received a thorough 
study of their own. There have been earlier studies specifically related to 
some of these acts, such as Malul's studies of the acts of putting the hand 
under the thigh and covering a woman with the mantle, and Kruger's 
studies related to various acts in relation to the mantle.1 These studies, 
which are related to specific acts, will be taken up below in the analysis of 
each particular act. Legal symbolic acts are naturally commented upon in 
various other works as well. What has been lacking so far, however, is a 
thorough analysis of legal symbolic acts in the OT, together with a theoreti-
cal base upon which to establish a method for analyzing these acts. The 
latter is the intention of this introduction. This introduction owes a great 
deal to the theoretical base in Malul's analysis of legal symbolic acts in 
Babylonian legal texts, although the differences between the two are just as 
significant.2 So far, Malul's analysis is the only thorough study of legal 

1 Malul (1985; 1985b; 1987; 1990a), Kruger (1984; 1986). 
2 Malul (1988). In relation to this, see also Malul (1985a; 1987a). 
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symbolic acts from the ancient Near East outside the OT. Its value for this 
work can be evidenced by its use throughout the following analysis. 
Malul's study was preceded by some articles by Munn-Rankin, Greengus 
and in particular one article by Draffkom Kilmer, in which a list was drawn 
up of legal symbolic acts from the ancient Near East.3 

If the legal aspect is omitted and the more general study of symbolic acts 
is focused upon, the most thorough and recent study is that of Gruber.4 

Gruber studies symbolic acts, or more correctly, non-verbal communication 
in three semitic languages, namely biblical Hebrew, U garitic and Akkadian. 
Gruber is primarily interested in the emotional aspects of the non-verbal 
communication. Although his purpose is different in principle from both 
this analysis as well as that of Malul, there are some relevant points of 
contact, as will be noted throughout this analysis. Another study of non-
verbal communication in the OT is the study by Carena. However, Carena's 
study is of more limited use for this analysis.5 An older study of non-verbal 
communication, or body language, in the OT was made by Vorwahl, which 
includes a short section on legal symbolic acts. 6 A similar, yet more com-
prehensive work related to ancient Greece and Rome was made by Sittl.7 

In the light of this overview of earlier studies, more or less related to the 
subject, it is clear that there definitely is a place for a thorough study of 
legal symbolic acts in the OT. 

The method which is used in order to achieve the aim, as stated above, is to 
analyse each legal symbolic act in the literary context in which it is de-
scribed. The analysis will be performed by asking three basic questions in 
relation to the texts which describe the acts: 

1. How is the act performed? 
2. What is the legal function of the act? 
3. Why was the legal function once connected to this performance? 

These three questions will be used to structure the presentation of the 
analysis of each act in three parts, namely 'Performance', 'Legal Function' 
and 'Historical Explanation'. 8 

The main effort is spent on answering the second question concerning 
the legal function. However, in order to understand the legal function of an 

3 Munn-Rankin (1956), Greengus (1966), (1969) andDraffkorn Kilmer (1974). 
4 Gruber (1980). See also Gruber (1975; 1978; 1983) and Kruger (1989). 

Carena (1981). 
6 Vorwahl (1932). 
7 Sittl ( 1890). 

Malul (1988:30-3) has a similar tripartite structure, made up of "morphology", 
"semantics" and "etymology". 
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act it must also be understood how the act was performed, since any doubt 
as to how the act was performed also raises doubts as to whether the act is 
supposed to be performed. The question of performance will therefore 
sometimes include the more basic issue of whether a text actually describes 
the performance of an act. 

The third question concerns the historical explanation for the connection 
between the performance of an act and its legal function. This is only made 
tentatively in this analysis, since such an endeavour deserves its own study, 
not the least because of the theoretical difficulties involved. In answering 
this question, various symbols are of particular importance. 'Symbol' is 
then used in the very wide and simple sense of one entity which stands for 
and represents another entity. 9 These symbols can be of various kinds, e.g. 
the acts themselves, various parts of the body, 10 clothing, such as a sandal 
or a mantle, 11 and other items such as the horns of the altar. In the attempt 
to explain the acts historically, it must be asked whether the legal function 
of an act was once connected to a particular performance because of some 
symbolism related to that performance. If so, that symbolic meaning 
related to the performance could be used to explain how the legal function 
came to be related to a particular perfonnance. It should also be noted that 
the relationship between the symbolic meanings connected to the perfor-
mance and the legal function is most often characterized by analogy. One 
example is when Jonathan turns over his mantle, among other things, to 
David in 1 Sam 18:4. As the analysis below will attempt to show, this act is 
based on a legal symbolic act which had as its legal function to transfer a 
certain legal status, such as being heir to the throne. The mantle is well-
known from the ancient Near East as a symbol for the person who is 
wearing it. The act of transferring one's mantle could then have been 
thought to symbolize the transference of something more abstract, such as 
a legal status. This would then be the historical explanation of how the 
legal function of transferring a legal status came to be attached to the act of 
transferring the mantle. There is also a clear case of analogy between the 

9 See e.g. Geertz (1973:208, n. 19), who defines 'symbol' as "any physical, social, or 
cultural act or object that serves as the vehicle for a conception". Gonnan (1990:22-3) 
follows Geertz in defining "symbolic action". See also Alonso Schi.ikel (1988:110): 
"The symbol is the object perceived plus something else that is revealed in it." 
1° For the descriptions of the various parts of the human body in the OT and their sym-
bolic meanings, see Dhonne (1923), who concentrates on how the names of the 
different parts of the body are used metaphorically, and Oelsner (1960). Gruber (1980) 
contains much useful information in this area. 
11 For clothing in the OT, see e.g. Honig (1957), Haulotte (1966), Brongers (1982), 
and in the ancient Near East in general, see e.g. Weippert (1977). 
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symbolic act of transferring a mantle and the legal function of transferring 
a legal status. 

The historical explanation of an act is sometimes quite transparent, as in 
the case discussed above from 1 Sam 18:4. In other cases, however, the 
relationship between the symbolism related to the performance and the 
legal function is quite opaque, which is an open invitation to speculation in 
the search for a historical explanation. One example where this is the case 
is the act of putting the hand under the thigh of someone else in order to 
take an oath. It has been suggested that the word yarek, "thigh" is actually a 
euphemism for the genital organs in the descriptions of this act, namely 
Gen 24:2, 9 and 47:29. The genital organs would then symbolize either the 
procreative force, or the offspring which could function as witnesses or 
pose a threat on the one who takes the oath, or the ancestral spirits who 
would also pose a threat. The problem is, however, that besides the texts 
which describe this act there is no sufficient basis upon which to posit 
either a euphemistic use of yarek or that the genital organs would have 
symbolized either offspring or ancestral spirits. The historical explanation 
of the act along these lines is therefore very much open to speculation. 

This analysis is not intended to provide a complete inventory of legal 
symbolic acts in the OT. A selection has therefore been made, which 
includes the most important acts. This leads to another limitation of this 
analysis, namely the boundary that has been drawn between cultic and non-
cultic law. 12 'Cultic law' is here used in the sense of priestly rituals and 
legislations specifically related to the cultural sphere of life in ancient 
Israel. The acts which have been chosen for analysis are all related to the 
latter category of non-cultic law. However, this distinction is not meant to 
imply that the ancient Israelites considered the boundary between cultic 
and non-cultic law to be as fixed as it has been drawn here. 13 There are 
several symbolic acts in the OT which are very much legal but within the 
sphere of cultic law .14 

The ambition of this analysis has been to understand legal symbolic acts 
as they are described in the OT. No effort has therefore been made either to 
prove or disprove the historicity of these specific occurrences of the acts.15 

12 See e.g. Reventlow (1963) concerning the scholarly debate concerning what is to be 
meant by cultic law. 
13 Cf. Paul (1970:36-40) and Boecker (1984:118-24). 
14 For example the laying on of hands, testing by giving bitter water to drink in Num 
5:11-31 and the act in Deut 21:1-9, which could be considered a border-line case since 
it is the elders and not the priests who perform the act, see further Wright (1987a). 
15 See e.g. Malul (1990:73)., 
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To take one example, when the go'el, "kinsman-redeemer" in Ruth 4:8 
removes his sandal, he is undoubtedly performing an act which is symbolic 
as well as legal. However, in the analysis of this act below no attempt is 
made to investigate whether this particular act actually occurred, a question 
which is naturally linked to the question of the historicity of the book of 
Ruth at large. It is not only that such questions of historicity are especially 
elusive, but they are also of little or no relevance for the understanding of 
the legal symbolic acts. To return to the kinsman-redeemer in Ruth 4:8, 
whether he actually performed such an act at a specific point in time is of 
minor importance. What is of real importance for this analysis is the fact 
that the act was a legal symbolic act, commonly performed under similar 
circumstances in ancient Israel. 

It is unlikely that legal symbolic acts in the OT are literary creations and 
therefore do not describe a part of the legal institutions of ancient Israel. It 
is worth noting that very seldom in the literature dealing with these acts is 
it suggested that this should be the case. For these reasons it is presumed 
throughout this analysis that in order to show the proper cultural flavour 
and appearance of these acts, they have been described by the various 
biblical authors with their proper legal functions. 16 This is also relevant in 
relation to the question of whether a legal symbolic act is being reused in a 
non-legal context. The understanding of an act differs markedly if it was 
expected to be associated with a legal symbolic act, or if it was meant to be 
an innovative symbolic act. One example of such a reuse of a legal sym-
bolic act is the so-called 'divine anointing'. The legal symbolic act of royal 
anointing had the legal function of accomplishing the royal status of an 
individual, who was thereby elected for this particular purpose. When God 
is then described as choosing his candidates for the throne, he is said to 
anoint them, an act which is performed by a prophet, as, e.g., in 1 Sam 10:1 
and 16:13, the divine anointing of Saul and David. These anointings are 
not meant to be legal, however, but rather to emphasize the divine election 
of the pretenders to the throne. As people normally anointed someone to be 
king, so also God is described as anointing the ones he has chosen for this 
position. This reuse of a legal symbolic act provides the divine election 
with added emphasis through the association with the legal force inherent 
in the legal symbolic act. In some cases, however, all that is found of a 
legal symbolic act is how it is reused in a non-legal context. In this case the 
understanding of the legal symbolic act naturally becomes more difficult 

16 See Patrick (1985:193), who has a similar line of argument for legal proceedings: 
"One would expect authors to depict court transactions with sufficient realism for their 
readers to recognize them." See also Malul (1990:70). 
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and hypothetical and opens the way for a more elaborate use of compara-
tive material. 

This analysis is not meant to be a comparative study, although compara-
tive material from neighbouring cultures is used to some degree. 17 The use 
of comparative material is limited to the mere phenomenological aspect of 
such material, similar to what Malul calls a typological comparison.18 This 
typological comparison is different in principle from a historical compari-
son, which is used to argue for historical connections in some form. This, 
however, is precisely what a typological comparison is not. Typological 
comparison is furthermore used in two different ways in this analysis, one 
illustrative and one explanatory. 

Firstly, it has as its purpose to illustrate the OT material by means of 
extra-biblical material. When a legal symbolic act in the OT is compared 
with an act from some extra-biblical material in this illustrative way, the 
purpose is only to show that a similar act is found outside the OT. The 
similarity between the two acts can then be related to either their perfor-
mances, their legal functions, or both, but the comparison is not intended to 
provide the OT act with a legal function. Sometimes the comparison can 
also serve a contrastive purpose, as when an act from the OT has the same 
performance as an act from extra-biblical material, although their legal 
functions differ. At the most, this illustrative manner of using the com-
parative material functions as a confirmation of what has already been 
found in the analysis of the legal symbolic act in its own literary context, 
since this analysis attempts to give prime importance to the literary context 
in which these acts are described. 19 

Secondly, when it is not possible to discern the legal function of an act 
on the basis of how it functions within its literary context, the use of 
comparative material takes on a different form. The purpose is then no 
longer simply to illustrate what has already been found in the analysis of 

17 That this analysis is not meant to be a full-fledged comparative study can be seen 
from the fact that extra-biblical texts are only referred to in their original languages in 
so far as it forms a relevant contribution to the argument. This should be an indication 
to the reader that this analysis is primarily oriented towards the OT by means of con-
textual analyses of the relevant texts. 
18 Malul (1990:14-9). For the proper use of comparative material, see also Talmon 
(1978a), Wilson (1980:15-6) and Wright (1987:5-9). 
19 See the sixth principle of Wilson (1980:16): "When applying comparative material 
to the biblical text, the interpreter must allow the biblical text itself to be the controlling 
factor in the exegetical process. The comparative material can thus be used only to form 
a hypothesis which must still be tested against the biblical text. The exegesis of the text 
itself will then support, disprove, or modify the hypothesis." 
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the act, but to explain the act by providing it with a legal function. It should 
be remembered that the comparative material is still used according to the 
phenomenological or typological approach, which means that no historical 
relationship is implied by this use of the comparative material. This ex-
planatory use of comparative material becomes particularly relevant when 
a legal symbolic act has been reused in a non-legal context, as was de-
scribed above. When the legal function of an act has been achieved in this 
way, namely by means of a comparison with an extra-biblical act and not 
by means of an analysis of how it functions in its literary context, the 
hypothetical nature of the solution will have to be noted.20 To return to the 
act of Jonathan in 1 Sam 18:4, it is possible that Jonathan's act is meant 
simply as an act of love towards David and nothing more. However, there 
are certain extra-biblical texts which describe a legal symbolic act which is 
likely to be reused in this text in order to provide Jonathan's decision with 
an added emphasis. Although the act which Jonathan is said to perform is 
not intended to have a legal effect, the mere association with a legal sym-
bolic act will nevertheless make his decision appear stronger and more 
definite. 

The attempt to date a legal symbolic act by relating it to the date of the 
text in which it is described is questionable. A legal symbolic act may be 
very old as a legal custom21 within the Israelite culture, while at the same 
time appear in literary form in a rather late part of the OT.22 This is the 
main reason why no attempt has been made in this analysis to relate these 
legal symbolic acts to a historical description of how the legal institutions 
developed in ancient Israel. 

Similar reservations should also be made for source-critical questions in 
relation to the texts in this analysis. The diachronic approach in analysing 
the text of the OT is a subject all its own, and has its place in exegetical 
studies. However, the traditional approaches to how it should be practised 

2° For a similar approach, see Wright (1987:7-9). 
21 'Custom' is defined by Black (1979:347) in the context of law as follows: "A usage 
or practice of the people, which, by common adoption and acquiescence, and by long 
and unvarying habit, has become compulsory, and has acquired the force of a law with 
respect to the place or subject-matter to which it relates." The term 'customary' is only 
used here as part of the expression 'customary law'. An act is said to be 'conventional' 
in this analysis when it depends upon the general consent for its meaning. 
22 See e.g. Mendenhall (1990:96), who makes a similar case with the reuse of the 
ancient treaty structure in Deuteronomy. 
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is more than ever a matter of scholarly debate.23 Since the present analysis 
focuses on how legal symbolic acts function in the textual worlds presented 
by the texts, the effort to create a hypothetical text through the use of 
source-critical methodologies leads to the creation of a hypothetical 
context for the act, i.e., another textual world, and possibly to a new, hypo-
thetical function for the symbolic act.24 It has therefore been deemed more 
appropriate in this analysis to rely on the understanding of whoever 
constructed the biblical narratives in which these legal symbolic acts are 
found. Their knowledge of how these acts functioned in their socio-cultural 
context, is likely to be more reliable than a hypothetical context recon-
structed by a modem scholar. Again, this is not to say that various forms of 
source-criticism are useless. As will be shown below, however, the legal 
function of a legal symbolic act is not found by merely observing how the 
act is performed, but by understanding how the act functions in its context. 
To analyse a text into its possible earlier stages is therefore not a suitable 
method when the purpose is to understand legal symbolic acts. Therefore, 
when texts which are usually considered to have a complex history of 
composition are studied in the analysis, this matter will be noted, although 
not always interacted with. 

1.2 What is a Legal Symbolic Act? 

The question 'What is a legal symbolic act?' will be answered by means of 
a definition, together with the basic criteria which emerge out of that defi-
nition. Then these legal symbolic acts will be compared to another group of 
symbolic acts in the OT, namely those acts performed by the prophets. A 
second comparison is then made with so-called performatives. These corn-

23 See e.g. Berlin (1983:111-29) on the method in general, Whybray (1987:129-31, 
221-42) for its relation to the study of the Pentateuch and Longacre (1989:9-12) with 
some further valuable references. 
24 See e.g. Vorster (1985:60-1), who uses the expression "narrative world", and 
Ricoeur (1981: 112): "Hermeneutics can be defined no longer as an inquiry into the 
psychological intentions which are hidden beneath the text, but rather as the explication 
of the being-in-the-world displayed by the text. What is to be interpreted in the text is a 
proposed world which I could inhabit and in which I could project my ownmost possi-
bilities." A similar case can be made for a "ritual world", see Gorman (1990:15). For 
the importance of the context in literary interpretation, see e.g. Kittay (1987: 106): 
"When a given sentence has been artificially taken out of context (or rather out of its 
context), the features of the world that we take to be normal, and our usual expectations 
of our world (in so far as these are relevant to the utterance), serve as an implicit 
context (the default frame) determining our interpretation- be it literal or metaphorical-
and belie the claim to intelligibility of context-free sentences." 
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parisons will serve to emphasize the distinctively conventional character of 
legal symbolic acts. 

1.2 .1 A Definition of 'Legal Symbolic Act' 

A legal symbolic act will be defined in the following way in this analysis: 

A legal symbolic act is a non-verbal act which fulfils a legal 
function when it is peiformed under the proper circumstances 
and when the legal function is different from the physical result 
of the act. 

Some basic criteria for what should be called a legal symbolic act can be 
deduced from this definition. 

1. The legal symbolic act must be a non-verbal act. When a piece of land 
changed owner, it was apparently accomplished by calling out the name of 
the new owner over the field. 25 However, since this act was verbal, it will 
not be included in this analysis, although it was undoubtedly legal. 

A problem that will be encountered in the analysis below is how to dis-
tinguish between an expression which describes the performance of a legal 
symbolic act and an idiomatic expression. 26 The description of an act must 
therefore be shown to describe not only that the act could be performed, 
i.e., its performability, but also the actual performance of the act. Anything 
less will make the conclusion equally less certain. 

Something must be said about the choice of the term 'act'. 'Ritual' could 
be used, if it was clearly defined as referring to secular rituals.27 However, 
the common association between 'ritual' and some form of religious 
context and function28 makes it rather unsuitable for a specifically legal 
context and function. The term 'gesture', although well-known and widely 
used, is limited to physical movements with a less complicated perfor-
mance. This would cover some of the acts studied here, e.g. raising the 
hand, but it would not be sufficient as an overall description. The term 'act' 
has been chosen instead of 'ritual' because of its rather neutral meaning 
and associations. It is preferred to 'gesture' because it can be used to 
describe more complex and especially interactive performances, e.g. 
sharing a meal, grasping the horns of the altar, shaking the hand and 
anointing the head. 

25 See Galling (1956). See e.g. Amos 9:12. 
26 See e.g. Gruber (1980:278-80). 
27 See e.g. Myerhoff (1977:199). 
28 See e.g. the definition of 'ritual' by Turner (1977:183). 
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2. The act must be performed under the proper circumstances in order to 
fulfil the requirements for a successful legal symbolic act. It is difficult to 
provide general characteristics for these circumstances, but they would at 
least have to include some contextual indications to convey that the act is 
related to some form of legal proceeding. Such indications could be of 
various kinds, but the most important indications are technical terminology 
and phraseology which are well known to occur in legal contexts, the 
presence of witnesses, the place of the act in the literary structure and the 
locality of the performance of the act. One example of an act with a rather 
elusive legal function is the act of sharing a meal, i.e., the covenant meal. 
However, one decisive factor in this case is the place of the meal in the 
literary structure. In all the cases where this act is thought to occur 
according to this analysis, Gen 26:30; 31:46, 54 and 2 Sam 3:20, the meal 
has a pivotal function in the literary structure. Something seems to happen 
by means of the meal, which ends the description of an agreement and 
prepares for the end of the proceedings. 

This criterion of proper circumstances is very much particular to each 
legal symbolic act, since they all have different circumstances. However, 
when there are more than one occurrence of one and the same legal sym-
bolic act, the indications which are found in the context of one act can be 
used to understand the other occurrences. The sum of the indications which 
have been found can then be used to analyse the more doubtful examples 
of the acts, and even mark out the characteristics which are necessary in 
order to parse an expression as a description of a particular legal symbolic 
act. 

3. The legal function of the act must be different from the manifest result 
of the act, i.e., the act must symbolize the legal function. In contrast, a 
punitive act is legal in the sense that it performs a legal function, but its 
physical enactment is the same as its legal function. A punitive act is there-
fore not symbolic. What is more, the punitive act is more easily understood 
than a symbolic act, since it does not involve more than the physical 
enactment of the act. A symbolic act, in contrast, relates to yet another item 
which should be understood by the interpreter, if the symbolic act is to 
function properly. This is usually balanced by the conventional character of 
symbols, namely that their meanings are commonly agreed upon.29 This 
agreement then resides within the socio-cultural context in which the sym-
bol is used. The context therefore limits the range of possible meanings for 
a symbol. This function of the context is of vital importance in the attempt 
to understand what a symbol means in a particular instance. On the other 

29 See Firth (1973:60). 
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hand, a symbolic act may be non-conventional, which leaves it up to the 
performance of the act to communicate the symbolic meaning of the act. 

1.2.2 Conventional and Innovative Acts 

The particular character of legal symbolic acts can be enhanced by com-
paring them with another group of symbolic acts in the OT, namely the 
symbolic acts of the prophets. Fohrer, who has made a well-known study 
of these acts, seeks to separate the symbolic acts of the prophets from on 
the one hand, 'magical acts' and on the other, 'profane symbolic acts'.30 

The difference between 'prophetic' and 'profane' is that the profane act 
lacks any religious meaning, whereas the prophetic act is virtually founded 
on divine authority. This means that legal symbolic acts would be included 
in the profane symbolic acts. 

What is most important in comparing these prophetic acts with legal 
symbolic acts is that the prophetic acts are apt to be innovative rather than 
conventional in the construction of their meanings.31 This of course suits 
the situation of the OT prophets, since they were not likely to communicate 
things that were generally agreed upon. Instead, they used symbolic acts to 
communicate new and often astonishing information, which then had to be 
made clear by the performance of the acts. A conventional act, on the other 
hand, is not meant to be understood simply by discerning how it is per-
formed, as is the case with an innovative act. Instead, the conventional act 
is supposed to be understood by relating its performance to a particular 
meaning which is generally agreed to be related to that particular act. An 
important consequence of this is that a legal symbolic act, being a conven-
tional act, must be performed in strict adherence to how it is agreed upon to 
be performed, if it will achieve its aim of effecting a certain legal change. 

A legal symbolic act is then conventional because its legal function can 
not be understood simply by understanding how the act is performed. 
Instead, the meaning of the act must be sought for outside the mere per-
formance of the act, namely in the socio-cultural context where the act is 
performed and where it receives its status as conventional. However, the 
legal symbolic acts in the OT are only available for study in literary form. 
The best way to understand how they functioned in their socio-cultural 
context is then to understand how they are used in their respective literary 

3° Fohrer (1968:104-7). 
31 Alonso Schokel (1988:113) even calls the prophetic acts pantomimes. The relation-
ship between an innovative act and a conventional act can be compared with the rela-
tionship between a newly created metaphor and a frozen one. 
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context.32 Another way of saying this would be that the acts should be 
understood in the way they function and are used within the textual worlds 
in which they are found. 

However, earlier studies of these acts have made the mistake of turning 
to the procedure in their search for the legal function. The search has then 
lead to the historical explanation of the act, since the historical explanation 
endeavours to explain how the legal function was originally connected to a 
particular performance. That, however, is not the proper way to understand 
the legal function. This can be compared to the mistake of confusing the 
etymological explanation of a word with what the word means when it is 
used.33 The same distinction between history and use should be made 
regarding legal symbolic acts, which is the main reason why this analysis 
emphasizes the literary context. In the attempt to understand the legal 
function it is the use of the act which is important and not its history. 

1.2.3 Legal Symbolic Acts and Performatives 

Since a legal symbolic act has the ability not only to communicate certain 
information but also to bring about a certain legal result, it can be com-
pared to a performative sentence. A performative sentence has the ability 
to accomplish what it describes, when it is stated under the proper circum-
stances. 34 It is interesting to note that scholars from different areas of study 
have lately come to similar conclusions regarding the 'performative' nature 
of certain acts. A review of some of the attempts in this direction will 
therefore be given here. It should be remembered, however, that the 
attempt here is not to apply the term 'performative' to legal symbolic acts, 
since that term should be restricted to the verbal code in order to avoid 
confusion. The point is rather to illustrate the efficaciousness of tt'1ese legal 
symbolic acts by comparing them with performatives. 

32 See Gorman (1990:25) for a similar line of argument in relation to the interpretation 
of OT priestly rituals. He holds that in order to understand the socio-cultural context of 
the rituals, "close attention to the language used to depict the ritual situation must be a 
focal point of attention. Language is the means for opening up the possibilities of what 
the social field of the Priestly ritual might have been. At the same time, however, it can 
also act as a constraint on what the social field was not." The constraining function of 
the literary context is of major importance in understanding symbols in general. 
33 See e.g. Lyons (1968:45-50, 407). 
34 See Austin (1975:6-7) and Lyons (1977:725-45). For the more elaborate termino-
logy of locutional, illocutional and perlocutional, see Lyons ( 1977 :730). 
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Tambiah, working in the area of anthropology, regards rituals as performa-
tive acts.35 He also makes a clear analogy between the performative status 
of the ritual act and the words which usually accompany the act. This is of 
importance in relation to those legal symbolic acts in this analysis which 
are accompanied with what appear to be performative utterances. As when 
the ritual is an amalgam of word and act, the same might very well apply in 
those instances where a legal symbolic act is used together with an 
utterance. 36 

Hillers regards ancient Near Eastern legal acts, or rites as he prefers to 
call them, as performatives.37 However, he incorrectly puts an either-or 
distinction between the symbolic character of the acts on the one hand and 
their performative character on the other. The reason why Hillers makes 
this distinction seems to be that according to his terminology, for an act to 
be 'symbolic' means that the symbolic meai1ings of the parts that make up 
the acts are relevant and added together. What he seems to forget is that the 
act as such has a symbolic meaning. 

Allwood, working in the area of linguistics, uses the expression "com-
municative acts" in order to include both verbal and non-verbal acts.38 

What makes these communicative acts so distinct is their so-called 
"conventional force". To perform an act with this force, "commits either 
the individual using it, or the social institution he represents, to a certain set 
of social consequences."39 He notes further that "A very special type of 
conventional force is that which is legally codified. Here, we could talk of 
legal force."40 These conventional communicative acts are what Austin 
called performatives, while Allwood uses the more precise expression 
"institutionalized performatives" to emphasize the close connection 
between the act and the social institution.41 When communicative acts have 
conventional force and are institutionalized activities, they have to be per-
formed according to the precise conventions which regulate the potential 
success of the acts. Allwood also describes these acts as "symbolic 
behaviour that takes place in highly institutionalized ritualistic types of 
communication such as legal proceedings or religious ceremonies.'>42 

35 Tambiah (1985:78-80). 
36 This relationship between verbal and non-verbal forms of communication is taken 
up by Kruger (1989:54-5) in his study of non-verbal communication in the Ugaritic 
"Baal epic". 
37 Hillers (1990:359-63). 
38 All wood (1987: 179). 
39 Allwood (1987:122). 
40 Allwood (1987:122). 
41 Allwood (1987:203-4). 
42 Allwood (1987:121). 
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This illustration makes it even more clear than before that a legal symbolic 
act will only perform its legal function in so far as it conforms to the legal 
conventions of the socio-cultural context in which it is used. What legal 
symbolic acts gain in clarity and unambiguousness by their character as 
"institutionalized performatives", to use All wood's expression, they lose 
by not being able to communicate innovatively. They must adhere to the 
conventional performance in order to communicate their conventional 
information. It is only by reusing legal symbolic acts in non-legal contexts 
that they can be made to communicate something beyond their con-
ventional quantity of information. In doing that, however, they cease to be 
specifically legal and remain as symbolic acts in general, similar to the 
prophetic acts described above. 

1.3 What Makes a Symbolic Act Legal? 

When a symbolic act in the OT is found to be conventional, according to 
what has been said above, its meaning depends on a common agreement on 
how it should function. When such a conventional symbolic act is related 
to the particular socio-cultural sphere of law, the common agreement to 
which the act refers is some form of law. What, then, does it mean for a 
conventional symbolic act in the OT to be legal, and on what form of law 
is such an act based? 

In order to explain what it is that makes the symbolic acts of this 
analysis legal, the concept of 'customary law' will be presented as the form 
of law on which these acts are based. Customary law is basically the 
manifestation of certain social norms which are held by people at large 
within a certain social group. Such norms regulate behaviour in different 
areas, in this case legal practice. The basis upon which customary law then 
functions is the overall agreement on these norms. Indeed, the existence of 
a society which functions on the basis of customary law is dependent on 
the common adherence to these particular social norms. In what sense a 
social norm is legal is defmed more precisely by Hoebel: 

A social norm is legal if its neglect or infraction is regularly met, in 
threat or in fact, by the application of physical force by an individual 
or group possessing the socially recognized privilege of so acting.43 

wnen such a legal norm is applied in a particular case, it takes the physical 
form of a legal custom, e.g. a legal symbolic act. Since the social norm 
which brings meaning to the custom is legal, it follows that the custom is 

43 Hoebel (1954:28). 
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also of a legal nature.44 The customary law of the ancient Israelite society 
can then be defined as the sum of its legal norms, together with their corre-
sponding legal customs. For example, the legal symbolic act of royal 
anointing in the OT was only legal in so far as it was performed according 
to the norm which was agreed upon by people governing how someone 
became king. When the norm was applied, it took the form of a legal 
custom, namely the anointing of the one who was to be king. Any attempt 
to make someone king without abiding by this norm and without following 
the legal custom would have been opposed, if necessary by force. In con-
trast, if such an attempt had not been met with opposition, royal anointing 
would not have been legal. However, when the society of ancient Israel 
became monarchical, a conflict inevitably arose between the conventional 
norms and the norms behind the monarchical jurisdiction.45 

Excursus: Customary Law in the OT 

Since customary law is of such an importance in understanding the legal 
background for the legal symbolic acts in the OT, some of the basic charac-
teristics of the customary law of the OT will be presented. The following 
summary is based on a study by Bellefontaine,46 who distinguishes cus-
tomary law from what she calls simple conventions, non-judicial norms and 
law. The law is then seen as a social control from a centralized authority. 
Simple conventions, non-judicial norms and customary law would have 
operated into monarchical times, when state law started to take over as cen-
tralization began to take shape. The basic characteristics of customary law 
as it is found in the OT are as follows: 

1. Customary law is local, mainly on the level of the mi§piil)a, the clan. 
Some legal symbolic acts in this analysis are on the lower level of the bet 
'llb, the family, where the paterfamilias, the male head of the family, held 
the absolute authority.47 

2. Customary law is oral. The moment at which it is written down tends 
to coincide with the point when it ceases to function as customary law. This 
should be compared with the distinction made below between the origin of 

44 See Gorman (1990:18) for a similar line or argument regarding how a particular 
view of the world order gives rise to a particular system of conduct in the form of 
rituals. 
45 So e.g. Wilson (1990:197-201). Reviv (1989:92-4) holds that the "traditional law", 
which is called customary law here, was never replaced by state law, although he notes 
that the OT does not say much about state law. 
46 Bellefontaine (1987:51-3). Her list has been expanded here in order to suit the study 
of legal symbolic acts. 
47 See Bellefontaine (1987:49) and Niehr (1987:42-50). For family law in the OT in 
general, see e.g. Phillips (1973). 
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the individual laws of the OT law-codes as customary law and the function 
of the law-codes themselves. 

3. Customary law is general but concrete. The general prescription is 
applied to a particular case where it is interpreted, and then it reverts to its 
general state. This is unfortunately very difficult, if not impossible to 
describe from the way customary law is handled in the OT. To know how 
this application was made we would need access to the form which 
customary law had before it was applied. However, this is not available. 

4. Customary law is sanctioned, which means that it has been given a 
certain authority to be legitimate and functional. This authority then rests 
on different levels, depending on the nature and circumstances of the inci-
dent. Within the family it was the paterfamilias who had the authority, but 
if a case went beyond one particular family, the elders of the town would 
function as judges or witnesses, as in Ruth 4. On the higher level of the 
sebe.tlma.(te, the tribe, the connection between the towns was probably rather 
loose, which made judicial activity between them more difficult. This may 
be the reason why the OT contains very few examples of jurisdiction at this 
level. One example, however, is the act of the Levite in J udg 19:29-30 and 
the following punitive act against the tribe of Benjamin in Judg 20. It was 
apparently the absence of a common leader that made the execution of 
judicial authority more difficult on the tribal level. 

5. Customary law usually requires some form of 'court' to perform a 
judicial function. This does not necessarily have to be a particular judge or 
group of judges. It might just as well be the local public opinion which 
fulfils this function.48 This local authority applies the general laws but does 
not create them, since they merely function under the common approval of 
certain cultural conventions. However, on the level of the family there 
would be no need for a public opinion since the paterfamilias had the ulti-
mate authority and thereby fulfilled this function. The customary law which 
is performed at this level is then called 'family law'. It was only when 
matters had to be dealt with between families within the same town that the 
local public or judges had to be resorted to. 

So far, law has been considered in the form of customary law. However, 
the OT also contains several collections of written laws, or codified law.49 

The problem then is how to to correlate the two concepts of codified law 
and customary law. This can be compared to an ongoing discussion con-
cerning the function of the various legal codes from the ancient Near East. 
When these law-codes were discovered, they were first thought to have 

normative, in the modem sense of the term. However, there iater 

48 See Hoebel (1954:25). Jackson (1989:197) notes that much of the Book of the 
Covenant may be described as "self-executing laws", formulated so as to avoid recourse 
to third-party adjudication. 
49 See e.g. Boecker (1984:116-65). 
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arose the consensus view that they had been academic exercises and not 
normative legislations, something which Westbrook has shown convin-
cingly in a recent study.50 Jackson even holds that their purposes were only 
didactic, sapiential and monumental. 51 

When this discussion is applied to the law of the OT, however, it should 
be remembered that it relates to the function of the law-codes as such. It is 
quite clear from the study of the individual laws, on the other hand, that 
they have originated as part of customary law.52 The legal symbolic acts 
which are described in the OT law-codes and studied here, the act of 
piercing the ear of the slave in Exod 21:6, together with its parallel in Deut 
15:12-17, and the act of removing the sandal in Deut 25:9, should therefore 
be considered to have been part of customary law. The literary formation 
of the codes, on the other hand, may very well have a later, scribal origin. 53 

1.4 A Variety of Legal Functions 

The purpose of a legal symbolic act is to bring about a certain legal change, 
i.e., a change whose validity is based upon the compliance with certain 
legal norms. These acts can also be called efficacious, 54 since they effect a 
certain legal change, something which has been shown above in the com-
parison with performative sentences. It would be useful, however, to be 
able to make a more specific distinction among the various legal functions 
of the acts in this analysis. An important criteria which can be used to 
make such a distinction is the possible relationship between the legal sym-
bolic act and a prior agreement. When an act relates back to an agreement, 
the legal function of the act is to ratify that agreement, i.e., to put the 
agreement into working order. 55 The nature of a ratifying legal function is 
then to effectuate a prior agreement. The other main form of legal function 
is that which does not refer to a prior agreement. This form is naturally 

50 Westbrook (1989). Cf. also Westbrook (1985; 1988). 
51 Jackson (1989:186). Similarly also Malul (1990:106). 
52 So Jackson (1989:199), who proposes an early customary origin for the individual 
laws in the Book of the Covenant. Otto (1988:93, n. 217) also holds that the laws in the 
Book of the Covenant were derived from practice and not academic exercises. 
53 So e.g. Jackson (1989:199), who holds that the literary structuring of these laws has 
a scribal, court origin and should be dated later than the laws. Otto 
(1991:175-9) also holds that the formation of the larger structural units of the law arose 
in a different context, namely in an urban culture and possibly in scribal schools. 
54 For this term, see Patrick (1985:233), who relates it to ratification. 
55 See Black (1979: 1135), where 'ratification' is described as "the confirmation of a 
previous act done either by the party himself or by another; as, confirmation of a 
voidable act." 
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broader than the ratifying legal function, since it not only effects the legal 
change, but also encompasses the content of the legal change. A legal sym-
bolic act with such a function is said in this analysis to 'accomplish' the 
legal change. 

The legal agreement which is referred to and ratified by means of various 
legal symbolic acts is usually called bent in the texts which are scrutinized 
in this analysis. Unfortunately, this is a word which has caused serious 
problems toOT scholars, not only in relation to its etymology, but also in 
relation to how it is used in the OT.56 This has then influenced the discus-
sion as to how bent should be translated. However, this is an area of study 
which has not been dealt with in this analysis. The word bent is therefore 
translated here consistently with "covenant", not in any particular legal 
sense but only as a common way of translating bent into English. 57 When a 
legal agreement made outside of ancient Israel is referred to, it is called a 
'treaty'. 

The legal functions of the acts in this analysis are then described on three 
levels. Firstly, they all effectuate a certain legal change, which is the 
overall description. The second level is whether a legal function relates to a 
prior agreement or not, i.e., whether it is a case of ratification or accom-
plishment. On the third level the legal functions are described in the way 
they function in each particular case. With the act of lifting the hand in 
oath-taking as an example, its legal function is, on the first level, to effectu-
ate an oath. On the second level, the legal function is to accomplish the 
oath, since no prior agreement is referred to. On the third level, Abram's 
act of lifting the hand in Gen 14:22 accomplishes the oath which he takes 
in relation to the King of Sodom. 

56 See e.g. Kutsch (1973), Weinfeld (1973), Mettinger (1976:301-4}, Barr (1977), 
McCarthy ( 1981: 1-24 }, Nicholson ( 1986}, Brettler ( 1989: 134) and ( 1990). 
57 See e.g. Barr (1977:36) and McCarthy (1981:10). The study of Barr (1977) is an 
excellent treatment of the word bent, since Barr takes into consideration the important 
linguistic distinctions of synchronic-diachronic and paradigmatic-syntagmatic in his 
analysis. 



2 Analysis of Legal Symbolic Acts 
2.1 Raising the Hand 

2.1.1 Introduction 

The act of raising the hand occurs in the OT with various functions, such 
as to take an oath, to display power, often in a hostile sense, to pray and to 
bless. It is also described with several different expressions, namely Mrim 
yad, nasa' yad and m1p yad.1 

The following analysis will concentrate on the occurrences of the act 
which have a legal function related to oath-taking. This will involve the 
two expressions for raising the hand hMm yad and nasa' yad. They are both 
used with the functions of oath-taking and hostile display of power, but 
they differ when it comes to prayer and blessing, where only nasa' is used. 
It is therefore not surprising to find that nasa' is used in Ezekiel for oath-
taking and not hetim. This will be returned to below in the analysis of the 
texts from Ezekiel. 

2.1.2 Procedure 

The procedure of this act is fairly simple, although it is uncertain to what 
degree the hand was raised. Was only the forearm raised, and if so, was the 
upper arm straight or bent downwards, or was the whole arm raised, per-
haps with a slight bend at the elbow? It appears that no exact description of 
the act can be made. A likely reason for this is that the procedure could 
vary somewhat, without affecting the legal function. 

It is never stated whether the right or left hand was used. However, con-
sidering the higher symbolic status of the right hand in general, it would 
seem natural that it was used in this act. There are some texts that may 
show that the right hand was used in several similar legal contexts. In Ps 
144:8 and 11 the liar's right hand is yem1n a "deceitful right hand".2 

This probably refers to a handshake that once confirmed an agreement 
which has subsequently been broken. Another alternative, however, would 
be to take "right hand" as a metonymy for the oath itself. An interesting 
parallel could then be found in Zech 8:17, which speaks of a sebacat seqer, 

1 The expression nup yad has earlier been translated as "wave the hand", but the proper 
translation should be to "raise the hand", so Milgrom (1983:133, n. 8) and Ackroyd 
(1982:443). 
2 My translation. 
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"deceitful oath".3 Furthermore, in Gen 48:17 Jacob lays the right hand on 
the head of Ephraim in giving him the blessing. In Isa 62:8 God takes an 
oath, but since he cannot take it by himself, he takes it by the strength of 
his right hand. These texts show, then, that it was undoubtedly the right 
hand that was raised in taking an oath. 

Excursus: Deuteronomy 32:40 According to the LXX 

An interesting argument in the same direction, i.e., that it was the right 
hand that was raised, is the LXX reading of Deut 32:40: cm cipw ds Tov 
ovpavov TI]v XEtp<i flOU Kal OflOUflaL TiJ flOV ICQL E-pw Zw E-yw Els 
Tov atwva, "Behold I raise up my hand to heaven and I swear with my right 
hand and I say, I am forever." The middle part, ml OflOVflaL Tfj flOV, 
"and I swear with my right hand", is not found in the MT. The most prob-
able explanation is that the translator has inserted this phrase in order to 
explain the act of raising the hand, described in the immediately preceding 
phrase. The dative Tfj could be taken in two ways, either as swearing 
by the right hand, which would be exceptional since it is never stated with a 
pure dative in the LXX, but mostly with KaTa, as in Isa 62:8, or as describ-
ing the means by which the swearing was performed. This instrumental use 
is found in the LXX in Lev 14:27 (T4l Judg 7:20; 16:29 and Isa 
41:10. There is also an example with E-v in Gen 48:13. This shows that the 
translator thought of an act as being performed, and with the right hand in 
particular. 

Lust holds that the LXX reading is to be preferred, however. This is due 
to his thesis that the phrase ni:WP yad does not refer to an act that is per-
formed in connection with an oath, but to an act done either in favour of 
someone or against someone. However, Lust fails to show why the LXX 
reading is to be preferred, and in particular how the shorter text of the MT 
came about. The LXX reading of Deut 32:40 will be returned to below 
under Legal Function, together with a more elaborate refutation of Lust's 
thesis. 

What is significant in the description of the procedure of this act is that 
only one hand is used. When two hands are raised it is always done in the 
context of prayer or blessing.4 

The only example which is explicitly a matter of oath and still describes 
the use of two hands is Dan 12:7. This exception, however, can be 
explained by the particular circumstances which will be described below 

3 My translation. 
4 See Gruber (1980:32-41). Gruber (1980:32-3) actually claims that the expression 
nasa> yadayim occurs in Ezek 20:6 and the other relevant passages of that book, which 
is never the case. It is always the singular of yad that is used. 
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under Legal Function. As a matter of fact, it would seem that it is only 
against the background of the custom of using one hand that the use of two 
hands in Dan 12:7 becomes understandable. 

2.1.3 Legal Function 

2 .1.3 .1 Introduction 

It is no new insight that this act is connected with oath-taking.5 However, 
at a closer scrutiny of the relevant texts it will be apparent that the relation-
ship between the act itself and the oath-taking is difficult to ascertain. 
Usually the act has been considered complementary to the oath-taking,6 or 
as part of the oath, or again as synonymous with swearing an oath.7 This 
will be discussed in the analysis below. 

The texts to be studied are Gen 14:22 where Abram performs this act in 
an account of his meeting with the king of Sodom, Dan 12:7 where an 
angel performs a similar act in a vision, and Deut 32:40 where God is 
described anthropomorphically as raising his hand while taking an oath, 
which is also found in Exod 6:8; Num 14:30; Ezek 20:5 (2), 6, 15, 23, 28, 
42; 36:7; 44:12; 47:14; Ps 106:26 and Neh 9:15.8 

2 .1.3 .2 Genesis 14:22 

This is the only text where a human is described as performing this act, 
while otherwise the act is performed by an angel or God. This makes Gen 
14:22 the most important occurrence of this act, since the texts which 
describe the act as performed by an angel or God are apt to have been 
influenced by their visionary and anthropomorphic character. 

To begin with, the literary context will be searched for indications of a 
legal context, which would then argue for a legal function of the act. 

The context is a meeting between Abram, here pictured somewhat like a 
warrior-leader,9 and the king of Sodom. Abram has just been described as 
the saviour of Sodom, and the king of the city presents a plan to satisfy 

5 See e.g. Woude (1971:670), Giesen (1981:43) and Ackroyd (1982:439, 453). 
So e.g. Westermann (1981:238) and Wenham (1987:318). 

7 So e.g. Horst (1957:379) and Schatz (1972:267). 
8 Romer (1990:504-6) has grouped all cases of the expression nasii' yad with God as 
subject into four categories; oaths of punishment, oaths in Egypt to declare himself and 
promise the exodus, oaths concerning the land and, finally, oaths of punishment during 
the desert wandering. Since this is not directly relevant to the question of legal function, 
but more to the question of the application of the oath, it will not be elaborated here. 
9 So Muffs (1982:81-2) and Wenham (1987:319). 
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both parties. According to this plan, Abram can keep the booty as long as 
the king gets the people back, v. 21. Some kind of agreement between the 
two parties would then be expected, which could be the proper context of a 
legal act. However, Abram does not agree with this proposal from the king 
of Sodom, and the reason seems to be that he does not want to be shown to 
have received any support from the king, vv. 23-24. In order to strengthen 
this decision he takes an oath, v. 22, which is then negative in its character. 

It is important to note that the undertakings between the two parties con-
cern the booty and the prisoners from the capture of Sodom, which Abram 
has restored, vv. 11 and 16. It is also interesting that the expression 
'im-mi})O,t we'ad serok-na'a], "neither thread nor sandal-lace"10 in V. 23 can 
be shown to be a variant of a rather common ancient Near Eastern formula 
for expressing totality, or in this case in negated form, absolutely nothing. 
This expression is often found in legal contexts. 11 It would therefore seem 
that the context argues for a legal function of the act of raising the hand. 

The construction of the oath will now be analysed in order to understand 
the legal function of the act. The analysis of oaths in relation to the legal 
symbolic act of raising the hand will be based on the work of Thorion. 12 He 
has made a thorough investigation of both the various parts which make up 
the of oaths in the OT, as well as the different ways of constructing oaths. 

Excursus: The Constituents of Oaths in the OT 

Thorion distinguishes between three parts which can make up an oath or a 
description of an oath, namely the oath introduction, the oath formula and 
the oath content. 13 It is not necessary for all three parts to be present for the 
oath to be complete. The oath content is mandatory, whereas the other two 
components are not. In fact, it is only rarely that all three are found com-
posing an oath.14 

10 My translation. 
11 See Speiser (1934) and Muffs (1982). Cf. e.g. PRU IV, 17.340:31. 
12 Thorion (1984). Other technical analyses of the construction of oaths are GKC (471-
2), Joiion (1923:503-5), Nyberg (1952:315-6), Leeuwen (1973:34-8) and Waltke & 
O'Connor (1990:678-80), but they are not as thorough as Thorion's analysis. Lehmann 
(1969) also studies the oath in the OT, but with a one-sided approach by which he seeks 
to read blessings and especially curses into the oaths. He also stresses the possibility of 
dating texts by means of their oath-formulas. Both these methodological principles are 
highly doubtful. 
13 Thorion (1984:42). His terms are "Schwurvorspruch", "Schwurformel" and 
"Schwurinhalt". 
14 So Thorion (1984:44). 
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The oath introduction is that part where it is declared that the oath-taking 
party is about to take an oath, e.g. wayyissaba' hammelek, "The king swore", 
1 Kgs 1:29. 

The oath formula is the part where the oath-taking party declares the 
basis upon which his oath rests, e.g. ]Jay-yhwh, "As the Lord lives", 1 Kgs 
1:29. Two uses of the verb saba' in the niphal are to be noted. When the 
verb is in the first person suffix conjugation, it either describes an oath 
taken in the past, or it functions as part of the oath-taking, and is then an 
oath formulaY This is a distinction that is not quite clear in Thorion's 
work, and the analysis of Ezek 20:5-6 below, under Legal Function, will 
depart from Thorion' s view in this case. 

The oath content is where the oath-taking party declares what is to be 
upheld by means of the oath. The oath content can be either asyndetic or 
not. When syndetic, it is introduced by certain introductory words or 
phrases, such as >i.m or k1 in various combinations. When 'im stands before 
the verb, e.g. 'im-yitkapper, 1 Sam 3:14, the verb together with the whole 
clause is negated, "shall not be expiated" .16 

In applying Thorion's model to Gen 14:22, the part that matches with the 
expression hiitimoti ylld1 'el-yhwh 'el 'ely6n qoneh §amayim wll'llre$, "I raise 
my hand to the Lord, El Elyon, the creator of heaven and earth", 17 is the 
oath formula. 18 What follows in vv. 23-24 is then the oath content. It is 
introduced with 'im, which negates the verb. 19 No oath introduction is used 
in this text. 

15 So Thorion (1984:43). 
16 Concerning the historical explanation of the oath construction, especially the 
question of a self-imprecatory clause, see GKC (472), Joiion (1923:505), Nyberg 
(1952:315), Lehmann (1969:86-7), Leeuwen (1973:37) and Waltke & O'Connor 
(1990:679). GKC, Lehmann, Leeuwen and Nyberg all argue for the rather common 
view that there was originally a self-imprecatory clause of which only the particle 'im, 
"if' remains. This 'im then came to mean "surely not" and when negated "surely". 
Joiion proposes a contamination of different forms as an explanation, and Waltke & 
O'Connor express doubt as to whether an explanation can be found. 
17 My translation. 
18 So Thorion (1984:44, 48). 
19 The unusual construction with two occurrences of >im, one at the beginning of v. 23 
and one immediately before the verb, is probably due to the irregular word order object-
predicate. The first 'im can then be seen as a way of emphasizing that absolutely 
nothing would be accepted. 
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The oath formula consists of a description of an act towards God, which 
could be taken as an appeal for a witness.20 God himself would then testify 
to the fact t..hat Abram will keep his promise. Furthermore, it is interesting 
to note that Abram does not state explicitly that he is swearing an oath. 
This could be explained by the fact that the utterance in the oath formula is 
functionally equivalent with another well-known oath formula, namely 
nisba<t1, "I swear" as in 2 Sam 19:8, byhwh nisba<t1, "I swear by the 
Lord".21 The utterance "I raise my hand", and by implication the act itself, 
have then gained a wider function, from that of calling for God as a witness 
to that of providing the basis for the whole oath-taking. 

A further argument for the legal character of the act is the use of the 
suffix conjugation in hi1rimi5t1, "I raise up", for which the term 'instanta-
neous perfect' could be appropriate.22 What is emphasized thereby is that 
the act is performed simultaneously with the utterance of the description of 
the act. However, as was shown above, the utterance together with the act 
has gained a further meaning, namely to function as the oath formula. In 
this function the use of the suffix conjugation in the utterance is more 
likely to be performative. Since the act is still connected to the utterance, 
this wider function also applies to the act. The act and the utterance would 
then refer to the base upon which the oath rests, which lies inherent in the 
oath formula. The act and the utterance thereby invoke the proper legal 
code, by means of which they are interpreted as a proper oath. The con-
clusion is then that the act, together with the utterance, is what actually 
makes the oath function in a legal sense. In other words, the act and the 
utterance together accomplish the oath. 

A more literary oriented reason for the use of the expression "raise the 
hand" in the present context is the fact that "hand" is used earlier in the text 
in v. 20, where Melchizedek, priest of El Elyon, "creator of heaven and 
earth", says that this El Elyon will command Abram's enemies into his 

20 The act is sometimes used for the purpose of calling for someone, cf. Isa 13:2, 
where the expression han1pu yild is used, and Prov 1:24, where the expression nafitl yad 
is used, see Ackroyd (1982:440). Falk (1959a:269) holds that the hand was raised as a 
way of taking the hand of God in entering a covenant, which is unlikely as a historical 
explanation. Another unlikely historical explanation of the act is proposed by Crown 
(1963-64:107-8), namely that it originally referred to the implied punishment which 
was connected with an oath. The act was therefore originally to run a t1nger across the 
throat, symbolizing to cut the throat. For this act and the describing expression 
napistam lapiltum, "touch the throat" in connection with oaths in the Mari texts, see 
Hoskisson (1992:203-10). See also Kiihne (1986:92-3). 
21 So e.g. Giesen (1981:43). 
22 See Waltke & O'Connor (1990:488). 
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"hand". 23 Then in v. 22 Abram swears by raising his "hand" towards the 
Lord El Elyon, "creator of heaven and earth". Abram thereby sides with 
Melchizedek against the king of Sodom. 

The legal function of the act, together with the utterance, is then to 
accomplish the oath taken by Abram. 

2.1.3.3 Danie/12:7 

In this text, Daniel has a vision of an angel who raises both hands towards 
heaven while taking an oath. The following part of v. 7, wayyiirem yem1m5 
asemcY16, "and he raised his right hand and his left hand",24 is an oath intro-
duction and not an oath formula, since it describes someone taking an oath 
in past time. This is then followed by an oath content introduced by k1. 
Since there is no oath formula, the text cannot have been considered as a 
proper part of an oath-taking procedure. It serves no other purpose than to 
describe the event, and it does not include a reference to the swearing, 
which is stated separately. It is, however, certainly the same act as in Gen 
14:22 that is referred to, namely the act of raising a hand while taking an 
oath, although in this text both hands are used. 

As in Gen 14:22, the act can be seen in the close context to invoke a 
witness to the oath that is about to be taken.25 However, from what has 
been said regarding the act in Gen 14:22, it would be natural to consider 
the act, here as well, to function as the oath formula and thereby as the 
accomplishment of the oath. However, since the text merely describes the 
event, there is no equivalent of the utterance in Gen 14:22 which would 
share the function of accomplishing the oath. 

That both hands of the angel are used has earlier been explained as a 
way of adding solemnity to the oath.26 Another explanation can be found, 
however, which is due to the particular circumstances surrounding this 
text. Normally the act with both hands raised was exclusively meant for 

23 This of course evokes the source-critical question of vv. 18-20. These verses are 
considered by most scholars to be a later insertion into the text, e.g. Schatz (1972:82-3) 
and Westermann (1981:225). Don! (1981:90) considers these verses to be the peak of 
the narrative, as also Wenham (1987:306-7, 316), who considers the question of an 
insertion to be an open question, because of how vv. 18-20 are interwoven into the 
literary structure. 
24 My translation. 
25 So e.g. Goldingay (1989:309). 
26 So e.g. Montgomery (1927:475) and Goldingay (1989:309). According to Sittl 
(1890:141) this is the case with the act of raising the hand in oath-taking in the Greco-
Roman culture. 
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praying, and then the verb used is not het1m, "raise" but niiS/1', "raise" or 
paras, "spread".27 Since this is a vision which describes an angelic being 
addressing God, the genre has transformed the description of the act into a 
hybrid form, where both hands are raised in order to accomplish an oath. 
Such a construction is possible since the act in Dan 12:7 does not occur in 
a realistic context as the act in Gen 14:22, but in a visionary context, where 
such conventions can be relaxed. 

There is one extra-Biblical example of both hands being raised in taking an 
oath, namely in an Aramaic inscription by Panammu I from around 730 
BC, on a statue of Hadad.28 Panammu foresees struggles at the court after 
his death, and therefore lays down certain rules to regulate these struggles. 
In l. 28 the accused party is to speak mt[.]n§h, "On his oath".29 Then in l. 29 
apparently the same party [y]s' ydyh, "lifts up his hands" to his ancestral 
god and takes an oath. This could be a proper description of how the act 
was performed in this particular context. It is more likely, however, that it 
is the result of a mingling of two acts, raising one hand in oath-taking and 
two in prayer. 

The legal function of the act is then to accomplish the oath-taking, similar 
to the function of the act in Gen 14:22. 

2.1.3.4 Deuteronomy32:40 

Here God himself is described as taking an oath. The whole of v. 40, 
kl-'essa' 'el-samayim yadi we'amarti bay 'anok1 Je<oJam, "For I raise up my 
hand to heaven, and say, as I live forever"30 is an oath formula, which actu-
ally consists of two oath formulas, both that he raises the hand and that he 
swears by himself. The oath introduction is short, only "and I 
say", and vv. 41-42 form the oath content.31 

God raises his hand towards heaven which, when used by humans, can 
be seen as an appeal to God and his abode. When God himself is said to 

27 For examples with nasa', see Lev 9:22; Pss 28:2; 119:48; 134:2; Lam 2:19, and 
paras, see Exod 9:29; 1 Kgs 8:22, 38; Ps 44:21. Both verbs alternate between yad and 
kap for "hand". 
28 See Gibson (1975), 13:28-29. KAJ214:28-29 has a different reading. 
29 Gibson (1975:68-9). 
30 My translation. 
31 The conjunction 'im which introduces the oath content in v. 40 should not be con-
fused with the ordinary 'im which is found in oaths to negate the verb. In this case it is 
a temporal conjunction, "when I have sharpened", see Waltke & O'Connor (1990:643). 
Lehmann (1969:83-4), however, takes it as a conditional particle and translates, "may I 
live forever if I wet my flashing sword" as being spoken by God, which is unlikely. 
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perform this act, however, this meaning must be redundant and the act, 
together with the utterance, remain with the function of accomplishing the 
oath. This is, then, evidence of how the function of calling for witness to 
the oath-taking has given way to the wider function of accomplishing the 
oath itself. As far as the second oath formula is concerned, it has been 
transformed due to the fact that God speaks in first person. He now bases 
the oath expressly on himself and his longevity, as in Num 14:21 and 28. 
These changes of the oath formulas are due to what was said earlier con-
cerning Dan 12:7, namely the breakdown of conventions when applied to 
references that lie beyond the normal range of the conventions. 

A literary explanation for the use of the description of this act in v. 40 
can be found in analyzing the near context. In v. 39 God says that "no one 
can deliver from my hand", in v. 40 it is the hand that he uses to accom-
plish the oath and in v. 41 he describes how his hand will perform the 
judgement. This emphasizes the strength and power of God, and it might 
very well have been the reason why the author chose to use two oath for-
mulas. 

Lust holds that the phrase in v. 40 should be interpreted in accordance with 
these other expressions in the near context where the hand is mentioned.32 

This is most unlikely, however, especially since Lust bases his argument on 
the longer reading of the LXX which, as has been argued above, is unlikely 
to be original. The best explanation for the addition of the phrase "And I 
swear with my right hand" in the LXX is that the translator has not properly 
understood the wider, legal function of the act in v. 40. Instead, he has 
attempted to clarify the description of the performance of the act. 

The legal function of the act in Deut 32:40 is then similar to the function 
found in Gen 14:22 and Dan 12:7, namely to accomplish the oath. This 
also applies to the utterance, in analogy with the utterance in Gen 14:22. 

2.1.3 .5 Ezekiel 20:5-6 et al. 

In Ezekiel there are ten instances where God is the subject of what seems 
like a description of the act of raising the hand, 20:5 (2), 6, 15, 23, 28, 42; 
36:7; 44:12 and 47:14. Ezek 20:5-6 and 36:7 will be studied more 
thoroughly, while 20:15, 23, 28, 42; 44:12; 47:14, together with Exod 6:8; 
Num 14:30; Ps 106:26 and Neh 9:15, where the same expression occurs, 
will be referred to when relevant. 

32 Lust (1967:523; 1969:159-60). 
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When the immediate context of Ezek 20:5-6 is scrutinized, it is interest-
ing to find that in v. 3 an oath is taken by God, and the oath formula is the 
well-known phrase J;.ay 'an1, "As I live". God swears that he will not be 
questioned, but if the prophet wants to proclaim judgement over the 
people, he is more than ready to comply. Ezekiel is told to remind the 
people of the wickedness of their forefathers, which is blatantly contrasted 
with the goodness of God towards the people in Egypt. This is described in 
vv. 5-6 in the form of an oath taken by God to make himself known to the 
people. These verses are structured delicately to reach a climax in v. 6 
through the repetition of the phrase "I raised my hand".33 The overarching 
theme is stated at the beginning of v. 5a, namely that God chose Israel. 
This is then elaborated further in v. 5b-c where the same content is substan-
tially repeated twice, in both instances introduced with the phrase "I raised 
my hand": 

Sa bey6m bol)6n beyisra'el 
Sb wa'essa' yadilezerac34 bet ya<ifqob 

wa'iwwada< l3hem be'ere$ mi$rayim 
Se wa'essli' yadi lahem le'mor 'iin1 yhwh 'elohekem 
6 bayy6m hahu' nasa't1 yadi lahem leh6$1'am me'ere$ mi$rayim 

Sa On the day when I chose Israel, 
5b I raised my hand concerning the seed of the house of Jacob, 

I made myself known to them in the land of Egypt. 
Se I raised my hand concerning them and said, "I am the Lord your God." 
6 On that day I raised my hand concerning them, to bring them out of 

the land of Egypt.35 

It is clear that v. Sb-c does not constitute an oath, but anticipate the oath 
introduction in v. 6, nasli't1 yadi, "I raised my hand". 36 This distinction is 
further shown by the use of the waw prefix conjugation in v. Sb-c in 
contrast to the suffix conjugation in v. 6. Thorion regards v. 6a as an oath 
formula, but since it is a description of an act taken in the past, this can 
hardly be the caseY In v. 6 there is also a resumption of v. Sa through the 

33 Contrast the attempt by Lust (1967:498-9; 1969:106-8) to place v. 6 immediately 
before v. 10. 
34 The three cases of the preposition Je, translated here "concerning", are taken as 
denoting advantage, see Waltke & O'Connor (1990:207-8). 
35 My translation. 
36 Greenberg (1983:364) notes that v. 5 is preparatory for vv. 6f. 
37 Thorion (1984:44). 
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expression bayy6m "On that day" and of v. 5b-c by the naming of the 
object of God's oath. However, that which constitutes v. 6 as an oath in 
distinction to v. 5 is that the content of the oath is stated in v. 6; God 
brought the people out of Egypt. 

In relation to the act which is described in Ezek 36:7, it is interesting to 
see how the context surrounding the description of the act is constructed as 
a play on the similarities between different idioms. In v. 6 the people of 
Israel are said to kelimmat g6yim lit. "raise up the disgrace of the 
nations". Later in v. 8, the mountains are said to Operyekem lit. "raise 
up their fruit" for the people. In between these two occurrences the 
description of the act is found in v. 7, where God takes an oath against the 
surrounding peoples, "I raise my hand", to the effect 
that they will be disgraced, kelimmlltllm lit. "raise up their dis-
grace". A similar pun is found in 44:12, where God raises his hand in an 
oath against the Levites to the effect that they will pay the consequences of 
their sins, lit. "raise up their sins". It is possible that the expression "I raise 
my hand" is used in these texts because of the associations that come with 
the different idiomatic expressions. Since this word-play indicates an 
awareness of the procedure of the act, the description of the act itself 
should not be categorized as an idiom. 

These texts describe the same act which was found earlier in Gen 14:22; 
Dan 12:7 and Deut 32:40, and with the same legal function of accomplish-
ing the oath. However, since the act is used anthropomorphically in these 
texts, some changes have occurred. There is no longer a need for a refer-
ence to heaven, to which the raised hand is pointing, since God himself is 
performing the act. 38 The proper formulation of the oath is lacking, with 
the proper introduction to the oath content occurring only in Ezek 36:7, 

This shows that the phrase has become more of a technical expres-
sion for God taking an oath. 

Excursus: Why Does God Raise His Hand? 

In this technical form, the expression is used interchangeably with the 
expression nisba'fi, "I swear", depending on in which tradition God is said 
to take an oath. One example is Deut 10:11: 'et-hll'ilre$ 'as er nisba't'i la'i1botam 
Jatet Jilhem, "the land that I swore to their ancestors to give them." This can 
be compared, e.g., to Ezek 20:28: 'i1ser nllsil't'i 'et-yadi Jatet 't5tah 

38 See Zimmerli (1969:443), who regards the phrase yad le as originally referring 
to an act with the function of calling for a third part as a witness. 
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ltlhem, "into the land which I raised my hand to give them". 39 The former 
expression abounds in Deuteronomy ,40 where the only example of the latter 
expression is in 32:40, studied above. On the other hand, the latter expres-
sion occurs, as was seen above, in Ezekiel, where the former does not.41 

Apparently, the distribution of these two expressions follows the traditional 
blocks of tradition, i.e., the priestly and the deuteronomic/deuteronomistic. 

On the basis of this strict distribution of the two expressions, Lust argues 
that the reason why the priestly tradition, including Ezekiel, prefers niiSil' 
yad and not ni§ba' is that God was not to be described as taking an oath with 
humans. 42 This is based upon Lust's interpretation of the act, described as 

yad, as an act which is not connected with oath-taking, but as an act of 
dealing favourably or unfavourably with someone.43 This would then stand 
in sharp contrast to the deuteronomic/deuteronomistic tradition, which had 
no objections against describing God in such a way. However, as has been 
shown above, there is a resemblance not only in the act that is described, 
but also in the whole construction of the oath-taking procedure in Ezek 
20:5-6. This cannot point to any other function for the act than oath-
taking.44 Another argument against Lust is Deut 32:40, where he is forced 
to regard the expanded reading of the LXX as original. Finally, the most 
important text for regarding the raising of the hand as related to oath-
taking, Gen 14:22, receives only two lines in Lust's study.45 

The LXX reading of Ezek 20:5-6 shows, interestingly enough, the same 
tendency as in Lust's study, namely to down-play the oath-taking by God. 
The first occurrence of yadl, "I raised my hand" in v. 5 is read by the 
LXX as Kat E-yvwpta!h]v, "and I was known". The second occurrence is 
translated as Kat aVTENxf36f!TJV TiJ xnpt f!OU, "and I helped with my hand", 
which is also used for yadl, "I raised my hand" in v. 6. This can 

39 My translation. This can be compared with the formulation of the oath in AP 14:5, 
ly 'lyhm bsty, "and you swore to me concerning them by the goddess Sati". The 

major difference is that the oaths in these legal documents from Elephantine are all 
assertory, i.e., oaths that solemnly declare the existing facts, whereas the oaths studied 
here from the OT are promissory, i.e., oaths that solemnize a future undertaking of the 
oath-taking party, see Yaron (1961:32). 
40 Deut 1:35; 10:11; 31:20, 21, 23; 34:4. There are also several examples in third 
person singular, e.g. 1:8; 6:10; 8:1. It also occurs in Josh 1:6; Judg 2:1 in first person, 
and in Josh 5:6; 21:43, 44 in third person. 
41 It also occurs in Exod 6:8; Num 14:30; Ps 106:26; Neh 9:15. For a discussion of the 
relationship between Exod 6:2ff. and Ezek 20, see Weimar (1973:148-9), Blum 
(1990:236-7) and Romer (1990:505). T'nese scholars all tend to the view that Exod 6:8 
is dependent on Ezek 20. 
42 Lust (1967:520-2; 1969:161) and Bettenzoli (1979:201). 
43 Lust (1967:517; 1969:154) and Bettenzoli (1979:201). 
44 So e.g. Zimmerli (1969:443), Weimar (1973:148-9, n. 184) and especially Romer 
(1990:492-3, esp. n. 7), who gives a detailed refutation of Lust's view. 
45 Lust (1967:519, n. 122; 1969:157, n. 40). 
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hardly be a misunderstanding on behalf of the translator, since the follow-
ing examples of niWI'tl ylldin 20:15,23, 28, 42; 44:12 and 47:14 are trans-
lated by E-Eatpw, or dtpw, "lift up". Whatever the reason for this softening of 
God's oath-taking is, it should be noted that it is based on the understanding 
of the act as occurring in the context of oath-taking. Had it been an act of 
good-will only, there would have been no reason for a different reading. 

The legal function of the act of raising the hand which is reflected in these 
texts is the same as was found earlier, namely to accomplish the oath. 
However, the act has become less observable in these texts, due to its 
anthropomorphic use. The description of the act has turned into more of a 
technical phrase, which, however, should not be considered an idiom. 

2.1.4 Historical Explanation 

The legal act of raising the hand in taking an oath is based on an act which 
was used to call for someone, as in Isa 13:2, where the expression hlln1pil 
yad is used, and in Prov 1 :24, where the expression na/111 yadi is used. The 
function of this act in the context of oath-taking was originally to invoke 
God as a witness to the oath-taking. What then appears to have happened is 
that the act came to be used for the accomplishment of the oath itself.46 

46 See Dhonne (1923:145). 
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2.1.5 Summary and Conclusions 

1. The procedure of this legal symbolic act is to raise the right hand while 
taking an oath. The meaning of the act does not seem to be related to any 
particular position of the raised hand and arm. 

2. The legal function of the act of raising the hand in the context of oath-
taking is to accomplish the oath. In Gen 14:22 and Deut 32:40 it shares this 
function with the simultaneous utterance, "I raise my hand". 

3. The historical explanation of the act is that an act of calling for someone 
else came to be used in the context of oath-taking for invoking God as a 
witness to the oath-taking. This act then gained the further meaning of 
effectuating the accomplishment of the oath itself. 



2.2 Shaking the Hand 

2.2.1 Introduction 

The texts that contain an expression related to a handshake can be divided 
in three categories. The first category includes those texts which describe a 
more general form of agreement, 2 Kgs 10:15; Ezra 10:19 and Ezek 17:18. 
The second category includes Prov 6:1; 11:15; 17:18; 22:26 and Job 17:3, 
which describe the handshake in the more specific legal context of an 
agreement of surety and pledge. The third category, in which the express-
ion used is idiomatic and therefore does not describe the performance of an 
act, includes 1 Chr 29:24; 2 Chr 30:8 and Lam 5:6. Because of the 
idiomatic nature of the expression in this third category, these texts will not 
be relevant to this analysis.1 

2.2.2 Procedure 

The different expressions used for this symbolic act are natan ylld, lit. "give 
a hand" in 2 Kgs 10:15; Ezra 10: 19; Ezek 17:18, and taqa' kap/ya.d, lit. 
"strike a hand" in Prov 6:1; 11:15; 17:18; 22:26 and Job 17:3. The first 
expression always occurs with ya.d, "hand". The second expression always 
occurs with kap, lit. "palm", except in Job 17:3 where ta.qa' yad is used. 
Scholars have generally been hesitant to call the symbolic act in Proverbs 
and Job a handshake. It is therefore usually translated quite literally as 
"strike a hand".2 However, the verb ta.qa' is used in the OT with several 
quite different meanings, e.g. blowing a horn in Josh 6:4 and Judg 3:27. To 
resort to the meaning of "strike" in these texts seems therefore to be a case 
where that which is perceived as the basic meaning is resorted to when the 
relevant meaning is uncertain. 

In trying to find the proper reference of the phrase, it should be noted 
that a related meaning of the expression ta.qa' kap is "to clap hands" in Nah 
3:19 and Ps 47:2.3 It would therefore seem likely that what is involved in 
the texts from Proverbs and Job is an act where one or perhaps both hands 
of each of two persons meet. The most natural conclusion would then be 
that the texts describe a handshake. This is especially the case if the texts 

1 Another idiomatic expression which relates very well historically to a handshake is 
ylld leylld, lit. "hand to hand", in Prov 11:21 and 16:5. It denotes that something will 
most certainly occur, see McKane (1970:437) and Ack:royd (1982:438). 
2 So e.g. McKane (1970:321, 429, 502) and Ack:royd (1982:438-9). 
3 Another expression which means "to clap hands" is mll])a> ylldlkap, lit. "strike a 
hand", lsa 55:12; Ezek 25:6; Ps 98:8. 
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containing nlltan ylld, lit. "give a hand" are taken into consideration. The 
fact that they have a different expression does not mean that they must 
refer to a different act, but simply that the two expressions mirror different 
legal contexts. This is the best explanation of the difference in terminology 
from a synchronic perspective. 

From a historical perspective, however, it should be noted that the two 
expressions refer to two different parts of the handshake. The expression 
"give a hand" reflects the stretching out of the hand by both parties. It is 
therefore natural that the more general word for hand, ylld has been used, 
since it does not specifically denote the configuration of the hand. This has 
then come to stand for the result of the stretching out, namely the hand-
shake itself. The other expression, "strike a hand", however, reflects the 
moment when the hands clasp each other. It is therefore natural that the 
word for the palm has been used, namely kap, since the act was performed 
with the meeting of the palms of the hands. This has then come to stand for 
the whole act of the handshake. 

There is a real problem in the texts studied here as to whether they 
describe the performance of an act, or whether they simply contain an 
idiomatic expression. The only text where the handshake undoubtedly 
occurs is 2 Kgs 10:15. The expression in Ezek 17:18 is less likely to be 
interpreted as an idiom, whereas the expression in Ezra 10:19 is quite 
problematic. In the texts dealing with surety or pledge the problem is also 
relevant. 

Regarding the expression in Ezra 10:19, wayyittena ylldl!m leM$1', "they 
gave their hands to bring out",4 there is one major argument against inter-
preting it as a description of an act, namely that it is not stated with whom 
the men shook hands. Instead, the expression "they gave their hands" is 
followed by the preposition le, "to" with an infinitive, which could argue 
for the fact that the expression means "they submitted to" or something 
similar. In a clearly idiomatic use as in 2 Chr 30:8, this prepositional con-
struction is also used, tenO-ylld lyhwh, lit. "Give a hand to the Lord".5 The 
use of the expression in Ezra 10:19 would then also be idiomatic. 
However, the construction could be referring to the result of the act, and 
therefore make use of the prepositional construction. Furthermore, there 
are three arguments that point to the fact that a symbolic act was meant to 
have been performed. Firstly, in the context it is said in v. 14 that all those 

4 My translation. 
5 In 1 Chr 29:24 a similar construction is used, namely nlltenu ylld ta}Jat selomo, lit. 
"They gave a hand under Solomon", which makes the submissive character of the 
expression quite explicit. 
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who have taken foreign wives should appear before selected leaders to 
answer for their behaviour, and to find a way of putting the foreign women 
aside. This public event would be the natural context for an official sym-
bolic act, such as a handshake. Secondly, in v. 19 the men with foreign 
wives are said to offer a ram. The official character of their change of heart 
is strengthened by the sacrifice, and this would argue for the fact that the 
expression "give their hands" also refers to an official act. Thirdly, the 
possessive pronoun in yildam, "their hands" argues for that the hands are 
actually referred to. In the instances where an idiomatic use of this 
expression is clearly to be found, namely 1 Chr 29:24; 2 Chr 30:8 and Lam 
5:6, there is no pronoun attached.6 

Ezek 17:18 is another instance where it is not stated with whom the 
handshake is performed, in this case with whom King Zedekiah shook 
hands. The pronoun is used however, "his hand", which argues for a refer-
ence to the performance of an act. 

Considering the texts from Proverbs, it is stated in Prov 6:1 with whom 
the handshake was performed, tllqactillazzilr kapp6kll, "shake your hand with 
a stranger".7 This, together with the fact that the pronoun is used, argues 
for the idea that the expression does refer to an act. However, in Prov 
11:15; 17:18 and 22:26 it is not stated with whom the handshake is per-
formed, and the pronoun is not used. On the basis of Prov 6:1, however, 
these other expressions can be viewed as contracted forms of the formula-
tion in 6:1 and therefore they can be said to refer to an act as well. 

In Job 17:3 it is made explicit that the handshake is performed with 
someone, "Who would shake my hand?"8 Since the pronoun is used as 
well, it is likely that the expression refers to the performance of an act. 

The conclusion is that a handshake is described in these texts, with the 
possible exception of Ezra 10:19. 

6 A similar case of idiomatic use is probably to be found in 1 Mace 6:58 with a legal 
function. 
7 My translation. The singular of kap is preferred in analogy with the other occurrences 
of the expression in 17:18; 22:26; Job 17:3. The singular has the external support of 
several manuscripts and versions, see BHS. It could well be a case of plene spelling of 
the pausal form, see GKC (97). 
8My translation. 
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2.2.3 Legal Function 

2.2 .3 .1 Introduction 

2.2 Shaking the Hand 

The texts from Proverbs and Job present some intricate problems regarding 
the technical function of suretyship, which will be dealt with in order to 
find out what the proper legal function of the act is. The expression in Job 
17:3 stands apart, not only because the other examples come from 
Proverbs, but because of its problematic construction. The remaining three 
texts, 2 Kgs 10:15; Ezra 10:19 and Ezek 17:18 all deal with agreements of 
a more general nature than suretyship, thus using a different terminology. 
The analysis will begin with the more general agreements in 2 Kgs 10: 15; 
Ezra 10:19 and Ezek 17:18, then turn to the texts from Proverbs, 6:1; 
11:15; 17:18; 22:26 and lastly deal with Job 17:3. 

2.2.3.2 2 Kings 10:15 

In 2 Kgs 10, Jehu continues with his campaign, and in vv. 12-16 two 
events on his way to Samaria are described. In vv. 12-14 Jehu meets the 
brothers of Ahaziah and subsequently has them killed. In vv. 15-16 he 
meets Jehonadab, son of Rechab, and they become allies. The agreement is 
shown both by means of a question posed by J ehu and answered by 
Jehonadab, and a request by Jehu for an act, tena 'et-yadeka, "give your 
hand",9 which is then performed by Jehonadab. This act demonstrates more 
than just a helping hand from Jehu's side to assist Jehonadab up into the 
chariot, which a closer analysis of the context will bring out.10 

Jehu starts a question in v. 15 which can be seen as a condition for 
a possible agreement between the two, ha yes 'et-lebabeka yasar ka'iiser lebab1 
'im-lebfibeka, "Is your heart as true to mine as mine is to yours?" This state-
ment is usually regarded as a rather clumsy construction.U However, in the 
light of the fact that this occurs in preparation for a binding agreement, it 
should not be surprising to find some unusually technical formulations. 12 

Jehonadab subsequently assures his loyalty to Jehu, which leads to a 
request from Jehu for a confirmation by asking Jehonadab to give him his 

Q - • • • - My translation. 
10 A similar case where entering the cha..ri.ot of a superior is a sign of agreement is 1 
Kgs 20:33. 
11 So e.g. Hobbs (1985:122), but see Cogan & Tadmor (1988: 115) for a different view. 
12 Another, similarly unusual expression used to declare loyalty is found in 1 Kgs 22:4 
and 2 Kgs 3:7, kam6n1 kamoka ke<amm1 ke<ammeka kesiisay kesuseka, "I am as you 
are, my people are as your people, my horses are as your horses." (My translation.) 
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hand. Jehonadab does this, and the immediate consequence of the agree-
ment is that he is brought up into Jehu's chariot13 to join him in his cam-
paign against Samaria. 

As mentioned earlier, the act of giving the hand can be interpreted as an 
attempt by Jehu to help Jehonadab up into the chariot. It is hard to decide 
whether this meaning is present or not. Perhaps it is not a question of 
choosing either the legal function of ratifying an agreement or the helping 
hand. The meaning of the helping hand would then be supportive to the 
legal function of ratifying the agreement. 

The conclusion is that the handshake ratifies the agreement made 
between Jehu and Jehonadab. This is also a case where the agreement is 
made on a personal level. Although the two parties are of different rank, it 
is difficult to decide whether this has any relevance for the legal function 
of the act. 

2.2.3.3 Ezekie/17:18 

In Ezek 17:1-21 there is a riddle14 in vv. 1-10 with its solution given in 
vv. 11-21. The whole thrust of the solution is that King Zedekiah of Judah 
has, by his behaviour, despised the oath which he has taken, and thereby 
broken the covenant which he has entered.15 This is repeated three times in 
vv. 16, 18 and 19. In v. 15 the breaking of the covenant alone is mentioned. 
What is described in v. 13 as an oath and a covenant between Zedekiah and 
the Babylonian king, is in v. 19 said by God to be an oath and a covenant 
which have been made in relation to him, and then despised and broken. 

In v. 18 there is a triad of expressions for the agreement or broken 
agreement made by Zedekiah, ubllz9 '1119 lehaper bent wehinne natan yad6, 
"And he despised the oath and so broke the covenant, even though he had 
given his hand."16 In addition to the double expression mentioned above, 
namely the despised oath and the broken covenant, there is also the 
expression natan yad6, "he had given his hand". This is probably a refer-
ence to a symbolic act on Zedekiah's behalf, referring to his submission as 
a vassal under his suzerain, the Babylonian king. There is a difference 
between this expression and the other two in v. 18, in that while the former 
two describe the broken relationship, natan yad6, "he had given his hand" 

13 See Barrick (1982:482-3) for the precise formulation. 
14 For the relevance of this term for masal, see Brownlee (1986:259). 
15 The combination of"despise an oath" with "break a covenant" in v. 18 is made with 
the preposition le and an infinitive construct, the meaning of which would be epexegeti-
cal. See Waltke & O'Connor (1990:608). 
16 My translation. 
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refers to the point in time when the vassal-suzerain relationship was estab-
lished. The author achieves this transition very eloquently by using 
wehinne, lit. "and behold", thus changing the scenic description for the 
reader. 17 The reader is, for a very short time, transported back to the 
moment when according to 2 Kgs 24:17, the Babylonian king made 
Jehoiachin's uncle Mattaniah king in Jerusalem and re-named him 
Zedekiah, cf. Jer 37:1. If it is correct to take this expression as referring to 
the symbolic act of shaking hands between Zedekiah and the Babylonian 
king, it means that the symbolic act was not only used between parties of 
equal status but also between parties of such unequal status as Zedekiah 
and the Babylonian king. This example is even clearer than the one 
examined earlier concerning the handshake between Jehu and Jehonadab. 

The legal function of the handshake would in this case have been to 
ratify the vassal-suzerain agreement between the two parties. It is likely 
that the handshake occurred simultaneously with the oath, since the oath 
had a similar function. 

Excursus: A Diplomatic Handshake 

A relief-picture in the central position on the front of a throne-base from 
Nimrud describes a handshake between two noble parties. The one at the 
right is Shalmanezer HI, King of Assyria and the one at the left is without 
doubt Marduk-zakir-shumi, King of Babylon.18 At the back of the throne-
base there is an inscription belonging to the picture, which contains what 
must surely be an explanation of what is illustrated in the picture. Marduk-
zakir-shumi's brother, Marduk-bel-usate, had apparently revolted, after 
which Shalmanezer Ill stepped in and set things straight. The text reads as 
foilows: "I struck down Marduk-bei-usate with the sword, (and) estabiished 
Marduk-zakir-shumi on the throne of his father." 19 This would mean that 
although Marduk-zakir-shumi was the legitimate heir to the Throne of 
Babylon, he was installed by the power of Shalmanezer III, King of 
Assyria. It is likely that Shalmanezer III made some form of treaty with 
Marduk-zakir-shumi after he had struck down the rebellion.20 

17 See Berlin (1983:91) for this particular use of this phrase. 
18 So e.g. Mallowan (1966:446) and Brinkman (1968:196, n. 1199). Weidner 
( 1966:151) offers a different interpretation, namely that both figures are Shalrnanezer 
III. That one couid be Marduk-zakir-shumi is for Weidner out of the question, since 
such a parity agreement would be both unparalleled and unthinkable under the histori-
cal circumstances. However, Weidner has been criticized by Brinkman (1968:196, n. 
1199). 
19 Hulin (1963:55-6, 64). 
20 So e.g. Mallowan (1966:445). 
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The museum of Baghdad 65574. Nimrud, Throne-room of Fort Shalmanezer. The relief is 
made of yellow limestone, and its height is 20 cm. The figure is from Keel (1984:85), 
used with permission by the author. 

There are two important conclusions that can be drawn from the analysis of 
this picture. Firstly, the handshake was used in Assyria in the 9th century 
BC to ratify an agreement. Secondly, the handshake was used to ratify an 
agreement on the level of international diplomacy, apparently on a parity 
level.21 

2.2.3.4 Ezra 10:19 

As was concluded above under Procedure, this text contains an expression 
that could be regarded as idiomatic, although it would seem that an inter-
pretation of the expression as describing an act is somewhat more likely. 
The analysis of the legal function below naturally presupposes the refer-
ence to an act, although the problematic nature of the expression must be 
kept in mind. 

In Ezra 10:1 the people react to the prayer of Ezra, and Shecaniah 
approaches him to acknowledge the sin of the people in marrying foreign 
women. In v. 3 he says: "So now let us make a covenant with our God to 
send away all these wives and their children".22 In v. 5 Ezra requires the 

21 This confirms the opinion of Munn-Rankin (1956:86), that "an international agree-
ment was confirmed by some such formal gesture as clasping or striking hands." Munn-
Rankin makes this deduction from an acta contraria, namely to thrust back a hand out-
stretched in friendship in order to turn down an offer or to terminate an agreement. 
22 This should not be seen as a new covenant but as a renewal of an already existent 
covenant, so e.g. Fensham (1982:134). See also Clines (1984:126). There is a parallel to 
this in 2 Kgs 23:1-3. 
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leaders of the people to swear an oath, thereby binding them to carry 
through this commitment. This oath is probably connected with the 
covenant, but not identical with it. In v. 11 Ezra encourages the people to 
confess their unfaithfulness in marrying foreign women. In v. 19, those 
who have taken foreign women as wives pledge to put them away. The 
promise is formulated as wayyittena yadam, "they gave their hands".23 This 
would then mean that the handshake was a ratification of the agreement 
made, namely that the foreign wives would be taken away. The text does 
not state with whom the men shook hands, which, as was said above under 
Procedure, is an argument in favour of an idiomatic interpretation of the 
expression. 

However, on t.l}e basis of the interpretation of the expression as referring 
to an act, the legal function would be to ratify the agreement between the 
men and the leaders of the people. 

2.2.3.5 Proverbs 6:1 

Here is an admonition not to stand as surety for a neighbour, since it may 
have disastrous consequences.24 The text says, beni 'im-'arabta lere<eka 
taqa'tlllazzar kappeka, "My son, if you have entered surety for a neighbour 
and shaken your hand with a stranger".25 In order to understand the legal 
function of the symbolic act in question, the identity of the zar, "stranger" 
must be disclosed.26 Is he the same person as rea', "neighbour" or are they 
two different persons? Scholars have disagreed over this point and no con-
sensus seems to have developed. 27 In favour of the view that two different 
persons are involved, the argument is generally put forth that "stranger" 
can hardly be used for the same person as "neighbour". In favour of the 
view that they are indeed referring to the same person is the parallel con-
struction of the verse. On the assumption that the parallelism is roughly 
synonymous, "neighbour" will correspond with "stranger". There is also 
the evidence from the other occurrences of this expression in Proverbs. 
Prov 11:15 says that ra'-yeroa' ki-'arab zar, "to enter surety for a stranger 
will bring trouble", Prov 17:18, 'oreb <ifrubbfi lipne re'eM, "he who enters 
surety for his neighbour" and Prov 20: 16, leqal)-bigdo ki-<arab zar, "take his 

23 My translation. 
24 Other texts from Proverbs that mention the handshake, 11:15; 17:18; 22:26, are 
referred to when relevant. 
25 My translation. 
26 See Snijders (1977:562-3). 
27 See McKane (1970:321-2) for a summary. 
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garment, for he has entered surety for a stranger."28 In the light of these 
parallels it is hard to avoid the conclusion that both zar, "stranger", and 
rea', "neighbour" are stereotyped expressions for the same person in these 
texts.29 Both terms can be used as a direct object to the verb 'arab, "stand 
surety for", and therefore it comes as no surprise to find them in a 
parallelism in Prov 6:1. One deviance from the normal pattern is that the 
preposition Je, "to" is used together with both designations. A probable 
explanation would be that since the preposition was required in the second 
part of the verse, qualifying with whom the handshake was performed, it 
was also used in the first part, due to analogy.30 This would mean that the 
ha..'ldshake took place between the guarantor and the one for whom he had 
entered surety, namely the debtor. 

The consequence of the handshake is elaborated on later in v. 2, when 
the guarantor is spoken to as "snared by the utterance of your lips, caught 
by the words of your mouth." The word "words" probably refers to 
an oath, meaning that the guarantor pledges to stand surety in case the 
debtor fails to pay his debt to the creditor. This oath probably accompanied 
the handshake and together the two formed a legally binding agreement 
between the guarantor and the debtor. This is made clear at the end of v. 3, 
where it is said that by standing surety he has fallen into the hands of his 
rea', "neighbour", i.e., the debtor. So when the debtor cannot pay, the 
guarantor is legally answerable to the debtor, not the creditor. Strictly 
speaking, then, the guarantor is only indirectly involved in a legal relation-
ship with the creditor, in so far as he enters into the place of the debtor. 
This means that the legal relationship that is at stake here, in analyzing the 
legal function of the handshake, is the one between the debtor and his 
guarantor. 

Prov 20: 16 describes what will happen in case the debtor cannot pay his 
debtY The guarantor is then bound to pay the debt and if, as in this case, 
he has no funds of his own, his clothes are taken instead. This is formu-
lated in a different way in the second part of v. 16, where the debtors are 
called upon to take his garment as a pledge to pay the debt.32 

28 My translations. 
29 According to Snijders (1977:563) zarin Prov 6:1 stands for someone who does not 
belong to the family, since the family regulated their affairs privately, without official 
involvement. 
30 So e.g. PlOger (1984:61). 
31 Prov 27:13 is an almost exact doublet of20:16. 
32 This is the only occurrence where the semantic ranges of 'arab, "to stand surety" 
and ]Jabal, "take as pledge" meet. Although the verbs do not overlap, there is a formal 
overlap in the derivative 'erab6n, "pledge", in Gen 38:17-20. This will be discussed 
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To summarize, in the legal sphere of surety the handshake between the 
debtor and his guarantor, together with an oath, had the legal function to 
ratify an agreement between the two. The purpose of this agreement was 
twofold; firstly to make the debtor acceptable to the creditor and, secondly, 
to make the guarantor liable to pay the debt in case the debtor became 
insolvent. 

2.2.3.6 Job 17:3 

In Job 17:3 there is an enigmatic expression, 'orben1 'immak m1 
leyl1d1 yitmqea', translated in the NRSV as "Lay down a pledge for me with 
yourself; who is there that will give surety for me?" The context is that of a 
complaint on Job's behalf against his friends. There is no one at his side, so 
in v. 3 he turns to God in his plight. Unfortunately, there are a number of 
problems with this text that will have to be dealt with in order to find out 
the proper legal function of the symbolic act in v. 3. 

The problems are, firstly, the vocalization of 'rbny, whether it is a verbal or 
a nominal form, secondly, the first person singular pronominal suffix in 
'rbny, depending on the first problem, and, thirdly, the meaning of the 
niphal form yittaqea'. According to the MT, 'orben1 is a qal  
with a first person singular pronominal suffix, meaning "stand surety for 
me". This is normally changed into 'erbon1, the noun 'erllbOn, "pledge" with 
a first person singular pronominal suffix.33 The problem in relation to the 
verbal form has been what to do with the initial phrase, §lmllh-na>, "put" or 
"place". However, with the change to 'erbon1, the verb takes an accusative. 
On the basis of the reading 'erbon1, the suffix then becomes a problem. Is 
Job offering a pledge to God,34 making the suffix subjective, or is he asking 
God for a pledge, which makes the suffix objective?35 In order to answer 
this question the other half of the verse will have to be taken into considera-
tion. The niphal form, yittllqea', is best taken as a case of niphal tolerativum, 
meaning "allow his hand to be shaken".36 Since Job cannot expect anyone 
of his friends to stand surety for him, the most natural alternative would be 
to present a pledge of his own. The suffix is therefore subjective. 

below in connection with Job 17:3 where there is a possible occurrence of 'erllbOn, 
"pledge". 
33 So e.g. Habel (1985:266) and Clines (1989:373). 
34 So e.g. Habel (1985:276) and Clines (1989:394). 
35 So e.g. Rowley (1976:123) and Hartley (1988:268). 
36 So e.g. Clines (1989:373). See also Waltke & O'Connor (1990:389-90). 
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This text, then, presents another example of what could happen to a debtor. 
If he cannot find anyone to stand surety for him, he is forced to put up 
some sort of pledge to the creditor, in Job's case to God. Although this is 
an illustrative use of the handshake in Job 17:3, it does show how the sym-
bolic act was supposed to function in a proper legal context, namely to 
ratify an agreement between a debtor and his guarantor. 

2.2.4 Historical Explanation 

The handshake is nearly universal as a symbol for agreement. Two parties 
meet and by means of the hand, which usually symbolizes a person's 
power and authority, an agreement is made. The act appears to have been 
used when the agreement was to be shown to have been made on a parity 
level, although in reality this was not always the case. At some time, how-
ever, the expression used for the handshake gave rise to an idiom, meaning 
"to pay homage", which can be found in 1 Chr 29:24; 2 Chr 30:8; Lam 5:6 
and possibly Ezra 10:19. 
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2.2.5 Summary and Conclusions 

1. The handshake is clearly described as taking place in 2 Kgs 10:15. It is 
also highly likely that such is the case in Ezek 17:18; Prov 6:1; 11:15; 
17:18; 22:26 and Job 17:3. However, the expression in Ezra 10:19 could be 
viewed as idiomatic, although it has here been regarded as describing an 
act. A clearly idiomatic use can be found in 1 Chr 29:24; 2 Chr 30:8 and 
Lam5:6. 

2. For the relevant expressions, the indications of idiomatic use are the lack 
of a pronoun attached to "hand", the lack of a reference to whom the hand-
shake was performed with and the use of a prepositional phrase. The 
expression would then mean "to submit to". In the light of these indica-
tions, it remains a problem whether the expression in Ezra 10:19 is 
idiomatic or not. 

3. In the context of legal practice dealing with surety, the formulation used, 
taqa' kaplyad, "strike a hand", is different from the expression used in more 
general agreements, natan yad, "give a hand". There is no reason, however, 
to see the two expressions as referring to different acts. The difference in 
terminology is more likely due to different legal contexts. 

4. The handshake was used as a legal symbolic act to ratify a prior agree-
ment. 

5. In 2 Kgs 10:15; Ezek 17:18 and probably Ezra 10:19 the handshake is 
used as a legal symbolic act to ratify agreements on different levels. The 
level of international diplomacy is found in Ezek 17:18, in Ezra 10:19 it is 
a case of internal agreements among the people of Judah and in 2 Kgs 
10:15 the handshake ratifies an agreement on a personal level. 

6. In Prov 6:1; 11:15; 17:18; 22:26 and Job 17:3 the handshake was used in 
the more technical sense of ratifying an agreement between a debtor and 
the guarantor. This agreement was binding in so far as the guarantor must 
pay the debt in the event the debtor was unable to do so. An oath probably 
accompru1ied this symbolic act and shared u'1e legal function. 
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2.3.1 Introduction 

The texts that are to be analysed here are Gen 24:9 and 47:29, the two 
occurrences of the symbolic act of putting the hand under someone's thigh. 
Both instances deal with a patriarch, Gen 24:9 with Abraham and 47:29 
withJakob. 

2.3.2 Procedure 

There are two problems related to the question of the procedure of this act. 
The first problem is to establish which part of the body the word yliiek 
generally refers to, without taking into consideration the texts under 
discussion here. The second problem is whether yliiek should be regarded 
as euphemistic for the male genitals. 1 If so, the act would be performed by 
putting the hand under the other person's genitals.2 

Does yliiek refer to the thigh in general, to the thigh as part of the leg, or 
the upper part of the thigh, in relation to the loins and the hip? The word 
yliiek is used in the expression kap-yliiek, "hip socket" in Gen 32:26 and 33, 
which is in the same region as the loins and the hip.3 On the other hand, a 
distinction is made in Exod 28:42 where the linen breeches of the priests 
are said to reach from the motnayim "loins", to the yerekayim, a dual form. 
This would argue for the translation "thigh" in distinction to "loin" or 
"hip". 

In the expression "girding the loins", and when something is said to be 
tied to the loins, e.g. a sword, three different words for "loins" are used: 

1. l)ii1Il$ayim, always used figuratively, Isa 5:27; 11:5; 32:11; Job 38:3; 
40:7. 

2. motnayim, used literally, 2 Sam 20:8; 1 Kgs 2:5; Ezek 23:15; Neh 4:12, 
and figuratively, Jer 1:17; Nah 2:2; Prov 31:17. 

3. yliiek, always used literally, Judg 3:16; Ps 45:4. 

1 For the use of yarek, see Oelsner (1960:327-9) and Ramp (1977). 
2 E.g. Speiser (1964:178), Freedman (1976:4), Westermann (1981:471), Malul 
(1985:198) and Smith (1990:468-9). KB (405) says regarding yarek in these texts, 
"Gegend d. Schwurs where the hand of the swearing is placed", whereas in HALAT 
(419) this has become "gegend d. Geschlechtsteile b. Schwur". 
3 Smith (1990:466-9) argues that kap-yarek is euphemistic for the genitals, which is 
unlikely. Smith strangely enough translates tal)atin the description of the act as "upon", 
a meaning definitely alien to the Hebrew preposition. 
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It would appear from the variations of these expressions that these three 
terms were regarded as quite similar, to the point of being synonymous. 
There is another expression which makes use of two of these three terms, 
namely "come forth from the loins". It occurs with i)iill1$ayim in Gen 35:11; 
1 Kgs 8:19; 2 Chr 6:9, and with yllrek in Gen 46:26; Exod 1:5 and Judg 
8:30. This expression clearly refers to the origin of the procreative force, 
which is the area surrounding the genital organs. It is therefore rather 
common to regard the use of yllrek in this expression as a euphemism for 
the genital organs.4 This is indeed possible, although it does not appear to 
be compulsory, judging by its use. In Num 5:21, 22 and 27 the yllrek of a 
woman is said to nllpal, "fall away", which probably refers to a miscarriage. 
The word yllrek then refers to that part of the body where the procreative 
forces are thought to be located, and by the use of metonymy this part of 
the body then refers further to the foetus. The conclusion from this word-
study is that yllrek should be translated in general as "thigh", although it 
needs to be specified that in most instances it is the upper part of the thigh 
that is referred to, namely the area surrounding the genital organs.5 This 
area is sometimes referred to as the seat of the procreative force of an 
individual. 

The second problem is whether yllrek, "thigh" is used euphemistically 
for the genital organs in the texts under discussion here, namely Gen 24:9 
and 47:29.6 As has been shown above, this is quite possible, since yarek is 
sometimes used to refer to the seat of the procreative forces, which is then 
naturally related to the genital organs. However, in the descriptions of the 
act in Gen 24:2, 9 and 47:29, the hand is expressly said to be put under the 
thigh, Sim yad tai)at yerek, which is quite understandable in its literal sense. 
It does not say that the thigh was touched or grasped, which would 
immediately make the euphemistic meaning relevant. It would therefore be 
safer to regard the description as referring to the actual procedure, where 
the hand was placed under the other person's thigh, probably the upper 
part. The act could then itself be meant to function euphemistically for the 
act of touching the genitals. 

There are no hints that the act is performed in front of witnesses. On the 
contrary, it seems to have been a family matter, and as such an example of 
family law, a sub-category of customary law. The oath probably involved 
an utterance which was spoken simultaneously with the performance of the 
act. This will be taken up further under Legal Function below. 

4 So e.g. Malul (1985:194, n. 9, 198). 
5 So also e.g. HAIAT (419) and Dhorme (1923:154). 
6 So e.g. Ullendorff (1979:445) and Westermann (1981:471). 
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Until recently there was no known parallel from the ancient Near East to 
this act. However, Malul has drawn attention to an old Babylonian letter 
from Kisurra in south Mesopotamia.7 The addressee appears to have 
required an oath by the envoy, accompanied by a gesture, "Let your envoy 
grasp my testicles and my penis, and then I will give (it) to you."8 How-
ever, the parallel is only relevant on the level of performance, and on the 
basis of the euphemistic use of yarek for the genitals in Gen 24:2, 9 and 
47:29.9 

2.3.3 Legal Function 

2.3.3.1 Genesis 24:9 

The scene where the servant performs a symbolic act runs from v. 1 to v. 9. 
In v. 10 a new scene begins, which concerns the journey which the servant 
is about to make. Verses 1-9 serve the purpose of explaining why Isaac 
cannot follow along with the servant in order to find a wife. The answer the 
text gives is that the land has been given to Abraham and his seed, and 
therefore they should not leave it. 

In v. 2 Abraham asks the servant to Sim-nll' ylldekll ta])at yerek1, "Put your 
hand under my thigh", although the act itself is not said to be performed 
until in v. 9, wayyllsem hlJ.<ebed 'et-ylld6 ta])at yerek 'abrllhllm 'iidonllyw, "So 
the servant put his hand under the thigh of Abraham his master". In 
between these two expressions there is a passage which focuses on oath-
taking, which will lead to the legal function of the symbolic act. In v. 3 
Abraham tells the servant that "I will make you swear", in 
vv. 7-8 he explains that God "swore to me" and how the servant 
can be released "from this oath of mine". In v. 9b the servant is 
said to take the oath requested in v. 2, "and (he) swore". 
Therefore it seems a reasonable conclusion that the symbolic act and the 
oath-taking are intimately connected in this text. 

A closer look at v. 3 provides the analysis with some important clues as 
to the legal function of the act. The initial we is best taken as causal, which 
would explain the request for the act in v. 2 as Abraham' s intention to 
make his servant take an oath. The act would then be an integral part of the 
oath-taking. However, there appears to be more involved in the oath-taking 

7 Malul (1987). The text has been published by Kienast (1978:157). 
8 Malul (1987:491). 
9 In relation to his analysis of this text, Malul (1987:492) appears rather over-confident 
in claiming that yarek, "thigh" is used for "seed" or "posterity" in biblical Hebrew. 
Besides the two texts which are under discussion here, there is only the figurative use in 
Num 5:21, 22 and 27, where "thigh" is used metonymically for "foetus". 
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than simply the act, since v. 3 describes how the oath should be sworn by 
the God of the heavens and the earth. This probably refers to a statement 
that was given by the servant simultaneously with the performance of the 
act. It is then the act together with the statement that make up the oath-
taking. 

Since, however, an oath could be made by means a statement alone, the 
question should be put as to why the act is performed as well? There are no 
clear indications in the text as to why the act is used. However, a case can 
be made for regarding the oath-taking to have been made by means of the 
act and the statement, as a way of making the oath particularly strong and 
binding. 

Why, then, would this oath need to be strengthened? Since Abraham is 
described as old and near his death, v. 1, he is unable to control the acts of 
the servant. The distance between Abraham and his servant also calls for a 
strong bond between them, to make sure the servant fulfils his promise. 
Intermarriage with the Canaanites is also a deep concern. The seriousness 
of the matter would therefore call for an unusually strong oath on behalf of 
the servant. 

This means that the symbolic act of putting the hand under the thigh in 
Gen 24:9 has the legal function of accomplishing the oath which the ser-
vant takes. The act shares this function with a statement which is taken by 
the servant at the same time as he performs the act. It is a particularly 
strong and binding form of oath-taking, which was needed because of the 
particular circumstances. 

In this, the second occurrence of the symbolic act of putting the hand under 
the thigh, there are some similarities to Gen 24:9 as well as some differ-
ences. The requests for the act in Gen 24:2 and 47:29 are similarly formu-
lated, s1m-na' yadekll tal;wt yerek1, "put your hand under my thigh". As in 
Gen 24:2, the act is also requested in 47:29 by an aging patriarch, namely 
Jacob, but now it is to be performed by his son, Joseph. The oath concerns 
Jacob's burial, which is obviously beyond his ability to control and which 
makes him totally dependent upon Joseph to keep the oath. The reason why 
the act is used in this text to perfonn the oath-taking is the san1e as it was 
for the act in Gen 24:9, namely to satisfy the patriarch's need for a particu-
larly strong and binding oath. A major difference in relation to Gen 24:9 is 
that Jacob is not concerned for the continuance of his fa.mily but for his 
final resting place, i.e., to be buried with his forefathers and not in Egypt. 
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When Jacob asks Joseph in v. 29d to S1m-nll' yadekll tal)at yerekl, "put 
your hand under my thigh", no connection is made with an oath. In v. 
31a-b, where Jacob asks Joseph to swear an oath, which he does, there is 
analogously no connection with the symbolic act. Between vv. 29d and 31a 
there appears J acob 's description of the content of the oath, which he has 
requested from Joseph. Here, as in 24:9, the symbolic act is then intimately 
connected with the oath, to the extent that the two appear to be functionally 
equivalent. The oath, requested and performed in v. 31, therefore implies 
the performance of the symbolic act. This leads to the conclusion that the 
act and the oath are substantially the same. There is no reference to a 
statement being made in relation to the act, although Jacob's request in 
v. 31 could imply such a statement. This must, however, be regarded as 
uncertain. 

The same legal function would then apply for the act here in 47:29 as in 
24:9, namely to accomplish the particularly strong and binding oath which 
Joseph takes in relation to his father. 

2.3.4 Historical Explanation 

As was said above under Procedure, yllrtJk, "thigh" is usually regarded as a 
euphemism for the genitals in Gen 24:2, 9 and 47:29. However, it was 
found to be more likely that the hand is meant to be put under the thigh and 
not in relation to the genitals. It would then be the act itself which would 
associate euphemistically to the genitals, on the basis of the symbolic rela-
tionship between the thigh and the genitals. Beyond this, however, we are 
left to speculate as to how the procedure of the act was connected to the 
legal function. 

The thigh, as a euphemism for the genitals, is often regarded as a symbol 
for the offspring.10 By touching the symbol for the offspring, the person 
performing the act would invoke a future punishment from the offspring, 
which would take place if he did not keep to the oath. Or he could be 
referring to the offspring as a symbolic witness to the oath. Yet another 
alternative is to understand the act as referring to the ancestral spirits, who 
would threaten to punish the performer in case he did not fulfil the oath.U 

10 So e.g. Malul (1985:194-5, esp. n. 10). 
11 So Malul (1985:198). According to Malul, however, this is not only a historical 
explanation but part of the intention behind the act in Gen 24:9 and 47:29. The reason 
why Malul emphasizes the historical explanation seems to be that such an assumption 
becomes a link between the ancestral spirits related to the symbolic act itself and the 
expression pa}Jad yi$}Jtiq in Gen 31:42 and 53, usually translated "Fear of Isaac", which 
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The reason why this becomes so speculative is that there is no available 
material to guide the historical explanation in either of these directions. 
The euphemistic use of yarek for the genitals is disputed, as was shown 
above, and there are no indications that the thigh symbolizes descendants 
or even ancestral spirits. 

If we concentrate more on the act of touching the thigh with the hand, 
there are two interesting cases in Jer 31:19 and Ezek 21:17. The prophets 
strike their own thighs in a symbolic act of remorse and perhaps even 
submission. 12 When this is then performed by touching the thigh of some-
one else, it could symbolize the submission of the performer under the 
other person's strength and authority. That would agree very well with the 
legal function of the act as accomplishing the oath in a particularly strong 
way, in order to ensure the aging patriarch that the oath will indeed be 
accomplished. The submission would then be the connecting link, histori-
cally speaking, between the performance of the act and its legal function. 
This explanation does not necessarily argue against the symbolic meaning 
of the thigh as offspring and the various interpretations which have been 
generated on that basis, since the question would still have to be asked why 
the thigh in particular was struck. Indeed, the symbolic meaning of the 
thigh as offspring may well provide the reason why it came to symbolize 
strength in the first place. However, the historical explanation for the act, 
which has been presented here, does question whether it was the symbolic 
meanings of the thigh as genitals and offspring which were relevant in the 
formation of the legal symbolic act. 

in Malul's opinion reflects the same symbolic act, based upon the meaning of pal)ad as 
"thigh". 
12 This symbolic act is also found in extra-biblical material, e.g. in The Descent of 
Ishtar, where Ereshkigal demonstrates her disappointment by smiting her thigh and 
biting her finger, see ANET (108). For this comparison, see Lipinski (1970) and Gruber 
(1980:380-4). 
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2.3.5 Summary and Conclusions 

1. The performance of this act did not mean that the hand touched the 
genitals. Instead, it was performed according to the expression of the act, 
namely by placing the hand under the thigh of someone else. If euphemism 
was involved, it was the act itself that was used euphemistically and not the 
word "thigh" in the description of the act. 

2. The act was performed in the intimate legal sphere of the family, which 
meant that it was not connected with any form of official legal sanction. It 
should therefore be considered as a case of family law, a sub-category of 
customary law. 

3. The legal function of the symbolic act was to accomplish the oath. A 
statement which declared the oath-taking could accompany the act and 
share its legal function, as was the case in Gen 24:2, 9, but it does not 
appear to have been compulsory, as it is not mentioned in connection with 
the act in Gen 47:29. 

4. The historical explanation of the act should probably be based on the 
symbolic act of striking one's thigh as an act of remorse and submission. 
When a person then touches the thigh of someone else, he would symbol-
ize his submission to that person's strength and authority. It is possible that 
the symbolic meaning of strength for the thigh is based on the fact that 
"thigh" could refer euphemistically to the genitals, and that it thereby came 
to symbolize the offspring. 



2.4 Walking Through a Divided Animal 

2.4.1 Introduction 
Gen 15: 17 and Jer 34:18-19 each describes an example of what is perhaps 
the most problematic legal symbolic act in the OT. Since Gen 15 and Jer 
34 deal with the subject of covenant, and in particular this is true of Gen 
15, which describes the covenant between Abrarn and God, they have been 
subjected to intense study. A short summary of the present status of 
scholarly activity regarding these texts will be given here, and then a new 
attempt will be made at understanding the legal function of this symbolic 
act.1 

In addition to legal function, there are two other major questions that 
have puzzled scholars in the past regarding the act in these texts. 

1. Should the act be interpreted as self-imprecatory, i.e., as invoking a 
fate similar to the cutting up of the animals upon the covenant party who 
performs the act? 

2. Is the preparatory act a sacrifice? The preparatory act of dividing the 
animal or animals is often included by scholars with the act of walking 
between the parts. This question mainly concerns the act in Gen 15, since 
its preparation has more of a sacrificial character than the act in Jer 34. 

1 See Hasel (1981; 1984:365-6) for a more complete review. There are some unlikely 
views that should be mentioned here, however. Henninger (1953:352-3) holds that the 
act was a mystical-sacramental rite, through which the performer identified with certain 
properties of the victims. This view has not gained much support, but see Caqout 
(1962:61) for a similar view. Hofmann & Vorbichler (1981:145-6) qualifies the view of 
Henninger on the basis of Herodotus II.139. The act would then be rejuvenating, 
through the power of the blood of the slaughtered animals, likely to have been touched 
by the party who passed through the animals. Since it is God who performs the act in 
Gen 15 and not Abram, they are forced to conclude that a scribe has misunderstood the 
act. Wenham (1987:331-3) distinguishes himself by interpreting the different animals in 
Gen 15 as representing the nation of Israel. God's walk .between them is then a refer-
ence to his walk with the people. Wenham draws heavily on the fact that the animals 
used are normal sacrificial animals. This act would then confirm the covenant between 
Abram and God. The main problem with this interpretation is that in spite of the close 
formal parallel to the symbolic act in Jer 34, there is no connection whatsoever to the 
meaning of it. This makes Wenham's interpretation seem unlikely. Eilberg-Schwartz 
(1990: 168-9) sees the cutting up of the animals as symbolizing the split between Abram 
on the one hand and his father and brothers on the other, as caused by the divine pro-
mise to him. He finds support for this in the Nuer culture in Africa, where the cutting 
up of an object may end kinship relations. There is, however, no explanation of the 
passing through the divided animals, which means that the parallel is not even pheno-
menologically relevant For comparing the Nuer culture with the OT, see e.g. Fiensy 
(1987). 
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In trying to answer these questions, scholars have usually referred to 
certain examples of what appear to be similar legal symbolic acts from the 
ancient Near Eastern context. Since these acts are referred to quite often in 
the literature, and have had extensive influence on earlier interpretations of 
the biblical texts, a brief overview of these texts will be given here. The 
purpose is primarily to weigh the relevance of these parallels in their 
relation to the act in Gen 15 and Jer 34. 

Excursus: Some Alleged Parallels 

1. This is a treaty from Mari, ARM 2.37, 18th century BC. The making 
of a treaty is described in the following way in IL 6-7: "Puis pour tuer 
l'anon (d'alliance) entre les ijaneens et (les gens d') Idamaraz, ... ". The 
official did not accept the puppy and the goat that were presented to him in 
order to perform the treaty act, l. 8, but requested a donkey, which he 
thought would be satisfying to his lord, 1. 11. He then says in 11. 13-14: ''J'ai 
etabli la concorde entre les ijaneens et (les gens d')Idamaraz." The ex-
pression !Jayaram qatiilum, "kill a donkey" is functionally equivalent in this 
text with the expression "make a treaty". This means that the killing of a 
donkey performed the legal function of ratifying a treaty.2 There is no trace 
of either self-imprecation or sacrifice. 

2. In a rather recently discovered letter from old Babylonian Rimah, 
Zimri-Lim of Mari writes to Hatnu-rapi of Karana, quoting from a letter he 
has received from him:3 

I here shall lead out the kings my allies (lit. brothers) who enjoy 
good relations with me; let us kill donkey foals (i.e. make 
treaties of alliance); let us put the oath by the life of the gods 
between us. 

Zimri-lim replies in ll. 38-40: "May donkey foals and the oath by the life of 
the gods be set between us". The same conclusion can be drawn from this 
example as from the act in ARM 2.37, namely that the killing of a donkey 
ratifies the treaty. What is interesting in this example is that the act is 
accompanied by the taking of an oath. There is, however, no trace of either 
self-imprecation or sacrifice, although the oath could point in the direction 
of the former. 

3. This is part of a treaty between Abba-AN and Iarirnlim from the 17th 
century BC: 

2 See e.g. Noth (1957:144-5), Held (1970:33), McCarthy (1981:91) and similarly 
Tadmor (1982:134-5). 
3 Dalley (1976), 1:10-12. See also Greenfield (1986:393). 
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Abba-AN is under oath to Yarimlim, and4 also he cut the neck 
of a lamb. (He swore:) "I shall never take back what I gave 
thee."5 

The act and promissory oath of Abba-AN function to solemnize his gifts to 
Iarimlim. 6 The gifts in turn function as compensations for obedience. The 
symbolic act is therefore not immediately connected with the making of the 
treaty, but with the surety of the gift.7 No self-imprecation is mentioned 
explicitly, and no trace can be found of a sacrificial character to the act. 

4. The following is part of a vassal treaty between Ashurnirari VI of 
Assyria and Mati'ilu of Arpad from the 8th century BC: 

This spring lamb has been brought from its fold not for sacrifice, 
not for a banquet, not for a purchase, ... not to be slaughtered for 
[ ... ]: it has been brought to sanction the treaty between 
Ashumirari and Mati'ilu .... This head is not the head of a lamb, 
it is the head of Mati'ilu, it is the head of his sons, his officials, 
and the people of his land. If Mati'ilu sins against this treaty, so 
may, just as the head of this spring lamb is torn off, and its 
knuckle placed in its mouth, [ ... ], the head of Mati'ilu be torn 
off, and his sons [ ... ].8 

In this text the legal function of the act of killing the animal is made very 
clear, namely "to sanction the treaty".9 The symbolic meaning of the act is 
to associate the fate of Mati'ilu with that of the animal. This identification 
can be said to constitute the treaty-curse relevant in the case of a broken 
treaty. However, the act does not seem to function as a treaty ratification, 
and it is explicitly said that the lamb is not brought forth as a sacrifice. 

5. In the Sefire Treaty I.A:39-40 from the 7th century BC, we note the 
following phrase: "[Just as] this calf is cut up, so shall Mati'el be cut up, 
and his nobles shall be cut up."10 This is part of several curses that will fall 
on Mati'el and his family, in case they do not abide by the treaty. Two 
reservations need to be made, however. Firstly, the context is that of wax 
figures, which makes it likely that this is done to a calf made of waxY 

4 The oath and the act are to be kept distinct, due to the connective zi, so e.g. McCarthy 
(1981:93). Cf. GAG (170-1). For the text see Wiseman (1958:126), 11.39-42. 
5 McCarthy (1981:307). Wiseman's translation (1958:129), "(Let me so die) if I take 
back that which I gave thee!" tends to read too much into the oath formulation. 
6 As noted by Wiseman (1958:124). 
7 So Hasel (1981:65), although he notes that the act can be a ratification of the treaty. 
8 AlVET (532). 
9 An interesting parallel to this description can be found in Livy LXXIV, where a cere-
monial combat was to take place between the armies of Rome and Albany. Before the 
combat, the respective kings made a treaty, accompanied with imprecatory oaths on 
both sides, based on rhe slaughter of a pig. 
10 Gibson (1975:32-3). 
11 So Gibson (1975:42). Hasel (1981:67) appears to be open to the possibility. 
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Secondly, the act is not given any function related to the making of the 
treaty, but is wholly a part of the curses. There is also no trace of the act 
being considered sacrificial. 

6. Among the curses of the vassal treaty of Esarhaddon from the 7th 
century BC, there is the following example, ll. 547-54: 

Just as this ewe is cut open and the flesh of its young placed in 
its mouth, so may he (Shamash?) make you eat in your hunger 
the flesh of your brothers, your sons, and your daughters. Just as 
(these) yearlings and spring lambs, male and female, are cut 
open and their entrails are rolled around their feet, so may the 
entrails of your sons and daughters be rolled around your feet. 12 

It is possible that these curses vvere acted out, and perhaps simultaneously 
read aloud. 13 They would, however, still be a part of the curses and not of 
the oaths, taken earlier in the treaties. The acts would not ratify the treaty14 

and they would not be sacrificial. 

Weinfeld, Petersen and Hasel, who have tried to integrate most of these 
texts with the descriptions of the acts in Gen 15 and Jer 34, agree that these 
parallels can be divided in two categoriesY This would include an early, 
second millennium phase involving examples 1-3, and a late, first millen-
nium phase, involving examples 4-6. Gen 15 would thus belong to the 
early phase and Jer 34 to the later. 16 However, these scholars differ on the 
important points of sacrificial character and self-imprecation. 

According to Weinfeld, the act in Gen 15 should be interpreted as a 
covenant of grant, binding the suzerain to the oath which is takenY The act 
in Jer 34, on the other hand, should be seen as a vassal treaty, in which the 
vassal takes upon himself to fulfil his obligations. Weinfeld also notes the 
sacrificial character of the act in Gen 15, in contrast to the act in Jer 34 and 
holds both to be self-imprecations. Petersen considers the act in Gen 15 as 

12 ANET (539). 
13 So Frankena (1965: 139). 
14 SoHasel (1981:66-7). 
15 Kutsch (1973:44; 45-6, n. 28), however, does not differentiate between these 
examples, since he finds them all to be self-imprecatory or imprecatory. This applies to 
the act in Gen 15 and Jer 34 as well according to Kutsch. Tadmor (1982:136) sees a 
continuity in the practice of what he calls the sacrificial killing of an animal in treaty 
making, from the early eighteenth to the 6th century BC. Of the examples described 
above, Tadmor includes 1-4. 
16 McCarthy (1981:93-4, 149-53) also divides them into two categories, but he is more 
hesitant towards the sharp boundary between them. He notes that the differences may 
very well be due to the chronological lacuna which exist between the two groups 
(1981:153). 
17 Weinfeld (1970:199). 
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a sacrificial practice in order to establish a covenant.18 He differs from 
Weinfeld, however, in that he prefers not to see the act in Gen 15 as a self-
imprecation, as opposed to the act in Jer 34.19 Hasel shares the view of 
Petersen in rejecting the interpretation of the act in Gen 15 as a self-
imprecation.20 He considers it a "covenant ratification sacrifice", and dis-
tinguishes between a "sacrificial preparatio" and a subsequent "divine 
ratificatio".21 In contrast to Petersen and Weinfeld, however, Hasel holds it 
possible that the act in Jer 34 is self-imprecatory, although he considers the 
text too uncertain to reach a conclusion. 22 

Loewenstamm deals with the questions of self-imprecation and sacrifice 
by means of traditio-historical analysis. He postulates that the act in .Gen 
15 was originally a self-imprecation, and that it involved only the slaughter 
of a heifer, v. 9. Later on this self-imprecatory act was expanded into a 
description of a sacrifice.23 

Still, it remains to be said that none of the parallels described above 
portray the same act as in Gen 15 and Jer 34. None of them presents either 
a divided animal or someone partaking in the covenant by walking through 
the parts.24 The fact that the act in Gen 15 and Jer 34 may have the same 
legal function as some of these acts is another matter. It would seem, how-
ever, that the question of similar legal function has often been confused 
with the question of similar performance. There are actually some Hittite 
texts which describe an act where animals are split into halves, and one 
text even mentions the act of passing through the parts: 

If the troops have been beaten by the enemy they perform a ritual 
'behind' the river, as follows: they 'cut through' a man, a goat, a 
puppy, and a little pig; they place half on this side and half on that 
side, and in front of them they make a gate of ..... wood and stretch 
a ..... over it, and in front of the gate they light fires on this side and on 
that, and the troops walk right through, and when they come to the 
river they sprinkle water over them.25 

18 Petersen (1977:15). 
19 Petersen (1977:7-9). 
20 Hasel (1981:68-70). He does not refer to Petersen's study. 
21 Hasel (1981:70; 1984:366). 
22 Hasel (1981:63). 
23 Loewenstamm (1968:506), followed by Westermann (1981:267). 
24 Ha (1989:73) holds this view regarding the act in Gen 15, and his conclusion is that 
the only relevant parallel is the act in Jer 34. See also Greenfield (1986:392-5). 
25 The translation is from Gurney (1954:151). The text is KUB XVII.28.IV:45-55. Cf. 
also Masson (1950:5-6). A similar act of purification, practised by the Macedonian 
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However, this text is not in any way related to the making of a treaty. 
Instead, the act is used as a rite of purification in connection with the 
regrouping of an army after it has suffered a defeat.26 It is therefore an act 
with a performance that is similar to the biblical act, but with quite a 
different function.27 

The conclusion from this overview of extra-biblical examples is that the 
act in Gen 15 and Jer 34 should be studied on its own, without necessarily 
being compared with acts that are similar only in performance or legal 
function. The closest parallel to the example of the act in Gen 15 remains 
the example in Jer 34 and vice versa. 

2.4.2 Procedure 

We will begin by studying Jer 34 and then follow up with Gen 15, as this 
latter text has caused more discussion among scholars. 

In Jer 34 a covenant between Zedekiah and his people is described, first 
in third person, vv. 8-11, and then in the form of an oracle from God in 
vv. 12-22.28 The oracle consists of a description of the circumstances sur-
rounding the covenant, similar to vv. 8-11, and a judgement in vv. 17-22. 
The people were to set free all their Hebrew slaves, vv. 8-10 and 13-14. 
Apparently this covenant was connected with a symbolic act, vv. 18-19. 

army in 182 BC, is recorded by Livy XL.6.1-2, see Nilsson (1906:404-6) and Eitrem 
(1947:36-8). 
26 So Masson (1950:18). He gives examples of this act from not only Hittite texts but 
also from ancient Greece and Macedonia, as well as from modem times. He concludes: 
"Dans tous les textes qui ont ete verses au debat, il est seulement question de purifica-
tion: nulle idee de pacte ne se decele dans les rituels hittites ou macedoniens, non plus 
que dans les usages modemes." Gurney (1954:151) also sees the act as a purification of 
the army. He also notes its similarity to the act in Gen 15. For further discussion of the 
examples of the act from ancient Greece and Macedonia, see Nilsson (1906:404-6), 
Eitrem (1947) who also compares with the act in Gen 15 and Jer 34, and Hofmann & 
Vorbichler (1981). There is an interesting example of an act of passing through a 
slaughtered animal in Plato Laws VI.753.D, where the act is clearly of a legal nature. 
When certain officials are to be selected through a third round of voting, those who vote 
are to pass between the slaughtered animals, 8La as they do so. It 
was a way of making the voting more solemn, apparently by making the voters take an 
oath as they performed their task. See Eitrem (1947:38-9) for further study of this text. 
27 So e.g. McCarty (1981:95) and Hasel (1981:74, n. 34). 
28 The origin of this story is debated. Weippert (1973:191, 228-9) holds that it does not 
come from a deuteronomistic redactor, but that it has its origin close to Jeremiah, and 
Holladay (1989:238) agrees with her conclusion. Thiel (1981:39) argues that vv. 8-22 
has been thoroughly reworked in a deuteronomistic redaction, and Carroll (1986:649) 
considers the story to be "a Deuteronomistically shaped sermon". 
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The covenant was followed, but only for a short while, after which time the 
people took back their slaves, vv. 11 and 16. This forms the background 
for the judgement oracle in vv. 17-22. There is, however, a problem with 
the description of the symbolic act. It is not until vv. 18-19, when the 
judgement is pronounced by God, that something is said about the pro-
cedure of this act. In vv. 8-11, where the covenant is described in third 
person, nothing is mentioned about the act. It would seem, from reading 
the oracle in vv. 17-22, that knowledge of the act is presupposed and then 
further elaborated upon. 

What is learned from v. 18 is that a calf is cut in two, and the leaders of 
the people pass between its parts. In v. 19 it is said that all the people 
passed between the parts, but this is likely to be a hyperbole, since the 
leaders can be said to have represented the people. The covenant that was 
made concerned the king and the people of Jerusalem, v. 8.29 Nothing is 
said as to whether both parties walked between the parts. Since this 
covenant between a king and his people is best described in terms of a 
vassal relationship with the burden of holding to the covenant stipulations 
laying on the vassal, i.e., the people, it is probable that only the lesser party 
of the covenant walked between the parts. 

If the act in Jer 34 is compared with the act in Gen 15, there is an 
obvious similarity, but also some significant differences. Abram is told in 
Gen 15:9 by God to cut certain animals in two, which resembles Jer 
34:18-19. The animals in Gen 15:9 are different, however. They include a 
heifer, a she-goat and a ram, all three years old, together with a turtledove 
and a pigeon. The birds are not cut up, v. 10.30 Abram then lays the parts 
opposite each other, v. 10. In v. 17, God is symbolized by a smoking oven 
and a flaming torch, which pass through the divided animalsY Abram, on 
the other hand, does not walk between the parts, but falls into a deep sleep, 
v. 12.32 This means that in both instances of this symbolic act, only one 

29 Ha (1989:74) holds that the covenant was unilateral between the leaders of the 
people as the superior party and the slaves to be liberated as the subjects of the 
covenant. This is nowhere stated in the text, which explicitly states that Zedekiah made 
a covenant with the people of Jerusalem, v. 8. It would seem that Ha needs a close 
correspondence between the act in Jer 34 and the act in Gen 15, where God, as the 
superior party of the covenant, walks through the divided animals. Ha can then postu-
late a literary relationship between the two texts, but at the expense of neglecting the 
actual statement in Jer 34:8. 
3° For an attempt to explain this, see Begg (1987:9-11). 
31 It might be called a theophany, so Jeremias (1977:207-8). Cf. e.g. Exod 13:21; 
14:24; 19:18; 20:18; 24:17; Isa 31:9. 
32 See McAlpine (1987:158-9, 205-6) for this motif. 
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party walks between the parts of the animals. m Gen 15:17, however, it is 
the superior party of the covenant who walks between the parts, as opposed 
to the act in Jer 34:18-19, where it is the subordinate party. This could be 
explained by viewing the covenant in Jer 34 as obligatory, and the one in 
Gen 15 as promissory. Both, however, would be describing a non-parity 
relationship. 33 

2.4.3 Legal Function 

2.4.3.1 Jeremiah 34:18-19 

There is an interesiing wordplay in Jer 34:18. T'ne leaders are said to have 
transgressed the covenant, and they "did not keep the terms of the covenant 
which they had made before me; the calf which they cut in two and walked 
between its parts."34 However, before this discussion is taken any further, 
some alternative interpretations must be taken into consideration. 

Excursus: Is Jeremiah 34:18 in Need of Repair? 

The construction of v. 18 has long been considered in need of repair. The 
most popular change of the text has been to read ka<egel, "as the calf' in-
stead of the MT, M<egel, "the calf'.35 The verb at the beginning, wenatatti, 
"I will make" is said to govern this construction as a second accusative, 
meaning "I will make them like the calf'. Several scholars keep the MT but 
still consider it a second accusative.36 The distance between the predicate 
and the second object, however, makes this construction rather unusual. It 
should also be noted that the verb natan, "make" never occurs with this 
meaning of making someone like something else without the preposition ke 
in front of the second object.37 

Keil explained the absence of ke as being due to added emphasis on the 
second object, although he did not provide any other examples.38 This way 
of reading M<egel, whether or not it means that the MT should be modified, 
involves a common misunderstanding, however. As Kapelrud notes, the use 

33 See Mettinger (1976:303) for this terminology. 
34 My translation. 
35 So e.g. Volz (1922:316), Rudolph (1968:224), Thiel (1981:41), Miller (1984:611-2), 
Carron (1986:644-6) and Sarna (1989: 114-5). This has also worked itself into the 
critical apparatus of BHS. 
36 So e.g. Keil (1873:87), Schedl (1982:249-50) and recently Holladay (1989:242), 
with a rather extensive discussion. 
37 The example given by Holladay (1989:242), Isa 3:4, is not relevant since the 
meaning is there to make someone into something else. 
38 Keil (1873:86-7). He also noted that the article on the second object is rather 
uncommon, although it does sometimes occur, e.g. in 2 Sam 3:27. 
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of ha<egel as a second accusative would not mean that God will make the 
transgressors "as" the calf, but "instead of' the calf, or even "into" the 
calf.39 He argues that the symbolic act, which'was originally without any 
self-imprecatory function, is used secondarily by the prophet as a threat.40 

However, it is hard to understand fully how the difference between these 
two interpretations would emerge on the part of the reader. Kapelrud shows 
this himself when he interprets the phrase as with ke, "as", later on in his 
article.41 As to the function of the act, Kapelrud agrees with Hasel that the 
symbolic act functioned as a covenant ratification. Bright proposes another 
alternative, namely to put "the calf' after "they cut" in order to avoid the 
cumbersome construction,42 although without any external support. Driver 
prefers to re vocalize Jepanily, "in front of me", into lipne. The preposition 
lipne usually means "in front of', but here Driver proposes the rather 
unusual meaning "like", which would produce the translation, "like the calf 
which they cut".43 This is supported by the vocalization apparently 
followed by Aquila, E-vwmov Toil 11oaxov, "in front of the calf'. This 
would, however, seem uncalled for in light of the occurrence of almost the 
same phrase in v. 15, wattikreta ber1t lepanay, "you made a covenant before 
me". 

The LXX44 has in part the same construction as the MT, n'JV 8w91lKT)v 
iJ.OU, TJV E1TOLT](Jav KaTa 1Tp6awTI6v iJ.OU, Tov 116axov ov E1TOLrJUav, "my 
covenant, which they made before me, the calf which they made". It leaves 
out, however, the walking through the parts in vv. 18 and 19, and adds in 
v. 18, E-pyci(w6m aim\), "to serve it" instead.45 This could mean that the 
translator either did not understand the act of walking through the parts or 
found it unsuitable. What is presented instead in v. 18 is an allusion to the 
incident of the golden calf in Exod 32.46 Another plausible explanation to 
this strange reading of the LXX is that it is based on a damaged text.47 

It would seem that hitherto scholars have been unable to come to grips 
with the text without emending it. 

39 Kapelrud (1982:138-9). 
4° Kapelrud (1982:140). He calls this a "new and for the people astonishing interpreta-
tion of the ancient well-known rite". 
41 Kapelrud (1982:140). 
42 Bright (1965:220). This was also suggested by Condamin (1936:254). It is followed 
by e.g. Thompson (1980:609, n. 7). 
43 Driver (1937-8:121-2). 
44 Jer 34 in the MT corresponds to Jer 41 in the LXX. 
45 See Stulman (1985:99, 103-4) for the relationship between the MT and the LXX, 
and the possible Hebrew Vorlage to the LXX. 
46 So e.g. Janzen (1973:105). 
47 So Janzen (1973:105), who considers the reading of the LY.X as an attempt to make 
a damaged text understandable. He is correct in showing that the LXX does not give a 
free reading, but has close similarities Vv'ith the fonn of the although the meaning is 
different. 
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The wordplay in Jer 34:18, referred to above, is on the word karetii, "cut" 
or "make" in connection with bent, "covenant". The author seems to be 
well aware of both the literal meaning of the word, used in the second 
instance, and the idiomatic use in the first.48 The purpose, however, is more 
than stylistic. The author is putting the making of the covenant alongside 
and parallel to the act of dividing the calf in two. This can be shown by a 
structural diagram of Jer 34:18-20a: 

18a wenatatti 'et-ha'iinaSim ha'obetim 'et-beriti 
18b ['a§er 10'-Mq1m{i 'et-dibre habbetit a§er kareta lepanay 

18c 
18d 
19a 
19b 
19c 
19d 
19e 

I 
ha'egel aser kilreru lisnayim 

wayya'abrii ben betilrayw 
sare yehiida 

wesi'ire yerosalayim hassilriSim 
wehakkohifn1m 

ha'obetim ben bitre ha'egel ] 
20a wenatatti '6tam beyad 'Oybehem ... 

The relative pronoun iiser, "which", in is repeated in 18c to serve the 
parallel between the making of the covenant and the cutting up of the calf. 
The same purpose is served by the repetition of kareta, "cut" in 18c.49 The 
word "calf' in 18c is used in apposition to "covenant", in 
congruence with the double meaning of karat, "cut". There is also a word-
play on the verb 'libar, which in 18a means "transgress (the covenant)" and 
in 18d and 19e "walk through (the parts)". 5° The author has put the cutting 
of the calf, hli'egel iiser karetii, in apposition to the making ("cutting") of the 
covenant, habbent iiser karetii.51 This appositional construction emphasizes 

48 Barr (1977 :27) claims that "the original ritual value of karat when combined with 
bent continued to be known in the culture, and this is realized in the famous passage Jer 
34:18." However, this is not necessarily the case. Simply because the author uses the 
same verb with two different meanings does not mean that one meaning can be added 
to the other. It is more likely that the author of Jer 34:18 has created a word-play on the 
literal meaning of "cut". The conclusion is that the author did not necessarily have any 
knowledge of a "ritual value" for karat. He simply noted, probably with a certain 
amount of amusement, that the same word could be used in both expressions. 
49 Thiel (1981:41) notes the word-play, but ends up with a chiastic arrangement, 'abar-
kilrat-karat-'abar, since he considers the first relative clause in v. 18 to be a deutero-
nomistic expansion. 
50 My translations. 
51 So Barthelemy (1986:711), with an extensive discussion of different views. See Keil 
(1873:86) for this view in older scholarship. 
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the fact that a covenant has indeed been entered into by means of walking 
through the divided animal. The means by which the covenant was entered 
into is put in apposition to the result, which could be a case of specifying 
apposition. 52 It is achieved by slowing down the pace of the narrative and 
sustaining the tension made explicit at the beginning of v. 18, where it was 
made clear that the covenant had indeed been broken. Since the logical 
progression from 18a is left somewhat in the air until 20a, where it is 
resumed, this difficult construction could well be described as an anacolu-
thon. 53 The extent of this has been illustrated in the diagram above by 
means of square brackets. An example of how the thread has been lost is 
the elaborated version of 18d in 19a-e. The conclusion is, therefore, that 
the act of walking through the divided animal was considered to be the 
actual covenant ratification. 

The punishment for breaking the covenant is stated in vv. 20-22. The 
only possible connection between the fate of the calf and the punishment 
said to await the people is found in v. 20, where the corpses of the people 
are to be "food for the birds of the air and the wild animals of the earth." 
One could imagine that the divided animal would be a suitable illustration, 
but v. 20 explains that the immediate cause of this fate will be the enemies 
attacking the land and Jerusalem. There is, therefore, no connection be-
tween the fate of the calf and the future fate of the people as to the specific 
way the punishment was to be performed. However, it is clear from vv. 20-
22 that the breaking of the covenant had severe consequences. 

It is common among exegetes to talk about a so-called imprecation, or 
self-imprecation, in regard to this text.54 Since, as was shown above, 
scholars usually read "I will make ... as the calf' in v. 18, this is usually 
considered to be explicit in the text.55 The point would be that the party 
who walks between the divided parts of the animal takes upon himself a 
curse, meaning that if he breaks the covenant he will suffer like the animal. 
As has been shown above, however, there is nothing to substantiate this in 
the text of Jer 34:18. The only thing that can be said for sure is that it is 
presupposed that breaking the covenant brings severe punishment. The 

52 See Andersen (1974:47-9). 
53 So apparently Barthelemy (1986:711), "Cela nous engage a comprendre les vss 18 
et 19 comme une iongue phrase qui se perd dans les sables.;; For further examples of 
anacoluthon in the OT, see GKC (505-6) and Nyberg (1952:305). 
54 So e.g. Hillers (1964:26), who considers the oracle to be related to treaty curses, 
Thompson (1980:613), McCarthy (1981:94), Carron (1986:645-6) and Sarna 
(1989:114-5). 
55 So e.g. Snijders (1958:272), Lohfink (1967:106), McCarthy (1981:94 and Tadmor 
( 1982: 136). 
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legal function of dividing a calf and walking through the parts is, according 
to Jer 34:18, to ratify a covenant that has been made. There is no evidence 
from the text to imply a self-imprecatory sense of the act. 

There is also nothing that would indicate a sacrificial nature of the pre-
paratory act of cutting up of the calf, Jer 34:18. To consider the mere 
dividing of an animal as necessarily a sacrifice only serves to make the 
concept of sacrifice more difficult to understand, and does not aid in under-
standing the act in Jer 34:18-19. 

2.4.3.2 Genesis 15:17 

Gen 15:7-21 seems to be constructed chiastically, which is of importance 
in understanding the symbolic act which is described. The whole scene 
begins with the statement of God in v. 7. Then the plot is created by means 
of Abram's question in v. 8, which prepares the ground for the symbolic 
act to come. Abram has doubts as to the question of "possess", which is the 
literary hinge between vv. 7 and 8. Then comes the description of the sym-
bolic act and its preparation in vv. 9-11 and 17, placed around a statement 
by God in vv. 12-16.56 The whole scene is enclosed by returning to a quiet 
pace in vv. 18a-21, which is the equivalent of v. 7, namely the promise of 
the land.57 This means that Abram's question as to how he can know that 
he will possess the land in v. 8, is answered in two ways. Firstly, by the 
spoken promise in v. 13, extending the promise to Abram's offspring, and 
secondly by the symbolic act which assures him that God will stand by his 
promise. This promise was made to Abram personally in v. 7, but in v. 18 
it is the offspring that will possess the land. This is probably intentional, 
since it is Abram who is involved in the actual making of the covenant. 

Verses 17-18 form the climax of the whole scene. God performs the 
symbolic act in v. 17, and this is followed immediately in v. 18 by a 

56 Verses 13-16 is usually considered to be from a different source than its present 
context, but Lohfink (1967:40, 44) has shown that these verses were created specifi-
cally for their present location. Hoftijzer (1956:54) considers these verses to be an 
original part of the chapter. 
57 So e.g. Westermann (1981:272). Gen 15 has not escaped the traditional source-
critical analysis. For a summary of different views, see Westermann (1981:253-5) and 
Ha (1989:30-8). Ha (1989:215-6) believes that Gen 15 was created by a single author in 
the exilic period, and that it can not be associated .with either deuteronomistic, priestly 
or prophetic circles. Anbar (1982:54-5), on the other hand, considers the chapter a con-
flation of two deuteronomistic narratives, perhaps from exilic times. Abela (1986:14) 
has studied the chapter from a synchronic point of view, to investigate what is usually 
said to be evidences of different sources. See also Van Seters (1975:263) who stresses 
the chapter as a unity, and Wenham (1987:326). 
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description of the legal function of the act: "On that day the Lord made a 
covenant with Abram". This is introduced by means of the phrase bayy6m 
haha', "on that day", which refers adverbially to a particular day in the 
past.58 More precisely, it concludes the foregoing action, marks out the 
point of the story and explains the previous act. 59 

This means that in Gen 15:17, as well as in Jer 34:18-19, the symbolic 
act of walking through the parts of the divided animal or animals has the 
legalfunction of ratifying a covenant. However, as soon as this is said, it 
must be remembered that God is involved in the act, which means that the 
act does not have the same proper legal context as was found with the act 
in J er 34: 18-19. The act in Gen 15: 17 is therefore an example of a reuse of 
a legal symbolic act in a non-legal context. There are several contextual 
indications that point in this direction. There are no witnesses to the act, 
which normally would have been required. Above all, however, it would 
seem that this reuse of the legal symbolic act has influenced the per-
formance of the act itself, namely the choice of the animals which are 
divided. These animals were ordinary sacrificial animals, and were prob-
ably chosen for that very reason. Through this similarity with sacrifices, 
the divine presence is indicated and emphasized, as it is also by the passing 
of the oven and the flame. It does not say in v. 17 whether the divided parts 
are meant to be consumed by the fire, but if so it would be another influ-
ence which the part played by God has had on the performance of the act. 
However, the act in Gen 15:17 is described with a legal function, although 
the context is altered by the fact that God plays a part in the making of the 
covenant. 

Again, the view that this symbolic act must be the expression of a self-
imprecation is widespread among scholars, 60 although the consensus is not 
as complete as it was in the case with the act in Jer 34:18-19. The text, 
however, gives no credence to such an interpretation. The only way to 
interpret the act in Gen 15 as self-imprecatory is to analyze the parts of the 
act and not the function of the act as such. This is usually done in close 
comparison with the extra-Biblical acts presented above, and Jer 34:18-19. 
However, there is no way of knowing for sure that the act in Gen 15:17 
was meant to be interpreted according to its procedure, in the sense that to 
walk through the parts would refer to the risk of sharing the fate of the 

58 So Srebp (1982:570). 
59 See Waltke & O'Connor (1990:313-4) and in particular DeVries (1975:73-4). 
DeVries (1975:57-136) has a thorough analysis of the phrase as it refers to the past. 
60 So e.g. Clements (1967:20, n. 22; 34, n. 45), Weinfeld (1970:196-8), Westermann 
(1981:267), Tadmor (1982:136) and Sarna (1989:114-5). 
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animals. The only conclusion to be drawn concerning the function of the 
symbolic act in Gen 15:17 is that it ratifies a covenant.61 

As a matter of fact, to view of the act in Gen 15 as self-imprecatory 
creates more problems than it solves, since God would, on those premises, 
take upon himself a curse. This observation has met with different solu-
tions from those who would like to keep the act self-imprecatory, but with 
little success. 62 The simplest solution to the problem of how God could be 
placed in a situation which would necessitate a self-imprecation, is that no 
self-imprecation was intended with the use of the act in Gen 15. 

That God is the active one here in Gen 15:17 may be explained by com-
paring this covenant with the so-called land-grants. 63 In these cases the 
king, or someone similar, promises that the gift of land will be valid for all 
time. The donor is thus binding himself to certain agreements, as opposed 
to the vassal form where the vassal had to comply with certain regulations 
made by the suzerain. Since the whole affair in Gen 15 is about land and 
how Abram can be sure that he will possess it, the form of land-grant 
would suit well, and the covenant would then be of a promissory type. 

As to the question whether the preparatory act in Gen 15:10 is a sacri-
fice, much the same argument as was used against the sacrificial nature of 
the preparatory act in Jer 34:18 would apply here as well. There simply is 
no connection to what is usually described as sacrifice.64 

To conclude, the legal function of the symbolic act in Gen 15:17 is to 
ratify the covenant which has been made between God and Abram. 

Excursus: Judges 19:29 and 1 Samuel11:7. 

There are two texts in the OT that could be relevant to the non-biblical 
parallels described above, namely Judg 19:29-30 and 1 Sam 11:7. Judg 

61 Petersen (1977:7-9) agrees with the conclusion that the act in Gen 15 is not self-
imprecatory, but he maintains that the act in Jer 34 is. Hasel (1981:63-4) also argues 
that the act in Gen 15 can not be self-imprecatory, while leaving the question open 
regarding the act in Jer 34. Wenham (1982:136) also denies the self-imprecatory nature 
of the act in Gen 15. 
62 Clements (1967:34) considers it remarkable that God could play this role in this 
curse ritual. His solutions are that either the curse had been transferred from Abram to 
God, or that the curse had weakened into a solemn oath. Westermann (1981:267) tries 
to solve this by arguing that the act had become a fixed formula, which did not produce 
any further reflections. See also Snijders (1958:272-3). 
63 So Weinfeld (1970:199). For an overview of the relevant terminology, see 
Mettinger (1976:302-3). 
64 Snijders (1958:271, n. 23) tries to salvage the sacrificial character by describing the 
act as sacrificial in a wider sense, but this only creates more problems, since such a con-
fusing concept also needs to be defined, which Snijders does not do. 
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19:29-30 tells how a certain Levite performs a symbolic act by cutting up 
his concubine and sending the parts across the different borders into all the 
areas of Israel. 65 The text emphasizes that all the people heard and attended 
to the summons, 20:1 and 8. This can hardly be said to follow from the 
authority of the Levite. 

In 1 Sam 11 :7, Saul performs a similar symbolic act when he cuts up his 
pair of oxen and sends the parts to all the tribes in the land. It is explicitly 
stated that the aim is to gather the people to a military campaign. If they do 
not obey, their oxen will be treated as Saul treated his, v. 7. There is a simi-
lar emphasis in this text as in Judg 20:1 and 8, namely the fact that all the 
people responded, v. 7. However, these texts have met with different inter-
pretations. 

Concerning the act in Judg 19:29, it is possible that all Israel responded 
because they felt the event too outrageous to be passed by silently.66 That 
would mean that the symbolic act was a dramatic visualization aimed at 
awakening the horror of all Israel.67 Noth saw this as an example of how 
the members of the so-called amphictyonic league were requested to 
honour the agreement made in the constituting treaty.68 It has also been 
suggested that the difference between the act in Judg 19:29 and the act in 1 
Sam 11:7 is that the act in Judg 19:29 required the negotiations in 20:1-11 
in order to set the military act in motion, whereas in 1 Sam 11:7 Saul's 
authority was enough. 69 

1 Sam 11 has been compared to the stories about the major judges.70 An 
argument in favour of this is that the Spirit of God is said to have come 
over Saul, who before this was farming his land, v. 5. His subsequent anger 
is also in line with this. Some scholars maintain that in contrast to the 
Levite in Judg 19, Saul had behind him a sufficient authority by which he 
summoned the people to the struggle.71 

A Mari text that is often brought into this discussion is ARM 2.48. It 
describes how a military commander is having difficulties in summoning a 

65 I prefer to take geb(il in v. 29 as "border". The meaning would then be that the 
Levite sent the different parts across the borders to the various tribes. The expression in 
1 Sam 11:7, waysallal) bekol-geb(il yiSrll'el, "and he sent (her) throughout the borders 
of Israel" is very similar to the expression in Judg 19:29, wayesalle}Jeha bekol geb(il 
yisnJ>el, "and he sent it throughout the borders oflsrael." (My translations.) 
66 See Soggin (1981:289), who finds this to be the only needed explanation. 
67 So Jiingling (1981:239), with further literature. 
68 Noth (1930:100-5). See also Polzin (1969:239). For a criticism of this hypothesis, 
see e.g. de Vaux (1978:695-715). De Vaux (1961:215-6) considers the act to be a way 
of calling the people to arms. The response was up to each group, making its own 
decision. 
69 So Stoebe (1973:227). 
70 So Alt (1966:194-6) and Klein (1983:107). 
71 So e.g. Jiingling (1981:238-9) and Gordon (1986:124). 
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people called Haneans to battle.72 He is writing for his lord's permission to 
cut off the head of a prisoner and send it among the Haneans, telling them 
by means of this symbolic act what might happen to them if they do not 
obey. This text is hardly anything but an attempt to frighten the people to 
perform a certain duty. It has no bearing on the act in Judg 19:29, but as far 
as 1 Sam 11:7 is concerned, the case may be different. 

These texts, Judg 19:29 and 1 Sam 11:7, are examples of an extended 
use of curses, or threats. They do not occur in the context of covenant 
making, although Judg 19:29 is hard to understand without some form of 
prior agreement among the tribes. Saul, as well as the commander in ARM 
2.48, is appealing not to a prior agreement but to his own strength, making 
it possible for him to execute his threat. 

2.4.4 Historical Explanation 

An attempt to explain this act historically immediately invites to specula-
tion, since there are so few symbolic meanings that can be used in the 
attempt. However, there are some indications that will be followed here. 

To make a covenant is generally regarded as associated with the killing 
of an animal. It is probably correct to understand the historical explanation 
of the technical expression kllrat berlt, lit. "cut a covenant", as a develop-
ment where the animal which was cut up has been replaced with the goal 
of the act, namely the ratification of the berlt, "covenant". 

It has been found above that there are no indications that either of the 
occurrences of the act in Gen 15:17 and Jer 34:18-19 was self-imprecatory. 
However, it may well be that the aspect of self-imprecation played a part in 
the formation of the act. 

72 See Wallis (1952:58), who is of the opinion that the Haneans stood in a legal rela-
tionship to the king of Mari, making it possible for the king to put forth such demands. 
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2.4.5 Summary and Conclusions 

1. It is clear from the descriptions of the procedure of the act in Jer 34 and 
Gen 15 that only one party of the covenant walks through the parts. This is 
best explained by regarding both covenants as of a non-parity nature. 

2. In Gen 15 it is the superior party, God, who walks through the parts and 
in Jer 34 it is the subordinate party, the people. This is best explained by 
regarding the covenant in Gen 15 as a promissory covenant and the one in 
Jer 34 as obligatory. The covenant in Gen 15 could well be compared with 
the ancient Near Eastern royal land-grants, whereas the one in Jer 34 is 
best compared with vassal treaties. 

3. The parallels from the ancient Near East, usually brought forth in ana-
lyzing these symbolic acts, are of little or no real value, since they do not 
describe the same act as in Gen 15 and Jer 34. The only comparison which 
is relevant for both performance and legal function remains between these 
two biblical texts. 

4. Both in Gen 15 and Jer 34 the legal symbolic act of walking through a 
divided animal, or animals, has been found to have the legal function of 
ratifying a covenant that has been made. The main reason is that in both 
texts the act has been found to be identified with the abstract, technical 
expression for making a covenant in the OT, kiirat berlt. The act was there-
fore a legal symbolic act whereby a covenant was ratified. The act in Gen 
15 stands out by the fact that it is a reuse of the legal symbolic act in a non-
legal context, although it is clearly emphasized as having a legal function. 
This change of context is due to the fact that God plays a part in the 
making of the covenant. 

5. There is no need to consider either the act in Gen 15 or the act in Jer 34 
as self-imprecatory. That a self-imprecatory interpretation has been so 
common among scholars is to be attributed to the following factors; firstly, 
excessive comparison with examples of animal slaughter from the ancient 
Near East, sometimes functioning as self-imprecatory, secondly, a faulty 
reading of Jer 34:18, thirdly, the attempt to extract the function of the act 
from its procedure and, fourthly, the failure to distinguish between the 
historical explanation of the act and its use. 
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6. There is no need to consider the act as sacrificial, either in Gen 15 or in 
Jer 34. No clues exist in the contexts that would lead in such a direction. 
The mere slaughtering of animals is all too general an act to be considered 
as sacrificial. 

7. The acts in Judg 19:29 and 1 Sam 11:7 are not relevant in relation to the 
act in Gen 15 and Jer 34. Neither of them can be shown to have any legal 
function. It is likely that the act in Judg 19:29 functions as a horrifying 
example and the act in 1 Sam 11:7 as a threat. 

8. The historical explanation of this act leaves much in the dark, thus 
opening the path to speculation. It is clear, however, that killing an animal 
was connected with the making of a covenant, which can be seen from the 
etymology of the expression kllrat berlt, "cut a covenant". It is possible that 
the aspect of self-imprecation had a part to play in the formation of this act, 
but that is as far as a historical explanation can proceed without undue 
speculation. 



2.5 Sharing a Meal 

2.5.1 Introduction 

The texts to be studied here are Gen 26:30; 31:46, 54 and 2 Sam 3:20. 
These are the texts that most certainly describe a meal with a legal func-
tion, to be called a covenant meal in the following. However, other texts 
have often been claimed as describing this particular legal symbolic act, 
such as Exod 18:12;1 24:11;2 Josh 9:14;3 1 Kgs 1:25 and Obad 7.4 The 
allusions in these texts are all too weak for a firm conclusion to be reached, 
however. In Josh 9:14 the point of tasting the food seems to be to insure 
that the men had been traveling for a long time. No meal is therefore 
described in Josh 9:14. In Exod 18:12 the meal functions as a sacrificial 
meal, without any indications of a legal function.5 The proper understand-
ing of the meal in Exod 24:11 still appears to be missing. 6 

2.5.2 Procedure. 

The procedure for this legal symbolic act is basically that of an ordinary 
meal, although the circumstances differ among the relevant texts. The 
meals in Gen 26:30 and 2 Sam 3:20 very much resemble ordinary meals. 
The meal described in Gen 31:46, 54 is similar to the one in Gen 26:30, 
except that it occurs in a sacrificial context, v. 54. In 2 Sam 3:20 there is a 
description of King David's royal banquet for Abner and his men, which is 
a rather different context from the one found in the other examples. Never-

1 So e.g. Brekelmans (1954:219), Fensham (1964a:54), Cody (1968:165) and Sarna 
(1991:99). Mettinger (1988:27) regards this view as tempting. De Moor (1990:148-9) 
holds that Exod 18 refers to a treaty, although he does not mention the presence of a 
covenant meal. The attempt by Avishur (1988) to show the treaty character of Exod 
18:1-12, together with the meal as a covenant meal, is not convincing. 
2 So e.g. Vriezen (1972:113-4, 119), Childs (1974:501-2), de Vaux (1978:446-7) and 
McCarthy ( 1981 :265-9). 
3 So e.g. Fensham (1964:123). 
4 For further examples of possible instances, see McCree (1926). 
5 So e.g. Childs (1974:329), who holds it possible that v. 12 once described a covenant, 
but in the form it now has, it is the natural consequence of Jethro's response to the 
exodus. See also Durham (1987:241, 244-5). Indeed, Cody (1968:158) has to infer that 
there once was a "covenant-making scene", which has been omitted or displaced at a 
later stage, to substantiate his view that the meal actually was a covenant meal. 
6 For different views, see e.g. Ruprecht (1980: 150-1 ), Hossfeld (1982: 199), Nicholson 
(1986:173) and de Moor (1990:226-7). 
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theless, these meals all share the common characteristics of what is to be 
considered a covenant meal, as will be shown below under Legal Function. 

2.5.3 Legal Function. 

As was stated above, the covenant meal is similar to an ordinary meal, to 
the extent that it can be said to be an ordinary meal that has gained a 
further function. This makes the covenant meal rather unique among the 
legal symbolic acts in this study, since these acts are normally used solely 
in their legal function. This, together with the fact that nothing is said 
explicitly concerning the legal function of the meal, makes it hard to 
dearly understand the legal function of the act. It therefore depends on the 
contextual analysis to show that the meals in these instances are indeed 
used in a way that goes beyond the function of an ordinary meal, namely as 
legal acts. This will require that the analysis of the relevant texts below be 
especially sensitive to the respective literary contexts. 

2.5.3.1 Genesis 26:30 

In order to understand the legal function of the meal in Gen 26:30, several 
allusions to the making of a covenant between the two parties, Abimelech 
and Isaac, must first be noted. 

Abimelech wishes to make a covenant with Isaac, v. 28. This plea con-
sists of two parts which are both request formulas, "let there be an oath 
between you and us" and "let us make a covenant with you". The word 'alii, 
oath" and the expression karat betit, "make a covenant" are both used in 
legal contexts in a technical sense. Later in v. 31 the oath is taken, 
wayyissabi% >is le'al;l1w, "They took an oath with one another."7 Abimelech 
also assures Isaac in v. 29 that he has done nothing but.t6b, "good" on his 
behalf. "Good" is a technical term used in legal contexts for fulfilling 
covenant obligations.8 The word sal6m, "peace" is similarly well known 
for its technical function in legal contexts.9 In this context it describes the 
state of fulfilled stipulations. It occurs twice in this text, vv. 29 and 31, as 
part of the phrase sillab besal6m, "send away in peace". In v. 29 the follow-
ing statement of Abimelech, "(we) have sent you away in peace" stands in 
parallelism with the prior statement, "(we) have done to you nothing but 

7 My translation. 
8 So e.g. McCarthy (1981:171), Kalluveettil (1982:45), Bovati (1986:144) and Hover-
Johag (1982:332-3). 
9 See e.g. Kalluveettil (1982:34-42). See also Munn-Rankin (1956:85-6) for a similar 
use in ancient Oriental diplomacy. 
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good". These two phrases then serve to strengthen the point which 
Abimelech is trying to make, namely that the relationship between Isaac 
and himself meets the requirements for a covenant between them. 

In v. 30 there is a short description of the meal that Isaac prepares for 
Abimelech and his men. The expression wayycPkelu wayyistll, "they ate and 
drank", functions as a hendiadys for having a meal. This meal has a pivotal 
position in the narrative, since it ends the description of the day of the 
arrival of Abimelech, and then afterwards in v. 31 a new day breaks with 
Isaac and Abimelech taking oaths and then parting. There is no explicit 
mention of how the covenant between Isaac and Abimelech was accom-
plished, in contrast to the oath which is explicitly taken in v. 31. This 
leaves the meal in v. 30 to fulfil this function. It would then have a further 
meaning than that of an ordinary meal, since a particular legal function 
would be performed by means of the meal. 

The expression "they ate and drank" finds an interesting parallel in a legal 
document from Mari, ARM 8.85:5'. After the legal agreement has been 
described, it says in the final line, "il aura mange''. A more extensive 
expression is found in ARM 8.13:11 '-12', a legal document concerning the 
sale of land: "They ate the ram, drank the cup, and anointed themselves 
with oil."10 In these two legal contexts the meal, which occurs at the end, is 
likely to be interpreted as a ratification of the agreement that has been 
made. If this is true, then the climax of the description of a legal agreement 
comes at the end and in a very abrupt way. Nevertheless, the agreement 
would seem to be in working order, once this act is performed. If this is 
compared with Gen 26:30, something similar is found. The mentioning of 
the meal is short and abrupt and ends the transaction, but once the meal is 
completed, the covenant is apparently ratified. 11 

The pivotal position of the phrase, followed by a geographical disloca-
tion, 12 the fact that the context contains terminology that is well known 
from covenant-making, the lack of any other explicit means of ratification 
of the covenant and the mere mentioning of the meal, all serve to 
strengthen the conclusion that this meal ratifies the covenant which has 
been made between Isaac and Abimelech. Early the next day they both 
swear an oath, which probably confirms the newly made covenant. 

10 The translation is from Malul (1988:346). Malul (1988:349-50) identifies the word 
karrum in the text from Mari with old Akkadian kerrum, "ram". 
11 For further examples from the ancient Near East of meals with a legal function, see 
Mettinger ( 197 6:220). 
12 See Brekelmans (1954:223), who notes that the conclusion of a covenant often 
receives this consequence in Genesis. 
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2.5.3.2 Genesis31:46,54 

This is a description of the occasion when Laban and Jacob made a 
covenant. Earlier in vv. 36-42, Jacob accused Laban of cheating him. In 
vv. 43-44 Laban answers by inviting Jacob to make a covenant with him, 
v. 44a, "Come now, let us make a covenant, you and I". This functions as a 
superscription to what follows in vv. 44b-54. Indeed, already in v. 44b 
Laban makes a declaration concerning the function of the covenant, 
namely that it is to be a "witness" between them. 

Westermann finds this incomprehensible since, firstly, befit cannot be the 
subject of wehayfi because it is feminine and, secondly, befit cannot be a 
witness to itself.13 The syntactical construction may, however, be a case of 
constructio ad sensum, of which another example can be found in Gen 
39:5, wayh1 birkat. 14 The reason for this grammatical clash between genders 
is probably that befit is semantically orientated towards 'ed, "witness", 
which is masculine. The actual reference of 'ed is later said in vv. 48 and 52 
to be the gal, "heap", which is also masculine. As to the second problem, it 
can be said that through metonymy befit is given the figurative meaning of 
something that is associated with the covenant and which is described 
immediately afterwards in v. 45, namely the pillar. 

Before the analysis of this text is taken any further, however, it should be 
noted that the events described in the text are not strictly chronological. 15 

In vv. 46 and 54 there are descriptions of a meal, and it is hardly possible 
to regard this as being two different meals. Verses 44-46 should therefore 
be considered a summary in relation to that which follows. In vv. 44-46 it 
is said that the covenant will be a witness between the two parties, v. 44b, 
that Jacob builds a pillar, v. 45, that he and his family build a heap of 
stones, v. 46, and that they share a meal on the heap, v. 46. 

In vv. 47-54 there is then found a more detailed description of what has 
already been described briefly in v. 44b-46. The voice also changes from 
third person to Laban in first person in v. 48. In vv. 48-53a Laban refers 
back to the pillar and the heap of stones in vv. 45-46 and describes their 
function, namely to be witnesses to the covenant between the two parties.16 

13 Westermann (1981:608). 
14 See GKC (465-6) and Waltk:e & O'Connor (1990:109). 
15 For a valuable treatment of this rhetorical process, see Martin (1969). 
16 So Daube (1947:63-4, n. 5) and Jackson (1989:189-90). Jackson relates this use of 
raising an uninscribed stone monument to the inscribed Kudurru-stones from the 
ancient Near East, which served to mark out boundaries. Graesser (1972:37-9) also 
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God is also said by Laban in vv. 49 and 53 to be watchman and judge 
between them. 

In vv. 53b-54 Jacob comes to the forefront of the narrative again, and a 
more detailed description of his function in the covenant-making with 
Laban is presented than was given in summary form in vv. 44-46. In v. 53b 
J acob swears an oath and in v. 54 he offers a sacrifice, after which he 
invites his family to a meal. 17 The most natural conclusion is that they eat 
of the sacrificial meat. Concerning the oath which Jacob is said to take in 
v. 53b, it should be noted that in contrast to Gen 26:31, it seems to be taken 
before the meal and not after. However, since the text has already been 
found not to be strictly chronological, this may indeed be the reason for the 
particular placement of the oath in relation to the meal as well. 

In Gen 32:1 the transaction is complete and Laban leaves. This means 
that the meal has here in v. 54, as in Gen 26:30, a pivotal placement in the 
literary structure. If v. 54 is viewed in the larger context of the covenant-
making, the meal would seem to ratify the covenant between Laban and 
Jacob. This is strengthened by the use of terminology in the context which 
is well known from covenant-making, the lack of any other explicit means 
of ratifying the covenant and the mere fact that the meal is mentioned. 

2.5.3.3 2 Samuel3:20 

This is the story of King David's banquet for Abner and his men. In v. 12 
Abner sends a message to David, kortfi benteka 'itt1, "Make your covenant 
with me". In the event that David does this, Abner promises to stand by his 
side. In v. 13 David agrees to this, .t6b 'ani 'ekrot 'itteka befit, "Good; I will 
make a covenant with you." The use of .t6b, "good", again used in the con-
text of covenant-making, means that David accepts this pledge. 18 Then, in 
vv. 13-16, David's terms are described and fulfilled. In vv. 17-19 Abner 
shows himself to be serious in regard to standing by David. Then, when 
Abner and his men come to David in v. 20, David arranges a misteh, lit. 
"meal" for them. When Abner then asks David for permission to leave in 

points out that these pillars served a legal function in marking out the legal relationship 
between the covenant parties. 
17 See Westermann (1981:610), who notes that the family must have included Laban 
and his followers. 
18 Incidentally, Abner describes the reaction of "Israel and the whole house of 
Benjamin", namely that they thought an agreement with David would be .tob, "good". 
This is also used in a technical sense, since in v. 21 Abner explains that he is trying to 
make them establish a treaty with David. Their consent is thus described as "good". So 
also e.g. Kalluveettil (1982:47). 
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v. 21, it is stated three times that Abner left be§alom, "in peace", vv. 21, 22 
and 23.19 The use of §alom, "peace", in the context of covenant-making has 
been noted earlier in regard to the meal in Gen 26:30. The covenant 
between David and Abner then appears to have been accomplished, but 
there is no explicit reference to the fact that the agreement has been made. 
It is therefore interesting to note that here, as in Gen 26:30 and 31:54, the 
the meal has a pivotal position in the literary structure. Once the meal has 
taken place, the covenant appears to be in working order, and the parties 
which concluded the covenant can depart from each other, v. 21. The four 
indications of the legal function of the meals in Gen 26:30 and 31:46, 54 
can thus be found here as wel1.20 These indications are, firstly, the pivotal 
position of the meal in the literary structure, followed by a geographical 
dislocation, secondly, the use of terminology within the context otherwise 
well known from covenant-making, thirdly, the lack of any other explicit 
means of ratifying the covenant and, fourthly, the mere fact that the meal is 
mentioned. These indications lead to the conclusion that the meal in 2 Sam 
3:20 ratifies the covenant between David and Abner.21 

2.5.4 Historical Explanation 

The covenant meal functioned simultaneously as an ordinary meal. To 
share the fellowship at the table of someone's family would have been 
tantamount to being accepted into that fellowship. No enmity could abide 
between two parties who had eaten together. With this background, one 
could well understand why the meal came to function as a way of ratifying 
an agreement. It was a clear way of displaying the mutual acceptance and 
agreement between the parties.22 

19 The LXX mentions it further in v. 24. Gordon (1986:219) believes that this could be 
a hint at a covenantal agreement between David and Abner. McCarter (1984: 117) 
notices that the author also uses this expression in the wider sense of clearing David of 
any possible involvement the murder of Abner. 
20 The absence of oaths is probably due to the fact that it is not a covenant on a parity 
level, but between a superior or 'suzerain', David, and his servant or 'vassal', Abner. 
21 So also Kalluveettil (1982:12-3). McCarthy (1982:79) calls it "a possible covenant 
rite". Smend (1977:456), however, denies any such meaning to the meal in this text. 
22 See further McCarthy (1964:185) and Malul (1988:376-8). 
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2.5.5 Summary and Conclusions 

1. The performance of the covenant meal is that of an ordinary meal, which 
may occur in a sacrificial context. 

2. There are four decisive arguments for a legal function of the meals in 
Gen 26:30; 31:46, 54 and 2 Sam 3:20. Firstly, the meals have a pivotal 
placement in the literary structure, always followed by a geographical dis-
location. Secondly, these contexts contain technical terminology which is 
well known from covenant-making. Thirdly, no other, more explicit means 
of ratification or conclusion of the covenants are mentioned. Fourthly, the 
simple fact that the meals are mentioned at all argues strongly in favour of 
the view that they have a wider function, although this argument does not 
necessarily point specifically towards a legal function. 

3. The legal function of the covenant meal is to ratify a covenant that has 
been made earlier between two parties. 

4. The covenant meal is not a symbolic meal in the sense that it only func-
tions in its legal, symbolic sense, since it remains an ordinary meal as well. 

5. The historical explanation of the covenant meal is quite simple. It is 
based on the function of the meal to bring a stranger into the family circle 
through participating in the meal. This suited the legal function of ratifying 
a covenant well, since a covenant meant agreement between the parties, the 
termination of enmities and the establishment of peace. 



2.6 Piercing the Ear of the Slave 

2.6.1 Introduction 

This legal act presents some very particular problems, most of which are in 
the area of procedure. Much has been written concerning the meaning of 
the expressions 'ebed 'ibn, "Hebrew slave", wa'abado le'olam, "serve him 
forever", l)op§Jl)innam, "totally free" and 'el-ha'eloh1m, "to God" in Exod 
21:2-6. 1 Some of these questions go beyond the limits of this analysis, but 
at the same time they may shed some light on the analysis of the legal 
function of the act. Therefore, the analysis below will include some short 
discussions of the present situation within scholarship on these issues, 
including some suggestions as to where the solutions might be found. 

There is also the question of the relationship between the description of 
the act in Exod 21:6 and the similar description in Deut 15:17. This, how-
ever, will be touched upon only in so far as it affects the interpretation of 
the act. Something will also need to be said regarding the related law in 
Lev 25:39-46 and the description ofthe incident in Jer 34:8-16. 

A problem directly related to the question of the legal function is 
whether the slave was a debt slave, i.e., a free Israelite who had been 
forced to sell himself into slavery, or what might be called a proper slave. 

2.6.2 Procedure 

Since there is so much concerning the procedure of this act that appears to 
be unclear, it would seem suitable to begin with what is certain. Exod 
21 :2-6 will be used as the basic text, and the differences in relation to Deut 
15:12-18 will be analysed in so far as they are relevant. 

The law concerns a slave that has been purchased and bound for a period 
of up to six years, v. 2a, after which time the law prescribes that the slave 
should be set free, v. 2b. Then there are more detailed regulations regarding 
whether the slave was married or not when he entered slavery, whether he 
has any children, and if wife and children should be set free as well, vv. 3-
4. These questions do not immediately relate to the issue of the legal act. In 
vv. 5-6, however, another regulation is given, which appears to present a 
counter-case2 to the earlier law in vv. 2-4. It concerns the case when the 
slave prefers to remain in slavery even after the six years have elapsed. He 
is then said in v. 5 to make the following statement: 'ahabti 'et-adon1 'et-i§t1 

1 My translations. 
2 So e.g. Schwienhorst-Schonberger (1990:303-4). 
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wt?et-bllnlly lo' 'e$e' ]J.opSi, "I love my master, my wife, and my children; I 
will not go out a free person". The owner then brings the slave 'el-hll'eloh1m 
wehigg1§6 'el-haddelet '6 'el-hammezazn, "to God, and he shall bring him to 
the door or the doorpost", the meaning of which is debated.3 Then werll$ac 
'ifdonllyw 'et-'ozn6 bammar$eac, "his master shall pierce his ear with an awl". 
The result is that the slave will wacifblld6JecoJllm, "serve him forever".4 

One of the questions concerns the meaning of the expression in v. 2, 
cebed cib6, usually translated "Hebrew slave". The question concerns the 
term cjb6, whether it is to be taken as an ethnic term, i.e., as "Hebrew" or 
as a sociological term, somehow related to the name of the well-known 
phenomenon of the !Japiru. 5 Much effort has been spent by scholars arguing 
that %6 is evidence of an earlier pre-Israelite use of the lawtext, the most 
popular view being that it is a remnant of Canaanite law.6 However, an 
analysis of all the occurrences of %6 in the OT shows that it is always an 
ethnic term, denoting an Israelite.7 There may very well have been a 
historical development of the term, but that does not necessarily affect the 
present text.8 The term cib6should therefore be taken in an ethnic sense.9 

The most discussed problem in Exod 21:2-6, however, is the question of 
the meaning of 'el-hll'eloh1m in v. 6. The two basic alternatives are that it 
refers either to the owner's house-gods, so-called teraphim,10 or God, 
which would stand for the local sanctuary .11 This is further complicated 

3 My translation. 
4 My translation. 
5 The literature concerning this question is vast. For some recent treatments of the 
question of comparing "Hebrew" with !Japiru, see Loretz (1984) and Na'aman (1986). 
6 So e.g. Lemche (1979:2), "legislation most likely originating in the Canaanite world 
has been adopted in the Old Testament and, as preserved in Ex 21, 2ff., in a nearly 
unchanged form." This is a somewhat strange view methodologically speaking, since 
no Canaanite lawtext has yet been found, so e.g. Sonsino (1980:19). For a more 
balanced view, see de Vaux (1961:146), Cardellini (1981:250-1) and Phillips 
(1984:54-5, 59). Thompson (1968:82-3) makes use of a similar, balanced line of 
argument when he criticizes the view that the law of levirate in Deut 25 would be of 
Canaanite origin. 
7 So e.g. Riesener (1979:115-21) and Sarna (1991:265-6). 
8 For a convincing explanation of such a development, see Na'man (1986). 
9 So e.g. Phillips (1984:55, 61), Loretz (1984:150), Freedman & Willoughby 
(1986:1055) and Schwienhorst-Schonberger (1990:306-7). The same line of reasoning 
would apply to the meaning of the term which has been used as well to reflect a 
sociological term, !Jup§u, see e.g. Lemche (1975:139-40) and Lohfink (1982:125-6). 
10 So e.g. Gordon (1935:139-40), Draffkorn (1957:217), Gaster (1969:403), Paul 
(1970:50), Weinfeld (1972:233) and Phillips (1984:51). 
11 So e.g. Falk (1959:88), Fensham (1959:161), Loretz (1984:149), Vannoy 
(1974:240), Childs (1974:469), Blenkinsopp (1983:86-7), Otto (1988:36) and 
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because of the expression that comes immediately afterwards, "and he shall 
bring him to the door or the doorpost", which to some scholars appears to 
be a later addition.12 These two difficulties are intertwined in such a way 
that the answer to one is most often used as an argument relating to the 
other, and vice versa. An attempt must be made, however, to analyze them 
separately. 

The expression 'el-hll'eloh1m, "to God/gods" is often supposed to have 
referred to an originally Canaanite legal custom of piercing the ear of the 
slave in the presence of the house-gods, or teraphim, belonging to the 
slave's owner. However, when this law later became a part of the Israelite 
legal heritage, such a perspective soon became unthinkable and the 
expression began to be read as "God" instead. 13 However, to verify such a 
development is complicated, to say the least. It is one thing to argue that it 
could have been read as referring to house-gods in a non-Israelite context, 
but it is quite another to explain that it was in fact read so, and why. The 
text we are dealing with leads us to posit the implied reader to be an 
Israelite, and therefore we must read the expression as "to God". 

The problem with the expression "and he shall bring him to the door or 
the doorpost" is, as was stated above, related to the interpretation of the 
expression 'el-hli'eloh1m. If it was once used to refer to house-gods, then the 
later expression could hardly have served any other function than to 
explain the procedure of the act, whether or not it was original or added 
later. We are then back to the problem how such a view could have found 
its way into an Israelite law-code. If, on the other hand, the expression 
'el-hl1'eloh1m originally referred to God, there are three possible interpreta-
tions of the expression "and he shall bring him to the door or the door-
post": 

1. The expression is original and explains the procedure.14 

2. The expression is original and describes a subsequent act.15 

3. The expression was added at a later stage, in order to alter the inter-
pretation from that of the local sanctuary to that of the door of the 
owner.16 

Schwienhorst -Schonberger (1990:308). 
12 So e.g. Cardellini (1981:248), Loretz (1984:143-4) and Schwienhorst-Schonberger 
(1990:308). 
13 So e.g. Draffkom (1957:218). 
14 So e.g. Fensham (1959:160), Durham (1987:321), Otto (1988:36, 88, n. 134) and 
Sarna (1991:120). 
15 So Patrick (1985:70-1). V annoy (1974:229) considers it plausible. 
16 So Loretz (1984:145-6) and Schwienhorst-SchOnberger (1990:308). 
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The second alternative leaves the expression "to God" without any expla-
nation of what was to be done at the sanctuary. Some propose that an oath 
would have been taken, 17 but this must remain uncertain. According to the 
third alternative, the addition would have been made, as it was done in 
Deut 15: 17, by a deuteronomistic redactor who could not accept local 
sanctuaries in light of his attempt to describe a centralized cult.18 The 
problem with this alternative is what is to be done with the expression "to 
God". It could be interpreted in accordance with Deut 6:9, which could 
have been a way for the centralizing tendency in Deuteronomy to fill the 
gap after the local sanctuaries.19 It was then not meant to contradict the 
earlier law but merely to transfer the procedure from the local sanctuary to 
wherever the name of God was meant to be put, e.g. at the city gate or per-
haps at the entrance to the owner's house. However, it is uncertain whether 
this is anything more than a theoretical construction. On the whole, this 
interpretation seems somewhat strained.20 If the deuteronomists wanted to 
correct Exod 21 :6 into the likeness of De ut 15:17, and harmonize both with 
Deut 6:9, it is strange that in Deut 6:9 we have only "doorposts", in Deut 
15:17 only "door" and in Exod 21 :6 both terms. This diversity speaks 
against an intentional adaptation of the laws to Deut 6:9. Another problem 
with this interpretation is that there is a difference between piercing the ear 
of a slave against a door or doorpost, and writing on a door or doorpost. It 
also demands that the deuteronomists would have regarded the writing on 
the doorposts as sharing the same reference as "God" in Exod 21:6. But 
why was the expression "to God" then not retained in Deut 15:17? 

These problems make it more probable to understand the expression 
"and he shall bring him to the door or the doorpost" as an explicative 
expression, defining more exactly the place of the symbolic act. The sub-
ordinate clause begins in v. 5 with we'im, "but if' and a case of the prefix 
conjugation. It is followed in v. 6 by the main clause, containing four cases 
of apodosis waw.21 The second example of "and he will bring 
him", would then introduce an explicative clause in relation to the former 

17 So e.g. Patrick (1985:70). 
18 So Schwienhorst-Schonberger (1990:308). 
19 Cf. Keel (1981:183-92) for Deut 6:9, and Loretz (1984:145) and Schwienhorst-
Schonberger (1990:308) for its application to Exod 21:6. For criticism of this view, see 
Otto (1988:35-6) and Osumi (1991: 162-4). 
20 So e.g. Otto (1988:88, n. 125, 130), who refers to Phillips (1984) for arguments 
against making Exod 21:2-6 dependent on De ut 15:12-18. 
21 See Waltke & O'Connor (1990:526). 
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example.22 It might be that the explicative function, in contrast to the con-
sequential function of "and then he shall pierce" and wacablld6, 
"and then he will serve him", is explicitly marked out by the repetition of 
wehigg1§6, in order to make it clear that it explains the former clause. 23 The 
first alternative above is then to be preferred. 

It is interesting that when the word mezuza, "doorpost" is in the singular, as 
in Ex 21:6, it seems to refer only to a doorpost of a sanctuary, 1 Sam 1:9; 
Ezek 41:21; 43:8; 45:19; 46:2,24 with Isa 57:8 as a possible exception. The 
plural is used for the doorposts of a sanctuary, Exod 12:7, 22, 23; 1 Kgs 
6:31, 33; 7:5; Prov 8:34, a dwelling house, Deut 6:9; 11:20, and a city gate, 
Judg 16:3. This argues for that a sanctuary is meant in Ex. 21:6. 

The parallel law-text in Deut 15:12-18 has already been referred to. In this 
text it is not stated that the owner should take the slave "to God", and it 
contains only a slight reference to the door, when it is said in v. 17 that the 
owner should take an awl and wenlltattii be'ozno flbaddelet, "thrust it through 
his earlobe into the door". This leaves us completely in the dark as to 
which door is being referred to. The description of the procedure of the act 
in De ut 15:17 must be considered an abbreviated version of the one in 
Exod 21 :5-6. One possible reason has been stated above, namely the need 
for a consistent description of a centralized cult which would demand the 
erasure of the expression "to God".25 The act is then considered to have 
been transformed into a wholly secular act, being performed at the owner's 
house. Another possible reason could be that the reference to the door was 
so clear that it did not need a further description. However, since the 
description is so vague, it must be considered an open question as to which 
door is referred to in Deut 15:17. 

So far, no similar procedure for making someone a permanent slave has 
been found outside the OT. There are, however, some acts that might 
appear similar. According to the Middle Assyrian Laws § 44, a legitimate 
punishment to be performed by the owner on his slaves is that "he may 
mutilate his ears by piercing (them)."26 The law of Harnmurapi § 282 states 
that when a slave does not recognize his status as slave, "his master shall 
prove him to be his slave and cut off his ear."27 However, these acts are 

22 See Waltke & O'Connor (1990:652-3). 
23 My translations. 
24 So Otto (1988:36). 
25 So e.g. Weinfeld (1972:233) and Mayes (1979:252) 
26 ANEF (184). 
27 ANEF (177). 
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punitive acts without any symbolic value. There are, therefore, no extra-
biblical parallels to this act that can be of any direct guidance in the inter-
pretation. 

According to Exod 21:6, the owner of the slave pierces the ear of the 
slave, apparently against the door or the doorpost mentioned immediately 
before. He is said to use a marsea<, "awl", in order to rasa<, "pierce", the ear 
of the slave. The paranomastic construction is unmistakable, and might 
have served as a device to facilitate the transmission of the law in oral 
form. The verb is a hapax legoumena in the OT,28 and the noun occurs only 
here and in the parallel in Deut 15:17, where the verb used is natan, "give", 
apparently to simplify the description. Dent 15:17 explains more clearly 
the procedure of the act by saying, "then you shall take an awl and thrust it 
through his earlobe into the door". Unfortunately, the possible nuances that 
originally accompanied these terms are now lost, and we are left with the 
rough facts of the act of piercing and something used to perform the act. 
The LXX has apparently been in the same situation, since it translates both 
rasa< in Exod 21:6, natan in Deut 15:17 and the more usual term for pierc-
ing or perforating, namely naqab in Job 40:24, 26 and Hag 1:6, with 
Tpumiw, "pierce through". 

It is unclear whether this piercing might have had some practical pur-
pose. One likely possibility would be in order to pass a cord or ring 
through the hole in the ear, thus marking the slave. This was prescribed in 
the Middle Assyrian Laws § 40 as a punishment for a man who had seen a 
veiled harlot and let her go, "they shall pierce his ears, thread (them) with a 
cord, (and) tie (it) at his back".29 A similar line of reasoning would be to 
compare the piercing of the ear with the custom of wearing ear-rings. This 
custom was well-known in the OT,30 and it might be a more relevant back-
ground to the act, since it was not a matter of punishment. Nothing is said 
in Exod 21:6 and Deut 15:17 about the use of the perforated ear, which 
might indicate that it was meant as a simple mark in itself. The practice of 
marking slaves with some kind of tattoo was also used in the ancient Near 
EastY It was then a matter of displaying both that the individual was a 
slave and sometimes also to whom the slave belonged. There is one 
example in an Aramaic legal document, containing a testamentary manu-
mission, "his handmaiden, upon whose hand is a mark, on the right, thus; 

28 See HALAT (1198). 
29 ANEJ (183). 
3° Cf. Gen 35:4; Exod 32:2; Ezek 16:12. 
31 See e.g. BMAP 5:3; 8:5-9, and Segal (1983), 3:1-2; 5:8; 9:2; 10a:5; 97a:l; 164a:l. 
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'(belonging) to Meshullam".32 It might also be the case that the intended 
use of the mark was so evident that it did not have to be spelled out. 

The act of piercing the ear of the slave who has decided to remain a 
slave on a permanent basis in Exod 21 :5-6 is rather unclear in its per-
formance. The best alternative, however, is that the slave was brought to 
the local sanctuary, where the ear was pierced against the door or doorpost 
by his owner. 

2.6.3 Legal Function 

It appears obvious from the text that the legal function of the act is to make 
the slave a permanent slave. However, there are some problems that, when 
solved, will help to elucidate various details regarding this transference 
from the state of liberated slave to that of slave forever, as is stated in Exod 
21 :6. One such problem is what form of slavery the text is actually dealing 
with. Has the slave been bought for money, which might imply that he was 
a slave prior to the purchase, or has he been forced to go into slavery 
because of inability to pay his debts, which naturally implies that he was a 
free Israelite before he became a debt slave? 

The common practice of debt slavery was found in ancient Israel. 33 It is 
described in Lev 25:39-46, where it is stated that an Israelite, who could 
not pay his debts, could sell himself and even his family as temporary 
slaves. The law is careful to differentiate between the Israelite who is 
forced into slavery, called "brother", v. 39, and slaves who are not 
Israelites, but come from neighbouring areas, vv. 44-46. The Israelite who 
has sold himself is said not to be forced to perform the ordinary work of 
slaves, v. 39. This is also described in narrative form in Jer 34, where the 
same distinction is made in vv. 9 and 14. There it is stated that the slaves 
that are to be set free are the Hebrew slaves, also called Judahites in v. 9, 
thus excluding the non-Hebrew slaves. However, in the earlier Covenant 
code in Exodus, no explicit discrimination between Hebrew and non-
Hebrew slaves can be found. The probable reason for this is that this 
law-code, like most ancient Near Eastern law-codes, is not meant to be 
exhaustive, but is more interested in special cases and deviations from the 
proper way of dealing with law, such as the case in 21:5-6.34 The handling 

32 BMAP 5:3. See also Gen 4: 15; Is a 44:5; 49: 16; Ezek 9:4. 
33 See de Vaux (1961:82-3) andJackson (1988:91). 
34 Cf. Westbrook (1988:4-5): "And indeed, comprehensive treatment in the modern 
sense may not have been the aim of the codes, since they assume in the reader a thor-
ough knowledge of the common law. Often where two codes contain the same case, one 
will omit some detail which the modem reader would have thought necessary." 
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of non-Hebrew slaves was probably considered such an unproblematic area 
that it did not need to be included in the law-code. This is not very much 
different from what was discussed in regard to Lev 25, since it is only in 
passing that we learn of the non-Hebrew slaves, and in Jer 34 the non-
Hebrew slaves are only mentioned implicitly. In Deut 15:12-18, however, 
it is made quite explicit that it is a matter of a Hebrew man and woman 
who are forced into debt slavery. There were thus two kinds of slaves in 
ancient Israel, Israelites who had been forced into debt slavery and slaves 
from foreign people. The two categories had quite different conditions. In 
Exod 21:2-6 it must also be a matter of debt slavery to start with, since it is 
stated explicitly that the law only applies to a Hebrew slave and that it is a 
temporary slavery. This form of slavery needs a particular legal symbolic 
act to be transformed into the hybrid form of an Israelite enslaved Jecolllm, 
"forever", Ex 21:6 and similarly Deut 15:17. This was otherwise the 
normal circumstances for non-Israelite slaves, who were the property of the 
Israelites JecoJllm, "forever", Lev 25:46.35 

The law in Exod 21:2 starts with k1 tiqneh cebed %r1, "When You buy a 
male Hebrew slave". The use of the verb qlln§, "buy" has been claimed to 
imply that the slave must have been bought for money.36 There is also the 
matter of the logic of the statement, namely that if a slave is said to be 
bought, then he must surely have been a slave before the purchase. It 
cannot be held, however, that qllnD must imply that money was paid, since 
the verb could be used, e.g., in the sense of obtaining a bride in Ruth 
4:10.37 Since the other texts dealing with debt slavery seem to say that the 
persons in debt have sold themselves, Lev 25:39; Deut 15:12 and Jer 
34:14, the same might very well be the case with the use of qlln§,38 but 
from the point of view of the owner. It is possible that this more elaborate 
use of qllnDin the early law ofExod 21:2 became all too obscure with time, 
and was subsequently replaced in common usage with the less ambiguous 
niphal form of mllkar, "sell". The fact that the text of Exod 21:2 states that 
a slave was bought does not necessarily mean that the person was a slave 
before the so-called purchase. It should most likely be considered as a case 
of prolepsis, where the status to which the person is transferred is used by 
the author to describe him even before he became a slave.39 

35My translation. 
36 So Cardellini (1981:246). 
37 So e.g. Falk: (1967:241-3), who notes a similar use of the antonym of qana, namely 
mllkar, "sell". See also Weiss (1964) and Lang (1981:487, n. 6). 
38 So Schwienhorst-Schonberger (1990:310, n. 28). 
39 So e.g. Lemche (1975:135). 
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It would seem from the description of the act in Exod 21:5-6 that the 
legal procedure is a matter of family law, a sub-category of customary 
law.40 What argues for this is the absence of any reference to local juris-
diction. However, it may not be as simple as that. Since it is a matter of 
making an exception to the law in vv. 2-4, it was apparently felt important 
to regulate this possibility of sidestepping the law without breaking it.41 

The point of the legislation in vv. 2-4 is that there should be a limited 
duration of slavery for a Hebrew slave. He should be set free after six 
years, but there was a possibility for him to remain a slave. In this case, the 
owner would need to be sure that if the slave changed his mind in the 
future, the owner would not be charged with breaking the law. If the slave 
was to be brought to the local sanctuary, as was concluded above, the legal 
symbolic act can no longer be considered a case of family law, since the 
act was obviously meant to be performed publicly .42 It is apparent, there-
fore, that although the actual entering into debt slavery, as well as the 
ceasing of it, may be said to have belonged to family law, the exception did 
not. It needed to be made public, not only by being performed at a public 
place such as the local sanctuary, but also by making the slave wear a 
mark. This mark would perpetually make it clear that it was his own deci-
sion and not the illegitimate behaviour of his owner that prevented his 
manumission. 

When we come to the question of the legal function of the act of pierc-
ing the ear of the slave, it would seem that the owner transfers the slave 
from the category of debt slavery to that of slavery with an unlimited 
duration. It is precisely this transference which calls for the official status 
of the procedure, as explained above. 

There seems, however, to be more legal functioning in the text than has 
been sufficiently recognized until now. The slave makes his decision 
explicit by his statement in Exod 21:5, "I love my master, my wife, and my 
children; I will not go out a free person", which serves the function of 
invalidating the law of his manumission after six years.43 This statement 
functions as a performative utterance, whereby the slave achieves the 
intended result of invalidating the law. This is, then, the first step in the 
legal proceedings, and it makes way for the second, the transference of the 

40 So Phillips (1973:357; 1984:51). 
41 So Phillips (1984:51). See also Jackson (1988:94). 
42 This was recognized quite early, when the expression "to God" was interpreted in 
Tg. Onqelos as dyny', "judges", see Gordon (1935:139). The LXX interprets the ex-
pression as npos To KPLTJlpLov Tou 8EOu, "to the tribunal of God". 
43 The version in Deut 15:16 is substantially the same. 
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status of the slave. The legally binding statement made by the slave is 
thereby a necessary prerequisite for the subsequent act of the owner. 

The legal act of piercing the ear of the slave, as described in Exod 21:6, 
performs the legal function of accomplishing the transference of the slave 
from the legal state of debt slave into that of perpetual slavery, without a 
limited duration for his slavery. Because of its status as an exception to the 
law of manumission, it needs to be performed publicly at the local sanctu-
ary. The mandatory requisite of the act is that it is preceded by a legally 
binding statement by the slave, whereby he renounces his right to manu-
mission. For the act in Deut 15:17 the legal function remains the same, 
although the procedure may not be restricted to the local sanctuary. 

2.6.4 Historical Explanation 

The legal symbolic act of piercing the ear of the slave in Exod 21 :6 and 
Deut 15:17 is based on the well-known fact that the ear symbolizes hearing 
and, in a further sense, obedience.44 However, it has mostly gone um10ticed 
that some evidence can also be brought forward regarding the act of pierc-
ing. It was used in the context of crocodile hunting, as is clear from Job 
40:24 and 26. God asks Job rhetorically if he thinks he can catch the 
Leviathan by piercing its nose and then put a cord through it, v. 24, or by 
piercing its cheek with a hook, v. 26. In v. 28 God asks Job, quite ironi-
cally, if he actually believes that the Leviathan would surrender and make 
an agreement with him, and if Job would be able to take him as an 'ebed 
'6lam, "eternal slave". This is similar to what is described in Exod 21 :6 and 
Deut 15:17. It is quite possible that what is used in these texts from Job to 
describe the subjugation of the Leviathan is something similar to the legal 
act in Exod 21:6 and Deut 15:17. 

The historical explanation of the legal act is then that the ear, as a sym-
bol for the obedience of the slave, was pierced, which symbolized the 
submission to the owner. That the hole in the ear was then used to carry 
some form of tag is quite probable. However, had that been the sole reason 
for the act, it would probably have been made explicit. 

Excursus: Driving in the Nail: A Connection? 

A rather distant but still intriguing comparison could be made between this 
act and the act of driving in the nail, found in Mesopotamian legal 
material.45 According to Malul, the act of driving in a nail in a house or a 

44 See Dhorme (1923:89-90) and Liedke (1971:96). 
45 See Malul (1987a:19). 
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public place was used in different legal contexts as a way of communicat-
ing a certain legal change. 

Still a further comparison could be made with the Roman custom of 
driving in nails at temples at the end of the year as a chronological measure. 
It was also thought that misfortunes could be atoned for when this act was 
performed by a public leader. The custom was considered to have come 
from the Etruscans to the Romans.46 Considering the well-known contacts 
between the Etruscans and the ancient Near East,47 it would not seem 
inconceivable to consider the possibility of a relation between these differ-
ent customs. It is to be noted that in both the Babylonian and the Roman 
contexts the acts are used to make something public and at a public house 
or sanctuary. This is something they share with the act in Exod 21:6 and 
possibly Deut 15:17. 

46 The literary source is Livy VII.3. See also Fowler (1899:234-5), Hanell (1946:125-
41, esp. 138-40), Eisenhut (1964) and GroB (1964). 
47 An example of this would be the Phoenician Pyrgi inscription, which was made 
together with two similar inscriptions in Etruscan, see Gibson (1982:151-9). 
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2.6.5 Summary and Conclusions 

1. The piercing of the ear of the slave was, according to Exod 21:6, 
probably performed at the door or doorpost of the local sanctuary. The 
problems involved, however, make it difficult to reach a firm conclusion. 

2. The legal proceedings began with a performative statement by the slave, 
whereby he disavowed his right to manumission after six years of slavery. 
This opened the way for the owner to perform his legal act. 

3. The legal function of the act of piercing the ear of the slave is that the 
owner thereby officially proclaims and accomplishes the transference of 
the legal status of the Hebrew slave, from that of being a debt-slave for a 
limited duration of time, to that of being a slave of the owner forever. 

4. The act had to be made public since it was an exception to the general 
rule of the law. It created a hybrid form of slavery which normally did not 
exist in Israel, namely a Hebrew who was slave without a limited duration. 

5. The historical explanation of the act is that the ear, as a symbol for the 
obedience of the slave, was pierced, which symbolized the submission of 
the slave to his owner. 



2. 7 Anointing the Head with Oil 

2.7.1 Introduction 

The legal symbolic act of anointing will be studied here primarily as it 
occurs in relation to the making of kings. This particular use of anointing 
will be called 'royal anointing'. As will be shown below, this royal anoint-
ing is sometimes reused in a non-legal context. This form of anointing will 
more properly be called 'divine anointing', since it serves to emphasize the 
divine election of a pretender to the throne. 

The examples of anointing that will be studied are as follows; the 
anointing by the trees in Jotham's fable in Judg 9:8, 15, the anointings of 
Saul and David by Samuel in 1 Sam 10:1 and 16:13, the anointings of 
David as king over Judah and Israel in 2 Sam 2:4 and 5:3, a short comment 
concerning the anointing of Absalom in 2 Sam 19:11, the anointing of 
Solomon in 1 Kgs 1:39, the anointings by Elijah in 1 Kgs 19:15-16 and 2 
Kgs 9:3, 6, the anointing of Joash in 2 Kgs 11:12 and the anointing of 
Jehoahaz in 2 Kgs 23:30. The parallel texts in Chronicles will be noted 
when they are relevant. Some other texts will be studied because they 
relate to royal anointing, namely Pss 45:8; 89:21 and 105:15. The texts 
which will be studied regarding priestly anointing are Exod 28:41; 29:7 
and Lev 8:12. Although priestly anointing is part of cultic law, there are 
some interesting parallels between priestly and royal anointing. 

Excursus: Earlier Views on Anointing in the OT 

In order to grasp the lack of a scholarly consensus regarding royal anointing 
and particularly its legal function, it will be helpful to give a short descrip-
tion of the different views available. Mettinger, after a lengthy review of 
different scholarly positions, presents the following alternatives; 1 

1. The sacral interpretation. According to this view the anointing brings 
about a special relation between God and the king? 

2. The secular interpretation. According to this view it was a matter 
between the people through its representatives and the king. 3 

3. The mediating position. According to this view the sacral and secular 
aspects were both originally connected with anointing, only to be separated 
at a later stage.4 

1 Mettinger (1976:185-8). 
2 So Weinel (1898:54), North (1932:17), Noth (1950:177), Lys (1954:39), Halpern 
(1981:13-4) and Campbell (1986:51-2, n. 75; 116-7). 
3 So Kutsch (1963:71-2). 
4 So Schmidt (1970:187-8). 
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According to Mettinger, there was a development from the secular to the 
sacral. 5 To begin with, the people performed the anointing through their 
representatives, achieving a contractual relation between the performer and 
the anointed one. The performer pledged himself to the anointed one in this 
contractual relation. The change of the subject of the act from the elders of 
the people to a priest, later thought to act by divine authority, illustrates the 
development from the secular to the sacral. 

Weisman has tried to show that the two alternatives, the secular, which 
he calls the "public" ceremony, and the sacral, which he calls the "pro-
phetic" ceremony, both existed separately.6 According to Weisman there 
was no development from the prophetic to the public. Rather, the prophetic 
pattern was transferred from the context of anointing as a mythical and 
ritual motif in the divine nomination of kings in the art of ancient Meso-
potamia. The dual anointings would correspond to the two stages in the 
ancient Near Eastern marriage custom, of which the first, namely the 
betrothal, had no legally binding force. The legal force rested exclusively 
with other acts. This would then mean that the first "prophetic" anointing 
served to designate the king while only the second "public" anointing could 
proceed with any legal force. 

According to Halpern, on the other hand, anointing was originally an 
anointing to the office of nli!fld.7 He includes both of Weisman's categories 
in anointing as niig1d.8 Originally its purpose was not to inaugurate the king 
in his royal office, but to designate the one chosen by God, and to legiti-
mate the claim of the aspirant to the throne. When the title nalfld became 
obsolete after the division of the kingdom, however, the expression "anoint 
to be king" was created. Halpern regards the designation as nag1d to have 
been originally a sacral designation, which eventually turned into a royal 
designation. One example of this would be 1 Kgs 1:35, where David says 
that he has appointed Solomon to be nti!fld.9 This means that according to 
Halpern, Solomon did not actually become king by means of the anointing 
performed in 1 Kgs 1:39, but was only designated for the throne. 

Since the scholarly positions are so disparate, there is need for a fresh 
treatment of royal anointing, particularly in relation to its legal function. 

5 Mettinger (1976:230-1). 
6 Weisman (1976:385-7). 
7 Halpern (1981:13-5). 
8 Halpern (1981:127). 
9 Halpern (1981:10): "This suggest [sic] that, at an early point, divine designation gave 
way to royal, at least pragmatically speaking, excluding the prophet or priest from 
policy formulation and relegating them to a rubber-stamp role." Halpern appears to hold 
to the opposite view of Mettinger. 
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2. 7.2 Procedure 

In some of the texts which mention anointing, there is in addition a 
description, although short, of the act itself. In 1 Sam 10:1 and 16:13 
Samuel anoints Saul and David respectively, in 1 Kgs 1:39 the priest 
Zadok anoints Solomon, and in 2 Kgs 9:6 an unnamed disciple of Elisha 
anoints Jehu. When these texts are compared, some interesting results 
appear. The verb yll$aq, "pour out" is used with the noun pak, "vial" and the 
verb mll§al), "anoint" with qeren, "horn".10 The expression with yll$aq is 
also different due to its designation caJ-r6§, "on the head". 11 This shows that 
yll$aq is not as technical as mll§al) which includes this designation in its 
semantic range. 12 The verb mll§al;! is therefore synonymous with yll$aq 
cal-r6§, "pour on the head". In the texts where yll$aq cal-rlP§ occurs, namely 
1 Sam 10:1 and 2 Kgs 9:1, 3, mll§al) follows immediately afterwards with 
God as subject, presumably in order to give an interpretation of the act. It 
should also be noted that in all cases where the act of royal anointing 
occurs, the verb l:Iqal), "take" is used to initiate the act. 

The only occurrence of the place from which the oil used at the anoint-
ing was taken is found in 1 Kgs 1:39. The priest Zadok is said to take the 
horn with oil "from the tent", thus making it explicit that it is a sacral act 
and therefore performed by a priest, using a sacral oil. This is furthermore 
the only text which describes who actually performed the royal anointing 
with an intended legal function. Although this is a rather slender basis to 
form a conclusion upon, it would seem natural to regard a priest as the 
normal agent of the act. This point will be returned to below under Legal 
Function. 

The priestly anointing uses a similar terminology, as in Exod 29:7: 
wel:Iqal)UJ hammi§l;!§ weyfl$aqtll Umll§al;!UJ "You shall 
take the anointing oil, and pour it on his head and anoint him." Here l:Iqal) 
occurs at the beginning, yll$aq is used, together with the designation 
and immediately afterwards comes the explanatory use of mMal). The 
description of the priestly anointing is therefore almost the same as the 
description of the royal anointing. 

10 Noted by Mettinger (1976:206), who argues that this points in the direction of a 
connection between 1 Kgs 1:39 and 1 Sam 16:13, the latter providing a precedent for 
the former. See also Edelman (1991:51-2) for the distinction vial-horn. 
11 In 2 Kgs 9:6 is found instead of the expected caJ, which is used earlier in v. 3. 
Although it is common to emend the text, it may not be necessary, since the two prepo-
sitions are known to overlap, see Waltke & O'Connor (1990:216). 
12 This explains why yll$aq and not mllsa}J was used in Gen 28:18 when a masseba is 
anointed. 
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The anointing was thus conducted by emptying a container of oil over 
the head of the person to be anointed. As far as the texts relate, it was a 
priest who performed the royal anointing. 

2.7.3 Legal Function 
Excursus: Anointing Outside the OT 

Anointing was used throughout the ancient Near East in many different 
contexts and with different functions. This analysis will not include a 
thorough investigation of all these different uses, since it can be found 
elsewhere.13 In private life anointing was used for cosmetic as well as for 
hygienic purposes.14 It was also believed to have healing powers. If the 
legal sphere is focused upon, it was used in the manumission of slaves, 15 to 
confirm betrothals16 and purchases,17 to install vassals18, substitutionary 
kings and probably also real kings. 19 This analysis will concentrate on the 
uses which are relevant in light of the OT. 

Ugarit No clear references have appeared so far concerning the use of 
anointing with a legal function at Ugarit. There are some texts, however, 
although disputable because of their fragmentary state, which could point in 
the direction that a royal anointing was known at U garit. 

KTU 1.2.IV:30-40 apparently concerns the enthronement of Baal.20 In 
1. 32 is found b<Jm.yml[k ... ], "May Ba'lu be king!", in ll. 37-38, st *[ ... ] 
b rish.[ ... ], "put [ ... ] on his head [ ... ]"21 and finally in I. 39, ms[ ... ], 
which might very well be a case of msl), "anoint". Although the text is in a 
very poor condition, the cumulative effect of these considerations makes it 
at least possible that the act of royal anointing was known in U garit. 22 

Egypt The king of Alashiya excuses himself in a letter to the new 
Pharaoh, EA 34, for not sending the proper gifts. Among the gifts he has 
sent, oil occurs in 1. 50-51, with the explicit purpose of "zum AusgieBen auf 
deinen [Kop]f'. It is problematic, however, whether it refers to an anointing 

13 See e.g. Kutsch (1963), Veenhof (1966), Mettinger (1976:212-24) and Pardee 
(1977:14-9). 
14 See Kutsch (1963:4). 
15 See Kutsch (1963:16-8) and Mettinger (1976:221-2). 
16 See Malul (1988:161-79). 
17 See Kutsch (1963:18-9) and Mettinger (1976:216-7). 
18 See Kutsch (1963:34-5) and Mettinger (1976:209). 
19 See Kutsch (1963:36-52) and Mettinger (1976:209-10). 
20 See ARTU (43). 
21 The following restoration is suggested by ARTU (42): "Put [ ... ] [the crown] on his 
head", although the restoration is regarded as uncertain, ARTU (42, n. 192). 
22 Korpel (1990:281-2) considers this interpretation of KTU 1.2.IV:39 possible, 
although she notes the damaged state of the text. 
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in relation to the new Pharaoh's accession to the throne, or to a token of 
friendship with a cosmetic purpose.23 Another letter, EA 51:6-7, tells of 
how the Pharaoh dealt with Taku king of following Moran's 
translation: 

[No ]t[e] (que) lorsque Manabpiya, le roi d 'Egypte, ton ancetre, 
etablit [T]a[ku], mon ancetre, comme roi dans Nuba§§e, il mit de 
l'huile sur sa tete .... 24 

Moran' s translation is to be preferred because he makes explicit the 
explicative relationship between the phrases "establish as king" and "put oil 
on his head". This is of some importance, since it is a direct indication of 
the legal function of the anointing. The subject of the verb "anoint" is the 
Pharaoh himself. Although it is possible in principle that this expresses the 
agent of the act, it would have been highly unlikely for the Pharaoh to have 
performed such an act. Instead, it more likely displays the authoritative and 
legitimating suzerain behind the installation of Taku into vassalhood. 

Hatti Some Hittite texts describe the anointing of a substitutionary king. 
It is therefore probable that anointing was also a part of the regular king-
making, although the Hittite texts are silent on this point.25 It is especially 
interesting to note the expression used to describe the act of anointing a 
substitutionary king, "Dann salbt man den Gefangenen mit dem Feini:il des 
Ki:inigtums".26 It is especially the verb "salbt" which is interesting, since it 
is in the third person plural without an explicit subject. A case of anointing 
as part of king-making is found in a highly fragmentary text: " ... Dut]balija, 
Bruder [ ... ] ihn Dutbalija [ ... , un]d ihn salbten sie zur Ki:inigsherrschaft".27 

Yet another text, although fragmentary, speaks about the anointing of a pre-
tender to the throne, probably conducted by the king.28 The purpose of the 
act is described in 1. 55', "zur Ki:inigsherrschaft salbt", where the king, 
mentioned in line 54', is probably the subject. It would appear that the 
Hittites practised royal anointing, although it is not certain to what extent. It 
is also interesting that the anointing could be described with an implicit 
plural as subject. This plural subject would then refer to the authoritative 
cause behind the anointing and not the agent of the act. 

Conclusion According to the texts studied above, the royal anointing 
was probably known among the Hittites and possibly also at Ugarit. In 
Egypt anointing was used to install Canaanite vassal kings into their office, 

23 See Mettinger (1976:215): "The oil is a token of peace and goodwill that can be 
developed into a formal contract." For a similar view, see Weinfeld (1988:348). Kutsch 
(1963:68) interprets the gift in a less technical manner and Pardee (1977:18) considers 
it an ordinary gift. 
24 Moran (1987:221). 
25 See Ktimmel (1967:28). 
26 Klimmel (1967:10-1). The text is KUB XXIV.5+IX.13, obv. 19'. 
27 Klimmel (1967:43). The text is KUB XXXVI.l19:3'-5'. 
28 Kiimmel (1967:44). The text is KBo XVI.25, obv. 54'-55'. 
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which makes it probable that it was at least known, if not also practised, in 
Canaan. Both the Hittite texts and the Amarna letters showed examples of a 
particular form of expression for the anointing, in the Hittite texts with an 
implicit subject in third person plural, and in an Amarna letter with Pharaoh 
as subject. In this form the subject of the verb "anoint" refers to the author-
ity behind the act, which provides it with the necessary legal legitimation. 
The subject of the verb then is not so much the agent as the cause, which 
means that the verb functions causatively. This will be returned to below in 
the analysis of the Biblical texts. 

2.7.3.1 Judges 9:8, 15 

Judg 9 tells of how Abimelech became king of Shechem and the opposition 
he met from his brother Jotham. According to v. 6, and implicitly v. 20, it 
was the inhabitants of Millo and kol-ba'iilt3, "all the leaders"29 of Shechem 
who installed the king. The transaction between the leaders of Shechem 
and the inhabitants of Millo on the one hand and Abimelech on the other is 
an agreement of a legal nature. There are several indications of this in the 
text. In v. 2 the word .tob, "good" is used, which is common in contexts of 
legal agreements.30 In v. 2 there is also the statement made by Abimelech, 
"I am your bone and your flesh." This expresses not only identification but 
also loyalty, as Brueggemann has tried to showY The leaders reciprocate 
this invitation by Abimelech by calling him their 'ab, "brother" in v. 3, a 
term also known for its legal use.32 The stage is thus set for Abimelech to 
become king, since he and the leaders have reached this agreement. It is 
interesting how the text emphasizes that the two cities support the king-
making of Abimelech by making the large groups of leaders and citizens 
the explicit subjects of the act. This must imply that they are stressed not as 
the immediate agents of an act, but more as the aud10ritative body which 
chooses and makes someone king. Thus, when the expression wayyam11k6 
'et-'ab1melek Jemelek, "and they ... made Abimelech king" is used in v. 6 
and similarly in v. 16, the subject has the more technical function of 
legitimating the act of king-making. 

29 My translation. 
30 See Hover-Johag (1982:332), who notes that ,tob, "good" occurs especially together 
with the verb dtlbar, "speak", as it does here in Judg 9:2. 
3l Brueggemann (1970:536-7). This phrase occurs in another text where anointing and 
king-making is concerned, namely 2 Sam 5:1-3, to be studied below. 
32 See Munn-Rankin (1956:76-9), Kalluveettil (1982:205) and Weinfeld (1988:345). 
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In the fable told by Jotham in vv. 8-15 there is a difference in terminol-
ogy concerning the king-making.33 The authoritative body, here the trees, 
is not described as having the intention to himl1ku lemelek, "make PN king" 
but to lim.Mal) <iflehem melek, "anoint PN king over themselves" in v. 8 and 
similarly in V. 15, 'im be'emet 'attem mosel;J.im >ot] lemelek <iiJekem, "If in 
good faith you are anointing me king over you". This means that while the 
fable uses the phrase "anoint PN king" for making someone king, the 
narrative frame of the fable uses the more abstract phrase "make PN king". 
The reason for this shift in expression is surely due to the difference of 
genre. The fable is more apt to use concrete language whereas the narrative 
frame uses more abstract language.34 

It is especially interesting that in the fable the trees as a collective body 
desire to anoint a king over themselves. This means that the verb masal;J., 
"anoint" is used in a causative sense, although it is formally in the qal stem 
in vv. 8 and 15. This explains how the subject of "anoint" can be plural, 
since it is the cause of the anointing that is referred to and not the agent of 
the actual anointing.35 

The legal function of the anointing would be to accomplish the status of 
king for someone. If Abimelech was meant to be anointed, it followed 
upon an agreement that was made between the leaders of Shechem and the 
people of Millo on the one hand, and Abimelech on the other. It has to be 
left an open matter, however, whether he was actually meant to be 
anointed. It is possible, but the text does not explicitly say so. 

2.7.3.2 1 SamuellO:l 

In 1 Sam 8:6, 19-20 the people ask Samuel for a king and in v. 22 God 
himself orders Samuel to give the people what they want. Later, in 9:16 
and 10:1, Saul is described as anointed to nagid, "ruler" over the people, a 
term that has caused some debate.36 According to v. 16 this is the result of 
the people's request. What appears strange in the larger context is that in 
9:1-10:15 the noun melek, "king" and the verb himl1k, "to make a king" are 
consistently avoided, although they would suit admirably in this context.37 

33 For some recent and useful analyses of Jotham 's fable from somewhat different 
angles, see Jobling (1986:68-87), de Moor (1990:182-97) and Becker (1990:190-9). 
34 Soggin (1981:174) holds that the fable's use is to be understood as talking of royalty 
in general, whereas the surrounding context is specifically dealing with Abimelech. 
This is, less likely, however. 
35 See e.g. Minokami (1989:160). 
36 See e.g. Mettinger (1976:151-84) and Brettler (1989:33-5). 
37 See Gordon (1986:114-5). For the use of these two terms, see Carlson (1964:52-5). 
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Also, in 9:17 the verb 'i!$ar is considered by most scholars to mean "rule", 
which is quite unusual.38 Then in 10:16 the drama is revealed to some 
degree for the reader, when Samuel is said to have spoken to Saul earlier 
about the melak§, "kingship". This is probably a reference to the private 
conversation that Samuel and Saul had on the roof according to 9:25, or it 
might refer to what Samuel said in connection with the anointing in 10:1.39 

This would then imply that they had talked about Saul becoming king, and 
then perhaps the anointing had something to do with this as well. Why, 
then, is this not made explicit at the anointing in 10:1? The reason seems to 
be that the narrator wants to stress that it is the people who want a king, not 
God. He only supplies them with the best candidate possible, as Samuel 
says in 10:24. It is the people who acclaim Saul in 10:24 and make him 
king in 11:15. God only makes Saul a ni!g1d, not a king. The anointing of 
Saul to nllg1d is presented as his election by God as the pretender to the 
throne, whom the people soon make their king. The election and installa-
tion of him as king, however, are the responsibilities of the people, not 
God. Tbis distinction is fundamental for the understanding of 9:1-10:15. 

In 12:3, Samuel describes Saul as God's anointed, which probably refers 
to the anointing earlier in 10:1. The distinction, so sharply drawn earlier, is 
then no longer useful, since Saul is in effect king. The distinction was only 
valid in so far as it made clear God's limited engagement in choosing a 
pretender to the throne and not a king. Now that the distinction has been 
made clear, however, it is no longer useful to uphold it. Instead, the nar-
rator has Samuel say in 12:13 that God has indeed appointed a king for the 
people. Later, in 1 Sam 15:1 it is said that God has anointed Saul to be 
king, and in v. 17 that Samuel has anointed him similarly. The transitory 
stage of Saul as nllg1d is no longer necessary since the point has already 
been made. 

The pace of the narrative slows down in 10: 1 through a careful descrip-
tion of details, such as Samuel taking the container of oil, how he pours it 

38 McCarter (1980:179) explains it as a semantic extension from the ordinary meaning 
of "restrain" to "muster", meaning that "Saul is to be the one who will muster the weak 
and scattered forces of Israel in a strong army of defense." Gordon (1986:115) under-
stands the unusual choice as the result of the unwillingness on the part of the narrator to 
use the verb "be king". On the other hand, a good case has been made for translating the 
verb with its usual meaning "restrain" by Polzin (1989:94) and Eslinger (1985:309-10): 
"An alternative reading for which the normal sense of' asar is quite sufficient, appears 
when Yahweh's sarcasm is appreciated." In the light of the restrictions laid down in 1 
Sam 8, this seems probable, although Gordon's point is relevant. 
39 Eslinger (1985:335-6) argues convincingly that the relative 'a§erin 1 Sam 10:16 
does not refer to the noun meliika but to the preceding phrase l!'Y-hig!fid 16, "he did not 
tell him", meaning" ... as Samuel had said." 
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over the head of Saul and that he kisses him. This slower tempo signals a 
climax in the narrative, which is the anointing.40 Another heightening 
factor is the accompanying utterance by Samuel in v. 1, hi116' ld-me§ll])ifkll 
yhwh caJ-nal)iilllt6 lenllg1d, "The Lord has anointed you to be nllg1d over his 
heritage.'>41 This serves to ensure the reader that this is an anointing as 
nllg1d and not as king. That God is behind this anointing permeates the 
whole context. In addition to the fact that it is stated explicitly in v. 1, the 
asses lost become the asses found in v. 2 by divine intervention, and in 
10:6-7, 9-13 the Spirit of God is said to take control over Saul. 

Saul' s silence and passivity in relation to what happens are significant, 
and remind of the passivity of Solomon in 1 Kgs 1 when he is anointed. 
This passivity serves to show the willingness of the individual and the fact 
that the initiative does not lie with the persons engaged, but with God. This 
means that the anointing of Saul in 10:1 is not a proper royal anointing 
with an intended legal function, but instead a theologically motivated act, 
which serves to emphasize the divine election. Since the common way of 
making someone king was to anoint him, God is also described as choosing 
his candidate for the kingship by anointing. This theological use of royal 
anointing serves to stress the election of Saul as pretender to the throne, but 
it has no legal function. This theologically motivated form of royal anoint-
ing, without a proper legal function, will be called 'divine anointing'. 
Divine anointing is then a reuse of the proper legal symbolic act of royal 
anointing in a non-legal context. The legal function by which Saul 
becomes king is therefore not found with his anointing in 10:1, but in 
10:24-25a and in the renewal of his kingship in 11:15. It is possible that 
these texts imply that the people had Saul anointed, but it must remain 
uncertain. 

The conclusion is therefore that Saul was not, as far as the texts say, 
anointed to be king in the sense that the anointing legally made him king. 
The anointing described in 1 Sam 10:1 is a way of describing the divine · 
election of Saul as the pretender to the throne, a case of divine anointing. 

2.7.3.3 1 Samue/16:13 

Here Samuel anoints David to be king after Saul. In 16:1 the theme occurs, 
namely that God has already chosen someone to succeed Saul, and Samuel 

40 See Bar-Efrat (1989:161) for the function of delaying the narrative pace. 
41 My translation. The LXX has a substantially longer reading, which for the most part 
reiterates what is found in the MT. According to McCarter (1980:171) the shorter 
reading of the MT is due to haplography. 
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is supposed to anoint him. This anointing therefore concerns the election of 
kings.42 Samuel finally anoints David in v. 13, wayyiqqal;! §emu'el 'et-qeren 
has§emen wayyim§al) 'Ot6, "Then Samuel took the horn of oil, and anointed 
him". Immediately thereafter the Spirit of God descended on David, as it 
did on Saul in 1 Sam 10:10. 

It is obvious that the text does not intend to describe the anointing of 
David as an anointing with any legal function. It is more like the anointing 
of Saul in 1 Sam 10:1, where his divine election was the principal function 
of the anointing. It is God who has chosen the king after Saul and no one 
else. It is not even emphasized what David has been anointed to, since the 
point is primarily that he is indeed anointed, i.e., chosen by God.43 This 
anointing is referred to later on in 2 Sam 12:7, where it says that God has 
anointed David to be king over Israel.44 David is later anointed twice as 
king in 2 Sam 2:4 and 5:3, with a clear legal function in both cases. These 
cases of anointing will be studied below. 

It is thus the same theological use of anointing which occurred in 1 Sam 
10:1 that is used here in 1 Sam 16:13 to express the divine election of the 
next king, who is also a rival to the throne. Therefore, this anointing has no 
legal function, but is another case of divine anointing. 

2.7.3.4 2 Samue/2:4 

This is a short description of how David became king over Judah in 
Hebron. The cause and authority behind the anointing is, according to v. 4, 
the 'anse yehudB, "men of Judah".45 There is a problem as to who these men 
are. They could very well be the elders of Judah, who are mentioned in 1 
Sam 30:26,46 but why then are they not called elders here? It could be that 
the very wide expression "men of Judah" implies that it was the whole of 
Judah that made David their king. This is strengthened by the similar 
phrase in v. 7, wegam-'M mMeM Mt-yehUdB lemelek ciilehem, "the house of 
Judah has anointed me king over them", where the subject is the house of 

42 The verb ril'a, "see" is here used in the elaborate sense of "discover" or perhaps 
even "choose". So e.g. Mettinger (1976:112), Eslinger (1985:473-4) and Polzin 
(1989:157). Po1zin translates it as "provide". 
43 See e.g. Mettinger (1976:207). 
44 So e.g. Mettinger (1976:204). In 2 Sam 3:39 David calls himself mi1sua]J. melek, 
"anointed king", which is more likely a reference to the anointing in 2 Sam 2:4, so e.g. 
McCarter (1984:120). 
45 My translation. 
46 So e.g. Mettinger (1976:198), Kutsch (1979:79), McCarter (1984:84) and Reviv 
(1989:83). 
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Judah, i.e., the people of Judah. The "men of Judah" in v. 4 should there-
fore be identified with the elders of the people in v. 7.47 

The usual expression for anointing is then used for the act in v. 4: 
wayyim§el;uH3m 'et-dllwid Jemelek <aJ-bet yehiidD., "they anointed David king 
over the house of Judah." This causative use of the verb mllsal), "anoint" 
has been discussed earlier in relation to Judg 9 and will not be repeated 
here. 

It is interesting to note that there is no emphasis whatsoever in this text 
on who actually performed the anointing, as was the case as well in Judg 9. 
It could be that it was so clear who actually anointed David that it did not 
need to be mentioned. This would only be true, however, if it also was of 
no major importance who actually performed the anointing. It could have 
been a priest, a prophet or someone else; it simply did not matter for the 
description to be sufficient.48 The important point to be made was appar-
ently who stood behind the act and thereby confirmed its legitimacy, 
namely the elders as the leaders of the people. The act is then legitimated 
through a civillegitimation,49 without any sacral emphasis. 5° 

This description, although short, reveals that David received the status of 
king over Judah by means of his anointing. The legal function of the 
anointing was to accomplish this status as king for David. 

2.7.3.5 2 Samuel5:3 

In 2 Sam 5:1-3, David the king of Judah is again made king, this time over 
the northern tribes. After the description of how he became king over 
Judah in 2:4 comes a lengthy description of how leaders of the North are 

47 See Ishida (1977:65-6) and Anderson (1989:24) on the problem of what actually 
constituted the Judah over which David became king. 
48 Mettinger (1976:208) and Kutsch (1979:79-80) consider the anointing to have been 
performed by the people through their elders, whereas Noth (1950:177) considered a 
priest to be the likely agent. Schoors (1977:94) holds that the prophet performed the 
royal anointing, although he does not mention the texts from 2 Sam 2 and 5. He holds 
that in 1 Kgs 1:39, where a priest performs the anointing, and in 2 Kgs 11:12, where a 
priest is often considered to perform the anointing, the text has been tampered with. 
This view, however, is highly unlikely, creating more problems than it solves. 
49 'Civil legitimation' is used here for the people's legitimation of the king, mostly 
through their representatives. 'Sacral legitimation' is here used when God legitimates 
someone, as is the case in the so-called divine anointings, e.g. 1 Sam 10:1; 16:13. 
50 So e.g. Fokkelman (1990:29), who considers the sacral to be implied from the 
anointing of David in 1 Sam 16:13, leaving the anointing in 2 Sam 2:4 to be an anoint-
ing within the limits of military and political pretensions. 
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eliminated, Abner in 3:27 and king Ishbaal in 4:6-7. The elders of the 
North then ask David to become their king. 51 

The major difference between 2:4 and 5:1-3 is that 5:1-3 mentions a 
covenant between David and the elders of the northern tribes. There has 
been some discussion as to whether a similar covenant is implicit in 2:4 or 
not. There is also the question of the relationship between the covenant and 
the anointing of David in 5:1-3. Are they connected in making up an 
agreement between the elders of the North and their king? 

2 Sam 5:1-3 has been thought to describe two separate events, one in 
vv. 1-2, displaying a pan-Israelite ideal, and a second in v. 3, where the 
anointing occurs.52 Most scholars, however, have regarded vv. 1-3 as con-
sisting of two accounts of the same event, the one in vv. 1-2 usually being 
regarded as later than the one in v. 3.53 The reasons given by McCarter are 
that v. 3a repeats v.1a, that the Israelites view themselves anachronistically 
as the "bone and flesh" of David, and the relationship between the promise 
in v. 2 and 2 Sam 7, which makes vv. 1-2 a deuteronomistic expansion.54 
Mettinger, on the other hand, considers vv. 1-2 as part of the so-called 
History of David's Rise' and v. 3 as the original tradition of David's in-
vestiture.55 His arguments are that v. 3a repeats v. la and that whereas v. 1 
says "tribes", v. 3 has "elders". 

However, this is not necessarily so. Repetition is increasingly becoming 
recognized as a vital literary technique. 56 A particular form of repetition is 
resumptive repetition, where the thread of the argument is picked up by 
means of repeating the beginning of a narrative, the two similar occurrences 
thus framing a certain part of the narrative. 57 Gunn is of the opinion that it 
might well be a deliberate rhetorical device in this case. 58 

To begin with, a fundamental difference between 2:4 and 5:1-3 should be 
noted. In 5:1-3 the elders of Israel meet with the king of Judah, quite a 

51 The parallel text in 1 Chr 11:1-3 is substantially the same. 
52 So e.g. Reviv (1989:84-5). 
53 So e.g. Mettinger (1976:114-5) and McCarter (1984:131). 
54 McCarter (1984:131). 
55 Mettinger (1976: 114-5). 
56 See e.g. Alter (1981:88-113), Berlin (1983:136), Sternberg (1985:414-5) and Bar-
Efrat (1989:116-7). 
57 See e.g. Talmon (1978), Berlin (1983:126), Long (1987) and Bar-Efrat 
(1989:215-6). 
58 Gunn (1978:71). So also Anderson (1989:75). Brettler (1989:128) considers it poss-
ible that it is a matter of a so-called "double reading", which would make vv. 1-3 a 
unity. See also Fokkelman (1990:137), who considers vv. 1 and 3 to be complementary 
and therefore referring to the same subjects and the same event. 
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different figure than the leader whom the elders of Judah approached in 2 
Sam 2:4. This may at least in part explain the need for a more formal 
agreement between the two parties, since what the northern elders ask for 
is in reality what has been called a 'personal union' between the North and 
the South, with David as their king.59 This unique set of circumstances 
indicates that a similar agreement as the one made in 5:1-3 is not necess-
arily implicit in 2:4.60 

Several scholars hold that such a covenant is implicit in 2:4, e.g. Alt, 
Mettinger and Ishida, although lshida notes the passive role which must 
have been played by the people.61 Soggin believes that the elders of Judah 
were not in the position of being able to choose whether they should make 
David king or not, since David had already occupied the southern parts of 
Judah.62 They only recognized him as king de facto. Tadmor argues with 
some force that the reason for a covenant between the king and the people 
in 2 Sam 5:1-3 and 2 Kgs 11:17, is that both texts describe the beginning of 
a new dynasty.63 When there was a normal case of monarchical transition, 
no such covenant renewal was necessary. 

It could also be the case that the royal covenant between the king and the 
people had become so standardized that it was regarded as merely another 
part of the ceremony of king-making. 64 However, the question of a royal 
covenant made at the coronation goes beyond this analysis. It will be rele-
vant only in so far as it directly concerns the legal of the anoint-
ing. 

In v. 3 it is emphasized that the elders came to the "king" in Hebron, that 
the "king" made a covenant with them and that they anointed him "king". 
The reader is clearly supposed to view David as playing the role of the 
suzerain who is approached by a presumptive vassal, seeking his protec-
tion. The price the elders would have to pay, as they show themselves well 
aware-of in vv. 1-2, is their subordination to David as king, hence their 
anointing of him to be their king. In v. 1 they use a phrase which has 
occurred earlier in Judg 9:2: 'a$mekll ubesorkll 'anlll)ena, "we are your bone 
and flesh." The attempt by the elders to identify David with themselves 
serves to strengthen the bond that already exists between them. This might 

59 So Alt (1953:45). 
60 See Fokkelman (1990:142). 
61 Alt (1953:41), Mettinger (1976:141-2) and Ishida (1977:68). 
62 Soggin (1984:44). 
63 Tadmor (1982a:253). 
64 As suggested by Brettler (1989:134). 
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also be a more technical way of asking for a covenantal relationship with 
David. Although this reciprocal relation between the covenant and the 
anointing lacks explicit proof, it seems highly reasonable in light of the 
terminology, the reasons being that the elders are seeking a new king and 
David is trying to extend the boundaries of his realm. 

The expression used in v. 3 to describe the anointing is the normal one 
which has been analyzed earlier, namely miW!bu lemelek, "anoint PN king". 
As was seen earlier, this is a causative use of the verb "anoint". The elders, 
as the plural subject in v. 3, are not thought of as actually performing the 
anointing, but rather as the legitimate authority behind the installation of 
David as their king. The elders decide the matter, but who actually per-
forms the anointing is apparently as unimportant to the narrator as it was in 
2:4. 

It should be asked whether the anointing has a sacral character or not in 
this text. Since it is not said who actually performed the anointing, it is 
open to speculation whether it was performed by a priest or not. In v. 2 
there is a reference to David being elected by God to be his nag1d, which is 
certainly an allusion to a more sacral character of the king-making as a 
whole. According to v. 3, the covenant has been concluded lipne yhwh, 
"before the Lord", which probably implies that it took place in front of a 
sanctuary. This would also imply the presence of cultic functionaries, one 
of whom could very well have performed the anointing. In v. 12, David 
interprets his anointing as king as a clear sign of God's dealings with him. 
Taking the evidence as a whole, it appears that although the sacral charac-
ter of the anointing of David in 5:3 is not overly emphasized, since it is 
after all the covenant that is said to have been concluded "before the Lord" 
and not the anointing, there could nevertheless have been a sacral setting 
for both covenant and anointing. In 2:4, however, there is no allusion to a 
sacral setting for the anointing. Since 2:4 does not mention a covenant 
between the elders of Judah and David either, the absence of both these 
factors from 2:4 cannot be accidental. Instead, the conclusion must be that 
the sacral aspect is brought forth in 5:1-3 primarily in relation to the 
covenant between the king and the people and not so much in relation to 
the anointing. This does not necessarily mean that the anointing did not 
have a sacral character, but all that can be said is that the narrator did not 
find it necessary to elaborate on this aspect of the anomtmgs in 2:4 and 5:3. 

By means of his anointing, David became king over the northern tribes. 
The legal function of the anointing was then to accomplish this royal 
status. It would also seem likely that this anointing functioned as the sub-
mission of the elders to David as their king, and as such it might have been 
their response to lJavid's covenant with them. 
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2.7.3.6 2 Samuel19:11 

Here the people of the tribes of Israel are said to regret that they took sides 
with Absalom in his rebellion against David. They refer to when they made 
him their king, we'abSMom 'if§er mll§al)m1 <3Jt5nu, "Absalom, whom we 
anointed over us". Prior to this, there is no mention of an anointing of 
Absalom. 

In 2 Sam 15:1-12, however, there are clear indications that Absalom not 
only aspires to be king, but that he is indeed proclaimed as such. In 15:10 
Absalom sends a message to the tribes of Israel, telling them to acknowl-
edge him as king: wa'amartem malak 'abslllom bel)ebron, "then shout: 
Absalom has become king at Hebron!" No anointing is mentioned, how-
ever. It is nevertheless stated that the acknowledgment should be made 
when they hear the sound of the trumpet, v. lOa. The trumpet-sound and 
the acclamation are both related to the king-making ceremonies found in 1 
Kgs 1 and 2 Kgs 11. Furthermore, the fact that Hebron is emphasized as 
the locality for this ceremony brings to mind 2 Sam 2:4 and 5:1-3, where 
David was anointed king over Judah and Israel. In 15:11 Absalom invites a 
large number of people from Jerusalem to a banquet, similar to that which 
was found in the case of Saul in 1 Sam 9:12-13, 19, 22-24, David in 1 Sam 
16:3,5, 11 and Adonijah in 1 Kgs 1:9,41. All these indications point to the 
fact that Absalom was indeed made king, although it is noteworthy that an 
anointing of Absalom is not mentioned in 15:1-12. It undoubtedly took 
place, however, as indicated in 19:11. 

In 19:11 the people of Israel are said to have anointed Absalom over 
themselves, leaving out the usuallemelek, "as king" from the standard ex-
pression mllsel)(l lemelek by ellipsis. Although the anointing is mentioned 
only briefly, it is apparent that the same form of royal anointing is used 
which was found earlier in 2 Sam 2:4 and 5:1-3. The verb "anoint" is again 
used causatively, with the people of Israel as the authoritative, legal body 
behind the anointing. Nothing is therefore said concerning who actually 
performed the anointing. The legal function of this anointing was to 
accomplish the royal status of Absalom. 

2.7.3.7 1 Kings 1:39 

1 Kgs 1 displays a tripartite structure concerning the description of 
Solomon's anointing.65 Firstly, in vv. 32-35 David prescribes how they are 

65 So Brettler (1989:128-9), who shows that it is paralleled with a similar threefold 
repetition of Adonijah's attempts to gain the throne. Brettler (1989:131) has an 
excellent display of the different elements of all the coronations in the OT. 
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to go about making Solomon his successor. Secondly, in. vv. 38-40 the 
narrator himself describes how it was accomplished. Thirdly, in vv. 43-48 
Jonathan gives an eye-witness account to Adonijah. It is important at the 
outset to note this structural technique, whereby the event is described 
from three different angels. There is the perspective of the king who gives 
the orders, the narrator with his sovereign right to focus on precisely the 
key issues that are most important to him, and a possible eye-witness 
giving a dramatic report of the event and its implications. 

There are two things that stand out in a comparative study of the three 
versions. In the dramatic report by Jonathan, Adonijah receives the dis-
couraging news that his opponent has not only gained David's support, but 
also the strength of the royal 'body-guard', the Cherethites and the 
Pelethites.66 The second point is the detailed description of the anointing in 
v. 39. Whereas David prescribes in v. 34 that Zadok the priest and Nathan 
the prophet should anoint Solomon, and Jonathan claims the same in his 
description in v. 45, the narrator limits his version to Zadok only in v. 39. 
His version is not simply an alternate description, however, since what 
differs is the detailed description of how Zadok brings out the oil from 
hiPohel, "the tent", obviously a sanctuary, and anoints Solomon. 

Excursus: Problem with Numbers in 1 Kings 1:34, 45 

In v. 34 the verb "anoint" is in the singular, uma§a}J, although the subject, 
"the priest Zadok and the prophet Nathan" is plural. In v. 45 the subject is 
the same, but the verb is plural, wayyim§e}Ju. This has caused scholars to 
make different alterations to the text. Some would delete "and the prophet 
Nathan" from v. 34,67 but then there remains the problem of what to do 
with v. 45. Another alternative is to delete "the priest Zadok and the 
prophet Nathan" from v. 45, leaving the verb in the plural.68 Some scholars 
advocate both of these deletions.69 A fresh look at the text reveals that the 
collective singular of the suffix conjugation in v. 34 is part of David's pre-
scription of how Solomon is to be anointed. This could very well be a case 
of incongruity in number between predicate and subject, well known in 
Hebrew syntax.70 Verse 45 focuses on a part of the plural subject. In v. 44 

66 Cf. de Vaux (1961:123-4). 
67 So e.g. \1/lirthwein (1985:16). Jones (1984:99; 1990:54) appears unconvinced by 
different attempts to alter the text. 
68 So Mettinger (1976:203). 
69 So e.g. Schmidt (1970:176-7). 
70 See GKC (464-5) and Nyberg (1952:283). This is the view of e.g. Noth (1968:24), 
Mettinger (1976:202, n. 40) and DeVries (1985:17). DeVries brings attention to a 
similar case earlier in v. 21. 
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the subject of "had him ride on the king's mule" is Zadok, Nathan, 
Benaiah, the Cherethites and the Pelethites. In v. 45a the focus narrows 
down to a more limited subject of "anoint", namely Zadok and Nathan. 
Then in v. 45b the subject of "have gone up" is again the broader one from 
v. 44. This focusing on part of a plural subject serves to signal importance 
and a climactic phase in the narrative. In addition, the plural of the waw 
prefix conjugation in v. 45, wayyimsel)U occurs in the context of a vivid and 
excited description on Jonathan's behalf of what has just happened at 
Gihon. It is possible that the difference in relation to the singular form in 
v. 34 is due to the scenic differences as to time, subject, intention and 
situation. 

What v. 39 actually describes is the physical act of anointing, whereas 
vv. 34 and 45 refer to the whole arrangement around and including the 
physical act. It could hardly have been said that anyone other than a priest 
collected oil from the sanctuary and put it to use. Nathan would then have 
had some part to play in the wider context of the anointing. It has been 
suggested that he delivered an oracle, which is possible since prophetic 
activity at royal anointings is nothing unusual in the OT.71 The narrator 
apparently thought, however, that it was irrelevant to dwell on Nathan's 
part in the proceedings, apart from mentioning his participation. The goal 
of the story is the physical act of anointing, and the narrator goes to great 
pains to describe this as an act of Zadok the priest, using a particular sacral 
oil for this purpose. This is the only instance where a particular oil from a 
sanctuary is said to have been used for royal anointing. It would therefore 
seem best to presume that the narrator is alluding to a rather normal proce-
dure in his attempt to display the validity of the anointing. The oil is em-
phasized as sacral in order to make the reader think of Solomon as not only 
the choice of David, but also of God.72 This would, then, emphasize a 
sacral legitimation of the anointing. This is spelled out clearly in the speech 
by Benaiah, v. 37, in the salutation to David by his servants, v. 47 and in 
David's final prayer, v. 48. Both of the latter speeches are quotations made 
by Jonathan and addressed to Adonijah.73 

71 So Jones (1984:99) and Mettinger (1976:203). Mettinger points to 1 Sam 9:27-10:7; 
2 Kgs 9:3; Pss 2:7-9; 110:1-3. 
72 See Halpern (1981:6), who would go as far as to say that the anointing in 1 Kgs 
1:39 is as sacral as Saul's in 1 Sam 10:1, but he qualifies this: "The only difference is 
that the source in Solomon's case does not emphasize divine revelation. It reports, 
rather, the practical politics of succession." 
73 The sacral legitimation becomes even stronger when the Chronicler's description of 
Solomon's anointing is taken into account, whether it is meant to be a description of the 
same event as in 1 Kgs 1:39 or not, see Williamson (1982:187). 1 Chr 29:23 says, 
"Then Solomon sat on the throne of the Lord, succeeding his father David as king". 
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Why, then, was the anointing of Solomon given this sacral legitimation? 
A likely answer lies in the fact that divine anointing appears in the OT 
when a new dynasty or some form of irregular succession is involved. 
Jehu, the only king in Northern Israel who is said to have been anointed, 
foundered a new dynasty. Saul was the first king, which could have legiti-
mated the story of his anointing, and David certainly had no dynastic prin-
ciple to appeal to. This explains why he was anointed analogously with 
Saul and possibly also described as adopted by him.74 

An interesting parallel can be found in an inscription from Harran by 
Nabonidus. He became king in Babylon without being capable of claiming 
any dynastic principle.75 This forced him to argue for his place on the 
throne by other means, namely by a sacral legitimation: 

Sin, the lord of all the gods and goddesses residing in heaven, 
have come down from heaven to (me) Nabonidus, king of 
Babylon! For me, Nabonidus, the lonely one who has nobody, in 
whose (text: my) heart was no thought of kingship, the gods and 
goddesses prayed (to Sin) and Sin called me to kingship.76 

What is interesting about this text is that when Nabonidus lacked the proper 
dynastic origin, he turned to the realm of the sacred to legitimate his king-
ship. He also emphasizes that he personally was passive in the process and 
that the gods took the initiative. 

The sacral legitimation of Solomon's anointing was therefore a way to 
counter the irregularities in Solomon's succession to the throne. 

After the anointing, Solomon is brought back to sit on the throne. This 
might be called a coronation, although no stress is laid on it by the narrator. 
It is only referred to in vv. 35 and 46, and is omitted in the narrator's own 
report. This indicates that the anointing is more important in 1 Kgs 1 than 
the placing of Solomon on the throne. The anointing at Gihon is the climax 
of the outworking of David's orders, both geographically, temporally and 
literary. That Solomon is said to sit on David's throne after the anointing 
indicates what the anointing was supposed to accomplish, namely to make 
Solomon the legitimate king after David. 

So far, the focus of this analysis has been upon the sacral character of 
Solomon's anointing. To balance this presentation, the case of Adonijah 

Here it is no longer David's throne that Solomon occupies but God's, which makes the 
divine approval of his kingship explicit. 
74 So Ishida (1977:61-2). 
75 So Hallo & Simpson (1971:147). 
76 ANEI' (562). 
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will be taken into consideration. He is called king by Nathan in v. 11 and 
by Bathsheba in v. 18, which is apparently accomplished by other means 
than an act of anointing. In v. 5 Adonijah displays his intention, and this is 
worked out in v. 9 through a banquet for all his friends and loyal sup-
porters. The . banquet is further referred to in v. 19 by Bathsheba and in 
v. 25 by Nathan to support the fact that Adonijah has indeed made himself 
king. A final, climactic factor is also mentioned by Nathan in v. 24, namely 
the acclamation by Adonijah's supporters. Apparently, the narrator felt no 
difficulty in giving Adonijah as well as David the epithet King, and he later 
also ascribes the title to Solomon. In order to make a fundamental differ-
ence between these aspirations, it is specified who shall be king "after 
David". What decides the issue is David's adherence in v. 30 to the 
promise he has made to Bathsheba, namely that her son, Solomon, shall 
indeed be king after him. 77 

It then becomes interesting to ask what it is that actually frightens 
Adonijah. The first thing that Jonathan mentions in his speech to Adonijah 
in v. 43 is that "David has made Solomon king!"/8 and not that Solomon 
has been anointed, which could have been expected. Then J onathan 
describes how the different parties have shown loyalty to David and by 
implication to Solomon; the prophet Nathan by attending the anointing, the 
priest Zadok by performing the act, the body-guard by following Solomon 
and the people by their acclamation and joy. The decision of David is 
therefore described as the decisive factor behind Solomon's accession to 
the throne, and it is recognized as such by Adonijah. 

The anointing of Solomon therefore served a propagandistic purpose by 
showing that his place on the throne has not been taken unlawfully or 
against the will of David.79 However, there was nothing this piece of pro-
paganda could do in relation to the dynastic principle concerning the first-
born's right to the throne. It could only emphasize the factors mentioned 
above, namely that Solomon was rightfully made king because of an oath 
taken by David, and that the anointing was performed as a sacral act. This 

77 Cf. Jones (1990:53), who holds that this promise was a fabrication made by Nathan 
and Bathsheba in order to manipulate the senile king into keeping a promise he had 
never made. However, Jones has a rather slender base upon which to draw such a con-
clusion since it is an argument from silence, and especially since Nathan and Bathsheba 
then become two rather dubious figures. 
78 My translation. 
79 For the term 'propaganda', see Whitelam (1986:166). He defines it as "the process 
by which a particular worldview (ideology) is disseminated to a specific audience. It is 
most effective when that worldview reinforces or confirms beliefs or attitudes already 
held- although often unconsciously- by the audience." 
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dual legitimation was necessary because Solomon was after all a son of 
David, and therefore not a clear-cut usurper. The question of proper dyn-
astic succession, therefore, had to be dealt with and the decision of David 
was given as the answer. Behind this more civil legitimation was put the 
sacral, as a form of double security for the legitimation of Solomon's 
accession to the throne. 80 

What remained, then, was a modified form of the dynastic principle. 
Both the act of royal anointing and the dynastic principle of primogeniture 
were modified in order to fit together; the anointing was emphasized as 
sacral, and the dynastic principle was made dependent on the choice of 
David. Just because the sacral legitimation is emphasized to such an extent 
in 1 Kgs 1, however, does not necessarily mean that it did not exist earlier. 
It could just as well have been the case that it was brought forward in 1 
Kgs 1 because it was felt needed in order to legitimate the anointing. 

It was found above, regarding the anointings in 2 Sam 2:4; 5:3 and 
19:11, that the verb "anoint" is used causatively in the phrase "anoint PN 
king". In this particular case there is no such use of the verb, and instead 
the act of anointing is described as similar to the divine anointings in 1 
Sam 10:1 and 16:13. On the other hand, when the subject of the anointing 
in 1 Kgs 1:39 is spelled out as being the priest Zadok, it can hardly be said 
to be in contrast with the earlier texts where the phrase "anoint PN king" is 
used. In this respect 1 Kgs 1 :39 differs from the divine anointings, since 
they are described as being performed by a prophet. The stock phrase 
"anoint PN king" is then deliberately avoided in favour of a description of 
the actual anointing. 

The purpose behind the different terminology in 1 Kgs 1:39 resides in its 
propagandistic tendency. There are simply no elders and certainly no 
people who can legitimately authorize the anointing of Solomon. At the 
same time, the anointing is described as a sacral act, although the descrip-
tion is given a veiled and indirect form. The description of the anointing in 
1 Kgs 1:39 thereby functions as a hinge between the civil and the sacral 
legitimation. By emphasizing the fact that Solomon was anointed accord-
ing to the proper legal convention, e.g. by a priest, and by the order of 
David, a civil legitimation is indicated. By describing how a priest per-
forms the act by means of holy oil, accompanied by a prophet and at a 
iocai sanctuary, the door is opened to a sacral legitimation as well.81 

80 See e.g. Kuan (1990:35), who also notes the presence of both civil and sacral 
legitimations. 
81 See Mettinger (1976:201-2) for a similar view. 
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Therefore, the legal function of the anointing of Solomon is severely 
restricted by the fact that it has a propagandistic tendency in describing 
what is actually a usurpation. The ordinary legal authority, which autho-
rized the anointing and thus legitimated the king-making process, is not 
present. This made the anointing void of any proper legal function. 

2.7.3.8 1 Kings 19:15-16 and 2 Kings 9:3,6 

In 1 Kgs 19:15-16 Elijah the prophet receives a divine command to anoint 
the Israelite king Jehu, the Aramean king Hazael and his own successor, 
Elisha. It is interesting to note the interchangeability between the anointing 
of kings and the anointing of a prophet's successor. It implies that anoint-
ing could be understood to signal more than just transference of kingly 
status. 

1 Kgs 19:15 says that (Jmfl§al;ltll "you shall 
anoint Hazael as king over Aram." The expression is a conglomerate of the 
two different forms seen earlier, since the verb "anoint" is used causatively 
yet has the agent as the subject, namely the prophet Elijah. As such it is 
similar to the divine command given to Samuel in 1 Sam 9:16, "and you 
shall anoint him to be nllg1d over my people Israel. "82 As was seen earlier 
regarding the anointings in 1 Sam 10:1 and 16:13, it is a use of the ex-
pression "anoint PN king" which serves to emphasize the divine election. 

The command given to Elijah to anoint Jehu is not carried out by him-
self, but by an unnamed disciple of his in 2 Kgs 9:6. In 2 Kgs 8:13 Elisha 
only notifies Hazael of the fact that he is to be king, without any mention 
of an anointing. There is also no mention of an anointing of Elisha. 

In the description of the anointing of Jehu in 2 Kgs 9:3, 6, the standard 
phrase "anoint PN king" is used. However, since God is given as the 
subject, the anointing is another example of divine anointing. 83 This is 
countered in the text, however, by the use of factors which would imply a 
proper royal anointing with a legal function, not unlike what was found 
earlier regarding the anointing of Solomon in 1 Kgs 1. The major elements 
in implying a legal status are found in v. 13. Jehu's friends, upon hearing 
what has happened, place their mantles under Jehu's feet, blow a horn and 
shout the acclamation, mlllak "Jehu has become king!"84 This is 
meant to give the anointing an official status, however unofficial it might 
have been. 

82 My translation. 
83 See e.g. Minokami (1989:155). See also the similar statement in 2 Chr 22:7. 
84 My translation. 
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If the two pretenders to the throne in 1 Kgs 19:15-16 are compared, an 
interesting similarity is found that might very well lead to the reason for 
the use of the anointing in the command. Jehu had no dynastic principle 
whatsoever to rely on, which makes him a usurper of the throne. Hazael 
was also without any dynastic support, which is evident from the chron-
icles of Shalmanezer Ill, where it says that "Hazael, a commoner (lit.: son 
of nobody), seized the throne".85 It can hardly have been a coincidence that 
both kings which Elijah was told to anoint were usurpers, without any 
dynastic principle to their advantage. This probably shows the reason for 
the insistence on anointing in 1 Kgs 19:15-16. The anointing in this text is 
without the legal function of actually making someone king. Instead it 
strengthens the divine election, which in these cases is very much needed 
since they both took the throne by force. This might also explain why 
Elijah is told to anoint Elisha as his successor. There was no principle of 
succession in passing on the leadership of a prophetic band, which made it 
necessary to legitimate the choice of Elisha. 

The conclusion is, then, that the anointings prescribed in 1 Kgs 19:15-16 
and the one performed in 2 Kgs 9:6 are examples of divine anointing which 
has been found earlier in 1 Sam 10:1 and 16:13. It has no legal function, 
but serves to strengthen the divine election. In these texts the anointing was 
particularly necessary since it concerned the sacral legitimation of usurpers 
and the leader of a prophetic band. 

2.7.3.9 2 Kings 11:12 

This text will be approached by means of its structure, which is delicately 
formed in order to enhance the anointing in v. 12. Throughout vv. 4-19 
there are several occurrences of the epithets "the king's son" and "the 
king", which serves to form a climax in v. 12. In v. 4 the king's son Joash 
is shown to the soldiers. In their eyes he has yet to achieve royal status and 
is therefore not called king. However, in vv. 7, 8, (2) and 11 he is neverthe-
less called king, which is somewhat puzzling. In these cases, however, 
J oash is not actually seen but only referred to as the one who ought to have 
royal status, and hence the epithet is applied. In v. 12a he is again called 
the king's son, since J oash appears in person as the pretender to the throne 
and not yet as the king. Lr1 vv. 14-19 Joash is called king even he 
appears in public, which only goes to show that the shift from being the 
king's son to actual king has taken place in v. 12b-c. 

85 ANET (280). 
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In this apparently climactic part of the narrative, v. 12b-c, a number of 
actions are performed. Joash receives the nezer and the <Mut, he is said to 
be made king and anointed, and he is acclaimed by the bystanders through 
handclapping and shouting. This is the only occurrence of a coronation 
where the king is said to receive the nezer and the <edut. This is not the 
place to go into the difficult question as to what these items actually were 
and what they symbolized, except to say that they must have symbolized 
the royal status, which is why they are mentioned here. 86 As regards the 
other four statements, however, they will have to be analyzed more care-
fully: 

a. wayyamliku 'oto 
b. wayyimsal)uhU 
c. wayyakku-kap 
d. wayyo'meru 

yeb1 hammelek 

a. . .. and they made him king, 
b. and they anointed him, 
c. and they clapped their hands, 
d. and they shouted, 

"long live the king!"87 

The actions in 12c and 12d are performed simultaneously. The relationship 
between 12a and 12b is more subtle, however. The waw at the beginning of 
12b can hardly imply either consecutiveness or simultaneousness. It would 
leave the abstract phrase "and they made him king" in mid-air, beside the 
more concrete statement about anointing which, as has been shown earlier, 
has much to do with king-making. It would be more natural to understand 
the waw at the beginning of wayyimsa}JuhU, "and they anointed him" in 12b 
as epexegetical.88 The meaning would then be, "and they made him king 
by anointing him". The text then contains an explanation of the legal func-
tion of the royal anointing, which is to make someone king. It is by means 
of this anointing that Joash becomes king since, as was seen above, in the 
following context he is referred to as such even when be appears in public. 
This would also mean that the handing over of the nezer and the <edut as 
well as the acclamation are complementary components in the ceremony, 
and do not partake in the actual act of making Joash king. No doubt they 
were necessary in order to make it a legitimate coronation ceremony, but 
their function was complementary to the anointing in making J oash king. 89 

86 Cf. e.g. Mettinger (1976:287-9) and Cogan & Tadmor (1988: 128). 
87 My translation. 
88 So e.g. Wiirthwein (1984:349). See Waltke & O'Connor (1990:551). 
89 See Brettler (1989: 133-4), who notes the prominenc'! of the anointing and how it 
sometimes is the only procedure given for the king-making, which would suggest that 
"it was (one of) the main performative rite(s) of the coronation." Using the terms 'rite' 
and 'ceremony' of cultural anthropology, the anointing is an example of "rituals of 
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The reason why the anointing of Joash is emphasized so strongly arises 
from the fact that it is a matter of conspiracy and usurpation against queen 
Athaliah. In contrast to David and Jehu, however, Joash has the privilege 
of dynastic primogeniture. Nevertheless, the stress on the anointing serves 
propagandistically to strengthen the legitimate role of Joash as king. Other 
strengthening factors are the role of the people in their acclamation and the 
function of the priests, and especially the priest Jehoiada. The role of the 
people is related to the reason why the verb forms in v. 12 are in the plural. 
It seems strange, at first sight, that although the priest Jehoiada is said in 
the first part of v. 12 to hand over the nezer and the 'edut to Joash, he is not 
specified as the one who anoints. The unspecified plural subject in the four 
verb forms in v. 12 is to be inferred from the royal bodyguard mentioned in 
v. 11 and the priests that are presumably present. Afterwards, in v. 13, the 
focus shifts from the coronation scene to Athaliah, who suddenly hears the 
cries of the royal bodyguard and the people, which is the first time the 
people attending the coronation are mentioned. This is meant to strengthen 
the legitimate status of the anointing of Joash, since he has gained the 
approval of the people. It is therefore not without reason that the narrator 
makes Jehoiada recede for a moment in v.12, since the purpose is to show 
the collective and authoritative legitimation of the anointing of Joash, and 
not just the work of a zealous priest.90 

Excursus: An Implicit Plural Subject of' Anoint' in the LXX 

It is interesting to note how the LXX has dealt with this matter of the plural 
forms in 2 Kgs 11:12. It reads avTov, "he made him king" and 

avT6v, "he anointed him". The translator has apparently under-
stood the two plural forms in analogy with the earlier "he 
brought out" and "he gave", probably due to the implicitness of the 
plural subject. The same phenomenon can be found in 2 Sam 5:17. The MT 
has mase}J.(i 'et-dawid lemelek, "they had anointed David king",91 which is 
translated in the LXX as 1<ExptcrTat Aaut8 "David had been 

status transformation", whereas the accompanying acts are "ceremonies confirming the 
social institution involved and demonstrating the individual person's solidarity with the 
institution", Malina (1986:140-3). 
90 Most scholars would argue that it was a priest, and then most likely Jehoiada 
himself, who nevertheless performed the anointing, e.g. Mettinger (1976:145), who 
holds it probable, and Wtirthwein (1984:350), who regards what he calls the priestly 
coronation in v. 12<$ as a later addition. Kutsch (1979:80), however, does not hold that 
a priest performed the anointing. However, since the text does not say explicitly 
whether the priest Jehoiada performed the anointing or not, it would seem best not to 
have a firm opinion, although it is highly likely that he did so. 
91 My translation. 
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anointed king". It seems therefore that the LXX consistently avoids the 
plural forms of "anoint" when the subject is only implied. When such a 
plural subject is mentioned, as in 2 Sam 2:4; 5:3 and 19:11, the LXX has 
the verb in the plural as well. 

This might very well point the way to a solution to the enigma in 1 Kgs 
5:15 (LXX 5:1). The MT says that Hiram sent envoys to Solomon because 
he had heard that >oto ma§el;u1lemelek, "they had anointed him king", but the 
LXXB.L reads that Hiram sent his envoys xp'lom Tov "to anoint 
Solomon".92 It would seem likely that this is yet another instance where the 
LXX tries to avoid the awkward plural miW!]Jii, "they anointed" without an 
explicit subject.93 A supporting fact is that just before the statement in 5:1, 
the LXX has gathered together two statements concerning diplomatic rela-
tions, which in the MT are to be found in different places. In 4:31 the 
marriage between Solomon and the daughter of Pharaoh is referred to, to be 
found in 3:1 in the MT. In 4:32-33 it is described how Pharaoh gives Gezer 
as a dowry, which is found in 9:16-17 in the MT. Apparently these three 
statements concerning diplomatic relations were meant to strengthen the 
importance of Solomon. This, together with the difficult plural forms, then 
lead to the remoulding of 1 Kgs 5:15 in the LXX. 

2.7.3.10 2 Kings 23:30 

This short text describes how the <am-ha'iire$, "the people of the land" make 
Jehoahaz king after his father Josiah. The comment is brief and does not 
tell very much about the circumstances, but it is possible to discern some 
interesting facts. There is no emphasis on a sacral character of this anoint-
ing. Instead it is the collective legitimation by the people that is empha-
sized by the explicit mention of the "people of the land" as the subject of 
the anointing. 

The expression wayyimsel)U 'ot6, "and they anointed him" is similar to, 
though shorter than, what has been found above.94 Then, immediately after-
wards, it says that wayyamllku 'ot6, "and they made him king."95 The 
following phrase, tabat 'abiw, "in place of his father" modifies both the 
preceding phrases.96 This can hardly have been meant as two separate acts 

92 LXXA,O follow the MT, which is probably the result of a later harmonization, see 
Kuan (1990:32). 
93 Some scholars would regard the reading of LXXB.L as original in relation to the MT, 
e.g. Mettinger (1976:225-7), Seybold (1986:50), Hayes & Hooker (1988:43-4) and 
Kuan (1990:31-4). 
94 My translation. 
95 My translation. 
96 Cf. the construction in 1 Kgs 5:15, 'oto ma§e]JU lemelek tal)at 'ab1hii, "they had 
anointed him king in place of his father". 
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performed consecutively. The same conclusion was drawn above regarding 
2 Kgs 11:12, where the two expressions occur in the opposite order. It is 
more likely that the relationship between the two expressions here, as in 2 
Kgs 11:12, is epexegetical,97 which means that "they made him king" is an 
explanation of the earlier "they anointed him". The translation would then 
be: "And then they anointed him, thus making him king after his father." It 
would then be an explicit confirmation of the legal function of the royal 
anointing, namely to accomplish the royal status of Jehoahaz. 

Why is this anointing referred to at all? The answer lies within the pro-
pagandistic purpose of the text. The narrator went to great pains to under-
line the fact that it was Jehoahaz, and not his elder brother, Eliakim, who 
was anointed. The dynastic right of primogeniture favoured the elder 
brother, which is why it had to be noted that the younger brother was 
actually anointed in the proper manner, i.e., by the authority of the 
cam-hiPere$, the "people ofthe land".98 

Who actually performed this anointing is as unimportant to the narrator 
as it was found to be concerning the anointings of David in 2 Sam 2:4 and 
5:3, and of Joash in 2 Kgs 11:12. 

Excursus: Anointing in Psalms 45:8; 89:21 and 105:15 

Ps 45:8 This is a psalm about the king, v. 2. It praises his qualities and 
encourages him to uphold justice in his kingdom. In v. 8 there is a reference 
to an anointing of the king. In order to understand that anointing, however, 
it must be placed in the larger context of two similar statements in vv. 3 
and 7: 

V. 3 CaJ-ken berakkll' elOh1m 
Je<6Jllm 

v. 7 ks>k.'J9 'eloh1m <6Jllm wll<ed 
V. 8 <aJ-ken mesll}Jifkll 'e]Oh1m 

'elOhekll semen slls6n 
me]Jiiberekll 

97 See Waltke & O'Connor (1990:551). 

Therefore, God has blessed you 
forever. 
God has enthroned you forever and ever. 
Therefore God, your God, has anointed 
you with the oil of gladness, 
beyond your companions. 100 

98 Cf. Mettinger (1976:129-30): "As attested by 2 R 23,30 and Jer eh. 34 the power of 
the a.h. was a 'constitutional' check on governmental authority in Judah. The participa-
tion of the a.h. in the royai investitures agrees with what we know of the investitures of 
Saul and David, and so there is a remarkable continuity in this respect." 
99 I read ks'k as a denominative piel, as proposed by Dahood (1966:273) and accepted 
by Craigie (1983:336-7). For the denominative function ofpiel, see Nyberg (1952:222) 
and Waltke & O'Connor (1990:410-14, esp. 413). For other alternatives, see Kraus 
(1978:487). 
100 My translation. 
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If in v. 7 is read as a denominative piel of "throne" there is a triad 
of divine actions related to the king in vv. 3, 7 and 8.101 In v. 3 God is said 
to have blessed the king, which is an allusion backward to v. 2, as a con-
sequence of his beauty, and forward to vv. 4-6, as an explanation for his 
success in battle. In v. 7 the king is said to have been enthroned by God. 
The basis for the enthronement is given in the second half of the verse, 
namely because justice rules in the land. This relationship between the 
legitimacy of a king and his desire for justice can be found throughout the 
ancient Near East.102 In v. 8 God, who is given added emphasis by the 
double mention, is said to have anointed the king. The reason for it is found 
in v. 7, namely that the king loves justice and hates evil. It is also stated in 
v. 8 that God has anointed the king with §emen sils6n, "the oil of gladness", 
which means "oil that brings happiness", or possibly "oil connected with 
happiness". The oil referred to is the oil used in the anointing ceremony, 
and the happiness refers to the joyous acclamation which accompanied the 
royal anointing, as seen above concerning 1 Sam 10:24; 1 Kgs 1 :25, 39 and 
2 Kgs 11:12. The fact that the anointing of the king has been made "beyond 
your companions" indicates the election inherent in the making of a king. 
The conclusion is that the anointing spoken of in Ps 45:8 is the anointing of 
the king. That God is said to be the subject of the anointing shows that it is 
used to express the divine election of the king. Similar examples of divine 
anointings were found earlier in 1 Sam 10:1; 16:13 and 2 Kgs 9:3, 6. 

Ps 89:21 This text contains a similar expression to the one found in Ps 
45:8: mil$il't1 dilwid 'atxn be§emen qodS1 me§al)llw, "I have found my servant 
David; with my holy oil I have anointed him". The subject of the anointing 
of David is God, which recalls 1 Sam 10:1 where God is said to anoint Saul 
and above all 2 Sam 12:7. In the first half of v. 21, God is said to have 
"found" David, implying a search for and selection of the proper candidate 
for the throne. Another important point in this text is the mention of the 
"holy oil" by which God is said to have anointed David. The surprising fact 
here is the combination of phraseology otherwise known from theological 
comments concerning divine election of kings and the priestly terminology 
found in Exod 30:25, where it is called "holy anointing oil". This might 
indicate a mingling of traditions, as well as the continuance of the practice 
of keeping this particular anointment oil in the sanctuary. The same oil 
which was used to anoint kings was then probably also used to anoint 
priests as well as cultic objects. 

Ps 105:15 The use of anointing to designate election is extended further 
in this text when God calls the patriarchs meSl}Jay, "my anointed ones". The 
patriarchs are earlier in vv. 6 and 11-12 said to have had a special relation-
ship to God as his elected ones. Since divine anointing refers to divine 
election of kings, it has here been transferred to designate divine election of 
the patriarchs as well. There is also a similarity between the inviolability of 

101 So Dahood (1966:273). 
102 Cf. de Vaux (1961:146). 
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the divinely chosen king and the divine command in v. 15: "Do not touch 
my anointed ones; do my prophets no harm." The patriarchs are also called 
prophets in v. 15b, another group which is well-known for having a special 
relationship with God.103 As was the case above regarding God's command 
to Elijah to anoint his successor Elisha in 1 Kgs 19:16, the anointing could 
be used to emphasize the divine election of prophets. 

Excursus: Priestly Anointing 

According to Exod 28:41; 29:7 and Lev 8:12, the priests were installed in 
their office through the act of anointing as well as through the filling of 
hands.104 This is clearly a case of cultic law, which is not the subject of this 
analysis.105 Nevertheless, there are some interesting points to be made in 
relation to royal anointing.106 The texts which describe the priestly anoint-
ing stress the particular oil that is used. This sacral oil reminds one of the 
oil which Zadok brought from the tent-sanctuary in 1 Kgs 1:39. The 
priestly traditions describe the oil used as the semen hammisl)a, "the anoint-
ing oil", 107 or semen misl)at-qodes, "sacred anointing oil", 108 which even 
receives a detailed description of its composition and proper use in Exod 
30:22-33. There is also an interesting expression in Exod 28:41: umi1sal)ti1 
>otf1m umille'til 'et-yi1di1m weqiddastil 'Otilm wekihifnu n, "and (you) shall 
anoint them and ordain them and consecrate them, so that they may serve 
me as priests." The first two statements regarding the anointing and the 
handfilling, here translated "ordain", refer to concrete acts, while the third 
statement explains the aforementioned acts. The fourth statement explains 
the new status and function of the anointed and thus consecrated priests. 
The last two statements then function explicatively in relation to the afore-
mentioned acts. This is made more explicit in Exod 29:36, concerning the 
consecration of the altar, 11mi1sal)ti1 'ot6leqaddes6, "and (you) shall anoint it, 
to consecrate it" and similarly Lev 8:12, by marking the purpose of the 

103 Another, very common expression is mil§ial) yhwh, "the Lord's anointed one". 
Besides referring to the king, it also expresses the divine election of God's own people, 
Hab 3:13, see de Moor (1990:133, n. 145), or even foreign kings, Isa 45:1. For the use 
of this expression, see e.g. Kutsch (1963:60-3), Mettinger (1976:191), Seybold 
(1986:52-8) and Brettler (1989:35). 
104 No satisfying explanation has as yet been given to this expression. Some form of 
symbolic act was probably performed, analogously to the anointing, see e.g. Gorman 
(1990: 128). Whether the expression gives any clues to the procedure of the act is uncer-
tain, however. 
105 See e.g. Gorman (1990:118-20). 
106 For an analysis regarding the relationship between the anointings in Exod 29 and 
Lev 8, see Walkenhorst (1969:44-55). 
107 E.g. Exod 25:6; 29:7; Lev 8:2; Num 4:16. 
108 Exod 30:25,31. There are some variants of this formulation where qOdes, "sacred" 
is replaced, in Lev 10:7 with yhwh and in Lev 21:12 with 'elohilyw, "his God". 
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anointing with the preposition le. 109 In Exod 29:44 it says that "Aaron also 
and his sons I will consecrate, to serve me as priests", but later on in Exod 
30:30 it says that "You shall anoint Aaron and his sons, and consecrate 
them, in order that they may serve me as priests." The subject of the verb 
"consecrate" is then said to be both God and Moses. Moses is the agent of 
the consecration as the performer of the anointing and handfilling which 
achieves the consecration. However, the actual consecration is done by 
God, which is why he is also the subject. A similar case was found above 
regarding royal anointing, when it was given subjects both in the plural and 
in the singular, and both God and a human appeared as subjects. The 
differences to be noted here are that in the priestly tradition God is never 
said to have anointed a priest, and the verb "anoint" is always used with a 
human subject and never causatively, as in the royal anointings.U0 The 
conclusion is that, although the descriptions of the royal and priestly 
anointings vary somewhat, they are very much the same. This is relevant 
for the historical explanation below. 

2.7.4 Historical Explanation 

The historical explanation of the legal symbolic act of royal anointing 
remains very much in the dark. One possible way of explaining the relation 
between the performance of the act and its legal function, however, is to 
focus on the practice of anointing the head. m The Sumerians already in 
their time had the custom of shaving their heads in order to keep free of 
lice and wear wigs instead. This hygienic use was then transferred to the 
sphere of priestly rituals, where it served to symbolize cultic purity. The 
priest therefore came to be called in Akkadian "the anointed", from 
the verb "anoint". The act of anointment was then used to conse-
crate the priests into their office, and similarly as a means of installing the 
king into his office. The act of making someone king would then have been 
expressed visually by means of the anointing. 

109 See Gorman (1990:119). 
110 See Seybold (1986:52). 
lll The following explanation is based on Jacobsen (1987:3). See also Pardee 
( 1977: 17) for a similar line of reasoning. 
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2.7.5 Summary and Conclusions 

1. The anointing was performed by pouring a container of oil over the 
head. In the only text which describes the procedure for a royal anointing 
with an intended legal function, namely 1 Kgs 1:39, a priest performs the 
act. This was probably the case in all royal anointings with a legal function. 

2. Anointing with a legal function is known from extra-biblical material, 
although not with the same frequency as in the OT. From Ugarit traces 
have been found of what might be a reference to a royal anointing of Baal. 
According to the Amama-letters, the Egyptian Pharaoh had his vassals 
anointed as a way of installation. The description of the anointing does not, 
however, mention who actually performed the act, but only that the 
Pharaoh legitimated it. Among the Hittites, royal anointing was apparently 
practised. The descriptions, although fragmentary, have the same implicit 
plural subject of the act of anointing as in the OT. This shows that the texts 
were more interested in the legitimating factor behind the anointing than 
who actually performed the act. 

3. Royal anointing is portrayed as the climax of king-making in the OT. 
The best argument for this is the explicative relationship between the two 
expressions "they anointed him" and "they made him king" in 2 Kgs 11:12 
and 23:30, and interestingly enough also in one of the Amama letters, EA 
51:6-7. By this connection, a common reference is given for these two 
expressions, which indicates that by means of anointing the person in 
question was indeed made king. The legal function of royal anointing was 
therefore to accomplish the royal status of someone. 

4. The proper royal anointing needed a civil legitimation in order to fulfil 
its legal function, as in 2 Sam 2:4; 5:3; 19:11; 2 Kgs 11:12 and 23:30. 
When a sacral legitimation was given, as in 1 Sam 10:1; 16:13 and 1 Kgs 
19:15-16, no legal function was involved. The divine anointing was 
modelled in these latter texts after the proper royal anointing and served to 
emphasize the divine election. In 1 Kgs 1 :39 an attempt was made to pro-
vide the anointing of Solomon with both a civil and a sacral legitimation. 
As a royal anointing, however, it failed to fulfil the requirements for 
accomplishing the legal function of making Solomon king. 
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5. Royal anointing is only mentioned when there is a case of irregular 
succession to the throne. The allusion to an anointing is meant to 
strengthen the legitimate royal status of the king in question. This is found 
in 2 Sam 2:4 and 5:3 since David was not in any way related to Saul, in 1 
Kgs 1:39 since Solomon was the younger brother, in 2 Sam 19:11 since 
Absalom was a usurper, in 2 Kgs 11:12 since Queen Athaliah was still on 
the throne and in 2 Kgs 23:30 since Jehoahaz was the younger brother. It is 
also found in the texts which describe divine anointing, namely 1 Sam 
10:1, since Saul was the first king, in 1 Sam 16:13 for the same reasons 
regarding David as given above and in 1 Kgs 19:15-16, since Jehu and 
Hazael were usurpers and Elisha the successor of a prophet. 

6. The priestly anointing served to consecrate priests to their cultic service. 
The legal function of the act was therefore part of cultic law. The formula-
tion of the description of priestly anointing shows several parallels to the 
way the royal anointing is described. 

7. The historical explanation of the royal anointing could very well be 
based on the old custom of anointing the head to keep it free from lice. It 
was then used as a symbolic form of achieving cultic purity, which served 
to install the priest into his office. This use of anointing, namely to 
visualize and accomplish the installation of a person into an office, would 
then have been used for the installation of kings as well. 



2.8 Grasping the Horns of the Altar 

2.8.1 Introduction 

The legal symbolic act of grasping the horns of the altar is naturally 
connected with the possibility of achieving asylum at the sanctuary.1 The 
following analysis of the act will also bring attention to other intricate 
questions. 

There may be an allusion to this act in Exod 21:12-14, which is the law 
that prescribes the conditions under which the right to asylum could or 
could not be claimed. However, it is only in 1 Kgs 1:50 and 2:28 that we 
find actual occurrences of the act. The problem is, however, that the legis-
lation in Exod 21:12-14 does not seem to concur with the circumstances 
surrounding the two examples of the act in 1 Kgs 1:50 and 2:28. Further-
more, the fact that homed altars are thus far a Palestinian phenomenon 
explains why no relevant extra-biblical examples of the act are available. 2 

2.8.2 Procedure 

In Exod 21:12-14 there is most likely an allusion to this symbolic act. The 
person seeking asylum is said in v. 14 to be taken me'im mizbel)1, "from my 
altar". This probably implies that the person in question has earlier taken 
hold of the horns of the altar.3 

The expression used for describing the symbolic act in 1 Kgs 1 :50 and 
2:28 is straightforward enough. The person seeking asylum entered the 
shrine, went up to the altar and took hold of its horns. However, it is uncer-
tain whether the person seeking asylum used one or both hands and, if he 
used both hands, whether he took hold of one horn or two. The expression 
used in I Kgs 1:50 and 2:28, wayyal)iizeq beqamot hammizbeal), "and he 
grasped the horns of the altar"4 argues for that two horns were grasped. It 

1 For the function and use of asylum in the OT, see Lohr (1930), Nicolsky (1930), 
Greenberg (1959) and Houtman (1990). 
2 See Aharoni (1974), DeVries (1987:31) and Mazar (1990:500) for various horned 
altars found in Palestine. For homed incense altars found at the ancient Philistine city of 
Ekron, now Tel Miqne, see Gitin (1989:32-5, 46, 50). For an inventory of horned 
incense altars, see Zwickel (1990: 110-28). There could be earlier examples of horned 
altars from Mesopotamia, but the material is not clear, see Goff (1963:34-5). For 
horned buildings in the ancient Near East, see Potts (1990). 
3 So e.g. Houtman (1990:19). 
4 My translation. 
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could also be referring to one of the horns indeterminately.5 However, the 
text may also be indeterminate as to whether one or two horns are grasped. 

2.8.3 Legal Function 

2.8.3.1 Exodus 21:12-14 

In Exod 21:12-14, three assertions are made. Firstly, he who intentionally 
kills another person will himself die, v. 12. Secondly, he who kills unin-
tentionally will be shown an escape route, v. 13, thus making an exception 
to the earlier law in v. 12. Thirdly, returning to the statement in v. 12, it is 
explained in v. 14 that the way of escape in v. 13 does not apply to the one 
who has killed intentionally.6 This third assertion is then the negative 
counterpart of the one in v. 13.7 

Verse 13, "I will appoint for you a place to which the killer may flee", 
might allude to the cities of asylum described in Num 35:9-29, Deut 
4:41-43 and 19:1-13.8 However this may be, the word for "place", mllqom, 
is further specified by the mentioning of the altar in v. 14.9 The right of 
asylum is then connected to the altar. 

The following phrase in v. 14, me'im mizbe}J.1 tiqqll}J.enna lllmut, "you shall 
take him from my altar, that he may die"10 is somewhat unusual, since it 
does not say who would perform the execution. This is probably due to the 
fact that the accused was turned over to the family of his victim to suffer 
blood vengeance, according to Deut 19:11-12.U The phrase probably 
means that in order for the instructed execution in v. 12 to be carried out 

5 See GKC (400). 
6 Cf. LOhr (1930:35) who considers it an attempt to come to grips with an abuse of the 
law of asylum at the altar. 
7 Verses 13-14 are usually regarded as secondary, so e.g. Schwienhorst-Schtinberger 
(1990:40-2) with further discussion and literature. Osumi (1991:122) holds that 
vv. 13-14 were added in a literary stage in the history of the formation of the law. Otto 
(1988:32) holds that the law in v. 12 originally belonged to family law. Verses 13-14 
were then added through a traditio-historical process. Since vv. 13-14 put a limit to the 
blood-revenge presupposed in v. 12, vv. 12-14 thus came to be related to the local 
jurisdiction. 
8 See e.g. Greenberg ( 1959) for a treatment of these cities. 
9 Schwienhorst-Schtinberger (1990:40-1) explains the use of these terms as due to the 
fact that God does not erect an altar, but he may appoint a place, whereas man erects an 
altar to God. Salmon (1969:161-3) interprets the mllqom, "place" as a permanent place 
of rescue, whereas the altar is only a temporary measure. This is, however, an unlikely 
reading of the text. 
10 My translation. 
11 So e.g. Schwienhorst-Schtinberger (1990:123). 
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the killer had to be removed from the altar, since it would otherwise be 
considered a sacrilege.12 

2.8 .3 .2 1 Kings 1 :50 

1 Kgs 1 describes how Adonijah makes a claim to ascend the throne after 
his father David and how he invites his allies in this attempt to a banquet, 
v. 41. When they are told that Solomon has become king, vv. 43-48, the 
gathering is dispersed, v. 49. Adonijah considers his life threatened with 
Solomon now on the throne, and goes to the temple to take hold of the 
horns of the altar, v. 50. The act thereby implies asylum from capital 
punishment. 

Adonijah subsequently makes it clear that Solomon must swear an oath 
to him that he will not be executed. This rash claim of Adonijah to an oath 
is, however, deliberately counterbalanced by several factors introduced by 
the narrator. Firstly, Adonijah calls Solomon king, v. 51, thereby accepting 
his claim to the throne. Secondly, Adonijah calls himself a servant of the 
king in v. 51, thereby subjugating himself to Solomon. Thirdly, when the 
two meet in v. 53, Adonijah shows his total surrender by prostrating 
himself in front of Solomon. The oath demanded by Adonijah from 
Solomon is therefore in reality transformed into a plea for pardon. 

Solomon's answer in v. 52 is somewhat ambiguous. It could be seen as 
the oath which Adonijah demanded, but at the same time it could merely 
be stating the law which governed the possibility of asylum, as it is found 
in Exod 21:12-14. 13 Adonijah apparently accepts this, since he leaves the 
altar to receive his pardon from the king. The striking fact is that it is the 
fear of the wrath of Solomon that makes Adonijah run for the altar, and not 
that he has killed unintentionally. What he is claiming is not, therefore, so 
much the asylum which is open to the one who has killed unintentionally, 
but instead a more general form of asylum at the altar. What was laid down 
in the law of Exod 21:12-14, as applied to unintentional killing, was 
probably only a special case of a wider use of this symbolic act, namely to 
make use of asylum at the altar in a more general sense. This wider use is 
best described as part of customary law, which will be discussed further 

12 Sacrilege is considered here as any dishonour done to the sanctuary, such as killing, 
e.g. 2 Kgs 11:15. 
13 Fokkelmann (1981:379) holds that Solomon "is not prepared to make this oath and 
answers the request for an unconditional statement with two conditional sentences, 
52bc and de." Conroy (1985:62), on the other hand, argues that "the solemn public 
statement of a king may have been regarded as equivalent to an oath." 
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concerning 1 Kgs 2:28 below. 14 The restriction in Exod 21:12-14 is then an 
example where customary law has been limited. Whether this limitation 
was ever put into practice is impossible to determine. 15 

The legal function of the act is thus for Adonijah to accomplish his right 
to asylum at the altar, to the effect that he will indeed be treated fairly by 
Solomon. It has no apparent relation to the legislation in Exod 21:12-14. 

2.8.3.3 1 Kings 2:28 

1 Kgs 2:28-34 describes how Joab fears Solomon because of his support of 
Adonijah, and how he therefore takes hold of the horns of the altar, v. 28. 
Solomon then orders Benaiah to execute him. From Benaiah's argument 
with Joab in v. 30, it is apparent that the execution was not meant to take 
place at the altar, but that Joab had to leave the altar before his execution. 
This he refuses to do, v. 31, and expresses his wish to die at the altar. The 
premeditated murders which J oab is accused of are then described in a 
speech by Solomon, vv. 31-33, who subsequently has Joab killed at the 
altar, v. 34. 

It is interesting to note, in relation to 1 Kgs 1 :50, that when Solomon 
needs a reason to remove Joab from the altar he appears to follow the law 
in Exod 21: 12-14, namely that he who has committed premeditated murder 
cannot be guarded by asylum of the altar. 16 However, there are some 
problems that occur at this point. Why could Joab not be removed from the 
altar when he was accused of premeditated murder, since this was allowed 
by the law in Exod 21:12-14? Also, if Joab was aware of this accusation 
and that the law in Exod 21:12-14 was applicable, why did he take refuge 
at the altar, knowing that it would be of no avail? The answers to these 
questions lie in the fact that there is a discrepancy between the reason why 
Joab sought refuge at the altar and the reason Solomon provides for killing 
Joab. Joab is asking for asylum in general, based on the sanctity of the 
altar, 17 whereas Solomon refers to the law in Exod 21:12-14, which makes 

14 Similarly Houtman (1990:42), who holds that Solomon's actions in 1 Kgs 1-2 are 
based on customary law and not on the law in Exod 21:12-14. Nicolsky (1930:149) 
recognized this distinction between a customary law that allowed asylum indiscrimi-
nately, and the innovation ofExod 21:12-14, which limited the right to asylum. 
15 Houtman (1990:38) holds that Exod 21:12-14 describes the desired legal practice, 
which was not necessarily applied. 
16 That the act in 1 Kgs 2:28 does mirror the law in Exod 21:12-14 is held by e.g. 
Phillips (1970:100), Childs (1974:470) and Whitelam (1979:153). 
17 This is usually overlooked by scholars. Whitelam (1979:153) holds that it appears 
evident that the right to asylum was not automatic. However, if it was the law in Exod 
21:12-14 that provided the legal justification of Joab's execution, why could Joab not 
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an exception from the general right to asylum at the altar. However, 
Solomon's use of this law fails to be applied appropriately since Joab is not 
removed from the altar.18 This makes it likely that Solomon's use of the 
law in Exod 21:12-14 in order to execute Joab at the altar is actually an 
attempt to justify both murder and sacrilege. It is left undecided here 
whether this attempt to whitewash Solomon was of his own doing, 19 the 
work of a contemporary author, or a later deuteronomistic author or 
redactor. Whoever made this attempt at a justification, however, did not 
conceal the fact that Joab appeals to a general form of asylum, which could 
only be broken by committing sacrilege and murder. 

The legal function of the act of grasping the horns of the altar by Joab is 
then the same as was found in 1 Kgs 1:50, namely to accomplish the right 
to asylum at the altar. The legal function of the act apparently had no con-
nection to the law in Exod 21:12-14, since Joab does not seem to be aware 
of its relevance. It is more likely that the application of the law is an 
attempt to justify Solomon's behaviour. 

2.8.4 Historical Explanation 

The most profound symbolism of the altar is the divine presence. In order 
for the altar to be suitable for the divine presence, however, it must be con-
secrated with blood, Lev 4:7, 18, 25, 30, 34; 8:15; 9:9 and 16:18. In all 
these instances the blood is put on the horns of the altar, which means that 
the horns represent the whole altar. There are also some texts which might 
show the way to a further symbolic meaning of the horns of the altar. 

According to Amos 3:14, the judgement would cause the horns of the 
altars of Bethel to be cut off. This could mean that the possibility of asy-
lum would cease to be available.20 The horns then symbolize the possibility 
of rescue, inherent in the institution of asylum at the altar. Alternatively, it 
could be held that by cutting off the horns any proper use of the altar was 

have been removed from the altar, as the law stated? And why is he said to have gone 
there in the ftrst place? 
18 It is the discrepancy between the execution at the altar in 1 Kgs 2:34 and the law in 
Exod 21:12-14, together with the fact that King Solomon himself interacts with the pro-
ceedings, that make Houtman (1990:42) draw the conclusion that Solomon's action is 
not based on the law in Exod 21:12-14. 
19 See e.g. Whitelam (1979:152-4), who notes the pretence of monarchical judicial 
authority to function within the law when it strove to remove dangerous rivals: "The 
fact that this execution laid strong claim to legal justification does not detract from the 
view that the ulterior motives behind the act were all important." 
20 So e.g. Soggin (1987:65) and Andersen & Freedman (1989:411). 
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made impossible.21 The horns would then refer to the altar itself and, in 
extension, to the cultic practices attached to it. This interpretation is 
supported by the fact that the cutting off of the horns stands in parallelism 
with the preceding phrase in v. 14, "I will punish the altars of Bethel". This 
phrase is, incidentally, also in parallelism with yet another preceding 
phrase in v. 14, "On the day I punish Israel for its transgressions". The 
three statements then go from the general "Israel" to the more specific 
"altars" to the particular, "the altar". This latter view is therefore to be 
preferred. 

In Jer 17:1 the prophet comments ironically on the sins of the people, 
"with a diamond point it is engraved ... on the horns of their altars". The 
relationship between people and God cannot be re-established as long as 
their sins defile the very center of the divine presence. However, there is no 

all . 1 . th. 22 reason to see an uston to asy urn m IS text. 
In Ps 18:3 (= 2 Sam 22:3) God is described as qeren-yi§'f, "the horn of 

my salvation", which means "the horn that saves me". Since the act of 
grasping the horns of the altar could achieve asylum, the horns came to 
symbolize that which rescues. When this was applied to God's salvation in 
Ps 18:3, God is metaphorically described as the horn which saves. 

The horns of the altar thus symbolize the divine presence. The act of 
grasping the horns was a way of taking hold of not only the horns physi-
cally, but also the divine presence. The act would then be based on the 
belief that God protects those who seek refuge with him, and that his 
sanctuary is therefore a place of asylum. It is probable that the horns in this 
way also came to symbolize the possibility of rescue. The act of grasping 
the horns would then be a way of taking hold of the possibility of rescue. 
This historical explanation of the act would then make it understandable 
why the procedure of grasping the horns of the altar was connected to the 
legal function of accomplishing asylum at the altar. 

21 So e.g. Stuart (1987:332). Wolff (1969:239) suggests both possibilities. 
22 See Carroll (1986:349), who considers the horns as signs of cultic protection in 
asylum to be used here as signs of Judah's sin. 
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2.8.5 Summary and Conclusions 

1. The act was performed by grasping one or more of the horns of the altar 
in the sanctuary. 

2. The legal function of the act of grasping the horns of the altar is to 
accomplish the performer's right to asylum at the altar. 

3. Both Adonijah, in 1 Kgs 1:50, and Joab, in 2:28, are trying to avoid 
Solomon's revenge by seeking rescue at the altar. These examples of the 
act do not show any relation to the law in Exod 21:12-14, but appear to be 
based on a more general right to asylum at the altar. 

4. The attempt to justify Solomon's behaviour in executing Joab by making 
use of the law in Exod 21:12-14 is not a correct description, but an attempt 
to free Solomon from accusations of murder and sacrilege. 

5. The historical explanation of the act is based on the fact that the horns of 
the altar symbolized God's presence. Since God was believed to help those 
who seek refuge with him, the horns came to symbolize divine rescue as 
well. By grasping the horns of the altar, a person was then invoking what 
they symbolized, namely the possibility of rescue. 



2.9 Transferring the Mantle 

2.9.1 Introduction 

Some of the acts that are studied in this analysis are clearer than others, as 
far as their legal characters are concerned, because their contexts are 
unambiguously legal. Others, like in the present case, produce difficulties 
since their contexts are not primarily legal. This is the case as well with the 
other act connected with a mantle in this analysis, namely to cover the 
woman with a mantle. Even further removed from a legal function are acts 
such as to grasp or to cut the hem of the mantle. 

The reason for not including the acts of grasping or cutting the hem of the 
mantle in this analysis is that the occurrences of these acts in the OT do not 
describe the acts as having a legal function. Furthermore, the acts as they 
are described do not even exemplify a reusing of a legal symbolic act. 1 The 
act by Saul in 1 Sam 15:27, as well as the act mentioned in Zech 8:23, are 
examples of a symbolic act which symbolizes subordination and supplica-
tion.2 The symbolic act by David in 1 Sam 24:5 displays authority over 
Saul. 3 In neither of these cases is there any reason to see a reusing of a legal 
symbolic act in a non-legal context. 

The text that will be studied here is 1 Sam 18:4, where Jonathan transfers 
his mantle to David. The major difficulty with this act is whether or not a 
legal function has been associated with the performance of the act. 

Because there is only one text to study regarding this legal symbolic act, 
and even that text is without a proper legal context, extra-biblical material 
will be used that refer to a similar act with a legal function. 

2.9.2 Performance 

The performance of the act in 1 Sam 18:4 is clear enough. Jonathan takes 
off his me'11, the outer mantle, his maddii, the mantle worn below, his bow, 
sword and belt, and hands them over to David. The text stresses the fact 

1 For a non-legal use of the act of grasping the hem of the mantle, see KIU 1.6.II:9-11, 
cf. Greenstein (1982), and Ahiqar 171. For a legal use, see KA/215:11 and the various 
texts in Malul (1988:420-31). For legal uses of cutting the hem of the garment, see 
Malul (1988:139-59, 197-208). For the use of these different acts in ancient Near 
Eastern diplomacy, see Munn-Rankin (1956:85, 91-2). 
2 So e.g. Brauner (1974:36) and Kruger (1986:112). See also Conrad (1969) for a 
somewhat different view. 
3 Cf. Gordon (1980:56). 
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that it was Jonathan himself who took them off by using the hithpael stem 
of the verb, wayyitpa§§e t, which is the only occurrence of the verb pll§a.t in 
this stem. Since the verb is used in the qal stem in 19:24, when Saul is said 
to take off his clothes, it would seem probable that the author wanted to 
stress the independent decision and performance of Jonathan, and that it 
was Jonathan's own belongings that were handed over.4 

Another interesting fact is that Jonathan is said to take off the mantle 
clllllyw, "that he was wearing", which would seem to be a rather super-

fluous comment, especially since the hithpael stem was used immediately 
before to strengthen the reflexive character of the act. The author is there-
fore not only stressing the fact that Jonathan was handing over his mantle 
to David, but the performance as such, namely that Jonathan was accom-
plishing a particular kind of act. Therefore it is important for the author to 
note as well that the mantle which was handed over had to be taken off by 
J onathan himself. The description of the procedure of the act therefore 
argues for the performance of a symbolic act. 

2.9.3 Legal Function 

It has been noted that Jonathan's relation to David is described in 1 Sam 
18:1 and 3 by means of strong emotional terminology, such as "the soul of 
Jonathan was bound to the soul of David';,5 and that "he (Jonathan) loved 
him as his own soul." The use of the verb "love" in this text has been 
considered by some to denote not so much an affectionate relationship but 
a covenant made between them.6 As has been noted by Gordon,? however, 
it is a remarkable fact that almost everyone seems to "love" David in 1 
Sam 18. In v. 16 the whole of Israel and Judah are said to love him, in 
v. 20 Michal does so as well, and in v. 22 Saul secretly has it told to David 
that all the servants of the king love him. It could very well be that Saul is 
the only one not described as lovingly attached to David. However, it is 
interesting to note what is said in v. 2, namely that "Saul took him that day 
and would not let him return to his father's house." This should most likely 
be described as an act of affection on behalf of Saul. It was also stated 
earlier in 16:21 that Saul "loved" David.8 

\ 

4 See Waltke & O'Connor (1990:430), where this example is categorized as indirect 
reflexive. 
5 This expression is only used once more in the OT, namely in Gen 44:30 where it 
describes Jacob's deep paternal affection for Benjamin, see McCarter (1980:305). 
6 So e.g. Thompson (1974) and Ackroyd (1975). 
7 Gordon (1986:159). 
8 It would seem that Saul's appointment of David in v. 5 is not the same as the one in 
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Too much stress therefore must not be put on the use of "love" in this 
text, since the author seems to have had an overall purpose to display 
David as everyone's favorite, and in particular Jonathan's.9 It seems that 
the affection shown towards David by apparently all participants in 1 Sam 
18 is a sign of loyalty and admiration. In this sense, the use of "love" 
might, at most, strengthen the more official ties between David and those 
who love him, and above all, Jonathan.10 

In 18:3 Jonathan and David are said to make a covenant, wayyikrot 
yehc5n3tiln wedawid betlt, which does refer to some form of legal bond on a 
personal basis. The question is, however, whether it is Jonathan who makes 
a covenant with David, 11 or whether they make the covenant together, on 
an equal basis.12 

The former alternative is favoured by the following causal clause, 
"because he loved him as his own soul." This could imply that Jonathan 
was the subject already in the previous clause. On the other hand, this 
alternative would have to consider the waw in wedawid as a case of waw 
concomitantiae, 13 a use which is not elsewhere attested in the phrase "make 
a covenant with someone". Elsewhere the phrase is always constructed by 
means of prepositions, mostly le, 14 cim 15 or The translation would 
then be, "with David". 

The latter alternative interprets the waw in an easier way, but runs into 
trouble with the subsequent causal phrase. On the whole, however, it 
would seem less problematic to choose the latter alternative. The causal 
construction may be due to the fact that it was Jonathan who took the 
initiative to the covenant with David, and nothing more. The covenant is 

v. 13. The former is a sign of affection and approval, the latter an attempt to have him 
killed. 
9 McCarter (1980:342) calls it "the irresistible charm of the man who has Yahweh's 
favor." 
10 Thompson (1974:338) considers the use of "love" in this context as ambiguous, and 
"pregnant with political significance." That may be as far as the comparison with the 
more technical use of the verb will take us. 
11 So e.g. Stoebe (1973:343) and Klein (1983:231-2). Klein considers it implicit, 
although he translates it as "Jonathan and David made a covenant" (1983:171). 
12 So e.g. McCarter (1980:300, 304). 
13 Cf. GKC (484). 
14 E.g. Exod 23:32; 34:12, 15; Deut 7:2; Josh 9:7, 15; 24:25; 1 Sam 11:1; 2 Sam 5:3; 1 
Kgs 20:34; 2 Kgs 11 :4; Ezra 10:3; 1 Chr 11 :3; 2 Chr 21:7. 
15 E.g. Exod 24:8; Deut 4:23; 5:2; 9:9; 29:11, 24; 1 Kgs 8:21; Job 40:28; 2 Chr 6:11; 
23:3. 
16 E.g. Gen 15:18; Deut 5:3; 28:69; 29:13; 2 Sam 3:13; 2 Kgs 17:15, 35; Jer 31:33; 
34:8; Ezek 17:13. 
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therefore meant to be on an equal basis between Jonathan and David, with 
a certain stress on the initiative of JonathanY 

Excursus: The Covenant Between Jonathan and David 

The covenant between Jonathan and David is a thread that runs through a 
large part of 1 and 2 Samuel, beginning here in 1 Sam 18:1-3. A covenant 
is said to be made three times, in 1 Sam 18:3, 20:16, where it refers to the 
immediately preceding oath in v. 12-13, and 23:18. The two latter cases are 
best seen-as a renewal of the original covenant made in 18:3. It is also 
described as an oath that is sworn in 1 Sam 20:17,18 42 and 2 Sam 21:7. 
The covenant is said to be performed "before the Lord" in 1 Sam 23:18 and 
it is called lit. "a covenant of the Lord" in 1 Sam 20:8. As an oath it is said 
to have been "sworn in the name of the Lord" in 1 Sam 20:42, and in 2 Sam 
21:7 it is described as an "oath of the Lord". God is said to be a witness to 
the covenant in 1 Sam 20:23 and 42. David appeals to the covenant made 
by asking Jonathan to perform l)esed, fidelity to the covenant made, in 1 
Sam 20:8, and in 2 Sam 9:3 he refers to his own act of l)esed as l)esed of 
God. 19 The same is done almost immediately afterwards by Jonathan in 1 
Sam 20:14-15. David, finally, describes himself as an <ebed, "servant", of 
Jonathan in 1 Sam 20:7-820 and calls Jonathan his "brother" in 2 Sam 1:26. 
These are references or allusions, some implicit and some explicit, to a 
covenant between David and Jonathan that must have been meant to be 
more than just a sign of affection between friends. It appears to have cre-
ated a bond between the two that could be called upon in times of trouble. 
Adherence to the covenant meant not only help for the other party of the 
covenant personally, but it also included his descendants, as can be seen 
from David' s treatment of Mephibosheth in 2 Sam 9. 

17 Later references to this covenant may support both of the alternatives discussed 
above. In 1 Sam 20:16 Jonathan is said to take the initiative in making a covenant with 
David, whereas in 23:18 it is expressly stated that Jonathan and David entered the 
covenant together. 
18 The LXX reading, lwva6av 61-16o-m T4\ AavL8, "Jonathan swore to David" is to be 
preferred to the MT reading, yeh6ntuan leha§bla' >et-dawid, "Jonathan made David 
swear", since what is said to be the reason afterwards in v. 17 is not David's love but 
Jonathan's. So e.g. McCarter (1980:337) and Klein (1983:203). 
19 Gordon (1986:248) notes that by this phrase a reference is made to the }Jesed of God 
in 1 Sam 20:14, which seems to function for Jonathan as the measure for David's future 
handling with his descendants. Sakenfeld (1978:91) says regarding the relationship 
between the covenant made and the fidelity to it, that "the befit relationship is the basis 
for the obligation to do hesed!' 
20 Riesener (1979: 159, n. 12) prefers to see the use of 'ebed in these verses as due to 
the fact that David is addressing a member of the royal family. But although that may 
be possible, it does not take into account the more overall perspective of the covenant 
between the two and the fact that it is David and not Jonathan that will succeed Saul. A 
certain ambiguity may very well remain, however. 
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Turning now to the close context of the act in v. 4, it is interesting that 
vv. 1-5 can be divided into David's relations with Jonathan and then Saul, 
namely with Jonathan in vv. 1 and 3-4 and with Saul in vv. 2 and 5. The 
relationships between these different persons seem to be that in v. 1 
Jonathan displays his affection for David, and somewhat similarly, but 
more withdrawn is Saul's display of affection in his refusal to let David 
return to his home in v. 2. In v. 3 Jonathan takes action on the basis of his 
affection for David and the two enter into a covenant. Saul in a similar vein 
takes action in v. 5 and puts David in charge of the army. This leaves v. 4 
in between the actions taken by Jonathan and Saul. The most natural rela-
tion for v. 4 would then be to the preceding v. 3, since they both describe 
actions taken by J onathan. The question is, then, what relation is there 
between vv. 3 and 4? 

No explanation of the act in v. 4 is given, but that is not unusual 
regarding symbolic acts, especially if they are considered conventional and 
therefore well-known in the cultural context. Again, any possible explana-
tion must therefore come from how the act functions in the context. The 
relation of the act in v. 4 to the covenant in v. 3 is then of vital importance. 
On formal grounds it seems best to consider the waw plus prefix con-
jugations which introduce vv. 3 and 4 as dependent upon the temporal 
clause in v. 1.21 Verse 4 should therefore be considered as successive to 
v. 3, most likely temporally.22 This would mean that Jonathan and David 
began by making a covenant and then Jonathan performed his act of 
transference. The covenant should then be regarded as some form of 
prerequisite for Jonathan's act. The love Jonathan has for David should 
therefore be seen as taking material form in the act in v. 4. The function of 
the act, however, is still to be sought for. 

The wider context can be helpful. In 1 Sarn 20:14-15 Jonathan assures 
himself of the fact that David will remember their covenant in the future, 
whether he himself is alive or not, which implies that David and not 
Jonathan will be reigning after Saul. In 1 Sarn 23:17, Jonathan tries to 
comfort David, who is being pursued by Saul, by telling him that "you 
shall be king over Israel, and I shall be second to you". Both these texts 
confirm the interpretation of the act in 18:4 as a deliberate and free trans-
ference of the right to the throne by Jonathan to David.23 

21 See Waltke & O'Connor (1990:553-4). 
22 There is an incongruity of numbers in v. 3 since the predicate has singular and the 
subject plural, a well-known phenomenon in Hebrew syntax, see GKC (464-5), and 
Nyberg (1952:283-4). 
23 So e.g. Klein (1983:231) and Gordon (1986:177). See also Mettinger (1976:39), 
who considers the act to contain the legal symbolism of transferring the position as heir 
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The question that must be put at this point, however, is why this par-
ticular symbolic act is used to convey this message? There are two possible 
answers. The first is that Jonathan's act is similar to the symbolic acts of 
the prophets, which makes the interpretation rather straight-forward. The 
mantle, as a symbol for Jonathan's right to the throne as heir, is transferred 
to David. 24 Then, however, the act does not belong in the category of legal 
symbolic acts. The second alternative is to consider the act as being based 
on a legal symbolic act. This legal symbolic act would then have been 
reused in a non-legal context. It is not possible to understand the act as 
having a proper legal function, since the context is void of any indications 
of a proper legal proceeding. On what grounds, then, could the second 
alternative be made plausible? Since the context will not contribute suffi-
cient information, extra-biblical material will be used. 

The act performed by Jonathan may very well be based on a legal sym-
bolic act which is also known from Ugarit, Emar and El-Qitar. There are 
three texts from Ugarit that are relevant, PRU IV, 17.159; RS 8.14525 and 
Ugaritica V, 83 (RS 20.146). Of these RS 8.145 and Ugaritica V, 83 are 
wills, describing how a son who refuses to obey his father is forced to 
leave the house and deposit his mantle on the stool or the door-bolt. The 
legal function was to expel a member from the family, thus depriving him 
of his legal status as member of the family.26 

In PRU IV, 17.159, the prince and heir to the throne of Ugarit called 
is given an ultimatum, ll. 22-31.27 Either he stays with his 

father Amistamru, King of Ugarit, or he follows his mother who 
has been divorced from the king, 11. 8-10. If the prince chooses to follow 
his mother, he is told to put his mantle on the throne and leave, 1. 26. 
Ammistamru will then make another son the heir to the throne, ll. 27-31. 

The texts from Emar are mainly wills, containing clauses that regulate 
the inheritance in the case of certain changed circumstances. One of these 
wills states that a daughter who does not accept the mother after the death 
of the father, must put the mantle on a chair and leave the house.28 The 

apparent. 
24 For the mantle as symbjl of personality in this text, see e.g. Kruger (1984:79, n. 4). 
See also Koschaker (1940; 942), Finet (1969) and Malul (1988:114-6). For clothing as 
an expression of personalit , 1 in the general area of folkloristics, see Horn ( 1977). 
25 Thurau-Dangin (1937:249). 
26 See Malul (1988:93-116), which is the most thorough study of these texts. His con-
clusions have been followed here. 
27 The parallel between 1 Sam 18:3-4 and PRU IV, 17.159 was first brought to atten-
tion by Knutson (1975:120-2). See also Rummel (1976). 
28 Arnaud (1986), 31:15. 
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same is applied to a child who does not accept the father,29 the husband in 
the will of the wife, 30 and the wife in the will of the husband. 31 

The text from El-Qitar, although difficult to understand because of its 
broken state, also deals with inheritance.32 Anyone among the inheritors 
who does not agree with the decision of the father must put his mantle on 
the chair and leave the house, presumably without any legal status as 
member of the family. 

In the light of this extra-biblical material, it seems possible that such a 
legal symbolic act was known in ancient Israel. It explains how the transfer 
of Jonathan's mantle to David in 1 Sam 18:4 could be seen as symbolizing 
the transference of the legal status as heir to the throne.33 At the same time, 
however, there is one important aspect that does not fit in, namely that the 
extra-biblical texts do not say that the mantle is transferred. It is possible, 
however, that even the transference of the mantle in 1 Sam 18:4 was con-
sidered to be part of the legal symbolic act. It should be kept in mind that 
the extra-biblical examples are few in number, and may very well describe 
an alternative procedure. That the mantle would have been transferred to 
the person who was already known to be the successor, as in 1 Sam 18:4, 
would seem reasonable. That the mantle was to be put on the chair or 
throne34 in the extra-biblical examples would also be understandable, if it 
was not yet evident who the successor would be. If transference was indeed 
part of the procedure for the legal symbolic act which is reused in 1 Sam 
18:4, it would explain the procedure of Jonathan's act. 

The conclusion is, then, that the act in 1 Sam 18:4 does not appear to be 
meant as a proper legal symbolic act. However, it can be understood as a 
reuse of a certain legal symbolic act in a non-legal context. This would 
have been done in order to strengthen the decision of Jonathan.35 

In the end, however, this must be considered as rather hypothetical 
reasoning, since it is based on some extra-biblical material. It still remains 

29 Arnaud (1986), 5:21. 
30 Arnaud (1986), 30:9. 
31 Huehnergard (1983}, 2:21-22; 3:16. See also Huehnergard (1983:30-1; 1985:431-4). 
32 Snell (1983-84}, 11. 16-17. Snell (1983-84:164) draws the analogy between his text 
and similar formulations in texts from Emar and Ugarit. 
33 So Rummel (1976:7). 
34 From an historical point of view, it would seem that when the mantle was to be put 
on the throne in PRU IV, 17.159:26, it was meant to refer, by metonymy, to the one 
who would be the next heir to the throne. This would then argue for that the transfer-
ence was part of the procedure of the legal symbolic act which is reused in 1 Sam 18:4. 
35 Knutson (1975:121-2) argues similarly that the author "draws upon an old court 
custom to buttress his legitimization of the Davidic dynasty." 
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possible that what is described is a symbolic act not unlike the symbolic 
acts performed by the prophets. What has been described above is regarded 
as most probable, but is without support comparable to that which could 
have been provided by the context, or at least comparable material from the 
OT. 

2.9.4 Historical Explanation 

The historical explanation of this act is quite simple. The mantle is a well-
known symbol for the identity and status of the person who is wearing it. 
When someone's mantle is transferred to another person, or simply 
removed, his status is transferred, or removed. This suits well the legal 
function of having to abstain from a legal position to the benefit of some-
one else. 
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2.9.5 Summary and Conclusions 

1. The detailed description of the performance of the act in 1 Sam 18:4 
argues for the fact that it was meant as a specific symbolic act. 

2. There is nothing in the context to indicate that Jonathan's act of trans-
ferring the mantle to David has a legal function. It is likely that Jonathan's 
act was based on a legal symbolic act for a purpose other than legal. 
However, the argument is based on extra-biblical material for the legal 
function, and therefore it remains inconclusive. Nevertheless, this forms 
the basis for the following conclusions. 

3. The symbolic act performed by Jonathan was meant to make an associa-
tion to a legal symbolic act, whereby a member of a family was expelled 
along with the incurring of the loss of rights that belonged to such a status. 

4. The legal symbolic act was then reused in order to emphasize Jonathan's 
decision to hand over his right to the throne to David. The association to 
the legal symbolic act also served to highlight the status of the covenant 
between Jonathan and David. This is part of the over-arching theme of 
displaying David as the proper and righteous successor to the throne. 

5. The historical explanation is that the status of a person, symbolized by 
his mantle, was removed or transferred to the benefit of someone else. 
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2.10.1 Introduction 

There are two texts that are of interest here, namely Ezek 16:8 and Ruth 
3:9. It should be clear from the outset that neither of these texts occurs in a 
legal context. What may be relevant is therefore a secondary use of a legal 
symbolic act. Since these texts have recently been studied by Kruger in the 
light of extra-biblical material, especially of the opposite type where the 
hem of the mantle of the wife is cut by the husband as a way of dissolving 
the marriage, it will not be done in this analysis.1 Besides, the legal sym-
bolic act of cutting the hem of the mantle is not known from the OT. To 
then argue as if it had been known would be too hypothetical, since, as has 
been described above, these texts themselves do not occur in a clearly legal 
context. 

2.10.2 Performance 

In both Ruth 3:9 and Ezek 16:8 the same expression is used, namely paras 
kllnllp caJ, lit. "spread the kllnlip over". Although the performance of the act 
seems rather straightforward, in that the kllnlip is spread out by the man 
over the woman, who is presumably lying down, it is this formulation that 
presents a problem. Does kliniip in these texts refer to the "hem" of the 
mantle or to the mantle itself, by way of synechdoche?2 

It is significant that in these two texts klln!Ip is used without a specifying 
genitive, which is found, e.g. in 1 Sam 15:27, biknap-me'116, "the hem of 
his mantle".3 In this case it is specified that a part of the mantle is being 
tom off, whereas in Ruth 3:9 and Ezek 16:8 it is spread out. The fact that 
no genitive is given in these two texts indicates that no clear-cut distinction 
was considered by the authors between the part of the mantle that was to 
cover the woman and that which was not. On the other hand, in Ruth 3:4 
and 7 it is emphasized that Ruth lies down at the feet of Boaz. This 
suggests that it was the lower part of the mantle that was used by Ruth to 
cover herself. If her act was meant to imitate the one which she asked Boaz 
to perform in v. 9, then kllnlip might refer to this lower part of the mantle. 
However, it remains uncertain whether the act of Ruth carries this analogy. 
In Ezek 16:8 it is said that the kllnlip serves to cover the nakedness of the 

1 Kruger (1984). 
2 For the latter view, see Wellhausen (1904:40). 
3 My transiation. 
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woman, which could hardly have been the case if only the corner of the 
mantle was used. It seems probable, therefore, that the whole mantle is 
referred to in Ruth 3:9 and Ezek 16:8. 

Malul has made an interesting comparison with the use of the sissiktu, 
"hem" in Mesopotamian sources. He concludes that the sissiktu was origi-
nally used for the whole of the under-mantle, but it came to be used for the 
important part, namely the corner of the mantle: "Thus, the functioning of 
the lap-garment in certain very common legal symbolic acts may well have 
caused, by way of metonymy, its name to be restricted to only that part of it 
which was frequently involved in the various symbolic acts."4 The use of 
kliiUip would then display the opposite development. He notes that some-
times "the word kllnllph, which elsewhere is used to mean the corner of the 
garment, means some type of garment related to one's lap .... Here it is 
clear that kanaph does not mean just the corner of the garment, and may be 
interpreted as referring to the undergarment of the lap."5 

The reason why kilnilp is used and not a term which is commonly used for 
the mantle, such as me'1J, has to do with the fact that there are two uses of 
the expression "spread the kanap". The one occurs here in Ruth 3:9 and 
Ezek 16:8, and the other describes how a bird spreads out its wings.6 The 
relationship between these two variant uses of the expression will be dis-
cussed further below, under Historical Explanation. 

In a recently published text from Mari, ARM 26.251:16-18, the queen is 
quoted as saying concerning her husband, King Zimri-Lim: "Depuis que 
mon Seigneur Zimri-Lim a pose le pan de son habit sur moi''. The descrip-
tion of the procedure of the act is remarkably similar to the one found in 
Ezek 16:8 and Ruth 3:9. However, the highly fragmentary state of the text 
makes it hard to decide with any certainty whether the phrase is idiomatic 
or whether it does refer to an act. There are no clues to the function of a 
possible act, except that it is said to be performed by a man in relation to 
his wife. Still, it does give an example of a similar expression as in the 
biblical texts, and probably also of a similar act. 

4 Malul (1986:34-5). 
5 Malul (1986:35, n. 89). 
6 See e.g. Jotion (1935:202). 
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2.10.3 Legal Function 

It has long since been recognized that the act of covering a woman with a 
mantle has to do with marriage.7 To be correct, a differentiation should be 
made between betrothal and marriage. However, since so little is known 
about these customs in ancient Israel, and since no particular reference to 
betrothal is indicated in Ruth 3:9 and Ezek 16:8, marriage will be used as 
an overall concept. It should be kept in mind, nevertheless, that betrothal 
held a very high legal status, and could very well be referred to in these 
texts. 8 

2.10.3 .1 Ezekiel16:8 

Ezek 16:8 is a tightly structured unit which needs to be unwrapped in order 
for the function of the symbolic act to be understood, and then especially in 
relation to other parts of v. 8.9 The text is as follows: 

a. wlPe'ebor <f1Jayik 
b. wlPer>ek 
c. wehinneh <ittek 'et dodim 
d. wll'epros kenllp1 'lllayik 
e. wll'iikasseh <erwlltek 
f. wll'essllba< lllk 
g. wlPab6' bibfit 'otllk 

ne'um 'iidonlly yhwh 
h. wattihy1 n 

a. I passed you by again 
b. and looked at you; 
c. you were at the age of love! 
d. I spread my mantle over you, 
e. to cover your nakedness. 
f. I swore to you, 
g. thereby entering into a covenant 

with you, says the Lord God, 
h. and so you became mine. 10 

In 8d the mantle is said to be spread out over the woman. This receives an 
explanation in 8e, focusing on the purpose of the act. In 8f an oath is taken, 
which receives a following explanation in 8g, focusing on its purpose. The 
final phrase in 8h seems to function as a climax to the whole description in 
8d-g, describing the logical consequence of both the symbolic act in 8d-e 
as well as the oath in 8f-g. 

That God's covenant relationship with Israel is described as a marriage 
in this text is obvious, not the least from the final statement in 8h, "and so 
you became mine." What comes before this statement should then be 

7 See e.g. Finet (1969:127), Lindstrom (1983:50), Dommerhausen (1984:246) and 
Malul (1985b:l97-8). 
8 Cf. Neufeld (1944:142-4) and de Vaux (1961:32-3). 
9 For a thorough analysis of the immediately preceding part of this story, see Malul 
(1990a). 
10 My translation. 
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related to the consummation of the marital relationship. There are two 
major items described before 8h, an act of spreading the mantle over the 
woman and an oath-taking, both of which receive a subsequent explana-
tion. The second item, where an oath is taken towards the woman, is ex-
plained as entering into a berit, "covenant" with her. This presents a 
problem, however, since marriage is nowhere else in the OT described with 
the word berit. This is not to say that the marital relationship is not meant to 
be of a legal status, which it surely is. The reason why berit is used here is 
that what the marriage metaphor is meant to describe, namely the covenant 
relationship between God and Israel, shines through in the metaphor.U The 
first item, the spreading of the mantle over the woman, is subsequently 
explained as a way of hiding the nakedness of the woman. The act is there-
fore described as functioning in a non-symbolic way. However, this is 
probably also due to the metaphorical use of the marriage motif. The 
relationship between God and Israel is described metaphorically as when a 
man meets a helpless and naked woman on the ground and falls in love 
with her. This dramatic description has probably caused the act to be used 
in a literal sense, in order to heighten the literary effect of the description. 
However, in the light of what follows upon this act in v. 8, namely the 
oath-taking and especially the statement in 8h, "and so you became mine", 
it would seem strange if the act did not have a further, symbolic meaning. 
It would seem reasonable that this act, together with the oath-taking, is 
included in the final statement, which would give the act the symbolic 
meaning of entering marriage. 

The conclusion is, then, that the act which is described in Ezek 16:8 re-
flects a legal symbolic act. When a man performed this act by covering a 
woman with his mantle, the legal function of the act was to accomplish the 
marital relationship between the two. 12 

Excursus: Removing the Mantle and Uncovering the Nakedness 

There is an interesting expression in Deut 23:1 and 27:20, which might be 
relevant to the act under discussion here. De ut 23:1 says, Io>-yiqqal) "is 

11 So Greenberg (1983:278): "Through the terminology of oath and covenant, which 
does not belong to the realm of marriage, glimmers the reality underlying the meta-
phor." The texts that seem to say that marriage was conceived as a befit, "covenant" 
are, apart from the text studied here, Mal 2:14 and Prov 2:17. Greenberg is probably 
right in that these texts do not necessitate such an explanation. So also Milgrom 
(1976:134), who considers the use of befit in these texts to be a metaphor without any 
legal value. 
12 Kruger (1984:85-6) reaches a similar conclusion when he says that the act signified 
the establishment of a new relationship. See also Korpel (1990:228-9). 
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'ab1w wel<Y yegalleh kenap 'ab1w, "A man may not take his father's 
wife, that is, he should not remove his father's mantle."13 Here it is best to 
take the waw in wellY as explicative, which means that the second phrase 
has to do with marriage. To remove the father's mantle might then refer, by 
opposition, to a legal symbolic act where the man covered the woman by 
his mantle and thereby entered into marriage with her.14 However, the use 
of the expression in this particular text is idiomatic, being roughly synony-
mous with the first statement. In Deut 27:20 there is an almost duplicate of 
23:1. 

In Lev 18:8 and 20:11 there is an expression that has caused some diffi-
culties, and especially in relation to the expression in Deut 23:1 and 27:20. 
Lev 18:8, which deals with illegitimate relations between son and step-
mother, says as follows; 'erwat 'eset-'amka ICY tegalleh 'erwat 'ablka h1', "You 
should not uncover the nakedness of your father's wife, since it is your 
father's nakedness."15 In v. 7 there is a similar expression regarding illegit-
imate relations between son and mother: 'erwat 'ablka we'erwat 'immek!l ICY 
tegalleh 'immek!l hl' ICY tegalleh 'erw!lt!lh, "You should not uncover the naked-
ness of your father, which is the nakedness of your mother. Since she is 
your mother, you should not uncover her nakedness."16 This is then 
repeated concerning several different relations within the larger family, 
which makes it impossible to hold that it only refers to blood relationships. 
Instead, it refers to the illegitimate relationships that could occur within the 
larger family, ruled by the paterfamilias. Marriage therefore seems to have 
been regarded as solemn as blood relationships. 

This latter expression is often mentioned in connection with the former 
expression from DeuteronomyY However, it has not been sufficiently 
recognized that the two expressions use the verb g!lla with different mean-
ings, namely "remove" and "uncover". 18 There is, therefore, no inherent 
reason why the two expressions should depend on each other. The 
expression "to remove the father's mantle" is probably derived from the 
legal symbolic act of covering a woman with the mantle, with the legal 
function of entering marriage with her. The expression "to uncover the 
father's/mother's nakedness" is probably a figurative way of explaining the 
seriousness of the marriage relationship. It might also be related to Hos 2:3, 
where Hosea takes the clothes off his wife as a punishment for adultery. 

Therefore, these two expressions should not necessarily be related to 
each other on any other ground than that they both treat illegitimate sexual 

13 My translation. 
14 So e.g. Craigie (1976:333) and (1979:313). 
15 My translation. 
16 My translation. The waw in we<erwat is taken as explicative before an apposition, 
see Waltke & O'Connor (1990:648-9), although it could also be emphatic, as in v. 47. 
17 See Zobel (1973:1021) and Westermann & Albertz (1971:422). 
18 In e.g. Isa 47:2-3. both meanings are used, "remove (gain) your veil, ... uncover 
(gain) your legs, ... your nakedness shall be uncovered (tigg!ll)". 
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relations. 19 Only the expression "remove the father's mantle" is related to 
the legal symbolic act of spreading the mantle over the woman. 

2.10.3.2 Ruth 3:9 

The act in Ruth 3:9 is related to the intricate question of the institution of 
ge>ullb, "redemption" in Israel, and in particular the role of the so-called 
glYel, "kinsman-redeemer". When Naomi, Ruth's mother-in-law, realizes 
that Ruth has awakened the attention of Boaz, she rejoices, 2:20, because 
she knows that Boaz holds the position of kinsman-redeemer in relation to 
her family. A marriage between Ruth and Boaz would therefore mean 
much more for Naomi than seeing her daughter-in-law being cared for. It 
would mean that the name of Elimelech, Naomi's late husband, would 
continue to be upheld by the offspring of Ruth. It would also have as its 
consequence that the field, which belonged to Naomi and Elimelech before 
their move to Moab, would be redeemed to the benefit of Naomi. There is 
no need here to delve any deeper into the question of the ge>ullb institution 
as well as Boaz' role as kinsman-redeemer, except to note the fact that it 
provides the legal force behind Ruth's request for a marriage with Boaz in 
3:9. A close analysis of this verse shows that it contains a delicately struc-
tured statement by Ruth: 

a. wayyO'mer mPlltt 
wattO'mer 

b. rat 
c. upllrastli kenllpeka 20 

d. k'i 'llttb 

a. He said "Who are you?" 
And she answered, 

b. "I am Ruth, your servant; 
c. spread your mantle 

over your servant, 
d. for you are kinsman-redeemer."21 

Boaz' question in a is answered primarily in 9b. This answer is then given 
a consequence in 9c, which in its turn is given a cause in 9d. 22 The answer 
thus displays a chiastic structure, cause-effect-cause, where the climax 

19 Malul (1988:152), failing to grasp the diversity of the denotations of the verb gala, 
claims that the law in Lev 18:8 and 20:11 "substitutes the word 'rwh 'nakedness' for the 
wordknph." 
20 The singular of the Qere is followed, see the excursus below. 
21 My translation. 
22 The waw relative suffix conjugation often expresses a consequent situation when it 
follows upon a nominal clause, which is the case here with upllrastil, "spread", see 
Waltke & O'Connor (1990:534). According to Joiion (1923:334) the waw relative 
suffix conjugation may, in this case, have a modal nuance, in the sense that Ruth de-
clares Boaz' obligation to act as gtYel, "kinsman-redeemer". 
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resides with the middle statement, the consequence of the fact that Boaz is 
indeed the kinsman-redeemer of Ruth. This can also be seen from the fact 
that 9b and 9d are nominal clauses, whereas c is a verbal clause. 

Ruth is here entreating Boaz to perform his legal duty as kinsman-
redeemer. This is shown by the emphasis on Boaz' part when Ruth says 
that she is his servant, that he should spread his mantle over her because he 
is kinsman-redeemer. It is also shown by the fact that Ruth does not say 
that Boaz is "my kinsman-redeemer" which could be expected in 9d 
because of the analogy with "your servant" in 9b. Instead, Ruth's part is 
played down in order to emphasize the active role of Boaz. 

The expression used in vv. 4 and 7 in the description of Ruth's act at the 
threshing-floor, is glll§ margelotllyw, "uncover the place of his feet".23 It is 
interesting to note that the verb used is glllb, "uncover/remove". It may 
very well be that this use of the verb glllA is meant to bring with it certain 
sexual connotations. 24 These sexual connotations, together with the act of 
Ruth, would then serve to strengthen her plea in v. 9 for Boaz to marry her. 

By her act in v. 7 Ruth tries to imitate the act which she hopes Boaz will 
perform, and which she also asks him to do in v. 9c, 11pllrastll kenllpekll 
caJ->iimlltekll, "spread your mantle over your servant". From the reaction of 
Boaz in vv. 10-13, and his dealings in Ruth 4, especially v. 10, it becomes 
obvious that what Ruth is asking for in 3:9c is for Boaz to marry her.25 

Boaz' act of spreading the mantle over Ruth, if indeed it was performed, 
would therefore have been tantamount to marry her. 

The act would then be a legal symbolic act, with the legal function of 
accomplishing a marital relationship. 

2.10.4 Historical Explanation 

The expression which is used in both Ezek 16:8 and Ruth 3:9 is pllras kanllp 
caJ, "spread a mantle over". A shorter form of this expression is used to 

23 My translation. The noun margelOtllyw , "the place of his feet" is an adverbial 
accusative, see Waltk:e & O'Connor (1990:170). The locative function is usual with the 
ma-nominal construction, see Nyberg (1952:207) and Waltk:e & O'Connor (1990:90). 
Besides Ruth 3, this word is only found in Dan 10:6 where it seems to be synonymous 
with regel, "foot". 
24 So e.g. Leggett (1974:192, n. 37) and Hubbard (1988:203-4). Hubbard notes that 
"foot", often used euphemistically for the male genitals, and the expression "to lie 
down" at Boaz' feet may also give sexual connotations. Carmichael (1980:257-8), 
however, goes too far when he says that Ruth was actually removing Boaz' sandals, 
thus telling him that she should be used in a similar sexual sense. 
25 · So e.g. Gow (1983:153) and Kruger (1984:84). See also Tosato (1982:107). This 
appears to be the scholarly consensus. 
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describe birds spreading their wings in Deut 32:11; Jer 48:40; 49:22 and 
Job 39:26, and similarly for cherubs in Exod 25:20; 37:9; 1 Kgs 6:27; 8:7; 
2 Chr 3:13 and 5:8. However, when birds or cherubs are referred to, the 
plural of kllnllp is used, as in Deut 32:11 where an eagle yipros kenllpllyw, 
"spreads its wings". When a mantle is referred to, as in Ezek 16:8 and Ruth 
3:9, kllnllp is used in the singular. Ruth 3:9 presents a text-critical problem, 
however, the solution of which might argue against this. 26 

There are some manuscripts which support the plural form. kenllpekii, 
instead of the singular form, kenllpekii, which has the support of the LXX 
and the Peshitta.27 From the context it would be hard to understand the use 
of the plural form, since otherwise the plural is used in reference to wings 
and the singular in reference to a mantle. Why, then, do some manuscripts 
have a plural? Earlier, in 2:12, Boaz prays that Ruth will be rewarded for 
her deeds by God, bll't la})ds6t ta]Jat-kenllpllyw, "under whose wings you have 
come for refuge!" This is the well-known motif of the protecting God, 
metaphorically described as a bird who provides protection by spreading 
out the wings, as, e.g. in Deut 32:11, discussed above.28 The analogy 
between 2:12 and 3:9 has thereby been made more obvious than it should 
have been by reading a plural in 3:9 as well.29 The singular is therefore to 
be preferred in 3 :9.30 

The act can then be explained historically as an attempt to imitate the pro-
tective behaviour of a bird when it spreads out its wings. This is also used 
of God to express his protective care. When a man then spreads his mantle 
over the woman, he would be expressing his willingness to provide the 
woman with protection and shelter. This would have been a logical connec-
tion with entering marriage, since in Israelite marriage the husband was 
obliged to provide security and protection for his wife.31 

26 See Witzenrath (1975:217, n. 99). She shows that most scholars prefer the singular 
form. See also Leggett (1974:192-201). 
27 SeeBHS. 
28 See e.g. Woude (1971:835) and Dommerhausen (1984:246). 
29 The word-play produces a rather humorous effect, since the very thing that Boaz is 
asking from God in 2:12 in general terms is what Ruth asks him to perform, but now in 
more perceptible terms, so Hubbard (1988:212). Sasson (1989:81) considers Ruth's 
statement to be a case of irony, but it is difficult to see how irony fits into this context. 
30 So e.g. Witzenrath (1975:217), Hubbard (1988:207, n. 9) and Sasson (1989:81). 
31 So e.g. Kruger (1984:81-2). In Hos 2:8-9 it is this provision that is alluded to when 
the relationship the Lord-Israel is described as a marriage relationship. The Lord ceases 
to provide the wife with the basic necessities, and the marriage seems to be terminated. 
See also Exod 21:7-11 for the husband's obligation towards his wife. Cf. Kruger (1988) 
for metaphors and similes in Hosea, and concerning marriage in particular. Freedman & 
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2.10.5 Summary and Conclusions 

1. In Ezek 16:8 and Ruth 3:9 the word kllnflp is used for the mantle in 
general and not specifically for the hem of the mantle. It is possible that the 
lower part of the mantle is indicated in Ruth 3:9, but it remains uncertain. 

2. The texts Ezek 16:8 and Ruth 3:9 both relate to the legal symbolic act of 
covering a woman with the mantle. The legal function of this act would be 
for a man to accomplish his marriage with the woman. However, in neither 
of these cases is the act described as actually performed. In Ezek 16:8 the 
act is part of a metaphorical description of the relationship between God 
and Israel, and in Ruth 3:9 it is an act which Boaz is requested by Ruth to 
perform. Although this makes the conclusion that Ezek 16:8 and Ruth 3:9 
refer to a legal symbolic act less certain, the conclusion regarding the legal 
function is still the most probable. 

3. The historical explanation of the act is based on the image of birds who 
spread their wings in a protective manner. In a similar way the man sym-
bolizes his protection for the woman by spreading his mantle over her. This 
would be the historical connection with the legal function of accomplishing 
a marriage, since the man had the responsibility to care for his wife and 
supply for her needs. 

Andersen (1980:218-90) argue that it is not a matter of divorce in Hos 2, but recently 
Westbrook (1990:577-80) has shown it to be still the best interpretation. 



2.11 Removing the Sandal 

2.11.1 Introduction 

The act of removing the sandal occurs in two clearly legal contexts; Ruth 4 
is explicitly describing a legal procedure at the city gate, and Deut 25:5-10 
is part of the deuteronomic laws. The vast literature surrounding these texts 
is an indication that there are some unsolved problems, and in particular 
some legal problems in the book of Ruth. This is mainly due to the 
question of the levirate, which is undoubtedly found in Deut 25:5-10, but 
what about the book of Ruth? Scholars seem to be as divided as ever on 
this issue. However, since it is not a primary focus in this analysis, it will, 
for the most part, be avoided. 

2.11.2 Procedure 

2.11.2.1 Ruth 4:8 

There are several problems pertaining to the procedure of the symbolic act 
in Ruth 4:8 that must be dealt with. Who removed whose sandal, and to 
whom did he give it, if indeed it was handed over to someone? Could it 
have been a reciprocal act? Was a single sandal used, or a pair, referred to 
collectively? The many alternatives are mainly due to the lack of clarity in 
the description of the procedure of the act. 

To begin with the agent of the act, the text is not clear as to who 
removed the sandal, and indeed whose sandal it was. The natural alterna-
tive, and the consensus view, is the kinsman, since he is the explicit subject 
earlier in v. Sa. A shift of subject from the first half of v. 8 to the second, 
from the kinsman to Boaz, would seem rather strained. At the beginning of 
v. 9, the subject changes and so it is stated explicitly, "Then Boaz said". 

The LXX tries to make v. 8 more in accordance with v. 7 by adding Kat 
€8wKe:v aim\), "and he gave to him", since the MT in v. 8 does not 
explicitly that the sandal was given to someone. It is possible that this 
could be presupposed from v. 7 and therefore it need not have been part of 
the original text. However, the interesting fact is that if the procedure of the 
act was to hand over the sandal the opposite party, it is strange that it 
does not say so in v. 8. This makes\it less likely that the sandal was handed 
over by the kinsman to Boaz, and instead he probably only removed his 
sandal. The fact that this is not in line with the description in v. 7 could 
very well be because v. 7 provides a more general description, suitable for 
several different legal contexts. This also applies to the question whether 
the act was reciprocal. A reciprocal act is probably what is described in 
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v. 7, which could be brought out by the translation "Men took off their 
sandals and gave them to each other."1 However, there is no hint of a reci-
procal act in v. 8. This makes it even more likely that what we have in v. 7 
is a general statement, whereas what is found in v. 8 is a more specialized 
version, suitable for a particular legal function. This will be argued further 
below, under Legal Function. 

Speiser and Lacheman have brought forward some comparative material 
from Nuzi which they consider relevant to this discussion? 

Speiser finds two texts that tell about different ways to avoid breaking 
the law in a legal procedure. A father gives his daughter away in marriage 
and provides her with part of the inheritance as a dowry.3 This would not 
do according to Nuzi Law, and thus to avoid breaking the law, the daughter 
gave her father one pair of shoes and one garment, among other things. In 
another text the father gives his daughter away and receives in return a 
garment and a pair of shoes.4 Speiser views the garment and the shoes as 
token payments to validate special transactions by lending them the 
appearance of normal business practice. That would mean that Boaz gives 
his sandal to the kinsman as a form of payment for the right to acquire Ruth 
and marry her.5 Speiser's comparison has the advantage of including 
sandals. However, the use of the sandals in these texts, and the possible 
symbolism that lies behind the symbolic acts, do not seem to be the same as 
in Ruth 4:8 and Deut 25:9.6 Speiser must claim that it is Boaz who pulls off 
his sandal and gives it to the kinsman, since otherwise it would not be a 
payment. It is difficult to understand such an abrupt shift of subject in v. 8, 
however, although it is not impossible. 

Lachemail uses other Nuzi-texts to give a.1other solution. There seems to 
have been a custom in Nuzi for a seller of land to lift his own foot from the 
ground and place the foot of the purchaser in its place, thus symbolizing the 
new owner's right to the property.7 Lacheman claims that this practice was 
taken up in Israel and developed further, so that now the sandal was 
removed from the foot, not the foot from the land, in order to make the 
symbolism more concrete. Lacheman suggests a parallel symbolic act in the 
Old Babylonian tradition of "handing over the bukannum" at the sale of a 
piece of land.8 However, Lacheman's thesis is unconvincing. It is obviously 
a different symbolic act altogether from those in Ruth 4:8 and Deut 25:9. 

1 My translation. 
2 Speiser (1928-29; 1940) and Lacheman (1937). 
3 Speiser (1928-29:65-6). 
4 Speiser (1928-29:63-4). 
5 Speiser (1940:18). 
6 So e.g. Deroy (1961 :375, n. 7). 
7 Cf. also Cassin (1987:294-8). 

Cf. Malul ( 1985a) for a recent analysis of this legal symbolic act. 
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The conclusion is that the kinsman removed his own sandal, according to 
v. 8. It is not likely that he handed it over to Boaz, although this could be 
implied from v. 7. The problem would be, however, why it is not stated to 
be the case in v. 8. Verse 7 most likely describes a reciprocal act. 

2 .11.2 .2 Deuteronomy 25:9 

The procedure of the legal symbolic act in Deut 25:9 is in some respects 
similar to the act in Ruth 4:8, although the differences are more important 
than the similarities. It is a sandal that is removed, but this time it is done 
by the other party, the widow, and not the owner of the sandal, the brother-
in-law. Since it is stated that the widow removed "his sandal" from "his 
foot", it would seem unlikely that both the sandals were removed. A 
reciprocal act is similarly not to be considered in this case. 

The verb used in Ruth 4:8 for the removal of the sandal was §alap, its 
only occurrence with this meaning, whereas the verb used in Deut 25:9 is 
])ala$, also found with this meaning in Isa 20:2. It is hard to detect any 
relevant difference between these two verbs, since they appear to be 
roughly synonymous. The difference in terminology could be seen as an 
indication that there is no obvious relation between the two texts. It should 
also be noted that in Deut 25:9 the act of removing the sandal is not 
followed by a transference of it, which seems natural since it is not the 
owner of the sandal who removes it. The act here is also followed both by 
the widow spitting at the brother-in-law and a statement made by the 
widow. 

As far as I know there is only one example of a similar symbolic act found 
in extra-Biblical texts. It comes from a Hittite text, the so-called MeSedi-
Protocol:9 

If a guard deserts (his post) and carries off a lance from the 
postern, and the gateman catches him in the sin, he (the gate-
man) shall remove his (the guard's) shoe. 10 

The removal of the shoe in this text functions as a punishment of the 
guard.U This would fit in well with the spitting done by the widow in Deut 

9 See Jakob-Rost (1965:178). The text is IBoT 1.36.1:53-54. 
10 The translation is from Hoffner (1969:42-4), who also sees a connection with Deut 
25:5-10. Some scholars would regard Hittite texts as a priori irrelevant for the OT, e.g. 
Boecker ( 1984:13 ). For a different view from a Hittitologist, see Hoffner (1969; 
1973:221). 
11 According to Jakob-Rost (1965:209) the punishment consists in the way the missing 
sandal calls attention to the mistake made by the guard. 
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25:9, which functioned as a sign of the contempt that thereafter would meet 
the brother-in-law. This is also expressed by the widow's statement in Deut 
25:9. 

2.11.3 Legal Function 

2.11.3.1 Ruth4:8 

The book of Ruth is full of information concerning the ordinary way of 
dealing with legal matters in a small town in ancient Israel. Unfortunately, 
this information is packed into a small amount of space and too much is 
presupposed for the original readers, making it difficult for us to under-
stand it all. It therefore comes as no surprise that scholars disagree con-
cerning those legal matters which are described in the book of Ruth. This 
poses a problem, since the understanding of the whole of Ruth 4, and for 
that matter, the whole book, influences the understanding of the legal 
function of the symbolic act in 4:8. Positively it should be noted that in this 
case there is no doubt concerning the legal and symbolic nature of the act. 
All scholars seem to agree that there is some legal force behind the act. 
What then does it symbolize? 

The dubious theory of Carmichael, namely that the sandal symbolizes 
Ruth, who is handed over to Boaz, has already been criticized by Phillips 
and need not be repeated here.12 The view of Speiser that the sandal was 
the price paid by Boaz fails because, as was shown above, it was the 
kinsman who removed his sandal and not Boaz.13 

The more serious question, however, deals with the role of the go'el, the 
"kinsman-redeemer."14 Some hold that the act functions as the kinsman's 
renunciation of his right to serve as go'el. 15 On the other hand, some would 

12 Phillips (1986: 11-3). 
13 Speiser (1940:18). 
14 Jotion (1953:82) is right in that the land is not alienated, so it cannot properly be 
said to be redeemed. Hubbard (1988:237, n. 5) translates the verb gll'al as "serve as 
kinsman-redeemer", which gives the verb an intransitive meaning. This is probably 
correct, since in 4:4 and 6 gll'al is used without an object, whereas qllnii has one in 
vv. 5, 9 and 10. Therefore Hubbard's translation is followed here. In 3:13 gll'al occurs 
with an object, when Boaz tells Ruth that the kinsman may want to yi!flllek, lit. "re-
deem you". This does not mean that Ruth was alienated, so it should more properly be 
translated according to Hubbard (1988:208, n. 17, 219) as "execute the kinsman's 
duty". 
15 So e.g. Neufeld (1944:42-3), Rowley (1947:86-7), de Vaux (1961:22), Gray 
(1967:421-2), Westbrook (1971:375) and Sasson (1989:146). 
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see it as a transference of these rights from the kinsman to Boaz.16 The 
latter view implies that the sandal was given by the kinsman to Boaz. 

To begin with, the structure of Ruth 4:4-10 will be scrutinized for 
contextual clues to the legal function of the act in v. 8. This will be done by 
means of the following outline. It should be noted that this outline is selec-
tive, in that only the relevant phrases are included. 

qllnfi, acquire 

v. 4 (Boaz) Acquire! 

(kinsman) 

v. 5 (Boaz) When You acquire the 
field from Naomi You 
also 17 acquire18 Ruth ... 

gll'al, serve as kinsman-
redeemer 

Whether You serve as 
kinsman-redeemer or not, 
tell me so, because 
I am next in line. 

I will serve as kinsman-
redeemer. 

v. 6 (kinsman) I cannot serve as kinsman-
redeemer! 

v.8 

v. 9 (Boaz) 

V. 10 

You acquire! 

I hereby acquire the 
belongings of Elimelech ... 
I also hereby acquire Ruth 
as wife ... 19 

You perform my right of 
redemption! 
I cannot serve as kinsman-
redeemer! 

(the act) 

16 So Joiion (1953:87-8), Rudolph (1962:68), Boecker (1964:161), Gordis (1974:258), 
Carmichael (1977:324) and Hubbard (1988:250). 
17 The common emendation of ume'et, "and from" to something like gam we'et, "also" 
is followed here in line with most scholars, see e.g. Hubbard (1988:237, n. 8). The MT 
is retained by some, e.g. Sasson (1989:120-2) and Gow (1990:310-1). 
18 The Qere is followed, see BHS. So also e.g. Davies (1983:232), Gow (1983:165) 
and Hubbard (1988:237, n. 9). For thorough discussions, see Beattie (1971) and Sasson 
(1989:119-36), who both prefer the Kethib. 
19 My translation. 
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Verse 7 is an interruption, which functions as an explanation of the sym-
bolic act in v. 8. Therefore it is not part of this structure, especially since 
v. 7 has its own coherent structure, as will be shown below. It is clear that 
the text is structured by means of the two verbs ql1n/i, "acquire"20 and gil'al, 
"serve as kinsman-redeemer".The verb qan/i is used in relation to its anto-
nym in v. 3, makar, "sell". These two verbs are here used in a particular 
legal form, which will become clearer in the following. 

In vv. 4-10 there seems to be a mingling of two forms of speech, analog-
ous to the use of the verbs qan/i and ga'al. One form is more formal, and 
seems to function as the more technical speech as far as the legal transac-
tions are concerned. This form uses the verb qan/1. The other form seems 
somewhat less formal, and uses ga'a1.21 In v. 4, Boaz begins formally by 
asking the kinsman to acquire the field from Naomi.22 He then turns to less 
formal language and informs himself as to whether the kinsman will 
exercise his right, which the kinsman affirms. In v. 5 Boaz returns to the 
formal legal language and specifies the task lying before the kinsman by 
adding marriage to Ruth to purchase of the field. 23 The kinsman then 
responds less formally in the negative, asking Boaz to act in his place. This 
is then said formally in v. 8, when the kinsman asks Boaz to acquire, which 
he does in vv. 9-10. 

The important point to note, regarding this distinction between formal 
and less formal language in vv. 4-10, is that the kinsman does not say he 
will acquire, using qan/1, but only that he will serve as kinsman-redeemer, 
using gi'Pal. He has thereby not said anything that would be considered 
legally binding, in contrast to what he says in v. 8, using the formal 

20 This sense of the verb should not be limited to the meaning "buy", which should be 
regarded as a specialized form of "acquire". So e.g. Jolion (1953:88), Lipinski 
(1988:65), Witzenrath (1975:266, n. 118) andHubbard (1988:244). 
21 See Levine (1983:100), "In Ruth, the verb ga>aJ describes the overall process, 
whereas qana specifically refers to the element of purchase." 
22 Here the verb qana could be translated "buy", since it seems to be a matter of pur-
chasing the field for money. Later, when Ruth is the object in vv. 5 and 10, this would 
not do, however. The same term "acquire" is used here for both cases, although the dif-
ferent senses should be noted. For a different view, see Campbell (1975:145-7). Sasson 
(1989:124-5) prefers to view the use of Ruth as object of qana as Boaz' purchase of 
Ruth from \Veiss (1964:246), argues, on the basis of texts, that qanii 
is used for marrriage "only in contexts embracing other transactions in which qnh in its 
proper sense of 'purchase' (acquire property) is applicable." The problem with Weiss' 
approach is that the texts he uses may very well have been influenced by the language 
in Ruth. 
23 Porten (1978:43), Gow (1983:66-7; 1984:316-7) and Sasson (1989:119) are correct 
in seeing v. 5 as the pivotal point of the story. 
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speech. 24 It is here in v. 8, then, in his only use of the formal language, that 
the kinsman officially waives his right to serve as kinsman-redeemer. It is 
also here that the legal symbolic act occurs. 

This can also be seen from the use of the verbal conjugations. In vv. 4, 6 
and 8 imperatives are used to exhort the other party to fulfil a certain legal 
function.25 The prefix conjugation is used in v. 4, when the kinsman states 
less formally that he will serve as kinsman-redeemer, although without it 
being legally binding, since he can apparently abstain from this later on in 
v. 6. The suffix conjugation is used only in vv. 5 and 9-10.26 These utter-
ances in vv. 9-10 should be considered as performative, whereby the legal 
function is accomplished by means of the utteranceY This should be seen 
in relation to the suffix conjugation in v. 3, mllkerfi, "is about to sell".28 It is 
no coincidence that these two antonyms occur closely with suffix con-
jugations, and the reason is that they belong to the technical terminology 
for transactions such as this.29 

Excursus: Technical Terminology in Jeremiah 32:8 

A somewhat similar structure can be detected in Jer 32:8. Jeremiah is 
offered the opportunity to buy a piece of land from his uncle Hanamel 
according to the law of ge'ullfl. The following structure, again selective, 
appears: 

24 Similarly Hubbard (1988:242), who suggests (1988:246) that the kinsman declines 
from his intention whereas the formal transfer occurred in v. 8. The other possibility 
given by Hubbard, that it would be a mere rephrasing, is unconvincing in the light of 
the distinct uses of both qana and ga'al in the context. 
25 Boecker (1964:168) calls this "Kaufaufforderung". Cf. Jer 32:7-8 and 25. 
26 Of course v. 5 only describes the alternatives open to the kinsman, but the reference 
is to the possibility that the kinsman will make the formal declaration, "I hereby 
acquire". 
27 See Waltke & O'Connor (1990:488-9), who consider this probable. Similarly 
Campbell (1975:151) and Witzenrath (1975:255). 
28 My translation. Waltke & O'Connor (1990:489) are correct in taking it as perfective 
of resolve. Gerleman (1965:35-6) explains the perfect as due to the legal context, where 
it stresses the definitive character of the act. So also Campbell (1975:143-4), Gow 
(1983:154, n. 15), Leggett (1974:222) and Sasson (1989:114). There is no need to 
follow e.g. Rudolph (1962:59, n. 3) in revocalizing it as a participle. 
29 A further indication of the legal force of Boaz' statement in vv. 9-10 is when he 
says that the elders and the people are witnesses hayy6m, "today". This is well-known 
as an indicator of legal proceedings, Gen 31:48; 47:23; Deut 4:26; 30:19; Jer 40:4. So 
Joiion (1953:88), Campbell (1975:152), Hubbard (1988:255) and Tucker (1966:42-5). 
Tucker draws a parallel to the Akkadian legal formula istu ami ann1m, "from this day". 
The two occurrences of the phrase "You are witnesses today" forms an inclusio around 
the statement in vv. 9-10, thus strengthening its legal force. 
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qeneh niP 'et-sadi ... 
ki-leki1 mispa.t hayrussfl 
weka hagge'ullfi 

qeneh-lak 

Buy my field! 

Buy!3o 

You have the right to inherit, 
You have the right to redeem! 

The imperative qeneh-lak, known from Ruth 4:8, was apparently part of the 
technical terminology to be used at this kind of transaction. What is not 
found here is Jeremiah's formal declaration of purchase, but only the fact in 
v. 9 that he has bought the field. Jer 32:6-15 tells of a written contract being 
established, sealed and put away, whereas Ruth 4:8 describes a symbolic 
act apparently without anything written but a similar legal terminology. It is 
possible that this is an example of two different stages in the development 
of ratification of legal transactions in ancient Israel. 

In vv. 4-5 it is the kinsman's prerogative to serve as kinsman-redeemer, but 
in v. 6 he declines from this prerogative and exhorts Boaz to serve as 
kinsman-redeemer instead. The only legal decision that is taken by the 
kinsman is thus to abstain from his right to act as kinsman-redeemer, or as 
stated formally in v. 8, to abstain from acquiring.31 Since this is a pre-
requisite for Boaz' action, and the symbolic act occurs immediately before 
Boaz' pronouncement of purchase in vv. 9-10, the legal function of the 
symbolic act seems clear. It is to accomplish the kinsman's waiving of his 
right, to the benefit of Boaz. However, it would be a mistake to see the 
legal function as a transference of the right in question, since Boaz has 
already said in v. 4 that he is next in line after the kinsman.32 It follows 
logically on the kinsman's decision that Boaz possesses the right instead, 
which might be the reason why the sandal was given to him, if indeed it 
was. The consequence of the legal symbolic act is then a transference of 
the right to act as kinsman-redeemer, but the legal function of the act itself 

30 My translation. 
31 McKane (1961-2:37), however, prefers to regard the two statements by the kinsman 
in vv. 4 and 6 as having the same force. In the light of the analysis made here, this 
would seem improbable. 
32 Boecker (1964:160-1), however, follows this interpretation and considers the 
acquisition closed by means of the symbolic act. He calls the positive statement by the 
kinsman in v. 4, 'anok1 'eg'ai, "I will serve as kinsman-redeemer" (my translation) a 
"Bereitschaftserklarung" and the negative statement in v. 6, lo> 'Gkallig'ol-fl, "I cannot 
serve as kinsman-redeemer" (my translation) a "Verzichterklarung". The function of 
vv. 9-10 would then be to consolidate the agreement by the witnesses at the gate. This 
fails, however, to account for the fact that not until in vv. 9-10 does Boaz formally 
declare his purchase. From v. 6 it is only clear that he is able to serve as kinsman-
redeemer and nothing more. 
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is restricted to the decision by the kinsman. This must now be tested 
against an analysis of v. 7, which seems to explain the act. 

It is not often that an explanation is given to a legal symbolic act, indeed 
this is the only time that it occurs in the OT. The obvious reason for such 
an explanation is of course what the narrator says in v. 7, namely that the 
presumed readers would not have been acquainted with the act. Another, 
more literary reason has been advanced. Since v. 7 occurs just before the 
climax of the legal proceedings, it would be suitable with a reduced literary 
tempo, thus increasing expectations for what is to come. 33 

However, when v. 7 is looked at more closely, this supposed explanation 
does not really explain the context as clearly as it seemed to. There are 
several technical terms used, some of which are not very clear. Scholars 
also disagree as to the reference of the term te'udfi. The problematical 
terminology will be dealt with at first. 

Some of the technical terms in v. 7 are in no need of further analysis, 
such as ge'u(w)llfi, "redeeming" and teml1rfi, "trading" or "exchanging". 
These terms, one from the legal institution of redemption34 and the other 
from the sphere of commercial transactions, form a merismus, meaning 
"all forms of transactions."35 This indicates that what is described in v. 7 is 
an act of a more general nature than the act which is performed in v. 8. 

A more troublesome term, however, is the piel infinitive qayyem, usually 
regarded as an aramaism and an example of late Biblical Hebrew.36 It 
occurs seven times in Esther, 9:21, 27, 29, 31 (3) and 32, in Pss 119:28, 
106, Ezek 13:6 and in the Aramaic pael form in Dan 6:8. In Dan 6:8 the 
Aramaic equivalent means to "establish" an edict, Jeqayyllmfi qey!lm.37 In 
Esther it means to "establish" a royal edict. In Ps 119:28 it means to "re-
store", whereas in v. 106 it stands in parallelism with swearing an oath. In 
Ezek 13:6 it stands for the expectations which the false prophets have for 

33 So Hubbard (1988:248). See Berlin (1983:99), who calls v. 7 a 'frame-break', de 
Moor (1986:44, n. 44) and Sasson (1989:140-1). There is therefore no need to consider 
v. 7 as a later editorial comment, as e.g. Gow (1983:62-3) does. 
34 Cf. de Vaux (1961:166-7). 
35 So e.g. Hubbard (1988:248-9) and Sasson (1989:142). This may be confirmed by 
the expression kol-dabar, "any transaction." 
36 But see Campbell (1975:148), Hubbard (1988:249) and Sasson (1989:142) who 
question this assumption. 
37See also the haphel forms in Dan 6:9 and 16 with apparently the same meaning. See 
Montgomery (1927:273). 
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their prophecies to be fulfilled. There is a parallel to Ruth 4:7 here in that 
the object is dabllr, lit. "word", meaning "transaction" in Ruth 4:7.38 

The Aramaic form also occurs in an ostraca-inscription from the 7th 
century, KAI 233:9, where it means to ratify a document, apparently 
equivalent to signing: ydyhm ktbt wqymt qdmy, "Their own hands have 
written and established (it) before my eyes."39 There is also an occurrence 
in an undated Aramaic text from North Saqqara, where it seems to mean "to 
be current" or "to be standing".40 

The conclusion from this study of the word qayyem is that it means to put 
something, an agreement or a decree, into effect, i.e., "to ratify". 

The term tecadO is difficult to understand. In the OT it occurs only here 
in Ruth 4:7 and in Isa 8:16 and 20. In the Isaiah passages it stands for the 
prophet's message that is to be wrapped up and sealed. The word tee ado 
also stands in parallelism with tc5r0, "teaching". There it could be under-
stood as "something preserved", since the act of witnessing means that 
something is preserved in the memory of the witness. In Isa 8:16 and 20 it 
might also point to the fact that Isaiah, as a prophet, looks upon himself as 
a messenger of and witness to the divine revelation. 

What is then referred to by means of tecado in the proceedings of Ruth 
4:7-9? It has been argued that there are two acts involved in Ruth 4:7-9.41 

The first act would be the symbolic act itself, headed by the term leqayyem. 
The other act would the witnessing of the elders and the people standing by 
at the gate, described in v. 9.42 This act is then introduced by the term 
tee ado. This would mean that since tecado occurs at the end of v. 7 and the 
witnesses are called upon in v. 9, there is a problem with v. 8, which does 
not seem to fill any real function in its present position. The fact, however, 
that a hypothesis cannot explain the presence of a verse in its context 
makes the hypothesis itself questionable. A better solution can be reached 
by taking a close view at the structure of v. 7: 

38 According to Niehr (1987:68), dabar is a term for "Rechtssache". Jackson 
(1972:241) translates it "legal dispute". See also Exod 18:16; 22:8; 24:14; Deut 1:17; 
16:19; 17:8; 19:15. This would apply to Ruth 4:7, which strengthens the impression of a 
legal transaction in the text. A thorough analysis of this legal use of dabar can be found 
in Bovati (1986:192-3). 
39 The translation is from Gibson (1975:i04). 
40 Segal (1983), 19:2. 
41 So Tucker (1966:44) and Leeuwen (1976:212). 
42 Niehr (1987: 108-9) holds that the elders hardly play any role in the legal process 
described. It is rather the people who play the active part. He sees the mention of the 
elders as a deliberate archaizing attempt. However, Boaz calls for the elders in v. 2, pre-
sumably to play a significant role in the legal proceedings. 
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a. wez(j't lepl1n1m beyisrli'el 'al-hagge>u(w)ll§ we'al-hattemarn 
b. leqayyem kol-dllbllr slllap 'is na'ifl6 wenlltan lere'eha 
c. wez(j't hatte'ud§ beyisrll'el 

a. This was the custom in former times in Israel concerning 
redeeming and exchanging; 

b. to ratify a transaction, the one took off his sandal and 
gave it to the other; 

c. this was the custom of attesting in Israel.43 
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To begin with, the chiastic structure of the verse should be noted. The 
phrase wez(5't (lepl1n1m) beyisrll'el, lit. "and this was (earlier) in Israel" both 
begins and ends the verse.44 There is also a clear case of assonance among 
hagge'u(w)JJO, hattemarn and hatte'udO, which works to hold the various 
parts of the verse together. This speaks strongly in favour of the view that 
hatte'udO refers back to what has been described in v. 7 and not forward, 
beyond v. 8 to v. 9. This would mean that the symbolic act of transferring 
one's sandal was a way in Israel of preserving, or better, attesting a legal 
transaction.45 Naturally this implies the use of witnesses, since it goes with 
the constituent parts of the legal procedure. 

According to v. 7, then, the reciprocal act of transferring sandals to each 
other was used as ratification of all forms of legal transactions. It also 
functioned as a way of preserving the agreements made. However, when 
this is joined with the conclusion above, namely that the legal function of 
the act in v. 8 was to abstain from a legal right, a problem immediately 
occurs. The two acts in vv. 7 and 8 are apparently not the same, and the 
legal transactions are not the same either. The kinsman is not engaged in a 
particular legal transaction, but instead he abstains from his prerogative to 
enter into a legal transaction. That is the reason why the act, as well as the 
transaction, is different in v. 8 from v. 7. Since it is a matter of not entering 
an agreement, the sandal is not transferred but only removed. The act in 
v. 8 should therefore be regarded as a negated version of the act in v. 7. 

The conclusion is, then, that the legal function of the kinsman's act in 
Ruth 4:8 was for him to abstain from his right to act as kinsman-redeemer. 
The act made it clear, in a public manner, that the kinsman would not make 
use of his prerogative, to the benefit of Boaz. This legal function is accom-
plished by means of the act without any reference to a prior agreement. 

44 Noted by Campbell (1975:149). 
45 Hubbard (1988:251) calls it "attestation custom" which seems to convey the same 
sense. 
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The legal function of the act in v. 7, however, was meant to be ratifying, 
since it would refer to a prior agreement. 

In relation to the following analysis of the act in Dent 25:9, it is import-
ant to note that it is a voluntary act on behalf of the kinsman. No trace of 
humiliation or punishment can be found as consequences of the act. 

2.11.3.2 Deuteronomy 25:9. 

Compared to Ruth 4:8, the symbolic act in Dent 25:9 seems rather straight-
forward in its legal function. The context in vv. 7-10 concerns how the 
brother-in-law and the widow should behave in case the brother-in-law 
refused to perform his duty as levir.46 The text makes it clear that it was 
possible to be exempted from this duty, but only at the cost of being 
humiliated by the widow in front of the elders of the town. When the 
brother-in-law refused marriage, he also lost his right to his brother's 
inheritance. This would have been his had he married, since in Israel a 
widow apparently could not inherit from her late husband.47 

By looking at the text as a whole, it is clear that the legal function of the 
act is that the brother-in-law abstains from performing his duty as levir. 
This is stated in v. 7 by the narrator, in vv. 7 and 9 by the widow and by 
the brother-in-law himself in v. 8, standing before the elders. It is clear that 
the duty as levir cannot be forced upon him, but requires his acceptance. 

The refusal by the brother-in-law in v. 8, ](p i)llpa$tileqal)Uih, "I have no 
desire to marry her" contains the suffix conjugation of l)apa$, "desire". It 
seems to function similarly to the suffix conjugation in Ruth 4:8, namely 
performatively.48 The use of the suffix conjugation is due to the function of 
the statement within the legal proceedings, namely for the brother-in-law to 
declare that he refuses to fulfill his duty towards the widow. It can be 
contrasted with the widow's use of the prefix conjugation in v. 7, which 

46 Deut 25:5-10 is the only law in the OT concerning levirate marriage. For literature 
on the levirate in the OT, see Neufeld (1944:23-55), de Vaux (1961:37-8), Leggett 
(1974:42-62) and Kutsch (1982). Gen 38 is generally considered to contain an example 
of a levirate between Judah and Tamar. Whether the book of Ruth contains an example 
of a levirate marriage is a question that still awaits an adequate solution. Suffice it to 
say here that if the marriage in Ruth is a levirate, it must be of a very different kind than 
what is described in the deuteronomic law. For a recent and thorough discussion, see 
Hubbard (1988:48-63). 
47 However, from Ruth 4:3, where it is stated that Naomi is about to sell the field, 
many scholars have concluded that this was indeed possible. The laws in Num 27:5-11 
and 36:5-9 do not seem to allow for widows to inherit, although it is not explicitly 
forbidden either. For further discussion, see Hubbard (1988:54-5). 
48 See Waltke & O'Connor (1990:488-9). 
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merely informs the elders without any legal force. Another similarity to 
Ruth 4:8 is that immediately after this performative statement by the 
brother-in-law in v. 8 comes the symbolic act in v. 9.49 The fact that both 
the statement in v. 8 as well as the act in v. 9 are performed before the 
elders only strengthens their legal nature. 

If these results are compared with what was found concerning the act in 
Ruth 4:8, the legal function seems clear. In Ruth 4:8 the kinsman abstained 
from his right willingly, thereby removing his own sandal. The brother-in-
law in Deut 25:9, however, refuses to fulfill his duty as levir, which is the 
reason why the sandal is removed not by himself but by the widow. These 
two acts are then similar in the sense that the removal of the sandal func-
tions as a way to abstain from performing a certain legal function. This 
means that the act here in Deut 25:9 as well as the act in Ruth 4:8, are 
negated variants of the act described in Ruth 4:7. 

The legal function of the act is therefore to accomplish the decision of 
the brother-in-law to abstain from performing his duty as levir. The 
differences between Deut 25:9 and Ruth 4:8 are due to the different legal 
contexts. The most important difference is that the refusal in Deut 25:9 
receives, through the accompanying act of spitting, a formal punishment. 
Spitting was an act of contempt and scorn, e.g. Num 12:14; Isa 50:6 and 
Job 30:10.50 It is possible that the removal of the sandal was considered as 
a formal punishment, but this is uncertain. 

Excursus: Amos 2:6; 8:6 and 1 Samuell2:3 

These texts have often been considered to contain references to similar 
legal symbolic acts as the ones found above in Ruth 4:8 and Deut 25:9. 
Amos 2:6 reads as follows: 'al-mikrilm bakkesep $addiq we'ebyon ba'ab{}r 
na'iilayim, "because they sell the righteous for silver, and the needy for a 
pair of sandals". Amos 8:6 has the same expression with the exception that 
the verb qana, "buy" is used instead of makar, "sell". 

It is particularly the phrase ba'ab{}r na'alayim that has been interpreted in 
various ways and the most common alternatives will be presented here. 

49 A curious detail is that Tg. Ruth understands the symbolic act in Ruth 4:8 as pertain-
ing to the glove and not the sandal. The reason for this is probably that the verb which 
is used in Deut 25:9, ]Jala$, "remove" was not used in Ruth 4:8, although Tg. Ruth says 
explicitly in 4:5 that it is a levirate marriage, see Levine (1973:36-7; 100-1). This is 
probably due to overly literalism on the part of the targumic author. 
50 See Kellermann (1990). Spitting in the face was a particularly severe symbolic act 
of showing contempt according to Num 12:14, where a daughter is supposed to feel 
shame for seven days if her father spits in her face. A similar case can be found in 
Ahiqar 133, where it is an act of contempt. 
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1. It is synonymous with the preceding phrase, and refers to the debt for 
which the poor are being sold into slavery or debt slavery.51 Some even 
hold that ba'ablir here has the meaning of pretii,52 but that is not attested 
elsewhere. 53 It is also rather unlikely that sandals would be used as a means 
of payment in transactions. 54 One alternative is that a pair of sandals would 
be a surety, and when they cannot be restored, the poor man is forced into 
debt slavery.55 The problem with this interpretation is the use of qllnfi, 
which hardly fits in with the transference of a surety. 

2. The phrase is used metaphorically for the very low sum of money 
which the poor owed but could not pay, and for which they were sold into 
debt slavery. 56 

3. The phrase refers to a legal symbolic act whereby a person entered 
debt slavery through transferring a pair of sandals, presumably to his 
debtor. 57 This is possible in the light of what has been found above regard-
ing the legal symbolic acts in Ruth 4:8 and Deut 25:9. However, the sandals 
are not said to have been transferred, which would have to be considered 
implicit. Since the phrase seems to be idiomatic,58 the legal symbolic act 
may very well be the proper historical explanation for the phrase, at the 
same time as there may be another explanation for its actual use. No re-
liable connection can therefore be found between the expression as it is 
used in Amos 2:6 and 8:6 and the performance of a legal symbolic act. 

Some have claimed that there is a reference to a similar legal symbolic 
act in the LXX version of 1 Sam 12:3.59 According to the MT Samuel says: 
fim1yad-m1ltlqa}J.(i koper we>a•nm •enay M, "From whom have I taken a bribe 

51 So e.g. Wolff (1969:163, 200), Botterweck (1971:226) and Bohlen (1986:285). 
Bohlen considers "a pair of sandals" as explanatory in relation to the earlier "money". 
Andersen & Freedman (1989:310-1) understand it similarly as a chiasmus where the 
parallelism forms a discontinuous construct phrase, "the price ... of a pair of sandals." 
52 So e.g. Wolff (1969:163). 
53 See Rudolph (1971:141), Lang (1981:482), Bohlen (1986:284, n. 4) and Kessler 
(1989:14-5). 
54 Against e.g. Speiser (1940:18). 
55 So Kessler (1989:20). 
56 See e.g. Rudolph (1971:141), Andersen & Freedman (1989:313), who also consider 
it possible to refer to a bribe, and Stuart who also deems it possible to refer 
to a legal symbolic act similar to the ones in Ruth 4:8 and Deut 25:9. 
57 So Lang (1981:483). The view of Speiser (1940:19), that it is a technical way to cir-
cumvent ui.e law, seems to read too much of legal practices from Nuzi into the biblical 
text. 
58 So e.g. Dearman (1988:21). 
59 So Speiser (1940), who prefers to interpret the legal function of the act in the light 
of certain legal symbolic acts from Nuzi, and Lang (1981:483) who compares the legal 
proceeding with Ruth 4:7-8 and considers "sandals" in this case as a metonymy for a 
"Schuldvertrag". 
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to shut my eyes with it",60 whereas the LXX reads, E-K xnpbs Tlvos d>..TJ<f>a 
e-eo,aaiJ.a Kal \.m68r)IJ.a; dtrOKpllh"JTE KaT' EIJ.OV, "From whose hand have I 
taken a bribe and a sandal? Testify against me."61 The problem is the 
occurrence of im68TJIJ.O., "sandal". The best solution is that the Hebrew 
Vorlage to the LXX had the original reading. 62 What, then, caused the 
alternate reading of the MT? The simplest solution is to see it as a mechan-
ical mistake in the transmission of the text, where the nun of n<Jy m, 
"sandals" was mistakenly read as an 'aleph, thus creating the form >a<nm, "I 
conceal". This, together with the following phrase, was then associated 
with a familiar expression, lit. "conceal the eyes from", although a new 
variant was created. The preposition min is used separatively in this 
expression in Lev 20:4 and Isa 1:15, whereas in Ezek 22:26 and Prov 28:27 
no preposition is used. In the MT of 1 Sam 12:3, on the other hand, the 
preposition be is used with the instrument, namely the bribe. This was 
caused by the alternate reading of 'nw by, "testify against me", as 'yny bw, 
"my eyes with it". The Hebrew expression 'an§ be, "testify against" is rather 
common in the OT, 63 and it is sometimes translated in the LXX with 
dtrEKpllh"Jv.64 This expression also forms an inclusio, since it occurs at the 
beginning of the verse as well. The expression in the LXX is then familiar, 
in contrast to the one in the MT. It also seems to fit the context as against 
the phrase in the MT, which is followed rather abruptly by "I will restore it 
to you." This would be more understandable if it was preceded by "testify 
against me". The Hebrew Vorlage to the LXX would then have been as 
follows: m1yad m1 li1qa}J.f1 koper wena'alayim 'ifnu b1, "From whom have I 
received a bribe and sandals? Testify against me". This would then attest to 
the use of "sandal" in the context of a judge taking bribes. One alternative 
is to see "sandal" here as a figurative way of referring to something of in-
significant value. 65 However, in the light of what has been concluded above 

60 My translation. 
61 This agrees in most parts with the Hebrew text of Sir 46:19 from the Cairo Geniza, 
kwpr wn'lm mm[y lq])]ty wkl >dm P 'nh bw, '"From wh[om have] I [taken] a bribe or a 
pair of sandals?' But no one answered him." 
62 So Stoebe (1973:232), who refers to older literature, and McCarter (1980:209-10). 
Klein (1983:111) holds to the MT with an haplography of 'ifnu b1, "testify against me". 
Andersen & Freedman (1989:311-3), after a lengthy discussion, leave the question 
undecided. 
63 E.g. Deut 19:18; 2 Sam 1:16; Jer 14:7; Ezek 22:10, 11; Mic 6:3; Prov 25:18; Ruth 
1:21. 
64 E.g. Mic 6:3; 2 Sam 1:16. It is interesting that in 2 Sam 1:16 the LXX translates the 
MT p1ki1 'ilna beki1, "your own mouth has testified against you" with To aT61J.a aou 
duEKplBT] Ka.Ta aou. This is the only occurrence, besides possibly 1 Sam 12:3, where 
the preposition be is translated by Ka.Ta in this expression. 
65 Cf. Cassin (1987:306-7), who considers it likely that the sandal symbolizes the same 
in 1 Sam 12:3 as in Sir 46:19. She brings attention to an interesting parallel to this inter-
pretation in a letter written by an Assyrian official, see Waterman (1930), 1285:26-28. 
He claims that he is innocent of taking bribery: "May Anu, Enlil and Ea, who establish 
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regarding Ruth 4:7-8 and Deut 25:9, it could be a reference to an agreement 
between an unjust judge and someone giving bribes. The agreement would 
then have included the transference of a sum of money, the koper, and a 
ratification through the transference of a pair of sandals. It would then be 
likely that "sandal" is used metonymically for the agreement made, 66 and it 
might also have gone as far as becoming an idiom. However, it must be 
born in mind that this is hypothetical reasoning, based on a hypothetical 
Hebrew Vorlage to the LXX and the assumption that the MT has suffered 
some damage in its transmission. 

Excursus: Walking Through the Land 

According to Gen 13:17, Abram is told by God to walk through the land 
which lies in front of him. This act has often been claimed to describe a 
legal symbolic act whereby the change of ownership of a piece of land was 
ratified. 67 The structure of the argument in vv. 14b-17 is as follows: 

V. 14b 
v. 15a-16 
v. 17a 
V. 17b 

Look at the land ... 
because I will give it to you ... 

Walk through the land ... 
because I will give it to you. 68 

In v. 14b Abram is told to look at the land in all its width. This is followed 
in v. 15a by a promise by God that it will be given to him, which is the 
reason for viewing it so closely. Then, in v. 16, there is an extended 
description of the multitude of Abram's descendants, mentioned at the end 
of v. 15. In v. 17 a there is a second command, this time to walk through the 
land. This is also followed by a promise, v. 17b, that it will be given to 
Abrarn, introduced as in v. 15a by ld, "because". The second occurrence of 
the promise is much shorter, leaving out the phrase <ad <6Jllm, "forever", and 
reducing the subject to Abram only. These changes could be viewed as 
stylistic variations. 

What seems strange about this text, especially v. 17a, is that God does 
not say that he has given the land, using the suffix conjugation, and that 
Abrarn should ·now travel through his land. Instead the prefix conjugation is 
used, as in v. 15. One possibility is to interpret this as a promise of a future 
gift, which would make Abrarn's tour around the country a way of prolep-
tically being assured of the promise. 69 Another alternative is to view the 

me at t.lte head of the king my Lord, (curse me) if as much as a saL'ldal or the wages of a 
kasir official(?) have restrained me." 
66 So Lang (1981:483). This is hard to determine from the context, however. 
67 So e.g. Daube (1947:37), Fitzmyer (1971:151), Westermann (1985:180) and 
Wenham (1987:298). 
68 My translation. 
69 So e.g. Hamilton (1990:395). 
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walk through the land as an act of taking possession. This would explain 
the use of the prefix conjugation, since the promise would then be fulfilled 
simultaneously with the act. But is there any reason to regard the act of 
walking through the land as a legal symbolic act? The only other texts in 
the OT that contain a similar expression, Deut 11:24 and Josh 1:3, do not 
shed any light on the problem, since they are merely similar examples. 

From Nuzi a legal symbolic act is known, whereby a piece of land could 
change owner. The seller is said to lift his foot from the ground and place 
the foot of the buyer in its stead. 70 It was used in so-called 'sale-adoptions', 
which was a way of circumventing the legal restrictions on the sale of 
property, as well as in proper adoptions. 71 If the act in Gen 13:17 is to be 
considered as based on a legal symbolic act, it no doubt shares some sym-
bolism with this act, but only from a historical point of view. The act from 
Nuzi is too different to be used as an argument for the existence of a legal 
symbolic act in Gen 13:17. 

The conclusion is that as far as Gen 13:17; De ut 11 :24 and J osh 1 :3 are 
concerned, there is not enough evidence to claim that a legal symbolic act 
of walking through the land is described. The act in Gen 13: 17 is best 
explained as a way of proleptically enhancing the promise of the land. The 
phrase in De ut 11 :24 and J osh 1:3 concerns the promise of success in the 
entrance into the land. 

2.11.4 Historical Explanation 

Both examples of the legal symbolic act which have been studied above 
have involved the sandal. Here, however, the foot should be examined as 
well, since it is natural for the symbolic meaning to have been transferred 
from the foot to the sandal through metonymy.72 

This can be seen in a recently published text from Emar.73 Zadamma and 
his wife Ku'e have sold their four children to Ba'al-malik. The parents are 
said to have placed the feet of their children on clay in order to make an 
imprint of the soles of their feet. There is no further indication as to the 
possible legal nature of this act, although it is noteworthy that what appears 
to be three of these imprints are also found at Emar.74 If this is a legal act 

70 See Lacheman (1937:53) and Malul (1988:382-4). 
71 So Lacheman (1937:54-5), Cassin (1987:294-5) and Malul (1988:379). 
72 See e.g. Keel (1982:535) and Stendebach (1990:342). For more elaborate analyses 
of the symbolic uses of the foot as well as the sandal, see e.g. Nacht (1915-16), Levy 
(1918), Dhorme (1923:157-60), Keel (1982) and Stendebach (1990:340-2). Cf. Sartori 
(1894) for the symbolism of the shoe in older European folklore and Deroy (1961) for 
ancient Greece. 
73 Arnaud (1986), 217. See also Tsukimoto (1989:17). 
74 Arnaud (1986), 218-20. 
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whereby the legal transaction was confirmed,75 then the historical explana-
tion would be based on a similar symbolic meaning as the one studied here, 
with the difference that it is the foot that is used and not the sandal. This 
would then be an example of how intimately related the symbolic meanings 
of the foot and the sandal were. 

The foot is often used in contexts which display power and authority. This 
is illustrated in a concrete way when a person tramples with his foot on 
something, which is then regarded as under that person's authority.76 The 
act would then symbolize subjugation and domination. This is found in the 
OT in Exod 23:27; Josh 10:24; 1 Kgs 5:3; Isa 51:23; Pss 8:7; 18:39; 47:4 
and 110:1. An interesting expression can be found in Ps 60:10 (=108:10), 
where the sandal is instrumental in an aggressive act of taking possession 
over another land. 

To fall down at the feet of someone is an act of prostration and subjuga-
tion, as, e.g., in 1 Sam 25:24; 2 Kgs 4:27 and Esth 8:3. 

The act of prostration by falling down at someone's feet is very common in 
the ancient Near East.77 In e.g. EA 195:5-11, the author, writing to Pharaoh, 
calls himself the dust of Pharaoh's feet, the ground upon which he walks, 
the chair on which he sits and the stool for his feet. He also shows his sub-
ordination by saying that he falls down at the feet of Pharaoh.78 There are 
illustrations from Egypt where Pharaoh is sitting on the knee of the god 
with his feet on a stool containing Egypt's enemies.79 

According to Exod 3:5 and Josh 5:15, sandals may not be worn in the 
presence of God. Isaiah is told to remove his shoes, Isa 20:2 - a common 
way of treating prisoners of war, vv. 3-4. In Ezek 24:17 the prophet is told 
by God not to show himself to be in mourning, and therefore to keep his 
sandals on. To take off the sandals seems therefore to symbolize quite the 
opposite in relation to the act of trampling on the neck of the enemy, i.e., 
not to implement one's strength and authority, but to display one's 
weakness and submission. 

75 So Tsukimoto (1989:17). 
76 See Rtihlmann (1971) for examples from Egypt. For an illustration of Thut-mose 
IV, treading upon his Asiatic enemies in the form of a sphinx, see Al"'EP no. 393. See 
also no. 308. 
77 See Gruber (1980:207-12). 
78 See also 84:4-6; 106:6; 141:40; 241:5-8. The text EA 369:29-32 characterizes a land 
as being under the feet of the king, i. e., under his authority. The theme is also known 
from Ugaritic treaty texts, e.g. PRU IV, 17.227:45. 
79 See Keel (1984:230-3). 
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To remove something from oneself would then symbolize the loss of 
something. So to remove the sandal would be to remove the authority and 
strength of that person. This is as far as the various symbolisms will take 
us.80 However, it is enough to at least indicate the historical connection 
between the procedure of removing the sandal in the symbolic act and its 
legal function. When the kinsman removed his sandal in Ruth 4:8 he 
abstained from making use of the authority and power which accompanied 
his position as go'el, "kinsman-redeemer". When the woman removes the 
sandal from her brother-in-law in Deut 25:9, he is cut off from his preroga-
tive to act as levir. 

It should be stressed at this point that there are no indications in these 
texts that any of these symbolic meanings would have been relevant for the 
understanding of the legal function of the act. The explanation which has 
been given here is merely an attempt to explain the relationship between 
the procedure and the act from a historical point of view. 

Excursus: Removing the Sandals in Testament ofZebulon 3:2-7 

There is an interesting example in T. Zeb. 3:2-7 of a further, symbolic use 
of the act in Deut 25:9. All the sons of Jacob, except Zebulon, are said to 
have used the money they got from selling Joseph to buy sandals and not 
food, v. 3. The reason is that the money "is the price of our brother's blood, 
but we will trample it underfoot in response to his having said he would 
rule over us." This is an example of the symbolic meaning of putting the 
foot on something in order to exercise authority. What is surprising here, 
however, is that the sandals, normally considered to have a similar sym-
bolic meaning as the foot, are given the opposite meaning, namely that 
which is trampled upon. It is quite possible that the author is using a 
tradition from Tg. Ps.-1. Gen 37:28, which says that the brothers "sold 
Joseph to the Arabians for twenty mahin of silver; and they bought sandals 
of them." The fact that they are said to have bought sandals for the money 
might have seemed strange, and was therefore suitable for a midrashic 
explanation. Then, in vv. 4-7, a more lengthy midrashic expansion is given, 

8° Carmichael (1977:329-34) argues that in both Deut 25:5-10 and Ruth 4 the sandal 
symbolizes the male sexual organ. In Deut 25:9 the brother-in-law is then punished by 
the symbolic act which symbolizes his withdrawal from intercourse, and the spit from 
the widow symbolizes the semen that her brother-in-law has refused her. In Ruth 4 
Carmichael sees two symbolic uses of the sandal. One is the legal symbolic use, 
described in 4:7, and the other is when the sandal symbolizes the male sexual organ. I 
fail, however, to find any contextual clues that point in the direction of the latter sym-
bolic meaning. Indeed, according to Carmichael (1977:333) the reason why it is not 
explained in Ruth 4 is that is was so self-evident to the readers that it was not thought 
necessary, which seems to be arguing too much from silence. 
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based on the law in Deut 25:9-10.81 In v. 4 the law is given, and in v. 5 it is 
applied to the case of Joseph and his brothers, with the rather cryptic state-
ment, "the Lord removed Joseph's shoe from them." Joseph's brothers are 
said to have been exposed to the humiliating act of having their sandals 
removed in front of Joseph and being spat upon, vv. 6-7. The legal sym-
bolic act of having one's sandals removed is here used symbolically for 
prostrating oneself in front of a superior, "they did obeisance to Joseph". 

81 De Jonge (1975: 153) calls it a "super-midrash". It is interesting that Pirqe R. El. 
38:77 shows an acquaintance with this tradition, probably influenced by Tg. Pseudo-
Jonathan. There is, however, no elaboration in Pirqe R. El. 38:77 on the law in Deut 
25:9-10. Instead, another thread is picked up by mentioning the reference to sandals in 
Amos 2:6. 
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2.11.5 Summary and Conclusions 

1. It is probable that the kinsman did not transfer his sandal to Boaz in 
Ruth 4:8, but simply pulled it off. In Deut 25:9 the sandal is only pulled off 
as well, but this time by the widow. 

2. The act described in Ruth 4:7 is not a strict description of what is said to 
be performed afterwards in v. 8. Instead, the act that is performed in v. 8 
should be regarded as a variant of the act, which is described in v. 7. 

3. The legal function of the symbolic act in Ruth 4:8 is to accomplish the 
kinsman's decision to rescind from his prerogative to serve as kinsman-
redeemer. The legal function of the act in Deut 25:9 is to accomplish the 
decision of the brother-in-law to abstain from performing his duty as levir. 
Both these examples of the act accomplish the legal function without refer-
ring to a prior agreement. Both these examples are also negative counter-
parts to the act which is described in Ruth 4:7, which functioned as a 
ratification of an agreement which had been made. 

4. The two examples of the act in Ruth 4:8 and Deut 25:9 are similar in that 
they both concern the abstention from a certain behaviour. This explains 
why in both cases the sandal was only pulled off and not transferred. The 
major difference between the two examples, however, is that whereas the 
kinsman abstained from a prerogative, the brother-in-law refused a duty. 
This explains why the widow pulled off the sandal of the brother-in-law 
and publicly punished him by an act of humiliation. 

6. Historically speaking, the act in Ruth 4:8 and Deut 25:9 was created by 
means of the symbolic meaning of the foot, transferred to the sandal. This 
symbolic meaning was related to acts which display power and authority, 
such as putting the foot on the neck of a defeated enemy, or prostrating 
oneself before the feet of a superior or, which is more relevant, to remove 
the sandals in order to indicate submission and loss of authority. That 
would explain the connection with the legal function in Ruth 4:8, which 
meant abstaining from using a privileged position, and the legal function in 
Deut 25:9, which meant being cut off from performing a certain function. 
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2.12.1 Introduction 

The text to be studied here is Ruth 4:16. Additional texts, however, have 
often been adduced to show the existence of this particular symbolic act, 
namely Gen 30:3 and 50:23. However, these texts do not describe a sym-
bolic act, but contain an idiom, "give birth/be born on the knees of PN." 
The use of the phrase caJ-birkayim, "on the knees" in this expression may 
suggest that the idiom developed out of a description of a symbolic act, 
where the new-born child was put on the knees of one of its parents. 
However, the idiomatic nature of the expression, and then especially its 
opacity, makes it too uncertain to be used as evidence for the existence of 
such an act. 

Gen 48:12 has often been thought to describe an act of adoption or 
legitimation. However, according to v. 9 it is an affectionate act on behalf 
of the aging patriarch in order to bless the sons of Joseph who have been 
born in Egypt. Earlier in 48:5, however, a form of adoption is clearly de-
scribed, using a terminology that has parallels from extra-biblical examples 
of adoption. This should not, however, be confused with what is described 
later in vv. 9-12.1 

The two main problems with Ruth 4:16 are firstly, whether a legal sym-
bolic act or simply an act of affection is described, and secondly, if a legal 
symbolic act is described, is it a matter of adoption or legitimation? 
Although adoption is not the primary objective in this study, it will inevi-
tably be touched upon in the analysis that follows, in so far as it concerns 
the question of the legal function of the act. 

The categories adoption and legitimation are not used consistently among 
scholars. This has produced a great deal of confusion, as can be seen from 
the discussion of the views of various scholars, below. In this analysis, 
adoption is used when a child is given full status as child, including the 
right of heir, by parents other than the child's natural parents.2 Legitima-
tion, on the other hand, means for someone to acquire the particular legal 

1 This mistake is made by e.g. Speiser (1964:357), Phillips (1973:359) and de Vaux 
(1978:646). A better analysis can be found with Westermann (i982:207-ll). Sarna 
(1989:327) regards vv. 8-9 as the second stage in the legal process, where the true 
identities of the candidates for adoption were established. The act which is alluded to in 
v. 12 then meant acceptance and legitimation as son and heir. It is evident that the text 
has been exposed to a redactional activity, which has caused the literary structure to be 
dischronologized. 
2 See Black (1979:45). 
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status of someone else.3 In the case of legitimating a new-born child, it 
could, e.g. mean validating or confirming the child's status as heir. How-
ever, a legitimation of a child's legal status always presumes a previously 
existing blood-relationship between the party who legitimates and the child 
who is legitimated. Adoption, on the other hand, is considered as a legal act 
which transcends the boundaries of the family, whereas legitimation only 
functions within the family.4 

A third problem is introduced in this study under Legal Function below, 
namely the relationship between the act of putting the child on the knees 
and the subsequent naming of the child. Extra-biblical texts, primarily 
Hittite, will be adduced to show that a connection between the act and the 
naming is likely, and that they together have a legal function. 

2.12.2 Procedure 

According to Ruth 4:13, Ruth gave birth to a son. The child was brought to 
Naomi, v. 16, who wattesitehli bel)eqllh, "put him on her lap".5 It is then 
stated that Naomi became the child's nurse. She could not, however, have 
functioned as wet-nurse, since her age prevented her from having children 
of her own, 1:12.6 

The word l)eq, "lap" or "bosom" is often used in connection with a 
mother and her child, expressing the intimate relationship between the 
two.7 In similar contexts, l)eq is otherwise used with different verbs than in 
Ruth 4:13, such as nlls/1, "lift up", Isa 40:11; Ps 89:51, and sflkab, "lie 
down", 2 Sam 12:3; 1 Kgs 3:20 and Mic 7:5. The verb nlls/1 then refers to 
the lifting up of the child, whereas sflkab refers to the subsequent placement 
of the child in the arms of its helper. Here in Ruth 4:16, however, is found 
the only occurrence of l)eq in relation to the verb sit, "put". This verb was 
probably chosen because Naomi was not meant to be described as lifting 
up the child into her arms, as would have been the case with nas/1 and 
sflkab, but as placing the child on her lap, i.e., on her knees. This was then 
caused by a desire to conform to the performance of a particular symbolic 

3 See Black (1979:811). 
4 See Black (1979:45). 
5 My translation. 
6 Therefore the translation of Hubbard (1988:269), "Then Naomi took the child and set 
him on her breast" is misplaced because of the wrong associations it brings with it. 
7 See 1 Kgs 3:20; 17:19; Lam 2:12. In a derived sense it is used in Num 11:12; 2 Sam 
12:3; Is a 40:11. 
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act, since a new-born child is not usually put on the knees, but more natu-
rally taken up into the arms. 

The procedure of the act was then for Naomi to put the new-born child 
on her knees. 

2.12.3 Legal Function 

The legal function of the act in Ruth 4:16 is intimately connected with the 
question of whether adoption is ever described in the OT, a subject over 
which scholars continue to disagree. 

Excursus: Adoption in the OT? 

Older scholarship was generally more inclined to accept the concept of 
adoption in the OT. 8 Subsequently this view has persisted,9 but not gone 
uncontested. The seminal study on the question was made by Donner, who 
differentiates between adoption which implies the right to inherit, arroga-
tion, which excludes the right to inherit, a nursing relationship, where there 
is no such thing as receiving the status of proper child and finally acts of 
recognition within the family. 10 Donner then concludes that proper adop-
tion was never referred to in the OT.11 Boecker agrees with Donner regard-
ing the texts discussed above, but not concerning Ps 2:7 and 2 Sam 7:14.12 

Paul claims that the institution of adoption actually occupied a central place 
in biblical theology. He deals with Ps 2:7 and 2 Sam 7:14, and his conclu-
sion is that adoption could be found in the OT. 13 However, as far as Ruth 
4:16 is concerned, Donner's view has not been challenged. 

In narrowing down the focus to the legal function of the act in Ruth 4:16, it 
should be noted that scholars do not agree as to whether Ruth 4:16 de-
scribes a symbolic act with a legal function or whether Naomi is simply 

8 E.g. Kohler (1909) and Feigin (1931:193). See Paul (1979-80) for fuller biblio-
graphical information. 
9 E.g. Mendelsohn (1959:181), de Vaux (1961:51) with certain restrictions, Wiirthwein 
(1969:23) and Phillips (1973:359-60). Phillips considers the placing of the child on the 
knee as an outward sign following the pronouncement of a legal formula. He explains 
the lack of attestation of adoption in the legal corpus of the OT as due to its nature as 
family law and therefore not a concern of the community at large. 
10 Donner (1969:88). 
11 Donner (1969:112). Blum (1984:252, n. 50) seems to agree with Donner, although 
he finds the OT occurrences to be very close to adoption. See also Westermann 
(1982:207-8) regarding Gen 48:5. Tigay (1971:300) doubts whether adoption was 
practised in Israelite families. 
12 Boecker (1974). See also Mettinger (1976:265-7). 
13 Paul (1979-80: 173-5, 185). 
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displaying her most intimate feelings towards the child. The diversity of 
views available shows very clearly the difficulties which are inherent in the 
analysis of Ruth 4. Before proceeding to the analysis of this chapter, a 
short review of the different views among scholars will therefore be pre-
sented. 

Excursus: Earlier Views on Naomi's Act in Ruth 4:16 

The older view, that Naomi did indeed adopt the new-born Obed by this 
act, 14 was later countered by its opposite view, namely that there is no legal 
matter at all involved but merely a gesture of affection.15 Some take into 
consideration that the act, although not describing an adoption, does have 
some function beyond mere affection, and one alternative is that the act had 
as its purpose to legitimate the child as a member of the family. 16 Still 
another alternative is that Ruth 4:16 contains a vestigial motif from Near 
Eastern mythology, showing a king as a descendant of divine parentage by 
making him suckle a deityY This would then be an attempt to support 
David's claim to the throne of Saul.18 However, it is doubtful whether this 
would have been readily understood by an ancient reader of the book of 
Ruth. Scholars have thus come to be more hesitant towards recognizing a 
legal function of the act done by Naomi, and especially that of adoption. 

Ruth 4, and especially vv. 11-17, is a highly structured narrative. Careful 
attention must therefore be paid to the meaning inherent in the literary 
structure. This is particularly important since, as in most cases where a 
symbolic act is described, it does not receive an explicit explanation. The 
meaning of the act must therefore be sought in its function within the 
literary structure. 

14 So e.g. Kohler (1909:312), Falk (1964:163), Gerleman (1965:37-8) and Wi.irthwein 
(1969:23). De Vaux (1961:51) calls it a case of adoption but with limited consequences, 
since it occurs within the family circle. Malul (1985b:201-2) also seems to argue that 
the act is an act of adoption. 
15 So e.g. Joi.ion (1953:94), Rudolph (1962:71), Leggett (1974:261-3), Campbell 
(1975: 165) and Hubbard (1988:274). Donner (1969: 111) concludes that since there is a 
levirate involved, adoption is out of the question. Instead, he regards the act as a legal 
act of recognition within the family. 
16 Gow (1983:73), while doubting that there is a full legal adoption described in this 
text, holds that at least "the child is thus shown to have been fully accepted into the 
family by Naomi." However, he finds it impossible to reach a point of certainty. 
Witzenrath (1975:280) considers an act of legitimation as possible. 
17 So Sasson (1989:233-9). 
18 Sasson (1989:240): "Those in a position to decipher the code would have under-
stood Ruth as a vehicle to support David's claim to the throne of Saul, by showing that, 
decades previously, David's grandfather had already enjoyed divine protection." 
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The text is structured by means of direct speech in vv. 11-12 and 
vv. 14-15, both of which are followed by a narrative comment in vv. 13 
and 16. The speech in vv. 11-12looks forward to the offspring of Ruth and 
Boaz, which is fulfilled in the narrator's comment in v. 13 when it says that 
Ruth has given birth to a son. The speech in vv. 14-15 describes the happy 
circumstances which this child has brought about for Naomi. This is then 
described by the narrator in v. 16, where Naomi is said to put the boy on 
her knees and become his nurse. 

It can readily be seen that the new-born child is central to the message of 
the text. What connects the speech in vv. 11-12 with the comment in v. 13 
is the fact of the child's birth. The connection between the speech in 
vv. 14-15 and the comment in v. 16 takes the argument a step further, since 
they both concern the implications of the birth for Naomi. This can be seen 
by focusing on the contents of vv. 13 and 17. In v. 13 it is said that Ruth 
gave birth to a son, which is the climax to the first part, vv. 11-13 contain-
ing the fact of the birth of the child. In v. 17 it is said that a son has been 
born to Naomi, which is the climax of the second part, vv. 14-17 contain-
ing the implications of the birth of the son for Naomi. 

The precise formulation in v. 17 is important, "A son has been born to 
Naomi", as over against the formulation in v. 13, "she bore a son."19 These 
formulations show an awareness of the fact that whereas Ruth gave birth to 
the son, he apparently had some important implications for Naomi. This is 
evident from the fact that the child is described earlier in v. 14 as the go'el, 
"redeemer" of Naomi.20 How, then, has this been achieved? Two answers 
are given. According to v. 14, the divine initiative has led to Naomi's 
redemption, and according to v. 15 it is the human initiative, the very fact 
that Ruth bore the son, that has made it possible. Ruth was the step-
daughter who married a distant relative to Naomi, thus achieving what 
Naomi had not thought possible, namely to keep the family property and 
the family name intact. Finally, it is significant that the climactic phrase "A 
son has been born to Naomi" comes after the symbolic act by Naomi in 
v. 16. The symbolic act in v. 16 is then found in that part of the text which 
deals with the implications of the new-born child for Naomi. The statement 
"A son has been born to Naomi" follows upon the act as an affirmation of 
these implications. This indicates that a turning-point occurs in v. 16. A 

19 This is similar to the traditional birth announcement in the OT, e.g. lsa 9:5; Jer 
20: 15; Job 3:3, so e.g. Hub bard (1988:275). 
20 My translation. Hubbard (1988a:296) might be right in regarding this expression as 
an ancient Israelite custom of notifying the father concerning a birth, but the evidence is 
slender. 
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connection can therefore be said to have been found between the 
implications of the child for Naomi and the act by Naomi. 

The naming of the child also takes on an important role in explaining the 
legal background to the narrative at large, and to the symbolic act in par-
ticular. There are four formulations, more or less similar, which have 
caused some confusion to scholars in the past. They are uqer/1'-sem, "call 
out a name" in v. 11, weyiqqllre' semo, "and his name will be called out" in 
v. 14 and wattiqre'n§ 16 hassekenot sem, "and the neighbouring women 
called him by a name" and wattiqre"n§ semo 'obM, "and they called him by 
the name Obed" in v. 17.21 Without entering into the discussion concerning 
the precise meaning of these phrases, it must be noted that they are similar 
and occur throughout the narrative, which gives them a cohesive role in the 
literary structure of vv. 11-17.22 They also create expectancy, since the 
actual naming does not occur until v. 17, and then only in the second in-
stance. A closer look at vv. 16-17 reveals that the actual naming of the 
child does not occur until the child has been put on Naomi's knees and, as 
was shown earlier, this is also the case with the expression "A son has been 
born to Naomi." 

It would appear, therefore, that the symbolic act in v. 16 is a turning 
point in the literary structure; something is accomplished in v. 16 that 
invites both the expression "A son has been born to Naomi" and the 
naming of the child in v. 17. However, this still does not give a clear view 
of the legal function of Naomi's act, since it is still possible that it was an 
act of affection. By imitating the mother, Naomi's act would then symbol-
ize the implications of the child for Naomi, namely that he would be her 
son, and there would be no legal function involved. Although this view 
could be held, there are some indications that point in another direction. 
Above, under Procedure, it was found that the act was not described as a 
normal act of taking the child up into the arms, but instead the child was 
put on the knees, an unusual act for showing affection for a new-born 
child. Furthermore, as Sasson points out, it would seem rather out of place 
for such an act of mere affection at this stage in the narrative.23 A further 
indication is the naming and its occurrence precisely after the act. It would 
seem reasonable that the naming was placed there for some reason, and 
that reason might well have to do with what immediately preceded it, 
namely the act in v. 16. However, these indications do not lead all the way 

21 My translations. 
22 See Hub bard (1988a). Porten (1978:47) holds that the unit consists of vv. 13-17, and 
that the occurrences in vv. 14 and 17 bind the text together. 
23 Sasson (1989:171-2). 
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to a legal function, although some strong hints may have been given 
nonetheless. 

Since nothing further is said in the text regarding the possible legal 
function of the act of Naomi in v. 16, some extra-biblical parallels will be 
brought forth to show how the act of putting the new-born child on the 
knees and naming it could have been used together with one particular 
purpose. 

The symbolic act, and more importantly the combination of the symbolic 
act and the naming of the child, finds some striking parallels in certain 
Hittite texts.24 The first example comes from a birth-ritual where the nurse 
describes her actions after the birth. 25 The woman that has given birth is 
apparently the queen. 26 After the nurse has dressed the queen she says, 
"[And] I place the child on her knees.'m 

The second example is from the story of Appu and the birth of his two 
sons. Appu is a wealthy man, but without a child. He seeks divine help and 
is told by the sun-god not to worry. Soon enough his wife is ready to give 
birth: 

Und die Gattin von Appu gebar einen Sohn. Die [Am]me hob den 
Sohn hoch, und setzte ihn dem Appu auf die Knie. Appu begann, sich 
iiber den Sohn zu freuen und ihn zu schaukeln und gab ihm den siiBen 
Namen Schlecht: .... 28 

Here the birth of the son is immediately followed by the act of putting the 
child on the knees of the father, who proceeds to name the child. 29 

The third example comes from the so-called song of Ullikummis. The 
situation is that Teshub, the storm-god, is now king among the gods. The 
former king, Kumarbi, opposes the change and by creating an adversary to 
Teshub he tries to regain his former position. To achieve this, Kumarbi has 
intercourse with a huge rock, which later bears him a son: 

24 Stamm (1939:8) concluded from analysing Akkadian texts that there the name-
giving took place immediately after birth as well. 
25 See Berman (1972:466) and Beckman (1983:42-3). The text is KBo XVII.61:22. 
26 So Beckman (1983:53). 
27 Beckman (1983:42-3). Berman (1972:466) translates somewhat differently: "I put 
the child on his (i.e. the father's) knees." 
28 Siegelova (1971:10-1). The text is KUB XXIV.8+XXXVI.60, Rs. III:9-13. 
29 Regarding the use of this theme in Hittite literature, see Siegelova (1971:32-3). 
Hoffner (1968:199) describes the formal elements that are used in this standard 
formula. 
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The [ ... ] women brought him into the world; the Good-women and the 
Moth[ er-goddesses lifted the child and] placed [him upon Kumarbis'] 
knees. [Kumar]bis began to fondle his son [and] let him dance up and 
down. He proceeded to give [the child] a propitious name! Kumarbis 
began to say to his soul: "What name [shall I give] him? The child 
which the Good-women and the Mother-goddesses presented me, [for 
the reason that he] shot forth from (her) body (as) a shaft, let him go 
and [his] name be Ullikummis!30 
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Again the birth is followed by the placing of the child by the nurse on the 
knees of the father, who immediately proceeds to name the childY This 
symbolic act evidently serves to legitimate the new-born child32 and it is 
also part of the name-giving.33 

There is also an interesting text in the Aqhat-story fr.om U garit which 
seems to deal with a similar subject. It tells of how the craftsman Kotharu-
and-Khasisu visits Dani 'ilu to deliver a bow and arrows to him: 

In the hands of Dani'ilu he layed the bow, he put the arrows on his 
knees.34 

Dani'ilu then proceeds to name the bow he has been given: 

And then Dani'ilu, the Saviour's man, then the hero, the Harnamite 
man, named (and) blessed the bow, yes, for Aqhatu he named it: ... 35 

Although this is a case of naming a weapon, the combination of the act and 
the following naming of the weapon probably alludes to how a new-born 
child was legitimated as a member of the family.36 

These extra-biblical texts display a significant cultural parallel which is 
hard to disregard. It is clear that extra-biblical parallels should be treated 
with caution. However, the lack of any explicit reference to a legal func-
tion of the act, as well as the failure to find a reference to a legal function 
of the act in the literary structure, make parallels in neighboring cultures all 

30 ANET (122). 
31 Hoffner (1968:200-1) claims that it was the nurse and not the mid-wife who pre-
sented the child to the parent, so also Beckman (1983:48). 
32 So Hoffner (1968:201), who also relates this to Ruth 4:16. There is an interesting 
parallel to this in Homer Iliad 9:455-456, see Muhly (1965:586). 
33 So Berman (1972:467). 
34 ARTU (234). The text is KTU 1.17.V:26-28. 
35 ARTU (235). The text is KTU 1.17.V:33-36. 
36 De Moor, in ARTU (235, n. 72), may very well be right in that "The bow that is 
placed on his lap now will take the place of his son, in a way it becomes a 'daughter' of 
Dani'ilu." 
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the more relevant. These texts show that the symbolic act of placing the 
new-born child on the knees and the subsequent naming of the child could 
very well be taken together. They would then have a common legal func-
tion, namely to legitimate the status of the new-born child as a proper 
member of the family. 

When this material is compared with the act in Ruth 4:16, there are some 
obvious differences that have to be dealt with. It is Naomi who puts the 
child on her knees and not one of the parents, i.e., Ruth or Boaz. However, 
as has been shown above, the main thrust of vv. 14-17 is to show the 
implications which the new-born child has for Naomi, namely that he 
would legally be considered as her son. However, this is a statement which 
should not be taken at face value, since Ruth and Boaz surely remain as the 
parents of the child.37 It is more likely that what is described here is the fact 
that the child fulfils certain legal functions which only an heir of Naomi 
could fulfil. This is then described as if a son had been born to Naomi. This 
then actually means that a son has been born and an heir has been produced 
which has some profound consequences for Naomi. It is therefore con-
sistent with the narrative at large that Naomi performs the act and not Ruth 
orBoaz. 

Another problem that is encountered in this comparison with extra-
biblical material is that it is the surrounding women who name the child in 
v. 17. This cannot be explained sufficiently, except to say that the literary 
artistry on the part of the author might well have provided him with the 
liberty of placing the naming of the child in the mouths of the women, as a 
matter of emphasis. 

In spite of these differences, however, it would seem preferable to regard 
the act of putting the child on the knees in Ruth 4:16 as a legal symbolic 
act, as it occurs in connection with the naming of the child. This conclusion 
would then rely on the interpretation of a similar act in some Hittite texts 
above. The Ugaritic text, although more difficult to interpret, might indi-
cate this practice as well. The fact that the legal function is achieved by 
relating to extra-biblical texts makes it less reliable and the view could still 
be held that it was only an act of affection. This is not likely, however. 

On the basis of this comparison, it could not have been a matter of 
adoption on behalf of Naomi, since the matter was settled by the mere birth 
of Obed. \V'nat was needed, however, was for the child to be legitimated by 
Naomi by means of an act performed in public. This act of legitimation 
would then show that she recognized and accepted the child as being 
legally her son, in the derived sense that Obed would inherit the land as 

37 See e.g. Parker (1988:138). 
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well as the family name. It would not mean that the child ceased to be the 
proper child of Ruth and Boaz. When the women say that a son has been 
born to Naomi, it then means practically that she has gained someone who 
can fulfil certain functions of a son. This would then also comply with the 
legal function of the symbolic act in the Hittite texts above. 

In conclusion, then, the legal function of the symbolic act of putting the 
child on the knees in Ruth 4:16 is to accomplish the legitimation of the 
new-born child as Naomi's son in a derived sense, which would imply the 
status of the child as heir to the family's name and land.38 The legal func-
tion would only be relevant in so far as it occurs together with the naming 
of the child. 

2.12.4 Historical Explanation 

The basis for this legal symbolic act is the act of holding the new-born 
child as an expression of parental affection. 39 When it comes to relating 
this act of affection to the legal function it is not a case of either/or, but of 
both/and. It is an act of loving care for the child, which has gained the 
further function of also legitimating the child. 

38 This would come close to the view of Donner (1969:111), that the act is a legal act 
of recognition within the family. 
39 See Malul (1985b:201-2). 
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2.12.5 Summary and Conclusions. 

1. The procedure of the act in Ruth 4:16 is to put the child on the knees, 
and not to lift it up to lie in the arms. This probably conforms with the 
procedure of a particular symbolic act. The act is performed together with 
the naming of the child by the surrounding women. 

2. The legal function of the symbolic act in Ruth 4:16, in relation to the act 
of naming in 4:17, is to accomplish the legitimation of the child Obed as 
son in the derived sense of recognizing his right to the name and land of 
the family. The fact that it was Naomi who put the child on her knees was 
due to the fact that the child was considered legally to function in certain 
profound ways as a son to Naomi. 

3. The legal function of the act was reached by comparing it with an act 
found in some Hittite texts and possibly one Ugaritic text. There the father, 
and possibly the mother, puts the new-born child on the k.'lees and pro-
ceeds to name the child. This was an act by means of which the child was 
legitimated as a proper member of the family. However, the conclusion 
regarding the legal function of the act in Ruth 4:16 is less secure than had it 
been reached through the contextual analysis. This is due to its reliance on 
comparative material. However, the conclusion which has been reached 
seems most probable, nevertheless. 

4. Tne act is explained historically as an act of parental affection. Since the 
act so clearly indicated that the parent recognized the child as his or hers, it 
also came to serve as the legitimation of the child. 
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The time has now come to make some concluding remarks. Before the 
analysis was undertaken, some important theoretical aspects of legal 
symbolic acts were described in the introduction. It was also shown how 
these aspects would have to be taken into consideration, were the acts to 
be understood correctly. The most important of these aspects will briefly 
be taken up here again, in relation to some remarks which relate to legal 
symbolic acts in general. The conclusions regarding each act will not be 
repeated here, however, since they have been duly summarized under 
'Summary and Conclusions'. 

An important distinction should be made between the legal function of 
a legal symbolic act and its historical explanation. As in all etymological 
attempts, the historical explanation may very well come close to the truth, 
but, unfortunately, the opposite is true as well. Therefore, these acts have 
been studied in relation to how they function within their literary con-
texts, in order to reach a reliable understanding of their legal functions. 

Legal symbolic acts are conventional, in the sense that the meaning of a 
legal symbolic act is the result of an agreement within the socio-cultural 
context in which it is known and performed. The meaning of the act is 
therefore not to be considered as resulting from its performance, as in the 
case of the symbolic acts of the prophets, but from its function within its 
context. Since the legal symbolic acts are only available in literary form, 
the relevant context then becomes the literary context. 

This conventional character of the acts is particularly important for 
understanding the legal function, since that function is not to be perceived 
by merely understanding the performance of the acts. Instead, the acts are 
considered to be legal in the sense that they were the outworking of cer-
tain social norms, in this case legal norms. This particular form of law, 
both as norms and legal symbolic acts, is to be considered as customary 
law. This emphasis on the literary context then naturally leads to a con-
textual approach to the legal symbolic acts. 

When this contextual approach was applied in the analysis of the acts, it 
resulted, for the most part, in discarding older interpretations because 
they were based on historical explanations and not on proper analyses of 
the literary contexts. In contrast, the contextual approach, as outlined 
above, provided a more reliable foundation for understanding these legal 
symbolic acts. 

Sometimes, however, the literary context did not provide sufficient 
evidence to conclude that the act in question was indeed meant to be taken 
as a legal symbolic act. There are two items to be considered here from a 
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more general perspective, namely the use of comparative material and the 
reuse of legal symbolic acts in non-legal contexts. 

The extra-biblical material was used in two different ways in the 
analysis; one illustrative, which only emphasized what had already been 
found in the contextual analysis, and one explanatory. When the extra-
biblical material was used in the explanatory sense, it provided an under-
standing of the act, which the analysis of the literary context had failed to 
do. It was particularly the case in the analysis of the act of transferring 
the mantle that the literary context was found to be insufficient, and in a 
lesser degree with the acts of covering a woman with the mantle and 
putting a child on the knees. In all the other cases, the literary contexts 
provided sufficient evidence to conclude that they were to be understood 
as legal symbolic acts. 

The problem of identifying acts as legal symbolic acts was found to be 
tied in with the question of reuse in non-legal context. When a legal sym-
bolic act is reused in a non-legal context, the legal function is often not 
referred to directly. Instead, it is by means of association to when the act 
is performed in a proper legal context that the legal function is to be per-
ceived. Thus, it becomes harder to decide when an act is intended to be a 
reuse of a legal symbolic act, hence the problems with the act of trans-
ferring the mantle. Sometimes, however, the legal function is clearly 
emphasized even when it is a case of reuse, as in the case of the act of 
walking through a divided animal. 

The acts which have been analysed then form the following three cate-
gories: 

1. Acts in legal contexts 3. Acts in both legal and 3. Acts in non-legal 
only non-legal contexts contexts only 

1. Shaking the hand 
2. Putting the hand 

under the thigh 
3. Sharing a meal 
4. Piercing the ear 

of the slave 
5. Grasping the horns 

of the altar 
6. Removing the sandal 
7. Putting a child 

on the knees 
8. Covering a woman 

with the mantle 

1. Raising the hand 
2. Walking through a 

divided animal 
3. Anointing the head 

with oil 

1. Transferring the 
mantle 
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The first category is naturally the least problematic, although the act of 
putting the child on the knees does present a particular problem. It was 
not possible to arrive at a sufficient conclusion regarding the legal nature 
of the act by means of the contextual approach, although the act appears 
to be performed in a proper legal context. The act of covering a woman 
with the mantle also presents a problem. The act is referred to in Ruth 
3:9 in what appears to be a proper legal context, although the act is not 
described as performed. 

The second category is somewhat more problematic, since it involves 
the question of reuse of legal symbolic acts in non-legal contexts. That 
these acts are indeed reused in non-legal contexts could be substantiated 
by the fact that they are also performed in proper legal contexts. 

The third category is the most problematic, since this act only occurs in 
reused form in non-legal contexts. 

A question which is related to the reuse of legal symbolic acts is why 
God is sometimes described as performing legal symbolic acts. Of the acts 
analysed here, God is described as raising his hand, walking through a 
divided animal, having the head of someone anointed with oil and, figu-
ratively, covering a woman with the mantle. Why is God described in this 
way? The answer lies in recognizing the power of association. The 
association between God and the strong, legal force which these legal 
symbolic acts had in their proper legal use, provided the biblical authors 
with the emphasis which was felt to be needed in order to describe God 
sufficiently. This becomes particularly evident when God is described as 
making a covenant with Abram in Gen 15. In order to emphasize that 
God actually enters into a covenant relationship with Abram, as the party 
who plays the role of the suzerain, God is described as using a legal sym-
bolic act. Since God is considered in the OT as the provider of law, it 
should come as no surprise that God is also described as interacting with 
men by means of law, in the form of legal symbolic acts. 



4 Abbreviations and Technical Remarks 
The abbreviations listed in JBL 107(1988):583-96 have been used. In 
addition to the abbreviations listed in JBL the following have also been 
used: 

AP 
ARTU 

BMAP 

BRL 
EA 
FS 
IBoT 
JPS 
KBo 
KP 

KTU 

KUB 
MelT 
MRS 
NCBC 
NRSV 
RS 
StBoT 

Aramaic Papyri. (See: Bibliography: Sources) 
An Anthology of Religious Texts from Ugarit. (See: Bibli-
ography: Sources) 
The Brooklyn Museum Aramaic Papyri. (See: Bibliography: 
Sources) 
Biblisches Reallexikon. 2 ed. 
El Amama Tablets. (See: Bibliography: Sources) 
Festschrift 
Istanbul arkeoloji Miizelerinde bulunan Bogazkoy tabletleri 
The Jewish Publication Society 
Keilschrifttexte aus Boghazkoy 
Der kleine Pauly. Lexikon der Antike von Pauly's 
Realencyclopadie der classischen Altertumswissenschaft 
Die Keilalphabetischen Texte aus Ugarit. (See: Bibliography: 
Sources) 
Keilschrifturkunden aus Boghazkoi 
Melita Theologica 
Mission de Ras Shamra 
New Century Bible Commentary 
New Revised Standard Version. (See: Bibliography: Sources) 
Ras Shamra Tablet 
Studien zu den Bogazkoy-Texten 

References to biblical passages follow the numbering of the Hebrew text. 
Unless otherwise stated biblical quotations have been rendered according 
to the NRSV. Transliteration of Hebrew follow the system described in 
JBL 107(1988):582-83. 

When sources and secondary literature have been quoted, they have been 
reproduced as faithfully as possible. This means that parentheses, square 
brackets, etc., except footnote references, are included as they appear in the 
original work. Ellipsis points, however, have sometimes been added to 
shorten the quotations. 
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6.1 Biblical, Apocryphal and Jewish Sources 
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